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Executive Summary
Golden Gate National Recreation Area offers one of the most complicated management
challenges in the entire national park system. A compilation of urban green space and rural and
wild lands throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, it reflects the growing tensions in the
National Park Service about the purpose of a national park designation. Labeled a "national
recreation area," the lands included in the park offer scenic vistas, nationally significant cultural
resources, and belts of vegetation scattered across the urban landscape. Balancing the competing
needs of these lands and their many constituencies is the dominant feature of park management.
Since its inception in 1972, management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area has
evolved through three stages. Golden Gate National Recreation area was an evolutionary idea, an
extension of what national parks meant at the time of its creation. During the park's first decade,
the Park Service's management strategy was simply reactive. Managers sought to find their place
in the region and they responded to the needs of constituencies. With the implementation first of
the General Management Plan in 1980 and the ancillary plans in cultural resources management
and natural resources management shortly after, the park was able to develop clear, distinct plans
and ambitions. In most circumstances, such goals would have been easy to implement. At this
park, the plans showed both the limits of their process and the way in which the planning
deflected unwanted park uses. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the Park Service sought to
implement its plans; it often revised them in response to the specific needs of constituencies and
the Bay Area's political situation.
In this sense, the Park Service revised its modes of operation at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. Typically the federal agency dictated terms to surrounding communities; in
urban areas, the park was only one of a large number of sources of revenue and jobs for the
region. The result was a more interactive, more flexible form of management, guided by the
post-National Environmental Policy Act processes of public access. It also created a context in
which the Park Service responded to outside demands, preparing the agency for
multidimensional management within a major metropolitan area.
The Presidio addition complicated this clear articulation of management phases at the
park. As a result of congressional action, the Presidio evolved into a federal/nonprofit
partnership, and the Park Service became skilled in negotiating not only with the public but with
its twinned management entity, now called the Presidio Trust. As Golden Gate National
Recreation Area learned to negotiate with groups around the Bay Area, it learned to work with
the Presidio and its powerful array of board members. The result was a hybrid, a national park
area that was run by national park standards, but equally administered by a congressionally
created entity.
The factors combine to make Golden Gate National Recreation Area the archetype for
national park areas in the twenty-first century. In its urban location, its close relationship with
many communities, its ability to involve the public and at the same time adhere to agency and
other federal standards, and finally in its participation in joint management of the Presidio,
Golden Gate National Recreation Area has the look of the national parks of the new century. Its
issues are different from those of the traditional national parks, which are remote from
population centers. Instead, Golden Gate National Recreation Area is part and parcel of a major
urban area and all its turmoil, offering the Park Service access to previously unreachable
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constituencies. In this Golden Gate National Recreation Area leads; whether the Park Service
will follow, and to what end, remains an open question.
Writing history is complicated and contentious process, made even more so when the
participants in the events in question are still active. Historians can not rely on memory alone, for
as any attorney will tell, it is the most fallible and malleable form of historical data. "The palest
of ink," the medieval scribes averred, "is better than the sharpest of memory," and with good
reason. In the historians' creed, documents from the historical moment supersede any after-thefact account, and responsible historians must try to reconcile the differences that necessarily
emerge. Nor is it possible, in a project bound by time and space, to consult every available
document. Especially when a project is governed by the dictates of a contract and the contract
articulates clear and specific goals, the historian is bound by the terms of their agreement. Nor
can history be an encyclopedic account of every event that occurred in a time and place. Instead
it is an effort to represent the past through the use of selective examples that illustrate dominant
trends. The history of Golden Gate National Recreation Area is filled with stories that are
important in and of themselves, but tell little about the park's overall evolution. Sadly, many of
these have had to be omitted in this volume.
In the end, the historian is asked to make decisions about historical events and their
meaning. Especially in the study of the recent past, this is a task that is sure to cause
controversy, to enrage proponents of one or another point of view. Yet historians must hold a
steady course. Achieving a balance between personal reminiscences and documents from the
time, judiciously choosing examples that explain larger themes, setting them in the context of
professional scholarship that addresses the field, the time, and place, is the historian's goal in any
study. It is my hope that I have achieved such a balance here.
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Chapter 1:
A National Park for the Golden Gate
If there is one genuine contribution that the United States has made to the
application of the principles of democracy, the most likely candidate is the national park.
Prior to the Age of Enlightenment— the eighteenth-century intellectual and ultimately
social revolution that insisted individuals possessed natural rights and added the concept
of a relationship between the governors and the governed to human affairs—the idea of a
park owned and used by the people was entirely unknown. In most cultures, especially
monarchies and other forms of hereditary government, parks were the provinces of the
nobility and wealthy, kept and maintained for their use alone. Common people were
forbidden to use designated lands, sometimes on the penalty of death. Many stood outside
the boundaries of such areas and looked in with envy, conscious of the wealth of natural
resources and aesthetic pleasures within and equally aware of the huge price to be paid
for violating the liege's prerogative. Such parks, like the forests set aside for royal hunts,
served as manifestations of power, markers of different standing in a society riven by
social distinctions. They were also the flash points of class-based tension. The story of
Robert of Locksley, a member of the twelfth-century English gentry who as Robin Hood
took to the woods after defending a man who stole a deer from restricted land to feed his
starving family, clearly illustrated the tension inherent in the traditional organization of
private parklands.1
United States history followed a different vector, for the acquisitive nation of the
nineteenth century encompassed more land than its people could then inhabit. The great
beauty and uniqueness of much of this land inspired a culture that saw itself as a light to
nations, one that believed it was in the process of perfecting human endeavor in a way
earlier societies had not. Such lands answered the dilemma of the nineteenth century.
They demonstrated a distinctiveness in nature that Americans saw in their society; they
served as a counterpoint to European claims that the New World was inferior in every
way. Yet nineteenth-century America was a commercial society devoted to economic
wealth by the measures of industry. Parkland could not impinge on economic effort, on
the process of observing, demarcating, and then harvesting the bounty of the land. The
parks' contribution to the purpose of nation-building must be more valuable as symbol
than reality; awe-inspiring scenery had to outweigh ranch and agricultural potential at the
time momentum for a park gathered. The first parks, including Yellowstone, Yosemite,
Sequoia, General Grant—now part of Kings Canyon, Crater Lake, and their peers, all
shared a combination of beauty and inaccessibility for commercial economic purposes
that made them valuable manifestations of American cultural needs instead of sources
from which to wring wealth.2
1

Henry Gilbert, Robin Hood (New York: Blue Ribbon Books, 1912), 11-23.
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Alfred Runte, National Parks: The American Experience 3d ed., (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1997), 33-61; R. W. B. Lewis, The American Adam: Innocence, Tragedy, and Tradition in the Nineteenth
Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968); Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American
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The crucial feature of these parks in the nation's ideology was the principle of their
openness to all Americans. In the eyes of supporters, national parks were testimony to the
patrimony and heritage of a country that intended to reinvent the relationships between
government and its people. During the late nineteenth century and the first decade of the
twentieth, those people who professed goals of community instead of individualism saw in the
national parks not only affirmation of their nation, but a clear and distinct way to articulate one
of the prime assumptions of the time: that a society's institutions should serve the economic,
social, spiritual, and cultural needs of its people. This principle, deeply ingrained in the concept
of national parks—if not always in the motives behind their creation—became an underlying
premise in the evolution of American conservation.3
This seemingly contradictory impulse revealed much of the goals and pretensions of the
United States as the twentieth century began. Economically and politically powerful families
wanted both the feeling of European aristocracy, the sense of having large areas devoted to
aesthetic and ultimately recreational purposes, while supporting the democracy that Americans
were certain made their nation special. The process of creating a nation that sprawled from the
Atlantic to the Pacific challenged many of the ideas of democracy, but in these huge natural
parks, Americans could see the fruition of their nineteenth-century idea, a transcontinental nation
that practiced democratic ideals. As the twentieth century dawned, no more powerful proof of
their commitment to democracy existed than the patrimony of national parks.
Yet an enormous gap existed between the rhetoric of the time and the actuality of the
national parks that were created. The language of democracy trumpeted openness, but the parks
Americans created catered to only one segment of American society, the people with the time
and resources to travel and the education to regard nature as part of their cultural heritage. The
Americans who traveled to parks were the winners in the transition to industrial society. The
ones who might most benefit from such public patrimony usually lacked the resources,
inclination, and even the awareness that such parks existed. As democratic institutions, early
national parks functioned more as symbols than as participatory reality.
The San Francisco Bay Area served as one of the key points of genesis and promotion of
the idea of national parks. The queen city of the West at the turn of the twentieth century, San
Francisco enjoyed a beautiful setting that could not help but inspire an appreciation of scenery.
People's beliefs in the beauty and value of the natural environment and the wealth that the
community held provided other obvious precursors of support for national parks. The institutions
spawned there played essential roles in shaping the conservation movement around 1900.
California's mountains, especially the rugged Sierra Nevada, fostered a sense of longing among
wealthy urbanites who faced cultural transformation from which they benefited economically,
but who felt spiritually and sometimes even morally impoverished. Residents responded by
making the wild outdoors the visible symbol of their longing for a simpler, less urban past. In
essence, they sought to have the benefits of industrialization in their lives and to use a small part
West as Myth and Symbol (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1950), 3-50, 123-32.
This is not to discount the debunking of the famed creation of the myth of the national park idea at a Yellowstone
campfire. The story of deciding that Yellowstone should be held as a national treasure did happen. The motives were
hardly as pure as Nathaniel Pitt "National Park" Langford later claimed; for the mythic view, see Robert Shankland,
Steve Mather of the National Parks (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1953), 43-44; John Ise, Our National Park Policy
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1961), 15; for the revised view, see Runte, National Parks, 36-45;
Richard West Sellars, Preserving Nature in the National Parks: A History (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1997), 9.
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of the wealth they created to maintain a pristine natural world, away from the smoke and thunder
of a modern city.4
With the enigmatic Scot John Muir, the emblematic "John of the Mountains" as a living
symbol, this local conservation movement gained national momentum. Muir's wilderness
philosophy led to the creation of the Sierra Club, which counted many Bay Area notables among
its founders and early leaders. The movement also was connected to national figures. The
University of California at Berkeley produced the first two leaders of the National Park Service,
Stephen T. Mather and Horace M. Albright, as well as the President Woodrow Wilson's
secretary of the interior, Franklin K. Lane, who brought Mather to Washington, D.C., to run the
parks.5
San Francisco and its environs became a hotbed of conservation sentiment at the start of
the twentieth century. Displaying both their democratic instincts and political power, community
leaders advocated huge natural parks, not for themselves they believed, but for the nation. Strong
and widespread support for national parks, especially among the most influential segments of the
community, characterized the region. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Bay Area
legitimately claimed the title of the urban area most thoroughly devoted to national parks.
The national parks that Bay Area residents so touted were large natural areas, far from
urban centers such as San Francisco and Oakland. In the formulation of the time, places that
merited protection from development were "sacred," while those that could be developed for
commercial uses were loosely labeled "profane." Influential conservation leaders, deeply
involved in economic development, understood and supported this distinction, for it allowed
them to achieve an important end for the privileged class of the turn of the century—the creation
of permanent places that protected them from the chaos of modernity on which their wealth
depended. These leaders did not see a contradiction in developing one kind of land and
protecting another. In this they were part of their moment, best expressed in the divided mandate
the National Park Service received at its founding, to "maintain in absolutely unimpaired form
and to set aside for use."6 Division of space into sacred and profane seemingly created parallel
universes of pristine nature and industrial development. The seventy-five years that followed the
creation of the Park Service proved these seminal ideas hopelessly contradictory, but as the
century began they were generally regarded as entirely compatible.
Against this backdrop of rapid growth and social change, the enthusiasm for a national
park in the Bay Area gathered powerful momentum. The rise of progressivism in California
played a significant role. During the late nineteenth century, Muir and the Sierra Club had been
active advocates of national parks, especially Yosemite Valley, then a state park about one
hundred and forty miles east of San Francisco. Yosemite's combination of values resonated as
T. J. Jackson Lears, No Place of Grace: AntiModernism and the Transformation ofAmerican Culture, 1880-1920
(New York: Pantheon, 1981); Hal K. Rothman, Devil's Bargains: Tourism in the Twentieth Century American West
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998); Hal K. Rothman, Conservation and Environmentalist)! in the
American Century (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2000).
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Robert Shankland, Steve Mather of the National Parks (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1953), 6-11; Horace M.
Albright and Marian Albright Schenck, Creating the National Park Service: The Missing Years (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1999).
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the goals of reform swept California along with the rest of the country. At the turn of the century,
national parks spoke to important needs and insecurities in American society, and for San
Francisco, flush with a sense of its own importance, adding such a prize was a meaningful and
viable objective. The transfer of Yosemite from state park to national park status and the creation
of General Grant, Sequoia, and other national parks opened up opportunities for more national
parks. Success seemed to create the prospect of greater successes.
Despite all the forces that indicated the viability of a Bay Area national park, a major
ingredient of the park proclamation process was completely absent in the San Francisco region:
there was no public domain land in the immediate vicinity. At the turn of the century, public land
remained the primary building block of national parks, and it offered an enormous advantage.
Congress was unlikely to appropriate money to purchase parkland, and public lands could be set
aside by presidential or congressional authorization with nary a thought to cost. No one needed
to allocate money to purchase land, and at the time, while the U.S. Army administered the
national parks before the National Park Service was established in 1916, funds for personnel or
other costs did not need to be part of the equation. In places where a ready store of public land
did not exist, the federal government could depend only on gifts of land from which to fashion
national parks. The power of eminent domain—condemning private property for public
use—was a risky strategy. In most circumstances, such gifts were rare and occurred only under
unusual circumstances.8
The great San Francisco earthquake of April 1906 became the catalyst for a gift of land
that led to the Bay Area's first national park area. The earthquake was a deadly calamity; San
Francisco had been built piecemeal, its infrastructure a combination of public and private entities
all building to their own specifications. When the quake came, buildings toppled, the
rudimentary water system failed, and fires engulfed the town. Days later the fires burnt out,
leaving the wreckage of a city strewn across the landscape. The near-total collapse of the
infrastructure during the quake gave ammunition to a Progressive Era obsession. Progressives
insisted that public entities—city, county, state, and federal government—should provide cities
with water, power, and other necessities of modern life. Public control would assure the equity,
dependability, and fairness that business could not always be relied upon to provide. A
dependable water supply remained a crucial issue in San Francisco. Despite the bay and an
annual precipitation rate that exceeded twenty inches, questions concerning both the source of
water and making it accessible to the public vexed private providers. In the aftermath of the
quake, the problem worsened. Water was in short supply, and a number of companies scurried to
fill the void with water sources, new reservoirs in particular, to supply the city. It was a profitmaking opportunity that certainly galled good government advocates.
James Newlands, president of the North Coast Water Company, saw the city's need as an
opportunity for personal profit. Assessing potential reservoir sites, Newlands, nephew of Francis
Alfred Runte, Yosemite: The Embattled Wilderness (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990), 45-56;
Michael P. Cohen, The History of the Sierra Club, 1892-1970 (San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1988), 12-14.
8

Hal K. Rothman, Preserving Different Pasts: The American National Monuments (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1989), 59-60; Duane H. Hampton, How the U.S. Cavalry Saved Our National Parks (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1971).
9

William Issel and Robert W. Chemy, San Francisco 1865-1932: Politics, Power, and Urban Development
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), 139-64.
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Newlands, the Nevada congressman who authored the Reclamation Act of 1902, came across a
grove of redwoods in Marin County, owned by William Kent, a wealthy Bay Area native who
returned home after a career of municipal reform in Chicago to settle on the beautiful forty-seven
acre tract. Kent hailed from a family with a long tradition of reform and shared with many of his
Progressive peers a distaste for monopolies. Recognizing San Francisco's desperate situation and
the potential of the grove as a reservoir, Newlands approached Kent to purchase the land for a
reservoir. Kent declined; he wanted the property for its beauty, often calling it the last intact
stand of redwoods in the Bay Area, and emphatically stating he did not want to see it become a
reservoir.10
When he denied Newlands' request, Kent bucked the spirit of the Bay Area in the
earthquake's aftermath. The community needed a new infrastructure, and water was crucial to its
rebirth. Well connected through his uncle and his business, Newlands recognized that local and
state governments would support his objectives. He filed condemnation suit in state court,
arguing that the public good of the reservoir exceeded Kent's right to the keep the property. A
dubious argument in American statutes, Newlands' contention received a sympathetic hearing in
the months following the earthquake. Progressivism policy making was predisposed to its
conception of the public good and San Franciscans' circumstances were extreme. In this
situation, it was easy for a local court to construe Newlands' request as a form of public service.
The politically savvy Kent recognized the implicit danger in Newlands' endeavor, with
California state courts likely to rule favorably on the lawsuit. San Francisco stood to benefit
greatly from the private reservoir, while at the same time Newlands made a fortune through his
water company. Recognizing his vulnerability, Kent devised a means to thwart the lawsuit. He
sought to preserve the redwoods, not necessarily to keep the property, and he knew of a new law
that allowed him to achieve his goal. His attorney sent a letter to the Department of the Interior,
offering the land as a gift if the government would designate it a national monument. '
The Antiquities Act of 1906, the law that allowed the establishment of national
monuments, was a recent but potent addition to the arsenal of conservation. Signed into law by
President Theodore Roosevelt in 1906, the act was vague. It permitted the president to proclaim
as national monuments any part of the public domain with only a signature of the executive pen.
Although the ffamers of the bill claimed that its primary use would be the reservation of small
areas of prehistoric significance, the bill was an important part of a trend that granted the chief
executive considerable control over public lands. In the hands of a president such as Roosevelt,
the power to establish national monuments was a valuable asset for conservation goals.12
Roosevelt's reliance on the Antiquities Act increased during 1907 when Congress
stripped him of the power, established under the Forest Reserve Act of 1891, to proclaim
national forests in fourteen western states. Finding one avenue to achieve his conservation
agenda blocked, Roosevelt utilized another. The first group of national monuments proclaimed in
1906—which included Devil's Tower in Wyoming, Arizona's Petrified Forest, and El Monro in
New Mexico—fit the expectations of the act's ffamers, but Roosevelt planned a much larger
coup. The Grand Canyon faced threats of development and Roosevelt prepared to create a
10

Stephen R. Fox, John Muir and His Legacy: The American Conservation Movement (Boston; Little, Brown, and
Company, 1981), 134-35; Rothman, Preserving Different Pasts, 61-64.
1
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national monument of more than 800,000 acres in Arizona to protect this powerful symbol of
American intellectual and cultural transformation.13
Just before this defining moment in conservation and national park history, Kent
circumvented the condemnation suit in California. On December 26, 1907, he mailed the deed to
295 acres of his land, including the forty-seven-acre tract targeted by the lawsuit, to Secretary of
the Interior James R. Garfield, son of the former president, requesting that the government accept
the gift for a national monument named in honor of John Muir. Kent had not yet been served in
the suit, so his action could not be construed as avoiding state jurisdiction. He urged quick
federal action on his gift. Twelve days later, just two days before he proclaimed Grand Canyon
National Monument, Roosevelt signed a proclamation establishing Muir Woods National
Monument. Newlands' situation was inexorably altered. To obtain Kent's land for a reservoir, he
now had to sue the U.S. government in federal court, a far more daunting prospect than action
against one citizen. Newlands persisted until Kent agreed to sell him another tract. The North
Coast Water Company dropped its lawsuit and built its reservoir elsewhere.14
The establishment of Muir Woods National Monument illustrated the difficulty of
maintaining the sacred-profane distinction that marked earlier conservation efforts. Kent's sacred
space was Newlands' utilitarian reservoir, and ultimately the resolution relied on political
relationships and position, not any objective assessment of the site's merit. In short, power
played an enormous role in shaping the fate of Kent's forty-seven acres of redwoods, and the
issue at Muir Woods foreshadowed the tendentious battle over Hetch-Hetchy Dam in Yosemite
National Park. The argument between Kent and Newlands was the first sign of a deeper rift
among conservationists. Former allies found that although they agreed in principle, their
objectives in specific cases differed. Simply put, they placed higher value on different sides of
the same question, leading to contentiousness and acrimony among partners that threatened to
fracture alliances and negate the gains of a decade of legislation.
The battle over the Hetch-Hetchy Dam shattered the illusion that only one approach to
conservation existed. A valley within Yosemite National Park, Hetch-Hetchy was prime territory
for the major reservoir that San Francisco needed. A seven-year battle over the dam that finally
ended with its authorization in 1916 pitted longtime friends such as Muir and Kent against one
another and bitterly divided the conservation movement. A few years after the gift of the woods
in Muir's name, Kent said of his friend's stance against the dam that Muir "has no social sense,
with him, it is God and the rock where God put it and that is the end of the story." Muir saw the
damming of Hetch-Hetchy as the destruction of a natural temple. Kent and others like him
recognized the damage but placed greater weight on the need for a dependable and publicly
owned water supply for a major metropolitan area. When the U.S. Senate approved the dam, it
fractured the loosely connected advocates of preservation and conservation. Conservation gained
a triumph at the expense not of rapacious users of resources, but of its preservationist allies. By
1914, the dam was in place, inundating the valley after highlighting the inherent contradictions in
conservation.15
13
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Hetch-Hetchy so complicated relationships in the conservation movement that further
efforts to create national park areas in the Bay Area were stymied for more than a decade.
Instead of a coalition of like-minded individuals close to the levers of power, Hetch-Hetchy left a
contentious and fractured group that did not trust one another and could hardly ally to achieve
conservation goals. Despite powerful leadership and strong fealty to Muir's goals, especially
after he died on Christmas Eve 1914, in the aftermath of the Hetch-Hetchy crisis the focus of the
Sierra Club shifted away from San Francisco to an effort to include remote redwoods in the
national park system. The dire situation of redwoods in northern California made their protection
essential. Club members could agree on the need to preserve the magnificent trees; they could
not yet civilly discuss the needs of the Bay Area, and so the region remained without a signature
national park.16
By the 1920s, the move to create a larger and more significant national park near San
Francisco regained some momentum. William Kent, by this time a fixture in California
progressive politics, played a catalytic role. With his powerful affection for Marin County he
became the leading advocate of preserving Mount Tamalpais, just above Muir Woods National
Monument. Kent displayed the sometimes contradictory sentiments of conservation. At the same
time that he supported preservation, he was the major force behind the creation of a railroad spur
to Bolinas. The new line complemented the Mill Valley and Mount Tamalpais Scenic Railway,
first built in 1896 and long known as the "crookedest railroad in the world" for its 281 curves on
the way to the peak. In 1903, four years before he gave Muir Woods to the federal government,
Kent founded the Tamalpais National Park Association. "Need and opportunity are linked
together here," Kent told Gifford Pinchot, the leading utilitarian forester in the nation, San
Francisco Mayor James D. Phelan, and other supporters at the group's inaugural meeting. Kent
himself bought much of the land on the mountain and the Marin Municipal Water District,
established in 1912, purchased the Lagunitas Creek drainage near Mount Tamalpais. When an
effort to establish a national park failed, Kent donated the land to the state of California, and in
1928 Mount Tamalpais State Park came into being. At about the same time, one of the best local
park organizations in the country, the East Bay Regional Park District, created a greenbelt in the
East Bay Hills.17 Local and state level momentum remained strong.
The combination of the Great Depression and World War II muted national park efforts
in the Bay Area until 1945. The Depression was as devastating to San Francisco as it was
elsewhere in the nation. The unemployment rate topped thirty percent in the Bay Area, and
Oakland, which had become an industrial city and fancied itself the "Detroit of the West" in the
1920s, experienced the fate of other industrial towns. Factories closed and workers were laid off.
Strong unions in the Bay Area that defended workers' rights made the social climate fractious. A
number of strikes, including an eighty-seven-day general strike led by the International
Longshoreman's Association (ILA) in 1934 marked the era.18 The remedy, public works
projects, was as welcome in the Bay Area as elsewhere. The most prominent of these
undertakings, the Golden Gate Bridge, became not only a symbol of the Bay Area, an important
16
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infrastructural link that also seemed to visually complete the bay, but a national symbol as well.
After its construction, many who saw the bridge remarked that they could no longer imagine the
space between San Francisco and Marin County without its rust-colored, elegant lines. American
soldiers and sailors fighting across the Pacific linked it to their return home, predicting with
muted enthusiasm "The Golden Gate in '48." The bridge was a powerful symbol. During the
1940s, physician and Sierra Club President Edgar Wayburn and noted photographer and club
board member Ansel Adams proposed that the lands around the Golden Gate be designated a
national monument.
World War II transformed the western states, and California was the greatest beneficiary.
Not only did the state's population increase by 1.5 million between 1940 and 1944, the federal
government spent thirty-five billion dollars, almost ten percent of its total expenditure between
1940 and 1946, in California. The Golden State became the heavy industrial manufacturing
center west of the Mississippi River; airplanes and ships were among its primary products.
Widespread prosperity resulted. Personal income in the state tripled during the war; federal
expenditures accounted for 45 percent of the state's income. The once-despised Okies, drawn to
California's imagined opportunities from the Dust Bowl of the 1930s, became a poignant
example of the spread of personal wealth. When they returned to the Midwest after the war,
many stuffed rolls of one-hundred-dollar bills earned in war industries under the seats of their
new cars, a far cry from the jalopies that carried them west fifteen years earlier.
The Bay Area experienced a comprehensive transformation, gaining half a million people
during the war years alone. San Francisco and Oakland ports became staging grounds for the war
effort. Military installations, already prominent, grew in number and size. Combat in the Pacific
theater transformed half-century old patterns in the region. San Francisco became economically
more significant than it had been prior to 1941, when maritime operations, printing, construction,
and light manufacturing dominated the local industrial scene and downtown was only a nascent
financial and service center. Although multiethnic, the city's population was ninety-five percent
white when the war began. With the major exception of Asians, Oakland and the East Bay, long
home to industry, was equally monochromatic. Before Pearl Harbor, nowhere in the East Bay did
African Americans make up more than four percent of the population. During the war, the Bay
Area's population increased almost forty percent, and diversity became typical. San Francisco's
population increased by more than thirty percent, filling urban neighborhoods with newcomers,
including as many as 40,000 African Americans. The long process of suburban migration began
with the construction of trains, bridges, of which the Golden Gate was the first to open, and
ferries to Marin and Contra Costa counties north of San Francisco. Easy commuting to the city
became possible, and many embarked on this course. They followed an age-old pattern of
prosperous Americans; they moved farther from the sometimes smelly and noisy sources of their
wealth into often stunning hinterlands that faced ongoing development. The East Bay grew so
fast that by the end of the war it exceeded San Francisco and the peninsular counties in
population. By the time Japan surrendered in 1945, the Bay Area was a more crowded, more
diverse, more industrial region than it had been before the bombing of Pearl Harbor.20
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Not even the experience of the war prepared California for its remarkable postwar
growth. The Golden State came into its own in the aftermath of World War II, increasing in
economic opportunities and population with unequaled speed. In 1962, it surpassed New York as
the most populous state in the Union. Federal dollars provided the basis for much of the growth.
Not only did government contracts underpin the development of numerous industries, but federal
dollars supported the growth of an enormous and sophisticated transportation network.
Construction and other light industries provided homes for the swarm of new residents, adding
another dimension to the economy. Within a decade of Japan's surrender, California had become
one of the most powerful economic engines in the nation and indeed the world. The physical
plant constructed during the war fused with Cold War government contracts in its aftermath to
turn the American Dream into the California Dream. In the two decades following World War II,
no state was more central to the vision of what the United States could become.
California also illustrated the problems of the nation's future. Not only did smog
dominate the state's skies as the freeways filled with traffic so quickly each day that many
became parking lots, but the people of California lacked recreational space. In San Francisco and
the Bay Area—one a small peninsula and the other limited in growth by the mountains—the
need was exacerbated. A crowded city in a beautiful region, with strong blue-collar unions and
powerful ethnic constituencies, demanded recreational space of the sort that the wealthy who fled
the urban area possessed. In the prosperous postwar era, when anything seemed possible, the
demand for public recreational space became one of many essential goals for the society of the
future, the image California held of itself and its place in the nation.
The late 1950s and early 1960s provided Americans a unique opportunity to expand their
national park system. In 1956, MISSION 66, a ten-year program to upgrade facilities and expand
the system before the fiftieth anniversary of the 1916 founding of the National Park Service,
received unqualified congressional support. Development of existing parks and the addition of
new ones became goals not only for the agency, but for Congress and the public as well. In this
context, the San Francisco Bay Area again came to the attention of Park Service officials. The
federal government had been lax about preserving seashores and lakeshores. The first such
efforts began during the 1930s, more than one-half century after the establishment of
Yellowstone National Park. By the late 1950s, only one area, Cape Hatteras in North Carolina,
had been established. The growth of American cities between the 1930s and the 1950s put
tremendous pressure on shorelines and lakeshores, which seemed likely to become privately
owned and off-limits to much of the American public. After the publication of "Our Vanishing
Shoreline," a 1955 Park Service survey sponsored by the Mellon family, impetus for the
establishment of national seashores and lakeshores gained momentum. When Congress
established the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission (ORRRC) in 1958, the Park
Service embarked upon a comprehensive program to evaluate shoreline resources and produced
three additional surveys, "A Report on the Seashore Recreation Survey of the Atlantic and Gulf
Coasts;" "Our Fourth Shore: Great Lakes Shoreline Recreation Area Survey," and "Pacific Coast
Recreation Area Survey." The interest spurred others to action, and in 1959, U.S. Senator
Richard Neuberger of Oregon, a longtime conservation advocate, proposed the authorization of
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ten national shoreline recreation areas, a new and confusing designation to add to the plethora of
names that already existed for national park areas.21
The San Francisco Bay Area enjoyed a powerful claim on the commitment of federal
resources to preserve open space. Point Reyes, to the north of the Golden Gate Bridge in Marin
County, was a beautiful stretch of coast mainly leased to dairy farmers since the nineteenth
century. The area remained remote, for to reach it a traveler had to cross the undeveloped lands
of West Marin, bordered by the scenic army posts of Forts Baker, Barry, and Cronkhite, and,
after the turn of the twentieth century, Muir Woods National Monument, Mount Tamalpais and
Samuel P. Taylor State Parks. To the people of Point Reyes, this mattered little. They produced
butter for the outside world, often the sum of their connection to modernity, and lived in a
seemingly fixed moment in the past.22
As national interest in shorelines and lakeshores grew, Point Reyes' remote location and
the poor financial fortune of landowners made it a likely candidate for inclusion in the park
system. The National Park Service revived its interest during the 1930s, when the Depression
and New Deal combined to send NPS representatives to nearly every scenic spot in the nation,
but only in the 1950s, with the Pacific Coast Recreation Area Survey, did efforts to preserve the
area begin. By that time, freeways and suburban sprawl had spread into Marin County, piercing
the quiet in which the Point Reyes area so long slumbered. A rapid response was so essential that
George L. Collins, chief of the agency's planning team and a longtime Park Service professional
closely connected to power in the agency, paid for publication of the Pacific Coast shoreline
survey out of his own pocket. Sierra Club activity furthered the cause. In 1958, the Sierra Club
Bulletin devoted an entire issue to the establishment of a protected area at Point Reyes.23
Outdoor recreation became an important social issue in a prosperous but increasingly
confined society and Stewart Udall's Department of the Interior assumed responsibility for
providing the public with recreational options. Americans wanted to have it all, and for the first
time, they expected not only leisure time but facilities in which to enjoy recreation. The National
Park Service seemed to be the logical agency to manage recreation, but Udall held an older view
of the value of the park system. His preservationist tenets, expressed clearly in his 1963
bestseller, The Quiet Crisis, illustrated his leanings, a point of view that led him to regard
national parks as places of reverence rather than recreation. Udall's vision of the national parks
curtailed NPS prerogative.24 At the moment when the National Park Service was best prepared
and most inclined to manage recreation, Udall supported the establishment of the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation (BOR) in the Department of the Interior. He shifted recreation management
to the new agency.
Public recreation had been a long-standing sore point with the Park Service. Recreation
offered a ready-made constituency for the NPS, but to purists in the agency, recreational areas
21
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diluted the stock—in the timeworn phrase—of the national parks. The NPS had been
intermittently involved in recreation management since before the New Deal, but its efforts ran
into Congress' sense that the national parks meant something other than recreation. The Park
Service also encountered resistance from other federal agencies who claimed the turf. NPS
battles with the Forest Service over recreation were legendary, but only with the creation of BOR
did resistance come from within the Department of the Interior. Faced with a much larger agency
in its own department that claimed its mission, BOR immediately sought distance from the better
positioned NPS, exasperating Director Conrad L. Wirth and other politically supple leaders of
the Park Service. A Forest Service bureaucrat was chosen as BOR's first administrator and BOR
used its resources to support recreation in nearly every federal agency—except the Park Service.
This typical contest of mission and constituency compelled aggressive NPS action.25
At Point Reyes, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation presented little threat to the Park
Service. The seashore and lakeshores surveys focused on Point Reyes, and while the area did not
offer the kind of easily accessible recreation that BOR supported, it did offer recreational
potential and in the Bay Area, powerful psychic cachet. Although timber and development
interests opposed a reserved area at Point Reyes, the Kennedy administration's support for the
goals of outdoor recreation—clearly expressed in the outdoor recreation commission's final
report—and the election of Clem Miller as the congressional representative from Point Reyes
and the northern coast, substantially increased the chances of inclusion in the park system. Miller
strongly advocated the creation of a national reserve at Point Reyes and made this one of his
primary goals in Congress. He also lobbied for inclusion of Marin County's excess military land
in a park area. One of California's U.S. senators, Clair Engel, also supported the park. Sierra
Club leaders were instrumental in founding the Point Reyes Foundation, reflecting the powerful
interest among Bay Area residents in preserving the wild coast. Another group, Conservation
Associates, which included NPS veteran George Collins among its founders, acted as an
intermediary between industry and conservationists. Even when Pacific Gas & Electric
announced plans to build a nuclear power plant at Bodega Bay, north of the proposed seashore,
interest in Point Reyes did not diminish. After the 1962 ORRRC report categorized the need for
urban recreational lands as urgent and after much lobbying, Congress passed the Point Reyes
National Seashore bill in August 1962 and President John F. Kennedy signed it into law on
September 13, 1962.26
Authorization was only the first step in the process of preserving wildland. Point Reyes
was a second-generation national park, created not from the public domain, but by purchasing
lands from private owners, exchanging tracts with businesses, and relying on the cooperation of
25
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state governments. The proclamation signed by Kennedy was merely a promise to create a park.
The real work took negotiations and counteroffers, highlighting how much more difficult
establishing new national park areas had become. Although the money set aside for land
acquisition in California was insufficient and nearly a decade passed before the Park Service
acquired enough ground to establish the park, Point Reyes National Seashore was a major
achievement. The Bay Area had its second national park area, this one potentially larger by far
and with a cultural meaning that transcended the sacred-profane distinction embodied in Muir
Woods National Monument. It also set a new pattern that could be repeated elsewhere in the
populous metropolitan area. Point Reyes became the cornerstone of a drive to establish a major
national park area in northern California.
In response to the changing look of the Bay Area, residents expressed the combination of
nostalgia for the past and fear of change that underpinned much of the preservation movement in
the United States. As did many American cities in the late 1950s and the early 1960s, San
Francisco and its surrounding communities embraced urban renewal. Conceptually a solid idea,
urban renewal promised renovation of the downtown areas that became blighted as post-World
War II suburban growth drew economic and social activity away from urban cores.
Simultaneously it often became a way for powerful civic interests to use federal might and
money to acquire land, demolish low income and minority neighborhoods under the loose rubric
of "progress," and gentrify attractive urban areas. When it worked well, urban renewal
temporarily resuscitated declining cities. When it became a manifestation of poorly distributed
wealth and power, it could be a very divisive program.27
San Francisco revealed both dimensions of urban renewal's impact. Much of the city's
population and especially East Bay and Marin County commuters experienced great benefits
from urban renewal. A small downtown office district had long hampered the city's ability to
compete as a regional, national, and international service center. To foster growth required more
space, and in densely populated San Francisco, there was little room for easy expansion. North of
downtown lay intact and vibrant neighborhoods such as Chinatown and North Beach; to the
west, hilly topography and the prime retail and high-end hotel district, and beyond that the
expensive neighborhoods of Pacific Heights and the Presidio and the military apparatus it
contained. The bay stood east of downtown. The only direction available for growth was south,
across one of the city's symbolic barriers, the 120-foot wide Market Street that separated affluent
San Francisco from the economically disadvantaged South of Market area.28 Development below
Market Street meant greater prosperity for white-collar Bay Area residents, more and more of
whom headed across bridges each day on their way to work.
From a developer's perspective, rewards for projects south of Market Street were
considerable. Hundreds of acres, relatively cheap in cost and mostly populated by people who in
the 1950s lacked access to the mechanisms of power, awaited innovative utilization. Urban
renewal provided the vehicle fueled by federal dollars, and the city's most powerful entities lined
up in support of development. Some of San Francisco's prominent planning organizations,
including the Blyth-Zellerbach Committee, an offshoot of the Bay Area Council (BAC), one of
the oldest planning entities in the region, the San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal
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Association (SPUR), and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (SFRA), strongly advocated
development. Their influence created a parallel power base in favor of development that offset
the long-standing influence of San Francisco's neighborhood organizations, working-class clubs,
and unions. A coalition of developers that took shape sought to transform the city and make it
into a financial center and tourist destination. The boldest among them envisioned retaking the
title of the primary city in the West from the upstart to the south, Los Angeles. In this heady
environment, many Bay Area residents bought into the dream of becoming the Manhattan of the
West.29
After 1945, large-scale development goals in the United States typically encountered two
related but very different kinds of issues that furthered preservation goals. In this era, American
cities competed to establish a unique character based on their history, cultural attributes, and
general ambience. Since the days of the gold-seeking forty-niner and accentuated by the novels
and stories of Jack London, San Francisco had been known as a city with unique charm. As the
1960s began, it had yet to clearly portray its rich and complicated history, an absolutely
necessary ingredient if the city was to stake a claim to the kind of high culture preeminence it
sought. Urban renewal seemed the ticket to faux culture and history, precisely the kind of
presentation of the past that helped cities but often hurt residents without the means or desire to
participate in change. Redevelopment always prompted a twinge of discomfort, similar to the
sentiments of William Kent earlier in the century. A sense of loss accompanied change, for the
powerful as well as the disenfranchised. Growth meant the destruction of familiar landmarks,
assuring that symbols of communities and their patterns of living would be different. Even
beneficiaries felt the sense of loss.
These twinned but contradictory sentiments contributed to a growing preoccupation with
cultural preservation in the Bay Area. A strong and long-term military presence was also a
crucial factor; the region contained numerous military reservations, forts and gun batteries, a few
operational and others relics of earlier eras. Since 1850 the lands included in these reservations
created de facto open space that permitted some public use. Military personnel, and increasingly
service retirees, made their homes in the region. Proud of their heritage and seeking validation of
their contribution to American society, military retirees took special interest in the symbols and
structures of their effort. Fort Point, under the Golden Gate Bridge, became the focus of their
efforts.
Built on the location of a tiny Spanish gun battery, called Castillo de San Joaquin, Fort
Point was one of the first major U.S. Army installations in the Bay Area. Constructed during the
1850s, the fort became the front line of American defense on the Pacific Ocean. The Civil War
never reached the fort, but it remained a barracks for the better part of the next fifty years. It was
gradually incorporated into Presidio, the Bay Area's primary Army installation. In 1926, the
barracks closed and the fort was abandoned. During construction of the Golden Gate Bridge in
the 1930s, serious discussions about Fort Point's demolition began. Only the intervention of
Joseph Strauss, the powerful and authoritarian chief engineer of the Golden Gate Bridge project,
prevented its destruction. Strauss initially thought that the site offered the best location for the
caisson that would anchor the San Francisco end of the bridge, but a tour of the fort persuaded
29
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him that it was worth preserving. He redesigned the bridge and moved the caisson several
hundred feet. During World War II, when the threat of Japanese invasion of the West Coast
seemed real, soldiers again were stationed at Fort Point. After the end of the war, the fort was
again abandoned and stood vacant in the shadow of the Golden Gate Bridge.31
Long regarded as an outstanding example of masonry fort construction, Fort Point had
been the subject of preservation interest since the 1920s. In 1926, the American Institute of
Architects expressed concern about the fort's deterioration to Secretary of War Dwight Davis.
After World War II, when the fort was finally and permanently shuttered, preservation advocates
and military retirees combined to spur a preservation drive. In March 1947, to commemorate 100
years of American military presence at the site, the Army hosted an open house at the fort.
General Mark Clark, the venerated leader of World War II who commanded the Sixth Army,
then headquartered at the Presidio, proposed that the fort be declared surplus and released to an
agency with the expertise to manage it. Clark's optimistic hope failed to materialize. The War
Department decided not to release the fort to the War Assets Administration, the agency
responsible for disposing of surplus properties.32
During the subsequent decade, Fort Point languished. Military property, it remained offlimits to the public except for annual Armed Forces Day celebrations. Infrequent tours took
place, usually at the request of a visiting dignitary or a professional with some interest in the
fort's past. A few grassroots movements that sought to preserve the fort made noise in the
community, but little if any preservation work was accomplished. Fort Point simply stood
decaying, and the estimates of the cost to restore it increased with each passing year. In the
cultural climate of the 1950s, the impetus for protection would have to come from the grassroots.
In the Bay Area, military history and its preservation retained a sizable constituency,
derived from the enormous impact of the military in the region. The Army's long presence at the
Presidio and the tremendous reliance on federal spending during and after World War II created
a large pool of people who respected military endeavors and owed their economic prosperity to
its mechanisms. By the late 1950s, when California surpassed New York as the state that
received the largest percentage of defense contracts and the San Francisco Bay Area contained
no fewer than forty separate military installations, many people with close ties to the military
reached the stage of life where preservation was a worthwhile investment of their time and
energy. In 1959, a group of these people—military retirees and civilian engineers impressed with
the structure—formed the Fort Point Museum Association. They raised funds for preservation
and lobbied for the establishment of a national historic site at the fort. A decade-long grassroots
movement to save the fort from decay took shape. With the Sixth Army's moral and financial
support, the association cleaned up the fort grounds, built safety barricades, sponsored special
events, hosted school groups and civic organizations, and entertained growing numbers of
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At about the same time, a vibrant cultural community in the Bay Area took advantage of
the growing interest in the publicly preserved past to seek another kind of federal perquisite.
Powerful efforts to create state and local open space helped seed a climate that valued public
parklands, and even in the heyday of California, national parks were a coveted prize. National
park areas had long been regarded as marvelous additions in most areas of the country, but until
the New Deal, NPS area designations other than "national park" were neither economic prizes
nor powerful cultural symbols. They lacked the cachet that accompanied federal development
money and the revenue generated by visitation of the crown jewels of the system. Most were
second-class sites, areas passed over unless the agency received extraordinary levels of funding.
After World War II, new national park areas proliferated as the nation self-consciously
broadened the themes included in this primary form of official commemoration. A new park area
might well be the ticket to construction contracts and other kinds of development. With the
beginning of MISSION 66, national park areas became economic engines as well as markers of
historical, cultural, and scenic significance. Residents of the Bay Area recognized the emerging
twin fold advantages of inclusion in the park system.34
In the San Francisco region, the combination of interest in cultural and economic
development translated into three designations, two as individual park areas and the third as a
national landmark. A clear tie between the military experience and cultural preservation began
when the Presidio was designated a National Historic Landmark in 1962. Official preservation
took nonmilitary forms as well. In 1964, the John Muir National Historic Site was established in
Martinez, northeast of Oakland, to commemorate the life of the great preservationist. After his
marriage, Muir lived in Martinez, his wife's hometown, and operated her family's large fruit
ranch. The Bay Area added another cultural park more than a decade later. The Eugene O'Neill
National Historic Site in Danville, east of Oakland, was authorized in 1976 and established in
1982 to commemorate the achievements of the famous American playwright. The new parks
suggested that national parks had become more important pieces of federal largesse as the
military considered downsizing its presence in the Bay Area.
By the early 1960s, the Bay Area faced significant economic challenges closely related to
the changing nature of the military presence. The San Francisco region competed with other
western cities for federal dollars, but like many similar areas, northern California was limited by
its military facilities. It had been the western capital of shipbuilding, an advantage as long as sea
power was a crucial military activity. The rise of aerospace limited the Bay Area's fortunes.
Especially during the early 1960s, the momentum shifted away from the Bay Area to southern
California, long a chief rival. The Bay Area had research laboratories, Lawrence Livermore and
NASA-Ames Research Laboratory in particular, but the bulk of its military support apparatus
was blue-collar and industrial, especially the docks and warehouses that supported America's
overseas expeditions. In an increasingly highly technological industry, the Bay Area lagged
behind greater Los Angeles, with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena and the massive
aerospace industrial presence.35
One manifestation of the shift in federal emphasis from blue- to white-collar endeavors
was the divestiture of excess federal land, a process that occurred throughout the country.
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Beginning in the 1850s, the military had always held enormous reservations of land in the Bay
Area, and in the twentieth century, its reach expanded. The military quickly acquired land for
installations before, during, and after World War II, and by the end of the 1950s, other federal
agencies, states, cities, and communities clamored for title. Often, military officials were willing
to give up the properties. The cost of maintaining land was high and few Pentagon officials
wanted to rankle always-delicate regional relationships by holding onto land that they did not
really need. Across the nation, military and defense-industry land became parks, forests, public
projects or private developments. In one of the most dramatic of these situations, between the
late 1940s and 1980 the Los Alamos National Laboratory gave away more than sixty percent of
its nearly 60,000 acres in New Mexico.36
In the Bay Area, federal divestiture began with the new decade and grew in scope and
scale. The Park Service was slow on the uptake. Although noted conservationist Edgar Wayburn
worked to transfer these lands to the park system, the Park Service was uninterested. In 1961, the
military turned over to California the undeveloped areas of Fort Baker, across the Golden Gate
from the Presidio, to be used as Marin Headlands State Park. Angel Island State Park followed a
few years later. In 1962, the Department of Defense declared Fort Mason surplus property after
transferring the remaining military functions to the Oakland Army Base. The opportunity excited
local interest in a number of ways. In August 1964, San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed
Resolution No. 472-64. It requested the establishment of Fort Mason as a national historic site,
and if that could not be achieved, asked the General Services Administration (GSA) to give Fort
Mason to San Francisco as a park and recreation area. The process was typical; excess federal
land had enormous potential for cities if they were adapted to new purposes.
The real contest during the divestiture process was the battle for the famous federal
penitentiary on Alcatraz Island. After the Mexican-American War in 1848 and the United States'
annexation of California, Alcatraz Island served as a lighthouse, a well-armed fort, a military
prison, and finally after 1934, as the federal system's most vaunted penitentiary. The hardest of
the hard cases found their way to "Uncle Sam's Devil's Island," as one reporter labeled the
facility. With the appearance of Al "Scarface" Capone, "Machine Gun" Kelly, and other
notorious criminals, Alcatraz became a national symbol, full of the mystery and fear that
mainstream society attributes to its deviants.37
Penitentiaries enjoy an unusual almost prurient popularity with the American public, and
Alcatraz Island, known as The Rock, possessed a particularly terrifying reputation. Everything
about it seemed brutal. It drained even the most hardened criminals. Tough guys were reduced to
whimpering, and released convicts complained of the rigidly enforced silence in which they were
forced to live. Nor was the property particularly comfortable. The cool San Francisco Bay
climate crumbled the masonry structures, and salt water corroded the plumbing. By the early
1960s, Alcatraz required at least $5 million for maintenance and repairs. The enormous cost of
shipping everything to The Rock, even fresh water, drove expenses skyward. The penitentiary
became untenable, a relic of an era with a vision of imprisonment as punishment rather than the
rehabilitation that rose to the fore in the 1950s and 1960s. In June 1962, U.S. Attorney General
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Robert Kennedy announced that Alcatraz would be phased out of the penitentiary system. On
March 21, 1963, the prison closed and the last inmates transferred off the island to the maximum
security facility at Marion, Illinois. The last prisoner, Frank Weatherman, told reporters: "it's
mighty good to get up and leave. This rock ain't no good for nobody." An era came to an end.
Alcatraz was no longer a prison; unneeded by the federal government, its future remained
unclear.38
To many, the island seemed the ultimate prize and no shortage of claimants followed the
April 1963 General Services Administration announcement that Alcatraz Island was excess
property. It was not an ordinary piece of property. Alcatraz enjoyed a powerful cultural cachet in
many different circles, and long and arduous debates about its use ensued. The interest stretched
from Washington, D.C. across the country. In March 1964, the President's Commission on the
Disposition of Alcatraz Island was empaneled. Two months later, the commission recommended
the island be used to commemorate the founding of the United Nations in San Francisco, but no
action followed. The proposal seemed impractical, and in subsequent years no one came up with
a viable alternative. The cost of repairs on the island was daunting, the logistic problems of
moving people and supplies enormous, and for many agencies, strapped with growing costs and
finite resources, the island remained appealing, but looked more and more as if it were a
management nightmare. By 1968, most public entities gave up on the island. Nearly every
federal and California state agency indicated to the General Services Administration that
Alcatraz Island was not in its plans.39
Alcatraz was too important a symbol to simply let slide away, and Bay Area governments
searched for a way to use the island. The city of San Francisco became interested in acquiring the
island in 1968 and asked for development proposals. Almost 500 different proposals were
submitted. The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation revived its interest as well, commissioning studies
of Alcatraz and nearby Angel Island. The most important of these, "Golden Gate: A Matchless
Opportunity," built on more than twenty years of ideas for a park in the region. As the 1960s
came to a close, the value of decommissioned federal lands in the Bay Area was apparent.
Questions of use and administration remained entirely murky.40
"Golden Gate: A Matchless Opportunity" played a catalytic role in initiating the park
proclamation process. "The bureaucratic spark," Doug Nadeau recalled, that helped generate
support for the park was "a crash project" prepared by a small government planning team
December 4-9, 1969 entitled "A New Look at Alcatraz." Based upon this document, the
Secretary of the Interior Walter J. Hickel made the decision to authorize the preparation of a
conceptual plan for the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Although local support alone
eventually might have succeeded in securing legislation to establish the park, Congress typically
relied on the Park Service to recommend new park areas. At the time "A New Look at Alcatraz "
was in preparation, no one else proposed a national park at the Golden Gate. Nor was the study
team aware that Ansel Adams and Edgar Wayburn had earlier made such a proposal. The
planning process was innovative. To prepare the conceptual plan for the park, which became the
basis of NPS support of authorizing legislation, the Park Service assembled a planning team that
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included representatives from outside agencies, a novel concept. This small gesture foretold the
park's signature pioneering in public involvement. The team included Michael Fischer of SPUR
and Tom Malloy of S.F. Recreation and Park Department. Many of the ideas in this conceptual
plan appeared in the 1980 General Management Plan. Even more, the plan "literally introduced
Amy Meyer to the concept" of a park, Nadeau recalled. "She of course picked up the ball and ran
with it much further than any of us had dreamed." 41
Angel Island was the scene of a concerted effort by the state. As early as the 1940s, it was
considered as a state park, and efforts gained momentum in the 1960s. In 1966, the best
opportunity for development came when State Senator J. Eugene McAteer engineered $560,000
for development of the state park. The decision was widely lauded by the press and the public.
As the question of Alcatraz remained unresolved, San Francisco and the surrounding
communities became ground zero for the American Cultural Revolution of the 1960s. The Bay
Area had always treasured its idiosyncratic self-image, and during the decade, it enjoyed the
cultural space in which social revolution flourished. Many San Franciscans opposed the norms of
American society long before it became fashionable to do so. North Beach and its "Beats"
operated in a cultural netherworld in 1950s America. The Freeway Revolt of the 1950s, when
San Franciscans attacked and defeated an intricate freeway system designed for their city,
illustrated that the Bay Area valued itself in a way different from the rest of the nation.
Neighborhoods led the charge against freeways; ethnic and class-based communities and
neighborhoods were more concerned with their character and regarded progress with great—and
largely negative—gravity. In 1959, to the shock and dismay of the California Department of
Highways, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors voted down seven often planned freeways
through San Francisco, including one through Golden Gate Park and another on the waterfront.
George Moscone and Willie Brown, who both went on to prominence, led the fight against the
freeways; it energized the Sierra Club and Edgar Wayburn, leading to the development of a
powerful slow growth movement well ahead of the rest of the nation. In 1950s San Francisco, an
early version of the quality of life issues that later vexed American society played a significant
role in slowing urban development. That attitude continued into the 1960s, as ordinary San
Franciscans battled freeways they regarded as a portent of doom.42
The anti-freeway fight reached into western Marin county too. Conservationist Edgar
Wayburn recalls "I began to encounter this in the early 1950s, when there was a proposal by the
State Highway Department—now CalTrans—to expand the Shoreline Highway, Highway One,
from its present two-lane, winding road, to a four-lane freeway... We [the Sierra Club] opposed
that very strongly... if the highway were to go through, not only would it bring a great deal more
traffic to the area, but the powerlines and water supplies would soon follow. This was in the
whole interest of suburban expansion or not, and even in that day, I had the idea that more of this
area of west Marin could become public land."43
Across the bay in Berkeley, a movement that reshaped the definition of individual rights
in American society erupted over the issue of political organizing on the University of
California-Berkeley campus. Borrowing the techniques and strategies of the Civil Rights
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Movement in the South, the Free Speech Movement (FSM) reinvented the prerogatives of the
individual in American society and set off the student revolts of the 1960s. From FSM came the
antiwar movement, which focused on bringing the American involvement in Vietnam to a halt.
In one of the countless demonstrations that dotted the late 1960s, Berkeley students marched on
the Oakland Induction center with the goal of closing it down. They succeeded for a day, a
prelude to the October 1969 antiwar moratorium and the march on the White House by 40,000
people the following month, the high points of antiwar activity in the United States.44
At about the same time, a loosely constructed and conceived movement, detached from
the political struggles of the day and Utopian in character, also found a home in the Bay Area.
Descended at least in part from the Beats, the hippies of San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury
neighborhood created a new consciousness. They did not see the point of battling what they
called the "straights." They aimed for a new reality, assisted by psychedelic drugs, that would
run parallel to the temporal world. Labeled the counterculture, this loose grouping offered
another of the countless variations on the mainstream that came to characterize the decade. If
cultural innovation of any sort was to occur in 1960s America, the Bay Area was likely to be its
focus.
In a unique way, the cultural revolution in the Bay Area and the idea of service-sector
growth through urban renewal melded together to create in San Francisco an idyllic place that
stood out for its culture as well as its beauty. From Tony Bennett, who left his heart in San
Francisco, to Eric Burdon, who assured his audience that they would find "gentle people with
flowers in their hair" in the Bay Area, to the rise of the Castro District, where homosexuality
became public in a manner that it had never been in the United States, San Francisco became
reinvented as the most liberal of American cities, on a par with New Orleans for its public
cultural freedom. San Francisco was exotic in the best American sense, and during the 1960s,
tourism boomed. With the rise of the Pacific Rim, the Bay Area also became a conduit for vast
sums of Asian capital, the owners strangely comfortable in a city with American guarantees of
the protection of personal property, a long history of an Asian presence, and wide-open culture.
When Grace Slick and the Starship sang "we built this city on rock 'n' roll," the statement
contained as much truth as hyperbole.
One resulting characteristic of the cultural revolution was increasingly stringent
opposition to growth and the spread of suburbia. After 1945, suburban growth in the United
States gobbled up huge tracts of land, devouring the open space that generations of Americans
long took for granted. Between 1945 and the early 1970s, American suburbs grew so fast that
their population eclipsed the cities they surrounded.45 Freeways extended far into the hinterlands
around every city of significance. Developers eagerly built new homes, shopping centers, and
other amenities of postwar life, aided by massive federal funding for roads and highways. Many
more people could enjoy the fruits of prosperity, but these came at a cost—the loss of the
freedom to roam in undeveloped space. As the suburbs grew, efforts to retain that space became
a prominent goal of the families who moved to these new communities. The last to come were
often the first to complain about the impact of which they were an intrinsic part.
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In the battles of the 1960s in the Bay Area, local residents cloaked themselves in the
quality-of-life environmentalism that rose to the fore as Americans came to believe that they
could have it all without risk. These attitudes differed greatly from turn-of-the-century
conservation; quality-of-life environmentalists became extremely skilled at a strategy that would
come to be known as NIMBY, "not in my backyard." They regarded themselves as entitled to
freedom from the consequences of the progress that gave them leisure, offering an
environmentalism that depended on the affluence of their society for its claims to moral right. As
long as American society remained prosperous, such arguments held great sway. In the mid1960s, the combination of affluence and idealism gave such attitudes a currency they have yet to
• 46

regain.
The struggle over development illustrated the era's tensions and hastened the
establishment of a national park area near San Francisco Bay. The southern barrier of military
forts provided one measure of protection from growth. By the mid-1960s, the sparsely populated,
largely conservative, and mostly rural Marin County experienced rapid growth that transformed
its very essence. The creation of Point Reyes National Seashore and the expansion of Mount
Tamalpais State Park both served as counters to the spread of homes, roads, and the other
accouterments that accompanied suburban sprawl. Both took land that otherwise might have
been developed for housing, improving the opportunities for recreation—a key measure of
quality of life—and simultaneously increasing property values. As Marin County became better
appointed with recreational lands, it became more exclusive, and corporate and individual
landowners tried to capitalize on the combination of exclusivity and easy access to the Golden
Gate Bridge and convenient ferries. Residents could live in the exclusive beauty of Marin
County and commute to the city, where they made their wealth. Marin County came to epitomize
the affluent bedroom community, maintaining the sacred-profane distinction of the early
twentieth century in an era when the designation was at best archaic and at worst selfish.
This idea led to a classic battle over the creation of a planned suburban community in the
Gerbode Valley north of the Golden Gate cliffs and south of Mount Tamalpais. Called
Marincello, the 18,000-person community was the brainchild of Thomas Frouge, a self-made
millionaire who quit school at age fourteen and built one of the nation's largest contracting firms.
Frouge joined with Gulf Oil Corporation for the development. An 18,000-person community was
a huge undertaking and a politically powerful corporation with limitless resources was a good
partner. In November 1964, after years of planning, Frouge announced the development. A
splashy press conference kicked off a remarkable public relations and advertising campaign that
touted Marincello as the future of living.47
The proposed development was stunning in its scope, cost, and comprehensiveness.
Frouge envisioned an urban community in a previously suburban region, a "new town" based on
the era's best planning principles. Density, careful planning, and self-sufficiency were to
characterize the development. The planners expected minimal outbound traffic from the
development; everything residents needed would be within. Housing was distributed to
accommodate different income levels. Fifty apartment towers accompanied single-family homes,
townhouses, and garden apartments. A mile-long central mall, 250 acres set aside for light
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industry, and "Brotherhood Plaza," a town square encircled by churches, completed the picture.
Frouge and his partners envisioned nothing less than a fresh start of a small-scale city in an era
when Bauhaus-style glass and chrome monoliths had already overwhelmed historic urban
48

space.
Although the development appeared to be a winner, a struggle between Frouge and Gulf
Oil halted its progress. In 1965, shortly after Frouge's unveiling of the plan, the Marin County
Board of Supervisors approved the project over the objections of the Johnson administration.
Undersecretary of the Interior John A. Carver expressed misgivings when he addressed a
California Municipal Utilities Association meeting, and a New York Times editorial blasted the
project. The city of Sausalito unanimously passed a resolution opposing the development and
instituted a legal challenge. Opposition from the Golden Gate Headlands Committee, a
grassroots organizations that later contributed members to People for a Golden Gate National
Recreation Area (PFGGNRA), also had to be overcome, but Marincello proceeded until a threeyear legal quagmire toppled the development. Frouge could not secure the needed financial
arrangements, and he and Gulf Oil filed suit against each other. The delays opened the way for
opposition. Between 1964, when the plan debuted to glowing response, and the end of the
decade, the dynamics of Marin County development became a contested issue. In one instance, a
powerful supporter of parklands in Marin, Fred Merrill, chairman of the Fund American
Companies in San Francisco, owners of 75,000 shares of Gulf Oil, contacted E. D. Brockett,
Gulfs chairman, to discuss the company's plans. A publicly held company, Gulf was sensitive to
stockholders' needs, especially when someone represented such a large block of shares.
Marincello was ancillary to Gulfs primary business, and even after a Gulf subsidiary, GulfReston, took over the development of another "new town," Reston, Virginia, Marincello seemed
an increasingly bad idea. Gulf-Reston reviewed its options and plans for Marincello were quietly
put aside.49
After Frouge's death in 1969, Gulf Oil found its position on Marincello precarious. It
owned most of the land, but its shareholders in the Bay Area continued to press the company to
drop plans for the development. Although Gulf-Reston disavowed Frouge's enormous
development, the name "Marincello" had come to mean a threat to Marin County. Merrill and his
organization put their clout in the hands of Headlands Inc., which had been formed to fight
Marincello, and Gulf-Reston found an owner of a sizable block of stock opposing the company's
plans. When The Nature Conservancy (TNC), which used private donations to purchase habitat
and other lands for conservation purposes, approached the corporation with an offer to purchase,
Gulf Oil recognized that the negative publicity generated by the development would far exceed
any profit. In 1970, when the state appellate court agreed with Sausalito that the county's initial
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approval of Marincello had been hasty and the entire process needed to begin again, Gulf Oil
looked for a way out. On December 22, 1972, Marincello was sold to TNC. One of the project's
first steps had been gates erected at the entrance to the Marincello development. After the
project's demise, the gates stood decaying until 1978, when they were taken down by the Park
Service. The symbolism was powerful, if by 1978 a little bit frayed. The primary vestige of
private development in the Headlands came down at the hands of an agency responsible to the
entire public.50
Alcatraz became another flash point in the cultural contests of the Bay Area. Although
San Francisco failed to find a way to use the island, the former penitentiary soon returned to the
headlines. In September 1969, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors incurred the ire of much
of the Bay Area when it voted to lease the island to Texas billionaire tycoon H. Lamar Hunt for
commercial development. Hunt planned high-end condominiums, restaurants, and other urban
uses for the island, which was supposed to become a space-age counterpart to New York City
attractions such as the United Nations, and the Empire State Building. The uproar was
instantaneous. People all over the country wrote Secretary Hickel and other federal officials
asking for intervention. Alvin Duskin of San Francisco ran large anti-Hunt advertisements in
local newspapers with coupons that could be clipped and sent to the Board of Supervisors and
the Department of the Interior. The mails filled with more than 8,000 of the ready-made protest
coupons and the Board of Supervisors agreed to revisit its decision.51
When the Board of Supervisors voted to let Hunt lease the property, the decision hit
hardest of all the increasingly vocal pan-Indian Native American population, learning to use its
ethnicity as an advantage in local politics in a fashion similar to other ethnic groups and
fashioning its own plans for the island. Somehow, the Native Americans missed the Hunt
controversy. "There must have been some stories in the papers about Hunt's plans," remembered
Adam Fortunate Eagle, "but somehow we had missed them." The Bay Area's Indian population
already had designs on the island. They planned a cultural center that included a spiritual shrine,
a museum, and a vocational training program facility. After the San Francisco Indian Center on
Valencia Street burned down on October 9, 1969, the quest for the island took on new urgency.52
Alcatraz Island came to symbolize the injustice American Indians experienced, and urban
Indians moved to solidify their claim to the island. They feared not only the decision favoring
Hunt, but any similar urban development concept from the Board of Supervisors. Alcatraz Island
was theirs, Indian people in the Bay Area fervently believed, and a precedent for their claim had
been established. In 1964, five Lakota people seized Alcatraz Island and held it for four hours.
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Under their interpretation of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty, all abandoned federal land once held
by the Lakota reverted to them. Before the heady days of Free Speech Movement, such an action
seemed eccentric, and assistant attorney general Ramsey Clark dismissed any legal standing for
the action. In the more dramatic style that derived both from the Civil Rights Movement and the
American Cultural Revolution, Indian people seized Alcatraz Island twice in November 1969,
offering the symbolic payment of $24 in beads, trinkets, and cloth, the same amount that
seventeenth-century Indian people received for Manhattan Island, New York. During the second
occupation of Alcatraz, on November 20, 1969, eighty-nine people disembarked on the island
and stayed.53
What began as a brief adventure became a twenty-month ordeal that captured national
attention. The occupation offered all the ingredients of the late 1960s. An oppressed minority
group sought redress of grievances and offered a program of self-improvement called
"Thunderbird University." A telegenic and articulate spokesman, Richard Oakes, a native of the
St. Regis Reservation in New York studying at San Francisco State University, became the
occupation's most visible member. Indian possession of Alcatraz became an ongoing drama that
tugged at the nation's conscience. Within a few months, when it was clear that the Indians were
not going away anytime soon, President Richard M. Nixon growled at his Secretary of the
Interior, Walter (Wally) J. Hickel of Alaska, "get those goddamn Indians off Alcatraz."54 Hickel
turned to the National Park Service.
The Park Service faced genuine problems as it tried to address the secretary's dilemma.
Since its founding in 1916, the Park Service catered to the American mainstream, first with an
elite, class-based orientation and later with an approach that facilitated automobiles and the
broad group of visitors they carried. The Park Service hewed closely to its core mission for most
of its first half-century. As late as 1964, only six directors had led the agency and four of them
had been with the Park Service since its founding. Leaders came up through the ranks, learned
the Park Service way, and implemented it when they reached the top. From Stephen T. Mather
through Conrad L. Wirth, this mission meant serving visitors. In this sense, the NPS understood
its core constituency—by the 1950s, people with two weeks vacation each year who chose to see
the national parks, usually with their often reluctant children in tow. 55
During the 1960s, government in the United States sought to serve a broader public than
ever before. Urban and minority communities demanded all the services that more affluent
groups received, and this included access to national park areas. As a result of the riots that
plagued American cities after 1965, placating urban America became a significant goal of
government policy. Elitism too long marked federal priorities; people from all walks of life
complained, and the nation's bounty had to be more evenly distributed. In the aftermath of the
Wilderness Act of 1964, which many urbanites thought catered to elites with the time, money,
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and inclination to spend lots of time in the woods, the need to make the traditional park system
important to a wider segment of the public became paramount.
Urban national parks became the primary response, placing the Park Service in a new
arena in which it had little experience. Hickel had been a developer in Alaska, but was
transformed into a conservationist as secretary of the interior. Saying "we have got to bring the
natural world back to the people, rather than have them live in an environment where everything
is paved over with concrete and loaded with frustration and violence," he coined the idea of
"parks for the people, where the people are" and offered a comprehensive proposal that included
national recreation areas at Gateway around the New York/New Jersey shore, in Ohio's
Cuyahoga Valley, in the Santa Monica Mountains near Los Angeles, and on lands surrounding
the Golden Gate. These were the first full-scale proposals to fulfill Stewart Udall's axiom to
bring "the battle lines of conservation into the cities."56 It also gave the Park Service a chance to
best the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.
Despite the political opportunity, under George Hartzog, who became the Park Service's
seventh director in 1964, the agency responded without enthusiasm. Many in the Park Service
were traditionalists, subscribing to a definition of national significance that closely followed the
scenic monumentalism favored by Mather and Albright, the agency's first two directors.
Beautiful mountaintops and historic sites comprised the dominant current of such thinking;
ecology, parks in urban areas with primarily recreational use, and other similar innovations were
far from their priorities. Hartzog was a tried-and-true Park Service man, sympathetic to the
longtime agency perspective, but he also was an entrepreneur and leader in the best NPS fashion:
he looked for avenues that could expand the agency's reach and he smoothly responded to tugs
from superiors in the Department of the Interior. Hartzog was supple and farsighted. His
"Summer in the Parks" program took urban youth and placed them in an educational program in
national parks. The program was credited with minimizing the damage to the Capitol parks from
urban riots. Stewart Udall observed that Hartzog "enjoyed entering political thickets; he had the
self-confidence and the savvy to be his own lobbyist and win most of his arguments with
members of Congress, governors, and presidents."57 If Nixon demanded action from Hickel and
Hickel turned to Hartzog, the gracious and gregarious director would do everything in his power
to satisfy the request. Parks such as Gateway National Recreation Area in New York and the one
for the Bay Area more than fit the bill.
At about the same time as the occupation of Alcatraz, historic preservation in the Bay
Area received a boost from renewed public interest in Fort Point. The local business community
contributed to its support. Lobbyists for grocery and aluminum concerns, the wife of whose
chairman of the board was an outspoken advocate of the designation of Fort Point as a historic
site, pressured area congressmen to help pass a bill, and Democrats and Republicans alike joined
forces. In 1968, local congressional representatives introduced bills to establish Fort Point
National Historic Site. The proposals encountered little resistance; the area was small, already in
federal hands, and the structure was intriguing. The House of Representatives and the U.S.
Senate passed the bills, and on October 16, 1970, President Nixon signed the bill that authorized
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Fort Point National Historic Site.58 Although a small site, the establishment of Fort Point became
a symbol of what could be accomplished through federal means. The real question became:
where would the impetus originate? What might bind all these trends together to create a grand
national park area?
A very typical government proposal became the catalyst that led to the establishment of
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. In 1969, Amy Meyer, an activist, artist, homemaker, and
resident of the Richmond District, attended a meeting about excess military land and learned that
the General Services Administration planned to build a football field-sized National Archives
branch office overlooking San Francisco Bay near her home at Fort Miley. In the age of urban
renewal and strong central government, the concept seemed feasible. Even in the late 1960s,
governments acted with a sense of destiny and sometimes without considering the implications
on communities, and such unsightly structures had become a hallmark of American public
architecture. San Francisco was different, more tied to its cultural past and more cognizant of the
significance of neighborhoods and micro-communities. Where cities all over the country simply
accepted construction that destroyed historic downtowns, San Francisco erupted in indignation.
For Meyer, the idea that the government could simply put a building three blocks from
her home spurred her to action. Her husband was work long hours as a psychiatrist and she was
raising two small children. "I stumbled into this and said, 'gee this is interesting, what a nice
little project I could work on,'" She laughed during an interview in 2002. "The next thing I knew
I had this sort of tiger on my hands." She was fortunate to step into a situation in which federal
planning teams had already laid the groundwork. The 1969 GSA plan and the BOR/NPS Study
studies created a context in which Meyer could act and federal agencies with prepared plans
could help.59 It set her forward on a more than thirty-year career as a conservation activist.
Opposition created a coalition of disparate interests. John Jacobs, who headed the San
Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal Association (SPUR), thought the proposal obnoxious, an
affront to neighborhoods. Others held similar opinions. A tenacious individual, Meyer regarded
the proposal as a threat to her and her neighbors' way of life, an assault on the entire Richmond
District. "What I know how to do is organize people," She later ventured in a discussion of her
role. She connected more than seventy neighborhood organizations and encouraged the Sierra
Club to complain about the transformation of open space into a government complex. Meyer's
energy was palpable and the Sierra Club appointed her leader of the chapter conservation
committee, the entity with responsibility for protecting the local environment.60 Supported by the
club's influence and her unbounded energy, Meyer headed the challenge to the Fort Miley
development.
For national park area proponents, the GSA proposal was a fortuitous circumstance that
galvanized a number of disparate currents in the Bay Area. San Francisco's history of strong
neighborhood activism created powerful grassroots constituencies that were influential in local
Robinson, "You 're in Your Mother's Arms" 431-32; Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Fort Point Museum Association, Jan. 15, 1970; G.M. Dean to Board of Directors, Fort Point
Museum Association, September 1, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors, Sept. 16, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors,
Oct. 7, 1970; Dean to Board of Directors, Oct. 23, 1970, all FPAR, Box 3, A44, Minutes of the Board of Directors
Meeting, Fort Point Museum Association.
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politics. The Outer Richmond Neighborhood Association, of which Meyer was a member, and
other similar groups held clear and firm points of view about issues that affected them. They
shaped dialogue about urban growth. Many of these associations had their roots in the nineteenth
century and took on ethnic character as the Bay Area developed early in the twentieth century.
They became reconstituted as geographic alliances in the post-World War II era. The antifreeway battles of the 1950s and 1960s shaped these new grassroots alliances, and power drifted
from working-class neighborhoods to more affluent ones. Pacific Heights, one of the more posh
neighborhoods, emerged as a leading force in the city. Its residents and those of another similarly
affluent district, St. Francis Woods, comprised nine of the eleven members of the Board of
Supervisors, elected from the city at large, as late as the early 1970s. Antagonizing such groups
was a dangerous strategy even for powerful financial and development interests; they possessed
wealth, power and access, a strong sense of local and regional identity, and a history of
protecting their interests.61
Across the Golden Gate Bridge, similar community activism enjoyed an equally long
history. Edgar Wayburn, former president of the Sierra Club, was already a long-time leader in
regional conservation, a visionary who understood the complicated nature of urban conservation
long before such thinking became fashionable. Wayburn recognized the importance of open
space close to people even as the post-war Sierra Club focused on far-away wilderness.
"Wilderness begins in your own backyard," he often retorted to claims of the debased nature of
urban areas. "People have to have places that they go to nearby." Wayburn anticipated the trends
of the 1960s more than a decade ahead of the rest of the conservation community. His interest in
Marin County was spurred by reality that in 1947, less than 1,400 acres were in reserves. In the
late 1940s, Wayburn began to talk of enlarging Mt. Tamalpais State Park, a project that added
more than 5,000 acres to the state park between 1948 and 1972. He envisioned even more, as
early as the 1940s conceiving of an open-space link between Tomales Point near Point Reyes
and Fort Funston in San Francisco.62
Turning even 100,000 acres of Marin County into parkland juxtaposed different visions
of the region. Wayburn and his friends brought post-war vision to the area, while communities
such as Bolinas and the ranchers of the Olema Valley were equally adamant about being left
alone. Such communities opposed a park, but they soon feared suburban development even
more. The Indian occupation of Alcatraz, the changing social climate, and the prospect of the
Marincello development also demanded the attention of Marin County activists. The obvious
threat of development lent an urgency to preservation and ripened the region for the grassroots
organizing at which the Sierra Club excelled. Pressure for the development of the underutilized
Marin Headlands military installations—Fort Baker, Fort Barry, and Fort Cronkhite—galvanized
Marin County resistance. Under the circumstances, local residents regarded a park as a better
option than miles of subdivisions populated by commuters. Wayburn found a conservation
community in Marin, and with Katherine Frankforter, shaped an organization that sought the
inclusion of Marin Headlands in a national park area. Soon called Headlands Inc., the group
sought to keep excess military lands from being subdivided, using zoning, precisely the kind of
mechanism that many rural people feared, as a primary technique. By preventing excess military
and agricultural land from being subdivided, the organization could slow subdivision
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development and preserve the qualities that would contribute to a park area. The ranching
industry in Marin County, perched on the edge of major metropolitan area, recognized the
advantage of these new urban allies. Instead of fighting zoning and other mechanisms, they saw
in regulations a strategy that helped preserve their way of life. A diverse constituency formed
that supported the idea of restricted use of much of west Marin County.63
The diverse grassroots energy generated around the Bay Area coalesced in an
organization called People for a Golden Gate National Recreation Area. It took the awful
acronym PFGGNRA for its own. When Waybum thought up the name, he remarked, "it sounds
like a social disease." But despite the unwieldy handle, the organization developed wide
influence. Amy Meyer became its heart and soul; as architect and founder, Waybum applied the
knowledge he had acquired in almost thirty years of conservation activism to become its
conscience and voice of reason. Environmental organizations, such as the Sierra Club Bay
Chapter, and development groups such as SPUR recognized that PFGGNRA was more than the
typical neighborhood organization. With the close ties between environmental groups and
neighborhood groups, in this case prompted by Waybum and Meyer, a range of organizations
recognized their commonality of purpose. In the end, more than sixty-five Bay Area groups
joined PFGGNRA, making it one of the region's most broad-based citizens' movements. It was
based in a passionate feeling for the place that persisted. "All the people I work with care
passionately about this place," Amy Meyer asserted in 2002. "We love it. We think it is the most
special place on the face of the earth... I would say that['s] the thing that everybody has in
common, is this enormous love of the earth and the things that are on it, and particularly in
this—perhaps particularly most of all—-in this place." That broad base of support, its ties to
power and influence, and a reservoir of public credibility put PFGGNRA in the lead in the drive
for a national park unit in the San Francisco Bay Area.
The energetic and powerful U.S. Rep. Phillip "Phil" Burton of the Fifth District in
California soon lent his considerable charm, muscle, and political acumen to the park project.
Burton, bom in Ohio in 1926, moved with his family to San Francisco just before World War II.
He was a complex mix. A classic liberal closely tied to organized labor, Burton developed into a
machine politician who built alliances with charisma. When that did not work, he backed
reluctant allies into comers from which they could not extricate themselves without his power. A
physically large man who chain-smoked and favored vodka, Burton was hardly an outdoorsman.
He once said "a wilderness experience for me [was] to see a tree in a goddamn pot." Possessed
of an extraordinary instinct to favor the underdog and committed to an older style of politics that
demanded bringing home the bacon, Burton was in the middle of a meteoric and sometimes
contentious rise to power in Congress. Although he did not represent the part of the Bay Area in
which much of the proposed park was located, he intuitively understood its importance and took
it on as his cause. When Waybum brought him a truncated proposal and said he offered it
because what he wanted was not politically feasible, Burton bellowed: "You tell me what you
want, not what's politically feasible, and I'll get it through Congress!"64
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Burton's motivations were as complex as the man himself. A champion of liberal causes,
he was an early adherent to the ideas of quality-of-life environmentalism that came to fruition
during the late 1960s. Burton believed that government should help people to help themselves,
and initially did not grasp the role of parks in that formula. He once told San Francisco writer
Margot Patterson Doss that parks "were a rich man's game and I'm a labor candidate," but when
she pointed out that the rich had private homes at Lake Tahoe and that "the working stiff
needed public parks, Burton was persuaded. "By God, you're right!" Burton shouted. "You'll get
your parks." In 1964, he lauded the passage of the Wilderness Act as a triumph of American
vision. Ever after, he regarded parks as a symbol of the good life and remained committed to the
principle that everyone in a democratic and affluent society should have access to public
largesse. In this respect, "parks for the people, where the people are," even with its association
with the Nixon administration, was natural for Burton. It brought the benefits of an affluent
society to people who otherwise might not receive them.65
On June 16, 1971, five days after federal marshals evicted the last Indians from Alcatraz,
Burton introduced a new proposal for a national recreation area in the Golden Gate area. U.S.
Rep. William Mailliard, a Republican from the Bay Area, had proposed a smaller park bill at
Wayburn's earlier request. Burton was livid about the limits of the proposal. Not only did the
Republican proposal circumvent him and supersede his plans, it was minuscule in comparison to
his own ideas. Burton's initial Golden Gate National Recreation Area proposal reflected the
verve and style of the congressman and larger goals of his conservationist friends. Wayburn
envisioned the proposal as the culmination of his twenty-five year effort to Point Reyes and San
Francisco. A proposal of this scope upset the existing balance of power in Bay Area land use.
Political interests of all kinds squawked loudly at the proposal, the Park Service thought it far too
large, and even Wayburn, its architect and greatest proponent, labeled the plan "outrageous." 66
In one dramatic maneuver, the park proposal recast the future of Marin County, moving away
from commercial resource use and toward the combination of open space and bedroom
community status that became common in outlaying area after World War II.
Conceived by Wayburn and Meyer, Burton's bill was audacious. In Marin, it included
Forts Baker, Barry, and Cronkhite, the Olema Valley, Marin Headlands State Park, Angel Island
State Park, and the former Marincello housing project. In San Francisco, Burton proposed
encompassing Fort Funston, Fort Miley, Fort Mason, and Fort Point; 700 acres of the Presidio,
Baker, Phelan, and Ocean Beaches, and most of the city's Lincoln Park. Together with his
conservationist friends, Burton soothed local fears about the loss of the military presence and its
vast economic impact at the Presidio by concentrating on Marin County. Burton also got the
Department of the Interior veto power over any new development in the Presidio, a remarkable
reversal of the power relationships in government that played to one of the military's fears. The
Presidio had been in military hands for more than a century, and as San Francisco grew, it
became the last large piece of underdeveloped land in the city. Spectacularly scenic, with acres
of mature trees and pristine lawns, the Presidio had become a prize for which many would fight
if the federal government ever gave it up. Burton wanted to prevent private development of the
tract and with the inclusion of the post in the proposed park, offered the military a way to
preserve its domain without private development pressure. If the military would concede the
Presidio after it no longer needed the post for military purposes, private developers would be
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thwarted. The disposition of the Presidio complete, developers would have to look elsewhere for
land for new projects. The Department of Defense enjoyed far greater power than did the
Department of the Interior, and Interior's veto was an exceptional maneuver. All in all, the
proposal was unique in the annals of American park proclamation. It represented the largest
expenditure of federal money to purchase parkland in American history. The cost of the 34,000acre park project was estimated at $118 million, with $60 million for land acquisition alone.
Success in the project would have created more than 100,000 acres of open space in San
Francisco and Marin County, 64,000 in the Point Reyes National Seashore, 17,000 in the Marin
Municipal Water District holdings, and the 34,000 acres in the proposed national recreation
area.67
The proposal also revealed Burton's political sympathies and his penchant for outraging
the conventions of politics. The Alcatraz occupation compelled some sort of government
response, mostly in an effort to deflect any enhancement of the widely held sense that Indians
had been unjustly treated. Mailliard's bill proposed including Alcatraz in the park. Burton left
Alcatraz out, instead providing that the federal government sell the island to the Indian people
who occupied it for the same $24 of legend that Peter Minuit traded for Manhattan Island in
1692.68 Pure political theater, the gesture played well in the Bay Area. It seemed to occupy the
moral high ground, an important concept in a frayed society. It acknowledged and sought to
rectify old wrongs and provided for the empowerment of a minority group. While the actual
transfer was unlikely in any circumstance, the statement offered a powerful pronouncement of
Burton's political posture.
Burton's Golden Gate National Recreation Area bill revealed the extent of his political
power and his adept maneuvering. In the initial proposal, Burton included the Presidio golf
course, one of the most beautiful in the world and a prime perquisite of Bay Area military
officers. When the Army screamed in outrage, as Burton knew it would, he removed the golf
course from the proposal and substituted Crissy Field, the former Army Air Corps base adjacent
to the bay. Crissy Field had been Burton's objective for the park; it was better suited for
recreational use than the golf course, and Burton manipulated the circumstances to attain his
goal. U.S. Senator from California Alan Cranston, a Democrat, supported Burton. By the middle
of 1972, when Burton's bill emerged from committee, Alcatraz Island had been added to the
proposed park and the broad outlines of the project were secure.69
The bipartisan nature of 1970s conservation assisted in bringing the project to fruition. In
the early 1970s, northeastern Republicans were often among the most avid supporters of
conservation. Secretary of the Interior C. B. Rogers Morton, Hickel's successor and a former
governor of Maryland, championed the park. He flew over the area twice and advocated the
larger version of the park. From northeastern Republican tradition that spawned so many leading
political conservationists, he became a strong proponent of the park. In front of the U.S. Senate,
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Morton argued for Wayburn's view of a larger park over the more conservative Park Service
70

version.
A range of local obstacles stood in the way of the project and most of them involved the
Presidio. Because of the unprecedented transfer of city, county, and state land to the new park, a
range of governing bodies had to approve the bill's outlines. Some entities stood to gain, others
to lose. One, the U.S. Army, stood to lose more than it could accept. The military sought to
reduce the 34,000 acres in the proposal to 24,000. This meant deleting the Presidio from the
park. Although the San Francisco Board of Supervisors voted to include the Presidio in the
proposed park, Mayor Joseph Alioto sided with the military. He wanted the Presidio to remain
under Army control and vetoed a Board of Supervisors' resolution to include it. Amy Meyer later
remembered that Alioto was "very afraid we would do-in the Presidio," with all the jobs and
revenue it brought into the Bay Area. Alioto's decision went against public sentiment and even
the wishes of some of his powerful political allies. Even John Jacobs of SPUR, one of the most
powerful pro-growth organizations in the Bay Area, favored the inclusion of the Presidio in the
park; "the wolves are tending the flock," he told the supervisors.71
The Board of Supervisors played an important role in creating the context in which the
Golden Gate National Recreation Area bill could be passed. At a U.S. House of Representatives
Subcommittee on National Parks and Recreation hearing on the question of Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, Supervisor Robert E. Gonzales spoke in favor of the park, which
under the bill he favored would be called the Juan Manuel de Ayala National Recreation Area.
He supported inclusion of nonmilitary areas within the Presidio and the controversial clause that
the military be required to secure permission from the Department of the Interior for any
construction project. Gonzales also wanted a provision that required the military to demolish
square footage equal to any new construction in the authorizing legislation. Supervisor Robert H.
Mendelsohn echoed the sentiments in an articulate speech.72 Clearly, the park had local support
in a community with a strong history of political activism in a state with great and growing
political cachet.
Hurdles to creation of the park remained. In the Senate, U.S. Sen. Alan Bible of Nevada,
chairman of the Subcommittee on Parks and Recreation, delayed hearings and eliminated much
of the Presidio acreage and Cliff House from the bill. The frustrated Amy Meyer called her
counterparts in New York who advocated the establishment of Gateway National Recreation
Area, regarded as a fait accompli. Rogers Morton suggested that a visit by President Nixon, then
in the middle of a reelection campaign, would help the cause. John Jacobs of SPUR, a prominent
Bay Area Republican, arranged a boat tour of the Bay Area. Nixon brought along powerful park
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advocate Laurence Rockefeller and met with Meyer, Waybum, and others from PFGGNRA. On
the former mine depot wharf at the Presidio, Nixon endorsed the proposal.73
Nixon's promise gave Burton considerable room to maneuver. Realizing that Nixon was
committed and could not back out in an election year, the congressman immediately had his
aides add land in Marin County that Meyer and Wayburn suggested but that had not been
included in the measure. "Put it in," Burton told Bill Thomas, his longtime aide who had just
returned to the San Francisco Chronicle but continued to work closely with Burton. Nixon
"can't oppose it now." Burton maneuvered a compromise bill that satisfied the Army and
mirrored the Senate bill. Bible scheduled hearings two days later, and after the September 22,
1972, hearing, Golden Gate National Recreation Area seemed a certainty.
One enormous obstacle remained. Burton and Armed Forces Committee Chairman
Edward Hebert, also a Democrat, developed an adversarial relationship. After Burton and the
Louisianian disagreed on the House floor, Hebert was livid. He decided to use his committee to
block the bill and pressured Speaker of the House Carl Albert to keep it from a floor vote. The
dispute started when the Armed Forces Committee overlooked Burton's initial bill. After the
committee did not act, Burton did not point out their lapse. After all, the bill divested the military
of considerable land and as a result of Burton's persuasive maneuvering with military officials,
now included the entire Presidio, which would be transferred at the time the military declared the
land excess to its needs. Hebert started a last-minute effort to derail the bill, sending a letter
denouncing Burton and the bill and bringing military leaders to Congress to lobby against it. The
San Francisco Chronicle entered the fray, calling the military's position "unconscionable." At
the behest of park advocates in the Bay Area, Rep. William Mailliard, who enjoyed a better
relationship with Hebert despite their different party affiliations, beseeched the chair. Hebert
agreed to let the bill go. As always, Burton counted his votes in the House and knew he could
pass the bill. He met with Albert, who assured him the vote would take place. When the bill
came before the House on October 11, 1972, Burton's count was accurate, and the junior
congressman gained a major victory. The following day, the Senate passed the bill. On October
27, 1972, during the last week of his reelection campaign, Richard M. Nixon signed the Golden
Gate National Recreation Area bill along with legislation to establish the Gateway National
Recreation Area in New York. These election-year gifts to the states with the first- and thirdlargest number of delegates to the Electoral College may have smacked of politics, but they
created an important social objective during the 1970s. These were national parks that were truly
within the reach of ordinary people.
Burton's motives were simultaneously altruistic and pragmatic. A savvy politician, he
recognized the constituency-building power of federal parks. National parks served as a medium
through which he could build local support and stymie opposition. His efforts superceded those
of the Park Service, which desperately wanted a major park in the Bay Area, but found its
resources directed elsewhere in the early 1970s. Burton carried the agency in his powerful wake,
using his political base in the Bay Area and in Washington to further the creation of the park.
Even his opponents could hardly resist a park area; few argued against the idea of public
recreational space in the heady idealism and affluence of the 1960s and early 1970s. Parks also
functioned as a way to build support, diminish opposition, and gain power in the U.S. House of
Representatives. No congressional representative ever argued against federal expenditures in
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their district or state. The battle for Golden Gate National Recreation Area became the stepping
stone to power for Burton as well as a catalyst for his later efforts that transformed the national
park system.
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Chapter 2:
Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Growth:
Land Acquisition in the Bay Area
One of the most aggressive and adept congressional representatives of his era, Phil
Burton recognized that he struck political gold with Golden Gate National Recreation Area. As a
political device, the Bay Area park had no parallel for the intrepid congressman. It met the needs
of a variety of constituencies, forged political alliances with people predisposed to disagree with
Burton, focused on urban areas in a time when that emphasis was mandatory for federal
programs, held an important place within Burton's liberal world view, and muted most potential
political adversaries. Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Burton quickly recognized, was
more than a regional asset; it gave him new leverage in Congress as well. The park became a
symbol of Burton's foresight and leadership; it illustrated his deft maneuvering and ability to
build coalitions. Golden Gate National Recreation Area's establishment signified more than a
triumph of environmental sentiment and egalitarian democracy. It also initiated a repeatable
political strategy not only in northern California, but elsewhere in the nation as well. Beginning
with Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Burton set in motion a series of park proclamations
that continued throughout the subsequent decade and gave the ebullient congressman almost
unequaled power in the U.S. House of Representatives.
The process of acquiring land at Golden Gate prior to 1980 became one of the most
efficient and rapid stories in Park Service history. The combination of the negative experience at
Point Reyes, where delayed acquisition and inflated land values drove the cost of the park sky
high and slowed its completion, and the active Burton and his network of grassroots supporters.
NPS regional and Washington office officials played an instrumental role in this process,
supporting Burton throughout the process. More than being along for the ride, the Park Service
played a crucial role in shaping the new park.
Burton was assisted on all fronts in the Bay Area by a remarkable network of activists,
headed by Amy Meyer and Edgar Wayburn. By 1972, the two founders of People for a Golden
Gate National Recreation Area (PFGGNRA) gathered around themselves a loosely knit
confederation of individuals and groups that together wielded enormous influence in the Bay
Area. These conservationists believed that they undertook a great and selfless endeavor and their
enthusiasm reflected their powerful sense of mission. As PFGGNRA grew and gained influence,
it became a force in regional environmental politics. If there was one drawback to the loose
affiliation that emerged, it was precisely the dexterity that helped it function. PFGGNRA
structured activities such as lobbying and constituency-building, but beyond the organization's
priority projects, many details went unaddressed. The result was a posture that sometimes
alienated not only local and regional politicians, but one that sometimes failed to connect with
on-the-ground activists who might be good supporters. Facing a cadre of people who opposed
the expansion of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and other greenspace projects, alienation
of supporters presaged controversy at the grassroots. In a few cases, PFGGNRA came to be
regarded as arrogant and uninterested in the local consequences of region-wide actions, a
perception that affected the park's growth. Especially south of San Francisco, in San Mateo
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County, this perception flourished, but generally, the coalition of activists was extremely
effective in lobbying for acquisition of new parklands.
At its 1972 establishment, Golden Gate National Recreation Area was a pastiche, an
unwieldy mix of civilian and army lands defined as much by the military's willingness to release
their properties as any other circumstance. The park boundaries had been hastily drawn, and a
range of other constraints impaired the establishment process. Much of the incredibly valuable
land adjacent to the park was not included within the initial boundaries. State and local
recalcitrance, opposition, or even slow response to planned development left some tracts beyond
reach. Other lands belonged to private owners, some of whom feared federal intrusion. Even
when some sellers were willing to deal, federal funds for acquisition could not always be easily
secured and the transfer of land from other public jurisdictions could be a complex process.
When Amy Meyer, Edgar Wayburn, and Phil Burton looked at the park they created, they could
celebrate. In her thank-you letter to Burton, Amy Meyer wanted to write "I can't believe we ate
the whole thing"—a slogan in a television commercial popular at the time—but the formal
Wayburn made her cross it out. All three recognized that they had begun, but not finished, the
process of securing recreational and wildlands for the Bay Area. Too many important features
remained outside park boundaries, and even those lands included in the park were not completely
free of intrusion. Private holdings encroached throughout the 34,000-acre area, corporations and
individuals held leases to other land, and a range of local constituencies remained ambivalent
about a federal presence next door to them. Golden Gate National Recreation Area was a starting
point, perfect for the plans of Phil Burton and the coalition of activists indebted to him. 75
By the early 1970s, the ebullient and entirely urban Burton had become quite a
conservationist. His views changed considerably from the early 1960s, when he regarded parks
as toys for the rich. In 1964, Burton was one of the sponsors of the controversial bill to establish
Redwood National Park, which culminated nearly fifty years of effort when it succeeded. The
wealthy and influential, hardly the people who regularly voted for Burton, initiated most of the
early efforts to establish a redwood park north of San Francisco. Well into the 1960s, residents
resisted it with a fierce dedication to the timber industry and the employment it provided. By
sponsoring the redwood park proposal, Burton served notice that he could meld the interests of a
number of different constituencies in the Bay Area. He already had the support of organized
labor. Park creation and support became a way for the congressman to step beyond his traditional
working class constituency and appeal to a broader swath of the northern California urban
public.76
During the first decade following Golden Gate's proclamation, Burton mustered political
muscle and utilized parliamentary and negotiating skills to redefine the recreation area's
boundaries as he reshaped the national park system. The park's growth began by filling in holes
created by its initial boundaries. Expansion took on a new shape with the passage of the National
Parks and Recreation Act of 1978, more commonly called the Omnibus Bill of 1978, and
culminated after the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, which evicted the Democrats from the
White House and enabled the exiting Congress to pass funds for previously authorized
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acquisitions. Burton's larger aspirations were linked to park expansion. Golden Gate National
Recreation Area's growth began the day President Richard Nixon signed the bill establishing the
park. Its first stage included the final acquisition of a range of areas authorized in
1974—Oakwood Valley, Wolfback Ridge, Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, and San Francisco
Maritime State Historical Park, the last reauthorized as a separate unit, San Francisco Maritime
National Historical Park, in 1988—and later additions under the 1978 Omnibus Bill. Burton
inaugurated the second phase of land expansion with the 1980 park enlargement. In the mid1970s, Burton vowed to expand the park to the south; through the National Parks and Recreation
Act of 1980, Burton's reprise of his 1978 success, he added to it both south and north. It was a
fitting capstone for the political architect of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, a man at the
apex of his political career.
This era bore the imprimatur of Phil Burton, rough-edged and willing to use any
legitimate means to achieve not only local but larger national goals. With the support of Bay
Area constituencies, Burton and his brother, John, elected to Congress in a special election in
1974, engineered additions to Golden Gate National Recreation Area and greater control of lands
surrounding the park. Congressman William S. Mailliard contributed to the process, but Burton
often evinced little respect for the actions of his colleague from the other side of the aisle.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area remained Burton's pet project, the basis for much of his
political clout as well as the point of origin of the strategy that made him one of the most
powerful people on Capitol Hill.
Even before the ink was dry on the Golden Gate National Recreation Area enabling act,
the indefatigable Amy Meyer and Edgar Wayburn already planned additions to the park. The
extent of the original Golden Gate National Recreation Area—more than 34,000 acres—was a
remarkable accomplishment, but to this duo only a starting point for the drive for the nation's
most impressive urban national park area. Meyer and Wayburn conceived the park as a
testimony to the power of grassroots activism and sophisticated political maneuvering. Their
optimism was well founded. Their initial success came at the propitious moment when urban
parks received congressional attention and they had the full backing of one of the rising
Democratic politicians on Capitol Hill. The public reliance on government to solve social ills
that defined the 1960s began to abate early in the 1970s, but many people, especially in the Bay
Area, retained faith in the government's ability to balance interests in a democratic and chaotic
society. The old Progressive faith in fair government as the solution to all kinds of social
disputes retained many adherents, especially in California, and the idea of urban green space
under federal management held great promise.
Divided by the entrance to San Francisco Bay, the original Golden Gate National
Recreation Area was essentially two very different kinds of parks under one management rubric.
Urban recreational space comprised one dimension. Located primarily in San Francisco, features
such as Fort Mason, Fort Funston, Fort Miley, and Crissy Field all were historic landscapes that
became surrounded by homes, businesses, roads, and other urban structures as the city grew
during the twentieth century. Military architecture had been a favorite of American travelers, an
expectation derived from the emphasis on history in the park system made possible by the
addition of historic battlefields and other areas during the New Deal. Such places shared much
with urban recreational parks such as Gateway National Recreation Area. They also offered a
respite from pressing urbanity as well as opportunities for civic uses—education, community
activity, and other similar concepts—that were not historically functions of national park areas.
Tourist potential also presented itself in a city that increasingly regarded its future in the service
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economy. Alcatraz especially enjoyed great cachet with the public and possessed enormous
potential as a destination for out-of-town visitors. To the north of Golden Gate Bridge, the rest of
the park offered more traditional national park features. Semi-wild lands, mostly located in
Marin County, provided vistas and recreational potential. From the Headlands to Point Reyes, a
connected greenbelt that skirted urbanity offered more traditional national park experiences. The
beauty of the rugged coast, old military forts, and stunning natural vistas offered the kinds of
features that Americans expected from their national parks throughout the first seventy years of
the twentieth century.
But the park was disjointed, its flow broken by inholdings and boundaries that made
important features difficult to reach. Efforts to consolidate and expand began simultaneously.
The goals included adding both urban and semi-wild parklands. PFGGNRA wove the loose
components into the conceptualization of an expanded national park. Because most of Golden
Gate National Recreation Area's component pieces existed independently before the park was
established, the new united area faced an identity crisis: the public regarded the new recreation
area as a series of unconnected segments instead as a unified national park. A certain amount of
that perception was cultural; people saw with the same eyes they always had and new signs
announcing the national park did little to change public perception. The park was not contiguous
and it was difficult to distinguish parkland from adjacent private lands or state parks, especially
in Marin County. Boundary adjustments could help rectify perceptual and management
confusion.
When they first conceived of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Meyer and
Wayburn had little power or influence; most of what clout they possessed came from Waybum's
Sierra Club experience and Meyer's gritty determination. By the time they sought expansion of
the park boundaries in early 1973, they and PFGGNRA were major players in Bay Area
environmentalism. Questions of land use and quality-of-life environmentalism, both central to
the formation of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, became important national themes in
the late 1960s and early 1970s. The "Environmental Crisis," as American knew the issue,
reflected the national ideal of living in a plentiful world without being bothered by the
consequences of creating that abundance. Nowhere was that idea more a part of local and
regional self-image than in the Bay Area. As a result, PFGGNRA's founders became wellknown—loved and feared—civic leaders and activists whose actions and plans caught the
attention of most and the ire of some.
For the National Park Service, the emergence of PFGGNRA was both a tremendous
advantage and a potentially divisive issue. By the 1970s, the Park Service had undergone a
transformation. No longer could it count on a supportive public, docilely loyal to the agency's
agenda. Especially in the battles over designated wilderness, the Park Service found that it
enjoyed a vocal constituency that would support parks—but not necessarily the agency's
programs for them. As a result, public constituencies exerted growing influence over agency
policy, a change most visible at the local level.77 PFGGNRA possessed a proprietary feeling
about Golden Gate National Recreation Area, a strong sense of ownership of the park. "This
place is my home, GGNRA is my home," founding member Amy Meyer articulated in 2002.
"This is mine. I mean all of it. And I've not exactly been possessive of it in that way, but I am.
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All of us, all the people I work with, care passionately about this place. We love it." For the
Park Service, PFGGNRA's perspective and the power it accrued could be a double-edged sword.
PFGGNRA was integrated into the structure of land acquisition at the park. Even though
the park had the requisite Land Acquisition Plan, until 1980, a collaboration between
Superintendent William Whalen, Assistant Superintendent Jack Wheat, Amy Meyer and Ed
Wayburn directed acquisition. The process worked well and moved quickly, allowing the Park
Service to create objectives, plan for their with speed, and achieve them through powerful
political connections in a very short time.79
Suburban development in Marin County posed the largest single threat to park expansion
and PFGGNRA applied its hard-won influence to growth questions there. Every subdivision,
every road, every new commuter meant additional pressure on finite space, and every decision to
develop curtailed the options of park managers and their advocacy groups. Since the end of
World War II, the entire peninsula had been besieged by development, and Marin County's
affluent suburbanites and longtime rural residents became adept at ignoring their differences and
defending their often similar interests. Faced with the threat of developments that impaired the
paradise they sought, Marin County residents embraced the kind of quality-of-life
environmentalism that marked the 1970s. Zoning and planning were key dimensions of this
strategy.80 Implementation meant forging relationships with government, sometimes difficult for
longtime rural residents accustomed to operating on their own in a world without restrictions.
The onslaught of growth demanded that local communities find new strategies and the
neonatives—the recent arrivals in Marin County who wanted to preserve its way of
life—provided the best allies for longtime local residents. These newcomers shared a similar
perspective and seemed to dairy farmers and ranchers to share their appreciation for Marin
County as it was. They quickly recognized that the park provided an important barrier to
unwanted and hasty change, and after the establishment of Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, adding additional lands to the park seemed the most viable strategy for protecting local
interests.
After dodging the Marincello development and its many-faceted impact, Marin County
leaders recognized that the national park was an asset. County strategists embraced organized
countywide planning as protection from the worst excesses of suburban growth. Some
communities, such as Sausalito in the shadow of the Golden Gate Bridge, recognized the
commonality of their and the park's interests and supported the park. After the establishment of
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, PFGGNRA continued its advocacy. The organization
issued a white paper calling for minor boundary adjustments. As in any large transfer of land, a
number of pieces were inaccurately described, leaving some acreage designated for inclusion
outside of the park and other privately owned land that the planners did not envision within its
boundaries. The Marin County Parks and Recreation Department worked closely with
PFGGNRA to alleviate this problem, establishing a relationship that developed into a formidable
alliance. In 1972 and 1973, the Marin County Planning Commission held hearings on the Marin
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County Plan (MCP), its countywide management framework. With its recent and widely
acknowledged success, PFGGNRA participated in the debate and found much to like about the
plan's emphasis on open space, quality of life, needs of visitors, and mass transit. The alliance
opened other opportunities. The Marin County Board of Supervisors recognized that the park's
establishment gave PFGGNRA, the Park Service, and the county similar obligations and needs.
MCP also recognized the park's value both as an economic device and as a strategy for
controlling growth and its consequences. Aware of the value of local allies and the significance
01

of planning for Marin County, PFGGNRA warmly endorsed MCP.
The alliance proved valuable when the Nixon administration declined to include funds to
purchase 16,500 acres in west Marin County in the 1974 budget, breaking a promise made
during the election campaign and effectively stymieing the prospect of additional lands for
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Although the Nixon administration presented it as a costcutting measure in a time of inflation, some regarded it as retribution by Armed Forces
Committee Chairman Edward Hebert for Burton's 1972 end run that created the park. Faced with
this setback, PFGGNRA, Burton, and the park constituency mounted a forceful attack on the
decision. Mailliard, the Republican congressman, made a personal appeal to Nixon, Burton
mustered his influence, and the Park Service looked for alternatives. The Department of the
Interior found itself with $5.8 million for national park acquisition that had not been allocated,
and Mailliard proposed its transfer to Golden Gate National Recreation Area for land purchases
in Marin County. While the sum was not sufficient to accomplish everything that had been
planned, it was significantly better than nothing.82
Marin County public officials also actively supported park expansion. On May 9, 1973,
County Supervisor Peter Arrigoni addressed the Department of the Interior Subcommittee of the
U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee, requesting $25 million to purchase land in West Marin
for Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Upon his return from Washington, D.C., Arrigoni
announced that he believed a portion of his request for acquisition funds would be included in
the final budget.83 An alliance between local government and the Park Service and its supporters
indicated the significance of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and its local importance as a
barrier to unchecked growth.
There were moments when this often fragile alliance failed to hold together. In one such
instance, the city of Sausalito, which stood to gain by quality-of-life measures from the
reservation of land on its boundaries, requested that the Park Service add an area of the town east
of Highway 101. The city's objective was to use the park to forestall development and preserve
open space not only near but also in Sausalito. Advocates pointed to the lands that the Park
Service managed in San Francisco and suggested that the Sausalito addition would be
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complementary. The Park Service resisted, believing the property clearly had more value to
Sausalito. Keeping to its vision of Marin County as the open and wild section of Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, the agency saw little value in lands separated from the rest of the park
by the highway. Nor did the parcels seem a viable use of limited agency funds. Even worse from
the NPS perspective, the land owners opposed inclusion. By the 1970s, the Park Service knew
better than to antagonize unwilling landowners. "Willing sellers" had become agency trope. In
the end, a compromise was reached; the owners agreed to "View Easements," a legally binding
arrangement that prevented wholesale development, and the lands remained private.84 The city of
Sausalito was satisfied and the Park Service circumvented a situation that could have damaged
important regional relationships.
Despite the support of Arrigoni and the Marin County Board of Supervisors, the growth
of Golden Gate National Recreation Area in Marin County faced obstacles from state
government. The establishing legislation allowed for the transfer of state parklands surrounded
by the park. These included Mount Tamalpais, Angel Island, Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, Marin
Headlands, and three beaches in San Francisco, Phelan, Baker, and Thornton state beaches. In
1973, when the Park Service pursued transfer of title, William Perm Mott Jr., director of
California Parks and Recreation who more than a decade later became director of the National
Park Service, mounted a campaign to thwart the Park Service. Some people regarded his
objections as a turf battle, a contest of mission and constituency, but Mott expressed genuine
reservations about the value of national park area designation for state parks, reimbursement for
money spent to acquire lands, and the ability of the National Park Service to secure funds for
management of the state areas. The California State Park System, Mott averred, "can do the job,
and we can do it at less cost and better than it can be done by the Federal Government."85
Mott was a powerful state official and his opposition threatened the objectives of Burton
and PFGGNRA. At least privately prepared for compromise in the Bay Area, Mott was adamant
that California parks in the Redwood National Park area remain under state management. Up the
northern coast, Mott retained a stronger base of support than he could muster in the Bay Area.
The initial Redwood National Park had been established in 1969 over a loud local outcry that
claimed it would damage the regional timber economy, and resentment toward the park and its
stewards remained powerful. Mott found widespread support in Humboldt County, but despite
his outspoken pronouncements, he was a realist and inherently more malleable about the Bay
Area.
On February 21, 1973, William J. Whalen, the first superintendent of Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, NPS Western Regional Director Howard Chapman, Special Assistant
to the GGNRA Superintendent Douglas B. Cornell Jr., and Jack Davis, superintendent of
Redwood National Park, met with Mott seeking to resolve the widening gulf between federal and
state park managers. In a tense exchange, Mott held firm; he simply could not foresee the
transfer of state parklands to federal jurisdiction. Perhaps, Mott suggested, if the federal
government proposed a compromise, he might be amenable, but Chapman explained that he
lacked the discretion to consider such an option. Perturbed by what he regarded as Park Service
intransigence, Mott made clear his resentment of the encirclement of his state parks by the
Draft, Golden Gate National Recreation Area Land Protection Plan, SOA, Box 55, L14 Land Protection Plan.
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The meeting reached an impasse, and Mott prepared to
leave. As he stood, he asked for a clear definition of NPS objectives. When Chapman outlined
NPS priorities as 1) donation of the state parklands, 2) a management agreement that allowed
NPS to manage the state parks in question and a transfer agreement at a less-than-fee cost, and 3)
a detailed management and planning agreement that would involve joint construction,
development, planning, and expenditures, the impasse broke. Both sides had been so adamant
about their position that they failed to see the commonality of purpose. Although he could not
countenance a transfer of land to expand Redwood National Park, Mott found the NPS approach
far more acceptable once clarified and agreed to explore options at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area with other state officials. At the end of the meeting, the Park Service remained
hopeful about an arrangement of some kind.86
At the same time, NPS officials negotiated with other property holders to resolve
boundary and transfer concerns. The boundary issues presented a legislative nightmare. Several
locations—Haslett Warehouse in San Francisco, a 214-acre parcel of Wolfback Ridge adjacent
to Sausalito, 145 acres in the Tennessee Valley, and about four acres near Muir Beach—had
been omitted from the final legislation in the haste to finish the bill. Almost fifty acres of home
sites near Stinson Beach had been included within park boundaries as a result of an incorrect
description. To save time, money, and effort, NPS officials sought to rectify these issues
administratively rather than through legislation. Administrative remedy typically offered smooth
exchanges that did not merit significant outside comment as well as smaller expenditures
devoted to land acquisition. Park officials brought congressional staff members to Golden Gate
National Recreation Area to make their case for administrative transfer. In one instance,
Assistant to the Superintendent Douglas B. Cornell spent two days showing Bernard C. Hartung,
U.S. Sen. Alan Bible's staff representative to the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee,
the proposed park adjustments. Cornell made the strongest possible case for administrative
adjustment of the boundaries. PFGGNRA supported the agency, with Wayburn and Meyer
making the case to Nathaniel P. Reed, assistant secretary of the interior for National Parks, who
was well acquainted with both and respectful of their clout and organizing ability. Reed
recognized the value in proceeding at the administrative level, but found that congressional
subcommittees thought that legislative action was necessary in a number of transfers.87 This
required following a process similar to the one used to found the park. Meyer and Wayburn went
back to work, this time with the support of the emerging park apparatus and the well-established
Regional Office in the Bay Area and well aware that the full power of the energetic, combative,
and determined Phil Burton still stood behind them.
The process of building a constituency for boundary revisions required not only action by
PFGGNRA, but Park Service efforts as well. Local alliances helped the Park Service in this
process. At County Supervisor Peter Arrigoni's urging, Marin County adopted a resolution
supporting an adjustment of park boundaries to include land in Wolfback Ridge and Tennessee
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Valley, four acres at Muir Beach, and ten acres at Stinson Beach. The county also supported the
Park Service's goal of deleting fifty acres of private holdings at Stinson Beach. The county was
not alone; the Tamalpais Community Services District also supported the revised boundaries, as
did numerous other local entities. Although many private landowners felt betrayed when they
found that the Nixon administration refused to fund the purchases authorized in the establishing
legislation and the Department of the Interior only peripherally contested the White House
decision, the support of public institutions in Marin County for the deletion helped mute most
tension.88
By summer 1973, Whalen could see evident progress in the acquisition of a number of
key parcels. Private landowners still expressed discomfort over the time the transactions
consumed; Mott and the state parks still resisted a takeover with intensity; in a confidential
memo, Whalen observed that they were "running scared"; and the military generally acquiesced
to Park Service plans to move into the transferred properties. Howard Chapman complimented
Lieutenant General Richard G. Stilwell, commander of the Sixth Army, for the cooperation his
staff offered as Whalen and the GGNRA staff moved into the park's new headquarters at Fort
Mason in spring 1973. A change in Army personnel helped the Park Service address its new
responsibilities at the Presidio. The post remained in military hands, but the Department of the
Interior received jurisdiction of some parts of the property. Under Stilwell, Colonel John
Fellows, an ardent opponent of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, commanded the Presidio
until Colonel Robert Kane succeeded him on July 31, 1973. Whalen found Kane far more
receptive to the Park Service and its needs and anticipated a much better relationship with the
Army after Fellows' departure.89
The assumption of administrative control of properties included in Golden Gate National
Recreation Area remained a complicated process. Military transfers proceeded most rapidly. Fort
Mason and most of the San Francisco properties were also under NPS management. The Marin
forts—Baker, Barry, and Cronkhite—also came to the Park Service in 1973. Each of these had
been divided under the statute, with the eastern portion of Fort Baker remaining under the
administration of the Department of Defense. Parts of Forts Barry and Cronkhite reverted to the
State of California. The General Services Administration turned Alcatraz over to the Park
Service in April 1973. Private acquisitions required funding and an elaborate array of hearings
and public discussion that conveyed local and regional sanction. The process took longer, faced
greater and often unexpected obstacles, and could be very complicated.90
In August 1973, Secretary of the Interior C.B. Rogers Morton and the Park Service
announced the purchases of the first private lands included in the establishing legislation. The
Wilkins Ranch in Bolinas Lagoon, a 1,332-acre tract that the Trust for Public Lands (TPL) had
previously purchased, was transferred to the Park Service for $1,150,000. A 103-acre tract in
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Tamalpais Valley cost $635,000. The Park Service also obtained a two-year option to purchase
the Marincello property from The Nature Conservancy as well as options on Slide Ranch, along
the ocean near Bolinas. In addition, the organization agreed to donate the 500-acre Green Gulch
Ranch to the park. Negotiations were also under way to purchase additional tracts of private land
included in the establishing act.91
Private conservation groups such as The Nature Conservancy and the Trust for Public
Lands changed the scope of land acquisition at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Able to
act independently of governmental agency constraints, the groups secured options on the
properties in advance of park creation or in some instances, with the cooperation of the Park
Service, in anticipation of legislation that would fund land acquisition and add it to the park.
With their resources, they were able to serve as stewards until a federal arrangement, such as an
authorizing bill or an acquisition appropriation, could be passed. In this, the private groups
mirrored a familiar process of national park proclamation. Prior to 1945, the Antiquities Act of
1906, which allowed the president to proclaim national monuments from public land, served a
similar function. After 1945, Congress refused to recognize such executive decision making by
withholding funds for national monuments created without congressional approval. Conservation
groups filled that gap by acquiring land that was threatened, and their resources also made it
possible to include private land in the system. Private conservation groups engaged in land
transfers and exchanges, and in some cases, purchased property that the Park Service or park
advocates coveted. Their presence in the Bay Area created a level of flexibility for the Park
Service that alleviated many of the constraints on agency activities.92
Boundary adjustments continued to play a primary role in acquisition strategy at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. A draft revision bill was introduced late in October 1973 and by
November 12, 1973, it reached the desk of Carl Albert, speaker of the House of Representatives.
The bill substituted a revised boundary map for the one used in the authorizing legislation,
adding 373.68 acres to the park while deleting 50.68 acres. The additional cost exceeded $1,245
million; acquiring all the lands describe in the initial legislation had been projected to cost about
$1.88 million. Sale of the lands excised was estimated to bring $635,000, which could be used to
reduce the cost. Agency officials anticipated that the smaller cash outlay would diminish any
.
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opposition to the process.
They misjudged both the political and local response to the program. Within days of the
introduction of the proposed bill, F. W. and June Warren, owners of one of the Wolfback Ridge
parcels, expressed their dismay at what they regarded as a grab for their property. In an October
30, 1973, joint meeting of the Sausalito City Council and Planning Commission, the Warrens
first saw the plans put forward by Burton that included their holdings. They regarded their
property as a buffer zone between public and private land, and inclusion of their land in the park
was, in their estimation, akin to "amputating a vital functional part of this community and
dangerously isolating a vulnerable finger of residences to public access from all sides. This
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community has been conceived as an integral whole since its inception in 1945;" they finished
with a flourish, "and we strongly protest its dismemberment." Rep. Mailliard was noticeably
sympathetic to the Warrens and included their perspective when he discussed the bill in
committee. The San Francisco Republican recognized the importance of local opposition and
likely sought to undermine Burton. The two were cordial, but they represented different parties,
and Burton had stolen Mailliard's idea when he pursued Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Turnabout was surely fair play.94 The addition encountered an obstacle that could be labeled
political.
Despite the opposition of area residents such as the Warrens, most of the resistance to the
park addition could easily be construed as intraparty posturing in Washington, D.C. Democrats
controlled Capitol Hill and Burton was powerful within the party. He had antagonized Rep.
Hebert over the Presidio situation, and his relations with the "Water Buffalos"—the cadre of
western congressmen and senators that included Sen. Alan Bible of Nevada, Sen. Clinton P.
Anderson of New Mexico, and Rep. Wayne Aspinall of Colorado, all Democrats, who used
large-scale federally funded irrigation and water storage projects as a way to bring home the
bacon and to build political alliances—were often tenuous, but Burton could always count votes.
He excelled in keeping much of Congress in his debt and benefited from Democratic control of
the California legislature, which redistricted Mailliard out of any chance of retaining his seat in
an election. Mailliard resigned from the House and accepted appointment as ambassador to the
Organization of America States. Appointed to Mailliard's seat, John Burton used the few months
before the general election to secure his House position and he triumphed in November 1974.
With another Burton representing Mailliard's district, which combined parts of San Francisco
and Marin County, Phil Burton could count on stronger support from Marin County in
Congress.95
In December 1974, after a compromise about land acquisition had been worked out, both
houses of Congress passed the boundary revision bill and sent it to the White House for President
Gerald Ford's signature. Estimated at $1,880,000 in value, the lands included 200 acres on both
sides of Highway 101, including Wolfback Ridge and some lowlands on the east, 400 acres of
undeveloped land in the Tennessee Valley, ten acres on the ridges above Stinson Beach, and two
small parcels near Muir Beach. The bill also excluded the almost fifty acres of private holdings
at Muir and Stinson beaches that the Park Service wanted to release. Although a compromise, the
bill gave Phil Burton nearly everything he wanted. When President Ford signed the bill on
December 26, 1974, the inaccuracies in the original park boundaries were clarified. The
authorization to acquire Oakwood Valley, Wolfback Ridge, Stinson Beach, Muir Beach, and
Haslett Warehouse was complete.96
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The success of national park expansion only enhanced the threat to state parks under
William Perm Mott Jr. and his successors mounted effective resistance against Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. After Ford signed the land acquisition bill, California State Parks and
Recreation Directors Leonard Grimes Jr. and Herbert Rhodes commissioned a 1975 study to
assess the viability of the transfers. The study rejected federal control, instead offering a plan for
a "Golden Gateway State Urban Park." The authors pointed to the almost twenty years of state
stewardship at Angel Island and San Francisco Maritime State Historic Park as well as the need
for recreation for the growing urban population of the Bay Area. They candidly observed a
number of significant problems for the state parks: insufficient funding, a growing backlog of
deferred maintenance, and an overall lack of planning for Haslett Warehouse and other stateowned areas. In the end, the study followed Mott's reasoning: turning the parks over to the
federal government amounted to an abdication of the state's mandate.
The Marin County state park controversy continued for most of 1975. The California
Department of Parks and Recreation fought any transfers, enlisting its individual and
organizational supporters. The Contra Costa Hills Club, Marin Conservation League, Tamalpais
Conservation Club, Sempervirens Fund and others who opposed the transfer were particularly
potent opponents. They were conservation advocacy groups and had supported the concept of a
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Often their letters expressed admiration for the process
that created the national park and support for the expansion of the recreation area to the south,
but strong opposition to turning the Marin County state parks over to the federal government.
Made up of members of the same class as Meyer and Wayburn, these Marin County conservation
groups used both their experience and their standing to argue that the state parks in Marin
County should be excepted from inclusion in Golden Gate National Recreation Area. With such
support, the California Parks and Recreation Commission executed a political maneuver that led
to the demise of the proposed transfer of state parkland. As the California legislature moved to
authorize a transfer of nine Bay Area state parks at the behest of State Senator George Moscone
and Assemblyman Michael Womum of the Ninth District, two Democrats who were the most
prominent legislative advocates of including state parks in Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, the parks commission unanimously voted against a transfer without payment to California
for the value of the lands. Without the commission's support, the transfer was dead, victim of
state politics. Even though the legislature passed the bill, Governor Edmund P. "Jerry" Brown Jr.
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vetoed it.
The following year, a new effort that smoothed over the differences in the state and
federal perspectives took shape. A compromise between Bay Area legislators such as Michael
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Wornum and John Foran and the governor led to approval of the transfer of Stinson Beach, Muir
Beach, and Marin Headlands state parks. Mount Tamalpais was to remain in the state park
system, and the legislation gave the governor the discretion to shift Angel Island, Haslett
Warehouse, and San Francisco Maritime State Historical Park to federal jurisdiction. Although
the state did not keep everything, it kept its most important Bay Area state park, Mount
Tamalpais and shed the enormous financial responsibility of the upkeep of historic ships. "I feel
better now," observed California State Parks Director Herbert Rhodes, who vociferously
objected to any transfer in 1975."
Among the many places included in Golden Gate National Recreation Area, San
Francisco Maritime Museum enjoyed a unique position. One of Phil Burton's earliest triumphs
helped create an independent history for the park. After losing an assembly seat to a dead man as
a result of political machinations in 1954, Burton ran a grassroots campaign for the seat vacated
by the death. One of his credentials, the San Francisco Examiner noted, was his successful effort
to secure $200,000 to support the San Francisco Maritime Museum, an independent nonprofit
museum in a city-owned structure. The museum owned the ship Balclutha and the tug Eppleton
Hall and displayed exhibits at Hyde Street Pier, owned by the city of San Francisco. The San
Francisco Maritime State Historical Park owned other historic ships and exhibitions on the pier.
When the original Golden Gate National Recreation Area bill was in subcommittee, Burton
strained his credibility to include the maritime museum. A subcommittee consultant warned him
never to buy ships; such a purchase indicated a wasteful expenditure to the appropriations
committee. Burton included the museum in the bill simply by drawing it inside the boundaries,
excluding any mention of its contents. The San Francisco Maritime State Historical Park was
added to Golden Gate National Recreation Area in 1977, the San Francisco Maritime Museum in
1978.100
Initial efforts at expansion south of Golden Gate National Recreation Area also met
considerable local resistance. As early as 1973, Congressman Leo Ryan expressed dismay that
San Mateo County had been excluded from the initial Golden Gate National Recreation Area
proclamation. Although he recognized that the circumstances did not favor inclusion in 1973, he
believed that within a few years, persuasive leadership might sway local opposition to favor an
addition to the park. In May 1975, PFGGNRA and the National Park Service made public a
proposal for a huge addition to Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The proposed land
acquisition stretched from the park's existing southern boundary near Pacifica down the coast
past Half Moon Bay and the San Mateo County line, extending nearly all the way to Santa Cruz.
The more than 170,000 acres proposed would give Golden Gate National Recreation Area or
"Golden Gate National Seashore," as some proponents labeled the project, control of almost 150
miles of coast. Although the proposed additions looped around the existing villages and Whalen
regarded the cost as "in the $100 million class," making its completion unlikely at best, the
announcement sparked local resistance up and down the coast.101
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San Mateo County became a test case for the conservation coalition crucial to the
founding of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Advocates had tremendous success in
affluent Marin County and hoped that it would translate into similar support. It did not work out
that way. "The essential thing to understand about San Mateo," Amy Meyer recalled from the
vantage point of nearly thirty years, "is the contrast with Marin County . . . . San Mateo was not
threatened in the same way at that time." Marin County "had a conservation community," Edgar
Waybum observed, "a developing one." Different demographics produced a different response.
"I choose to believe," Waybum observed, that San Mateo lacked the "conservation ethic which
has grown up in Marin County" and the Bay Area. "The people in San Mateo County freaked
out," Meyer continued. "We were trying to add about 220,000 acres in one huge gulp. And it
was far too much for anyone to digest." 102
The proposal fueled an already tense situation. The efforts at planning that produced
results in San Francisco and Marin County stalled in Pacifica to the south. In San Francisco
proper, the need for planning was obvious to all. Without it no recreational space would exist.
Neighborhoods joined together with labor and ethnic groups there to support preserving open
areas. In Marin County, the white-collar invasion that followed 1945 led to prerogative
protection—what a later generation would call NIMBY—as well as support for parklands as
protection from inundation. But in traditionally blue-collar Pacifica, concerns about open space
and parks only inspired suspicion, even as the area dealt with the threat that the Bay Area loved
to hate, freeway development. When the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) and the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission policy committee recommendations that open areas on
the coast be reserved from development and road construction were followed within a week by
the announcement of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area expansion proposal, coastal San
Mateo County felt that it was being cut out of an opportunity for growth and prosperity to meet
the demands of its more affluent neighbors to the north and its prosperous residents along the
Highway 101/280 corridor. This was a typical refrain, a response by those who had yet to enjoy
the full benefit of postwar prosperity against those who had made their money and now appeared
to be trying to stop others from doing the same. Environmentalism, which included national park
expansion, became the leverage point of a great deal of that tension. The Pacifica Tribune, a
county newspaper, pointed out that residents lived in "the midst of, and on the scene of, an
environmental revolution" and that such revolutions were not "one-sided joys." Individual
prerogative meant freedom in 1970s America, but communities who exercised any opportunity
to grow ran afoul of those who favored restraint. The Bay Area organizations that protected
community ways of life had much power; the juxtaposition of their objectives and those of San
Mateo County were prelude to great tensions.103
Some of the strain could be directly attributed to the earlier successes of PFGGNRA and
its leadership's occasionally heavy-handed and self-assured style. By all accounts, Ed Wayburn
and Amy Meyer were opposites. Wayburn was a formal and cordial Southerner while Meyer was
New York City born and bred and had the tenacity often associated with its natives. They made a
devastating team, but the self-assured way that they sometimes operated could alienate even their
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friends. Before the proposal to expand to the south of San Francisco debuted, PFGGNRA had
not undertaken sufficient local legwork down the coast. One explanation was that in the
giddiness their success inspired, Wayburn and Meyer could not imagine that anyone, anywhere,
might oppose an extension. Perhaps reading too much into their initial success, PFGGNRA
pushed forward, only to encounter some close allies who thought the proposal did not satisfy
local needs or duplicated state or county efforts. Betty Hughes, secretary of the Citizens'
Advisory Committee for the Forest of Nisene Marks State Park, critiqued the expansion to
Wayburn. In such situations, "we, the public, wind up with a few scraps of land and forest
instead of a truly significant saving of new lands in national protection," she wrote. Instead of
adding existing parks to Golden Gate National Recreation Area, PFGGNRA should try to
acquire lands without park status. "How presumptuous of your committee to try to envelop more
than a hundred miles of land" in the extension, Hughes exclaimed.104
PFGGNRA's rapid push to fill out the park splintered the natural constituency that
favored expansion and gave ammunition to anti-park groups. Hughes' stance posed problems for
PFGGNRA because conservation organizations were precisely the allies needed to expand the
park. The oversight of San Mateo County activists during planning meant that local residents
sometimes bristled about do-gooding outsiders. Although Wayburn's charm could contain much
of that damage, resentment fueled local opponents. One group put out a widely circulated flier
that voiced every rural landholder's nightmare: "Warning: Your Land and Home Are in Danger
of Being Confiscated for Use as a National Park." More than a decade and a half before the
"takings" revolution—the articulation of the principle that even with the power of eminent
domain, the government had no legal standing to take property and compensate for it in the name
of the public good—took shape, these very sentiments were located firmly at the core of a key
anti-park coalition.105
Although PFGGNRA typically responded to such challenges by marshaling a long line of
public supporters with diverse but tightly reasoned rationales, the extension southward developed
into a question of relative political influence. Congressman Paul McCloskey, who represented
western San Mateo County, came to his district to sell the project. He faced 200 angry
constituents at one meeting in San Gregorio. A special hearing of the La Honda-Pescadero
School Board erupted when 400 people jeered the pro-park presentation and hooted presenters
off the stage, inspiring an impromptu rally that led to the founding of "People Against a Golden
Gate National Recreation Area." James Fitzgerald, chairman of the San Mateo County Board of
Supervisors, went to Washington, D.C. to make the county's case. Although McCloskey, Rep.
Leo Ryan from the San Mateo area, and Phil Burton all tried to reassure everyone that the
extension could not occur without their input, local residents simply did not believe him. The
resistance was fierce.106
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Ryan's introduction of a bill to study the park expansion proposal did little to quell local
opposition. The bill proposed a study of the feasibility of enlargement, something opponents
should have favored. Ryan announced that his measure enjoyed the endorsement of PFGGNRA,
the Sierra Club, and the National Park Service. The coastal communities raised an uproar. La
Honda-Pescadero, which feared the disappearance of its taxable land base, resisted most
vociferously. Three separate organizations formed there to fight the endorsement. Ryan had
clearly misjudged public opinion. When he addressed a meeting of the San Mateo county
supervisors, he was interrupted by hostile ranchers and jeered throughout the meeting. His
pronouncement that he would only support the inclusion of lands that the study recommended
did little to pacify the hostile crowd. "My family has been six generations on the same land,"
said Homer McCurry, whose property abutted the Santa Cruz County line announced at the
meeting. "We will be there when the government comes and we will not be moved by
anything."107
Throughout San Mateo County, park proponents faced a hard core of rural sentiment that
opposed government intervention in any aspect of their lives. Many of these California areas
remained largely untouched by postwar growth and the rights revolution of the 1950s and 1960s
seemed only a threat to local people. While PFGGNRA regarded park expansion as an enormous
public good, a project that benefited all, local residents felt they were being forced to pay with
their property to benefit their urban neighbors. Where Wayburn and Meyer saw public protection
of lifestyles in the bill, residents saw the dismantling of their communities and the culture that
underpinned them. The proposed 1975 San Mateo County expansion ran hard against a major
fault line in American society.
Pronounced local opposition doomed any southern expansion in the mid-1970s, a
harbinger of the kind of resistance park growth soon faced in other areas. "We wonder just how
much parkland we can afford," an editorial in the Santa Cruz Sentinel asked, linking cost to
quality of life, a relationship already on the cusp of gaining widespread following in American
society. "It is not difficult to understand," a San Mateo Times editorial explained, "the critical
and even hostile reception" to the proposal. The combination of opposition to the 6,000-acre
expansion of Golden Gate National Recreation Area in Marin County and the San Mateo
resistance slowed the efforts of PFGGNRA to expand the park outside the urban region. When
rural populations felt threatened by government and as long as the state could fund the range of
services Californians had come to expect of their government, efforts to expand the park looked
to local residents all too much like a raid on the country by the city.108
In the city of San Francisco, a different constellation of circumstances made additional
parkland more compelling to local interests. By 1975, San Francisco had completed the initial
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stage of full-scale downtown redevelopment. Work on the area south of Market Street was under
way, but the project, the Yerba Buena Center, was in deep financial trouble as a result of a host
of anti-development lawsuits. Barred by law from seeking a third term as mayor, Joseph Alioto
gave way to George Moscone, a new-style ethnic politician who previously served in the state
senate and conceived of his constituency in a broad fashion. Moscone led the way to more
inclusive local politics, valuing neighborhood power over development dollars and railing
against the Manhattanization of San Francisco. In essence, Moscone was a kind of urban
populist, tied to the grassroots with faith in government as a remedy for social ills. He embraced
the principle that all groups were minorities, an idea that made mutual tolerance and cooperation
the only workable strategy. Moscone decentralized power and distributed it back to the
grassroots, especially to the neighborhoods. His election proved an advantage for PFGGNRA
and the coalitions that favored expansion of parklands in San Francisco.109
By September 1976, one of the primary goals of initial expansion and boundary revision
efforts approached completion. California Governor Jerry Brown signed a bill approving the
transfer of the state holdings around Hyde Street Pier to Golden Gate National Recreation Area
as the summer ended. The city kept ownership of the pier and leased it to the Park Service.
Whalen announced that the Park Service intended to assume administration before the year
ended. The transfer included Hyde Street Pier and its collection of historic ships and Haslett
Warehouse. The city ceded Aquatic Park and its bathhouse. "For the first time, all of the public
holdings between Fort Mason and Fisherman's Wharf" Whalen effused, "will be brought
together for a major recreational and historical complex." Haslett Warehouse still contained
more than 100 tenants, and the San Francisco Maritime Museum Association, which owned the
Balclutha, the Eppleton Hall, and an extensive museum collection, still needed to make a formal
donation of its holdings to the government. Observers expected the financially strapped
organization to rush to formalize the transfer, but almost two years passed before the association
signed the papers. The San Francisco Maritime State Historic Park was transferred to Golden
Gate National Recreation Area on September 16, 1977.
The 1978 addition of parcel four of Playland, an old amusement park, typified the kind of
adaptive use of out-of-date urban space at which Golden Gate National Recreation Area
excelled. Begun in the 1920s as a local amusement park, Playland-at-the-Beach became a
landmark, a recreational place with memories for generations of Bay Area residents. By the
1960s, like many similar attractions, it fell on hard times and closed in 1972. Playland was
located on prime beachfront property and with the demise of the amusement park, developers
eagerly eyed its economic potential. In April 1972, the Seal Rock Development Company
announced plans for 900 units of condominiums and high-rises. In June 1972, the planning
commission gave approval for 724 units and 230,000 square feet of commercial space. In
December, the approval was trimmed to 710 units and 178,000 square feet of commercial space.
The planning commission was only the first hurdle for the developers in the maze of regulation.
As a result of its beachfront location the state's Coastal Commission also had to rule on the
project. In June 1973, it approved 660 dwelling units and 151,000 square feet of commercial
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space. By 1977, trimmed in size and scope and subjected to five years of repeated analysis, the
development stalled. Much of the public rejoiced as the developers ran out of money.111
In the aftermath of the creation of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the public
viewed the conversion of recreational space into private commercial and residential space with
trepidation. Even though Playland had never been free, commercial development of the site was
hugely unpopular with the public. The creation of Golden Gate National Recreation Area made
the public keenly aware of both the advantages of urban recreational space and the acute
shortage of such areas. Playland seemed to achieve its highest use as public recreational space,
and petition after petition favored its inclusion in Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Burton's support was enlisted, and Playland became part of the expansion efforts. Burton guided
the acquisition to fruition and the part of the old amusement park joined the new national
recreation area. Condos eventually were built on the rest.
Despite such successes, the expansion of Golden Gate National Recreation Area in San
Francisco became a political issue, full of the jockeying associated with local, state, and federal
relationships. Mid-1970s inflation began to drain the resources of even communities as large as
San Francisco. Especially in California, with its very high public expectations of government
services, costs spiraled out of control. Local leaders pointed to tax-exempt federal lands as a
remedy for financial woes. If those lands could be taxed or returned to taxable status, many of
the problems of local communities could be solved. President of the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors Dianne Feinstein followed this line of reasoning. She argued against further federal
expansion in the city because it compromised property tax revenues. By 1978, fifty-one percent
of the land in San Francisco was tax exempt; the federal government owned thirty-five percent of
all government-held land in the city. In Feinstein's view, running an American city in the late
1970s without the revenue from half of the property tax base was at best ludicrous. In San
Francisco, city officials felt increasingly threatened by the growth of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area.
In Marin County in 1976 and 1977, similar circumstances produced very different results.
Even before Marincello, Marin County had become the scene of what a later generation labeled
"gentrification." When rural Marin County—the old dairy ranches and other agricultural and
ranching operations—survived, they did so in two netherworlds controlled by outside forces. In
one the federal government, increasingly in the guise of the Park Service, served as an important
barrier to wholesale change. Golden Gate National Recreation Area's presence increased land
values, but it filled up enough space that the kind of wholesale development exemplified by
Marincello was only occasionally possible. In most instances, the rising cost of land drove
housing prices skyward and made it economically unfeasible for developers to convert tracts of
land into subdivisions. The other outside force comprised "neonatives," typically wealthy
residents of the Bay Area who bought land in Marin County for a retreat, second home, or
sometimes to commute, changing by their presence the very paradise they sought. The prototype
for such people was William Kent at the turn of the twentieth century, an idealistic and
concerned citizen who valued public space over private prerogative. n The interests of these
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neonatives often coincided with those of longtime rural residents, and the neonatives' wealth,
power, and social and political sophistication helped serve as a drag against wholesale and
unchecked change.
John Jacobs of San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal Association (SPUR) provided
one illustration of the powerful and complicated role of neonatives. Jacobs' park credentials were
impeccable. He resisted the federal government's attempt to place the National Archives branch
at Fort Miley. The facility was eventually located at San Bruno. His Republican Party ties helped
bring about the establishment of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and he offered tacit
support as Amy Meyer and her friends never stopped trying to expand the park. By late 1975,
they sought to fill a gap in the heart of Marin County between Samuel P. Taylor State Park, Point
Reyes Station, White House Pool, and Olema by adding the Cheda Ranch area, Lagunitas Creek
Loop, and Olema Valley Meadow. The extension provided better continuity of parkland on the
Marin County coast and had been a goal beyond the reach of PFGGNRA in 1972. Jacobs and his
wife were also partners in the Mesa Ranch just north of Bolinas, in the area that PFGGNRA
coveted for the park. With what Jacobs called "the full realization that success.. .might doom our
chances for a vacation home on Bolinas Mesa," he and his associates, led by managing partner
1 1^

Anton G. Holter, agreed that the ranch belonged in Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
The 210-acre Bolinas ranch and the nearby 1,100-acre RCA property became one of the
foci of local backlash. Local opponents claimed that inclusion in the park of these tracts would
damage the agricultural base of rural Marin County, but Holter rejected that claim, stating
"frankly, I don't think these people are farmers. Writers, lawyers, teachers, architects, and
gardeners, yes." The opposition came from neonatives who preceded Holter and Jacobs into the
area, similar amenity migrants drawn to the area for precisely the same reasons as the Mesa
Ranch owners but with a different sense of individual prerogative and social objectives.
Although Jacobs thought that opponents sought 50- to 100-acre ranchettes on adjacent lands,
profiting from the presence of the park and the lack of development to offer tracts that only the
wealthy could afford, more likely they simply wanted to pull up the figurative ladder to the
exclusive tree house of Marin County after they entered. In this sense, Jacobs and Holter could
see public purpose more clearly than neighboring landowners.114 The struggle over Jacobs' land
and the RCA property revealed how class, wealth, and perspective could alter the relationships
between natives, neonatives, and newcomers. Questions of land use contained the potential to
crack existing alliances.
Despite the stance of Jacobs and Holter, HR 10398, the bill they supported, failed to
reach the floor of the U.S. House. John Burton introduced it in December 1975, and held
hearings in Marin County early in 1976. At a February 2, 1976 public meeting sponsored by the
Rural Forum, a Marin County group dedicated to preserving rural life in the region, opponents
shredded the proposal. Although the presumption that landowners supported the bill underpinned
Burton's introduction of the measure, all but one resident who addressed the meeting opposed it.
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Opponents spoke loudly and vociferously against the bill, while its advocates offered only muted
support. "You're taking all the property where it is feasible to build a motel," complained Don
DeWolfe of Point Reyes Station. Another opponent called the purchase a rip-off of taxpayers.
Before the meeting, Amy Meyer authored a justification for the bill that she circulated to Marin
County officials through Jerry Friedman, one of the planning commissioners. She made a "heroic
effort at defense," a report observed, "but was clearly outgunned." Even Friedman and other
supporters sounded lukewarm in the face of angry voters.115
Despite the rout at the hearing, powerful influences in Marin County remained
ambivalent about park extension. Although local newspapers did object to the bill, they
recognized the expansion as a bulwark against suburbanization and undesirable growth. The
Point Reyes Light opined that the 6,000 acres included in the bill were too much for the park, but
noted that "probably the strongest argument for the proposal was unfortunately overlooked" at
the hearing. "Agriculture in West Marin is on the wane. It won't be all dead in five years. It
probably will be in 50." In the scenario the newspaper suggested, as the demise of agriculture
accelerated, few options existed. One was subdivision, a pattern resisted among Marin residents
and county officials. If governmental agencies such as Marin County blocked subdivisions, the
paper believed, then they would be obligated to buy the land. If the county purchased these
expensive tracts instead of the federal government, the financial consequences for the Marin
County taxpayers seemed immense. After assessing the powerfully negative local sentiment,
John Burton withdrew the bill.116
This political ambivalence characterized questions of land acquisition in Marin County.
Powerful advocates sought inclusion of much of West Marin in the park, but many of those
supporters were from the San Francisco side of the bay. Amy Meyer, Ed Wayburn, John Jacobs,
and Anton Holter were typical. They inspired some local resentment, but also found allies in
Marin; Friedman, the Marin County planning commissioner who had helped found Headlands
Inc., was typical. HR 10398 seemed a misguided proposition. In retrospect, the bill came forward
without enough input from local constituencies. In one account after the demise, Alice Yarish of
the Pacific Sun suggested that none of the landowners were included in the discussions leading
up to the bill. While the statement was arguably hyperbole, it also clearly articulated the
resentment of local landowners. By the mid-1970s, fears of government action were widespread
and rural communities especially felt threatened. When they heard the park expansion proposal
at the meeting, many residents were upset; a few were enraged.117 Many resisted, some for
personal reasons, some for economic ones, but the opposition made the going too rough for John
Burton. In his first term as congressman, he wisely followed the loudest group of constituents.
His older brother might have played the situation differently, but John Burton was not yet as
adept a political power broker as Phil Burton.
The defeat barely deterred PFGGNRA, and Amy Meyer made Marin County one of her
primary objectives. Within one year, Meyer and Bob Young circulated a new set of justifications
for acquiring the same properties. Meyer was indefatigable; she repackaged the initial proposal
with a new rationale and even added recommendations for additional, more expensive land.
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Meyer divided the land in question into two basic categories. The first encompassed the roughly
4,000 acres of the year before; the second contained about 2,000 acres that were more
controversial. Her proposal included privately owned ranches, some private residences and
businesses, part of the town of Olema, and several other parcels. The threat of development
underpinned Meyer's desire for acquisition. Holter, Meyer claimed, planned a 200-unit hotel on
the Mesa Ranch because of his unsuccessful efforts to sell the land to the park system. The
Cheda Ranch, owned by a real estate company, faced imminent development. The entire
package, Meyer thought, could be acquired for between $13 million and $15 million.11
Despite the seeming redundance of the proposal, the idea received a wide hearing that did
more than reprise the tension of the previous year. John Burton was able to position himself as an
advocate for the county in a manner he could not the year before. The change from Republican to
Democratic administration with the election of Jimmy Carter in 1976 gave the Democratic
congressman more clout. During the six years following the creation of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, Phil Burton consolidated his power and made a run for speaker of the U. S.
House of Representatives. Although Burton failed to win the speaker's gavel, he retained
tremendous influence within the institution, another boon for his younger and more compliant
brother. John Burton found common ground with his Marin County constituency over a
perceived slight by the Ford administration. On the day before Carter's inauguration, Ford's
secretary of the interior, Tom Kleppe, appointed a new Golden Gate NRA Citizen's Advisory
Committee that included only one Marin County rancher, Joe Mendoza, who served from 1974
to 1980. John Burton told a February 13, 1977 meeting at Point Reyes Station that the
"appointments were legal [but] they weren't moral." He promised he would defend the county's
interests and work toward a solution that met everyone's needs.119
Throughout 1977, the debate raged across Marin County. A new series of public hearings
took place in which the acquisition was debated. By the fall, a loose consensus appeared to be
coalescing. On September 13, 1977, the Pacific Sun reported a proposed 15,000-acre expansion
of Golden Gate National Recreation Area drew "hardly a murmur" at the Marin County Board of
Supervisors. As the consensus emerged, the lands of the few individual landowners who did not
want to sell were excluded. The focus shifted away from questions of acquisition to remedies for
problems, such as loss of tax revenue, that federal ownership might create. By October, John
Burton had sufficient local support to proceed.120
The coalition John Burton assembled in Marin County to encourage the expansion of
GGNRA came together as Phil Burton embarked on a campaign aimed at redefining reform
politics in the U.S. House. By most accounts, Burton perceived power in a different manner after
he lost the Speaker position by a razor-thin margin. After he regrouped, he recognized new
realities: if he could not be the leader and if he was shut out of the power structure, he still could
be an influential player. While Burton did not win the position he coveted, he emerged from the
political fray with most of his power intact, more determined to achieve his goals and equally
well positioned even after the close defeat. Always a master political strategist, Burton grasped
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the levers of political coalition-building more completely. Following his always savvy political
instincts, Burton functioned as a different kind of power broker. His efforts recycled an existing
political form—the local demands for "pork" catered to by the old Water Buffaloes—and put it
in a new setting. Burton became the person who put together unstoppable public works
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coalitions; national park areas became the linchpin of that strategy.
The national political climate changed dramatically in the late 1970s, and Phil Burton
was an unlikely person to intuit, understand, and capitalize on the changes. The Great
Aberration, the period of time between 1945 and 1974 when more Americans did better
economically than ever before and that created deceptive views of the American norm, came to
an end in the OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) oil crisis and the resulting
explosion of global inflation. The end of postwar prosperity hit at once, best epitomized by the
rising cost of gasoline for which the nation stood in line in 1974. In an instant, the pillars of
postwar American prosperity—cheap energy, rising value of wages, and low inflation—came
crashing down. President Gerald Ford and his WIN—Whip Inflation Now—button were the best
response the nation could muster. Beginning in 1974, the United States entered a twenty-threeyear period that in essence represented a regression to a less generally prosperous American
122

mean.
California, which had been regarded as the chief proprietor of the American Dream, felt
the hit as hard as anywhere. Postwar prosperity in California brought with it a state-run vision of
a Great Society that paralleled Lyndon B. Johnson's hopes for the nation. The state became a
seemingly independent entity that made its own rules and paid its own way. It offered students
free, community college education, low tuition at a two-tiered but generally outstanding
university system, and a range of medical, health, and personal options, all funded by the
Sacramento government. State taxes were high, but the quality of life made it all worthwhile.
Although critics often bashed the state as a socialistic entity, Californians generally adored their
paradise. But its future depended on a large influx of ongoing revenues, and after 1975, as the
world economy shifted and California experienced a decline in financial resources, the California
miracle started to fray at the edges.
The catalyst that upset the State of California's relationship to its citizens came from
Howard Jarvis, a retired lobbyist for apartment building owners, and his successful efforts to cap
property taxes. Between 1973 and 1978, California real estate values soared. For many this was a
benefit of epic proportions, but these unearned increments seemed equally unreal and unstable.
With an attendant rise in property tax payments, the increments hurt some sectors of
homeowners, especially retirees and those on a fixed income. The California legislature could
not agree on property tax relief legislation at a time when the cost of homes—and their tax
bills—soared. In 1976, Governor Jerry Brown held onto billions in tax surpluses instead of
returning them to a groaning public. Public grumbling mounted, and calls to divest the state of its
power grew louder. In this climate, Jarvis and his compatriot Paul Gann seized on a formula to
cripple state government and return billions of dollars to taxpayers. They sponsored a ballot
initiative to roll back property taxes to 1975 levels. Called Proposition 13, the initiative quite
simply threatened the California way of life that was intrinsically tied to postwar prosperity.
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When Proposition 13 passed in June 1978, it represented a watershed moment in California
history. Revenues of counties and municipalities decreased dramatically and local programs that
many valued soon came to a halt. Surpluses continued at the state level, but the state had to
provide block grants that replaced the lost local revenue so that services could continue. In
effect, Proposition 13 shifted local burdens to the state, which negated most increases in sate
revenue in subsequent years. This redistribution capped the tax dollars in the state in the shortterm, shifting the load from stable property taxes to regressive taxes such as sales tax.
Californians expected no less from their government and most cared little how the money was
raised - as long as homeowners did not have to bear the brunt.123 Instead of residing in a state
where people paid for the vast array of services they received, Californians became the
progenitors of the national "Me, Me, Me, Now, Now, Now" culture of the end of the twentieth
century.
Proposition 13 quickly changed the climate in the state so dramatically that state agencies
looked to jettison programs, and state parks suffered. Cities, counties, and special districts
abjured all sorts of responsibilities and severely cut back almost everything. Classroom seats and
infrastructure were all heavily affected. School districts, often dependent on property tax, were
trampled by increases in student enrollment and reductions in funding. The state tried to use its
surpluses to overcome the losses, slashing state parks and wildlife, and responsible leaders cast
about for relief from the financial storm. In desperate straits, communities looked for answers,
and in the United States in the late 1970s, only the federal government appeared as a solution.
The California state park system experienced notable difficulties as an indirect result of
Proposition 13. Californians thought of their state parks as equals of the national park system in
scenery and beauty, and anyone standing atop Mount Tamalpais would be hard-pressed to
disagree. William Perm Mott's strong stance against transfer of state lands to the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area stemmed from that very sense of California exceptionalism. In the
post-Proposition 13 climate, and especially after the Jarvis-Gann bill, also known as Jarvis II,
which planned to cut California state income tax by fifty percent, his point of view became
untenable. Without tax revenues, the state park department simply could not maintain its
properties. The California Department of Parks and Recreation transferred three parks to federal
government, granting $1 billion of value in a lease that required only $1 each year. The decision
revealed a dramatic shift in the role of the state. Not five years before, Mott fought NPS efforts
to add state parks to Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Redwood National Park. In
1975, a state park support group opposed uncompensated transfer of state lands to the federal
system. In 1976, a study asserted that California's parks were best managed by the state and it
proposed a "Golden Gateway State Urban Park" instead of transfer to federal hands. After
Howard Jarvis' bill, without resources, the state quietly shelved any such plans and became
amenable to the Park Service's management of the parkland.124
The city of San Francisco and other urban entities faced the same constraints as the state.
Mayor Dianne Feinstein faced a crisis at Golden Gate Park that stemmed directly from the loss
of revenue as a result of property tax caps. At the same time, federal dollars for the development
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of McLaren Park, a "plum from the federal money tree," as observers called the support, showed
the direction in which the power had shifted. The lesson was not lost on either Feinstein or any
other local or state politician in California. Jarvis-Gann, the plan that cut California's income tax
in half, took away the state resources that provided precisely the public services that the public
most appreciated. Fiercely strapped, local and state entities looked to agencies in Washington,
D.C. for more help than they had since the New Deal.
Jarvis-Gann created an opening for Phil Burton that the congressmen used to his
advantage. If California, one of the wealthiest states in the Union, would not support its parks,
Burton could arrange for the federal government to step in and take them over. This had two
enormous political advantages: it brought home millions of dollars in federal largesse for which
Burton alone was responsible and it protected the recreational prerogatives of people who
believed in their entitlement to the good life. Ousted as House majority whip by his loss in the
speaker's race and cut out of the power structure by Reps. Tip O'Neill, Dan Rostenkowski, and
Jim Wright, Burton needed another strategy to maintain power in the House. Recognizing that
countering the impact of Jarvis-Gann by transfer of responsibility gave him a template that could
be applied in other places, Burton began to assemble the most complex piece of legislation in
national park history.
Formally titled the National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978, but colloquially known as
the Omnibus Bill of 1978, Burton's legislative masterpiece created the park system's greatest
single expansion. Passed in time to let representatives receive its largesse before the 1978
elections, the act benefited more than one hundred congressmen and women in forty-four states.
The bill included more than one hundred projects; expanded thirty-four individual park areas;
added nine historic areas and three parks; tripled the size of the national wilderness system;
created five national trails and eight wild and scenic rivers; and authorized the study of seventeen
other river segments for possible inclusion in the national park system. Although Burton's
detractors called the bill a naked power play designed to put the congressman back into the
House Democratic power structure, the bill did much more.125 It shaped a legacy for one of the
last of a political breed, a congressman who specialized in bringing home the bacon but in a
different form than did the Water Buffaloes of the previous generation. Where the projects of
leaders such as Wayne Aspinall benefited people by giving contracts to special interests under
the guise of widespread benefit, Burton's efforts forged recreational and reflective space for an
increasingly crowded nation.
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Phil Burton's personal favorite project, the
National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978 formalized the acquisitions that had been under
discussion in Marin County for the better part of the decade and provided funds to close the
purchase of previously authorized lands. The bill targeted for purchase 3,741 acres for Golden
Gate National Recreation Area and Point Reyes National Seashore in five areas of Marin
County, Haggerty Gulch in Inverness Park, land between Samuel P. Taylor State Park and
Olema, the Bear Valley triangle near Point Reyes National Seashore headquarters, and Muir
Beach. The purchases involved fifty-six property owners and were expected to cost $ 15 million.
In addition, Golden Gate National Recreation Area also received less than half of Playland, the
old amusement park along the Great Highway.12
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Passage of the National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978 allowed one more close look at
the acquisition plans of the federal government in Marin County. At John Burton's request, the
Marin County Board of Supervisors held three public hearings, September 13, September 20, and
November 29, 1977, and collected letters and position papers from as many as 300 individuals.
The people of Bolinas participated in an advisory poll on November 8, 1977; Board of
Supervisors Chairman Gary Giacomini held a public hearing in Bolinas on November 14, 1977;
and the board solicited comments and recommendations from a range of city, county, and state
government agencies. Although generally willing to support the acquisitions, the board of
supervisors sought a number of guarantees. The board accepted the priorities established by the
Marin Conservation League, which placed completing park boundaries first, followed by
protection of natural resources, recreational needs, and land use values with an emphasis on
preserving agricultural land, and strongly cautioned against transformation of the acquired lands.
County representatives believed that leases for continued agricultural use to former landowners
would mitigate any negative changes that resulted from the transfer. They also insisted that the
county and its townships be fairly compensated for lost tax revenue. In the end, the board agreed
that the transfer of Muir Beach, Stinson Beach, the lands between Samuel P. Taylor State Park
and Olema, and the Haggerty Gulch should proceed as proposed, but questions about Bolinas
and the Lagunitas Loop loomed large. The board sought the inclusion of Bolinas in Point Reyes
National Seashore rather than Golden Gate National Recreation Area, believing that the national
seashore's management was more in keeping with the nature of life in the area. The input on
Lagunitas Loop was split. Local environmentalists and the county planning department opposed
inclusion; the county parks and recreation department and PFGGNRA and other broader-based
groups supported inclusion. The board recommended compromise. The Giacomini Ranch, a
thriving agricultural operation run by a cousin of board chairman Gary Giacomini, remained
beyond Park Service reach.127
Conservation groups again proved helpful in issues of land acquisition. The Trust for
Public Land and The Nature Conservancy both had important stakes in the region. Acquisition of
The Nature Conservancy tracts, Marincello and Slide Ranch, required negotiation with that
organization. The more expensive of the two, Marincello, seemed most likely to be purchased in
pieces. The Park Service agreed to acquire Slide Ranch at The Nature Conservancy's cost with
reasonable overhead in exchange for Conservancy donation of the Wheelwright property and the
purchase cost of Marincello. In mid-1973, while the battle for administration appropriation
raged, the Park Service could muster $336,000 toward Marincello. At the cost of $3,860 per acre,
the amount specified in The Nature Conservancy's purchase agreement with Gulf Oil, that
amount purchased only eighty-seven of the 2,138 available acres.128 The acquisition of
Marincello seemed an incremental process.
By 1980, the first phase of land acquisition at Golden Gate National Recreation Area was
drawing to a close. During the park's first eight years, the Park Service acquired nearly all of the
roughly 17,000 acres of private land included in the original proclamation, as well as 2,801 of
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the approximately 4,577 acres held by other federal agencies that had been authorized but not
included in the original establishment. In addition, the Army issued the Park Service an
irrevocable permit for recreation use and development of shoreline Presidio lands, a decision that
amounted to a de facto transfer of 150 acres of waterfront acreage. The initial park statute
required that any lands acquired from California be the result of a donation. After a 1978
referendum, the city of San Francisco donated 600 acres, including parts of Playland and city
beaches, to the park. The state legislature transferred another 4,710 acres mostly in Marin
County. With most of the initial boundary questions resolved and the bulk of the acquisitions of
the 1978 Omnibus Bill accomplished, the time had come for a reassessment of park objectives.129
As with nearly every other dimension of the first decade of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, Phil Burton played an instrumental role in furthering the development of the
park. The strategy he developed in 1978 became his signature, a path to exercise power and build
consensus while shut out of the House Democratic power structure. It culminated with the
National Parks and Recreation Act of 1980, which Arizona Congressman Morris "Mo" Udall
called "one of the supreme acts of chutzpah" he had ever seen in the House of Representatives.
Burton presented HR 3 as a two-line bill to add a small amount of land to Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. He then asked the House for unanimous consent to technical and conforming
amendments, typically very short, but in this case seventy-five pages that were the meat of the
bill. The legislation Burton passed spent $70 million and included Channel Islands National
Park, the Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site and Preservation District in Atlanta,
Chaco Culture National Historical Park in New Mexico, the Women's Rights National Historical
Park in Seneca Falls, New York, $10 million for Olympic National Park in Washington state,
and $5 million for acquisition of 2,400 acres at Point Reyes National Seashore as well as $15.5
million for as many as 5,400 acres in San Mateo County for Golden Gate National Recreation
Area.130 When the bill passed in February 1980, Burton's influence on national park
proclamation reached its pinnacle as an era came to an end.
In the history of the role of government in American society, 1980 became a pivotal year,
the moment of a clear and evident shift in the conception of federal obligations. Burton's strategy
of delivering the bacon to districts across the country had, in one form or another, dominated
political negotiation since the New Deal of the 1930s. The combination of rising interest rates,
the decline of the industrial and manufacturing economy, and the election of Ronald Reagan on a
conservative, anti-government platform in November 1980 spelled the end of Democratic porkbarrel politics. Detractors often referred to Burton's activities as "park-barreling" in an effort to
equate them with the pork-barreling for which Congress was famous, but Burton's ability to
accomplish his goals depended on a compliant power structure. Even those who detested him
and those who railed about excess and unnecessary government spending were charmed by the
1-1]

inclusion of parks for their district. Before 1980, no one—at least no one who wanted to retain
a seat in Congress—opposed a project that delivered federal dollars to their home district. The
Reagan administration purposely halted Burton's style of bringing home projects for home
districts, and the changing economic situation made his strategy obsolete.
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Burton retained both his vision and maneuvering skills in the changing climate. When
asked if Golden Gate National Recreation Area was now complete after the passage of the
National Parks and Recreation Act of 1980, he responded with characteristic aplomb: "Please,
I'm headed South." Golden Gate National Recreation Area remained his pet project, his prize,
and increasingly his legacy. Even in the dire early years of the Reagan administration, when the
famed reduction in force—RIF—hit the federal government when Secretary of the Interior James
Watt froze parkland acquisition during the painful recession of 1981 and 1982, and even as
Reagan busted PATCO, the air traffic controllers union, Burton pushed for the growth and
continued the supple powerbrokering that brought more land to his park. The acts authorizing
transfer became law before Reagan was elected. Finding the money after the Reagan
administration took office proved a challenge. "How can I accept land in San Mateo when I can't
care for what I have?" Whalen asked reporters in the clearest articulation of the problem.132
By 1980, Jarvis-Gann had completely altered the politics of state land preservation in
California and the unfunded federal mandates of the Reagan era worsened their situation. The
state parks, like so much of the California dream funded by postwar growth, demand huge,
ongoing outlays of capital that came from taxes. The property tax and income tax caps sharply
impeded the state's ability to fund many of its functions, and the Reagan administration's goal of
returning power to the states turned into another obligation that required capital. In essence, the
Reagan administration pawned off federal responsibilities on the states without providing the
funding to manage the new obligations. California felt the sting in an especially direct way, and
instead of resisting federal entreaties, state agencies sought takers for their assets.
In the 1980s, Golden Gate National Recreation Area finally succeeded in growing to the
south, eventually including Sweeney Ridge and other lands in San Mateo County. After Jimmy
Carter's loss to Reagan in the 1980 election, Democrats in Congress recognized that they faced a
new era. A spate of lame duck legislation was hustled through Congress for the President's
signature, including the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) on
December 2, 1980. Among the pieces of legislation that came through during the brief window
was S. 2363, which had been authorized under the National Park Act of 1980 and provided for
the expansion of Golden Gate National Recreation Area into San Mateo County. Doug Nadeau,
chief of the Division of Resource Management and Planning, initiated meetings with the
communities and local residents affected by the new legislation. A Park Service veteran who
served at the park from its founding, Nadeau observed the PFGGNRA fiasco in San Mateo in the
mid-1970s and recognized the need to learn from earlier mistakes. In a different climate, when
communities such as Pacifica actively sought to shed the cost of park and even public property
management, Nadeau faced a much easier road than could have been anticipated even three years
earlier.133
Phil Burton continued to work the system at every opportunity. He dug deeper into the
park to find people who could help him achieve his goals. Prior to 1980, Bob Young, a friend of
Amy Meyer, produced very fine detailed working maps that were used to shape the park
boundary. After that, "for some reason, Phil discovered me," Doug Nadeau recalled, "and when
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he was cooking up a new boundary proposal would describe it verbally and ask me to draw a
map. With limited time, I would respond with a quick and dirty Magic Marker un-reproducable
original. Weeks later, legislation would appear referring to this mysterious map of unknown
origin and location."134 Burton's panache kept pressure on Congress for additions to the park.
The freeze on expenditures for land acquisition made consummating the opportunities
presented in the last months of the Carter administration a more difficult step than it might have
been in other circumstances. Despite the changing economic situation of California, San Mateo
County contained a wide group that opposed federally owned parks in the county. Some of this
opposition stemmed from characteristic rural resentment of the federal government; other
segments recalled the heavy-handed approach of the mid-1970s. A more intellectually dangerous
element for the Park Service were those who embraced the nascent philosophy of "Wise Use," a
set of ideas derived in part from the Sagebrush Rebellion of the late 1970s that suggested that the
federal government lacked the authority to own even designated land within state boundaries.
This revival of the older ideas of states' rights, discredited in the Civil War, but remarkably
powerful in national culture, fused with discontent about the direction of American society to
create a prickly resentment of any federal initiative. Although local and county government
willingly ceded land for the expansion of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the Park
Service still treaded gingerly south of San Francisco.135
Long-standing relationships with conservation organizations served the NPS well in the
move to implement the National Park Act of 1980 and include parts of San Mateo County in
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The Trust for Public Land (TPL) held an option on
Sweeney Ridge, but efforts to transfer it to the park system slowed when the Reagan
administration limited park acquisitions. After 1980, the Watt Interior Department aggressively
sought to slow national park expansion. Secretarial directive, Watt's favored way of creating
policy change through administrative fiat, created a requirement for all parks to prepare a new
document called a "Land Protection Plan." Although the concept made clear sense, under Watt,
it served to replace land acquisition planning with stasis. The Park Service and advocacy groups
regarded the new requirement as a blatant attempt to prevent the expansion of national park
areas. In 1981, the park system did not add a new park area for the first year since 1945. In 1982,
with Assistant Secretary of the Interior Ray Arnett insisting that every land purchase be reviewed
in his office and with Ric Davidge, formerly managing director of the National Inholders
Association, a group of people who owned land within national park area boundaries, overseeing
land acquisition for the park system, the Department of the Interior spent only half the money
Congress allocated for land acquisition.136
The new process forced the agency to take a much more complicated approach to land
acquisition. It compelled the agency to evaluate every option available to achieve management
and preservation goals in addition to outright acquisition in fee for each tract under
consideration. In essence, the requirement buried land acquisition in paperwork. At Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, local pessimism about the impact of this requirement was quickly
dispelled. Golden Gate's Land Protection Plan worked for the park instead of against it. The
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national recreation area was the kind of park Watt himself favored - intensely used in all kinds
of ways, with only a modicum of restrictions on types of use - and the plan was among the first
in the country to receive approval. High-level administrators served as a block against park
expansion and TPL and NPS officials met repeatedly to find ways around the predicament. TPL
was in the business of acquiring land for public purposes and mere administrative fiat would not
change the organization's long-term objectives. The General Services Administration agreed to
exchange excess or surplus property until new funding could be secured. Finally, in September
1986, the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors gave final approval to the transfer of 287
acres of open space to Golden Gate National Recreation Area.137
After 1980, as Golden Gate National Recreation Area became a fixture in the Bay Area
and agriculture continued to decline in Marin County, a continuous stream of small properties,
typically ranches, were purchased and included in the park. After James Watt's 1983 departure
from the Department of the Interior, the Reagan administration eased its strictures against land
acquisition. The prospect of the 1984 election turned many Republican congressional
representatives back into pork- and park-barrelers, and a plethora of new areas again joined the
park system. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area in 1983, the 1,065-acre Mclsaac Ranch
in Marin County was purchased for nearly $2 million. The Mclsaac family received a twentyfive-year leaseback that allowed them to continue to operate their cattle ranch. The agreement
came to typify the kinds of concessions NPS officials had to make to complete Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. Between the end of 1983 and 1986, 1636.37 acres were purchased for
the park. Priorities in Marin County included the Jensen Oyster Company land near Tomales
Bay, the nearby Martinelli Ranch that had been sold to a developer but whose plans faced public
opposition, and the Gallagher, McFadden, and Genazzi ranches in Lagunitas Loop. Elsewhere,
small areas in Sutro Heights and a twelve-acre parcel at Sweeney Ridge owned by the California
Department of Transportation, all of which had been authorized under the 1980 park act, rounded
out park objectives. The park retained almost $2.7 million in previously allocated acquisition
money, enough for the top six properties on the list. The formidable duo of California senators,
Alan Cranston and Pete Wilson, supported a $3.1 million appropriation to buy the rest.138
The process of rounding out Golden Gate National Recreation Area continued and
remained a constant feature of park management. Outside organizations made several
recommendations. In 1988, the National Parks and Conservation Association identified desirable
additions. The purchase of the Genazzi Ranch in 1988 brought the park closer to completing its
acquisitions in the Lagunitas Loop. The transfer of Cattle Hill, a 261-acre tract that abutted
Sweeney Ridge in Pacifica was completed in 1992, another in the seemingly endless parade of
additions that consolidated park boundaries. After a long and complicated battle that took the
better part of fifteen years, the Giacomini Ranch was finally included in the park. The inclusion
of Phleger Estates near Woodside in the southern portion of Golden Gate National Recreation
Area in 1994 seemed to close out a generation-long process.139
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Only one acquisition issue remained, but it was the largest and most significant of them
all. More than any other piece of property, the transfer of the Presidio to Golden Gate National
Recreation Area signified the park's completion. Phil Burton again served as the catalyst. The
dynamic congressman lived hard, drinking and smoking with furious intensity. He collapsed and
died of a sudden heart attack in the early morning hours of April 9, 1983. His death ended an era,
but did not diminish his legacy, of which the primary piece became the transfer of the Presidio in
1994. Without Burton's foresight, the Presidio, one of the most spectacular pieces of property in
the United Sates, would have escaped inclusion in the park system. In the 1970s, long before
anyone anticipated the end of the Cold War and the end of a military-based economy, Burton
took a bold step that envisioned this prime piece of property as a way of filling out the park,
making it genuine urban open space that served the community. Simultaneously, his 1978
National Parks and Recreation Act secured an ongoing federal presence in the event of the
Army's retrenchment. Phil Burton assured that the Presidio would remain public space instead of
becoming high-end beachfront property. This was an enormous gift to the park and city that he
loved.
Although the real legwork for land acquisition at Golden Gate National Recreation Area
came from organizations such as PFGGNRA, Phil Burton remained the visionary whose support
translated grassroots action into law. In retrospect, Burton seems clairvoyant. In 1972, during the
Vietnam War, the prospect of the Army ever leaving the Presidio was remote at best. Military
expenditures comprised an ever-growing segment of the economies of the Golden State and the
Bay Area, and the prospect of a military departure should have sent paroxysms of fear, a cold
shudder down the spine of anyone who represented California at the state or national level. Yet,
Phil Burton looked ahead in ways his contemporaries did not, a vision that the National Parks
and Recreation Act of 1978, which included the remarkable caveat that the military could not
undertake construction or any similar activity in the Presidio without NPS permission,
confirmed.
Before the industrial economy lost ground to postindustrial service pursuits, before the
Cold War came to an end and took military-driven prosperity from California and the Sunbelt
states, Burton anticipated the long-term value of urban recreational space. He recognized the
coming of a time when such resources were more valuable as scenery and recreation than they
could ever again be as part of the military-industrial complex. This early cognizance of the
meaning and impact of the transformation to a service economy made Burton prescient, a true
visionary, along with Edgar Wayburn and Amy Meyer, the individuals most entitled to the credit
for the final outline of Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
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Chapter 3:
Operating Golden Gate National Recreation Area
The establishment of Golden Gate National Recreation Area in 1972 illustrated a shift in
agency priorities that compelled Park Service planners to devise new management strategies.
The proclamation accompanied a constellation of changes in statute and policy. When President
Richard Nixon signed the bill establishing Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the Park
Service had very little experience with parks in urban areas and the enormous number of
planning and management issues associated with them. The agency had never really been faced
with large, vocal, and politically powerful urban constituencies that had strong identification
with a new park and its resources so intertwined in the urban landscape. Before the 1970s,
national parks in urban areas were typically historic houses and other small, single-purpose
entities. With the new parks in the San Francisco Bay Area and greater New York City, the
agency entered into a new, far more complicated form of management than it faced even in the
most crowded of the traditional park areas.
As did most parks in urban settings, Golden Gate National Recreation Area faced a range
of administrative issues foreign to the expansive natural parks that had long been the backbone
of the park system. The Park Service needed an administrative and management structure equal
to this new set of responsibilities. This system also had to take into account changes in national
law, such as the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, which mandated formal and legal
responses to all kinds of situations that national parks faced every day. In this context,
management became more complicated and complex, more expensive and time-consuming, and
decidedly different from anything the National Park Service previously experienced.
The Park Service had a long-standing system of management that was deeply imbued
with agency tradition. The agency first established mechanisms for managing and planning parks
at its inception in 1916, and many of the assumptions of that earlier era still held firm in agency
culture in the 1970s. In this formulation, national parks were primarily places of reverence,
localities that enlightened Americans about their culture, history, and natural bounty. Roads,
trails, and visitor facilities were designed to promote this kind of nationalism, and that perception
governed management strategies as well. It was deeply inculcated in the agency. Even with the
new importance of ecology and environmentalism in the 1960s and its spread among the trained
professionals eager to join the Park Service, most in the agency, especially those with seniority
and power, embraced the older view. They joined the agency because of their commitment to the
large natural spaces of the crown jewels, the national parks. The policies such officials made and
the way they implemented them reflected that predisposition.140
Landscape architects played the central role in designing and implementing this
formulation. These professionals dominated the first forty-five years of agency history, taking
raw nature and designing discrete accessible and inaccessible public space—later called
"wilderness"—from it.1 l Most of their efforts focused on visitor facilities in remote natural
parks, a perfect setting for a profession that sought to prove its value in American society as well
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as to the agency that granted landscape architects their prominent opportunity to show the value
of their expertise. In large and remote natural parks, the Park Service was the supreme authority,
the most powerful entity and often the leading and most stable source of regional employment.
Park managers wielded great power in these settings and usually could invent structural realities
at will. At most remote parks, the Park Service typically dealt with other federal agencies, peers
in the federal system who understood and respected the goals of the agency even when they did
not always agree with Park Service plans. In this setting, landscape architects could not only
devise plans, but implement them with near-autonomy as well.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area and the first generation of urban parks with
multiple purposes—recreation, cultural preservation, and environmental conservation—indicated
a shift in the relationship between parks and their constituencies. Carved from an existing city
and its semi-rural and rapidly suburbanizing environs, the new national recreation area faced a
range of issues foreign to the superintendents and planners who designed national park policy for
Glacier, Yellowstone, the Grand Canyon, and their peers. Golden Gate National Recreation Area
presented management questions far different from those of the traditional national parks. The
agency had to administer uses and practices that predated the arrival of the National Park Service
and faced constituencies far broader than those of competing federal agencies such as the Bureau
of Land Management.
For the Park Service, Golden Gate National Recreation Area and its peers presented a
new, enticing but simultaneously threatening, and starkly defined reality: the Park Service was
never the most powerful player at any table when the issues of the Bay Area were under
consideration, but its reach extended to the most powerful and prominent regional and state
authorities. No longer the dominant player on a periphery, the Park Service became a potentially
significant player in the very heart of any region in which it found itself. In this situation, the
agency needed a new strategy as well as goals that could be achieved through complicated
alliances. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, that process required adept management
and sophisticated understanding of the complex context in which the park operated.
In search of a management strategy, the agency began with its roots, recognizing the need
to modify its traditional practices. Managers took Park Service procedures, learned in park areas
across the nation, and tried to adapt these ideas to the new circumstances. When those strategies
succeeded, the Park Service stuck with them. When they did not, the agency borrowed from any
source that seemed to have something to offer. When they found ideas, concepts, and structures
such as recreational administration policies that officials recognized as adaptable to their
situation, they utilized them. The constraints of the multifaceted management necessary at the
park proved more complex than anything the California park system had ever encountered and
well beyond the structures and methods used by other similar management agencies. Even the
models for parks such as Lake Mead or Glen Canyon National Recreation Areas had little
relevance to the urban situation of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. As at Gateway
National Recreation Area outside of New York City, the Park Service carved its own way at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
National recreation areas, themselves an idea with resounding significance in the 1960s,
emerged from the tension in the National Park Service over the agency's role and goals.
Recreational national park areas originated during the New Deal, when landscape architect and
later NPS director Conrad L. Wirth promoted the development of recreational open space
through the Civilian Conservation Corps program. Wirth saw a developed landscape as essential
to public enjoyment, and the system bore his imprint well after he stepped down from the
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directorship in 1964. The first national recreation area, Boulder Dam, since renamed Lake Mead
National Recreation Area, was established by agreement with the Bureau of Reclamation in
1936; it was followed closely by the establishment of two demonstration recreation areas in
Maryland and Virginia. The real growth in national recreation areas followed 1952, after
hardline preservationist Newton B. Drury stepped down as director, and when the combination
of lakeshore and seashore studies and the so-called "crisis in outdoor recreation" placed a
premium on the creation of permanent recreational space. These areas were sometimes called
"national recreation areas," but as often fell under headings such as "national seashore,"
"national lakeshore," or other designations in the unnecessarily complicated nomenclature of the
park system. With a few exceptions, Point Reyes National Seashore prominent among them,
most of the areas designated as recreational space were vacation spaces, far from the places
where people lived in growing numbers and density.142
National recreation areas were different from traditional national parks. Their primary,
predominant, and sometimes only use was for recreational purposes. Although the kind of moral
uplift associated with national parks was possible and even likely in many national recreation
areas, few of the mechanisms that furthered such objectives in the parks were applied in the
recreation areas. Recreational space was managed under a different set of guidelines from those
used for the traditional national parks. Beginning in 1964, natural, cultural, and recreational
parks were even governed by different books of regulations, colloquially called the green, blue,
and red books. Despite a long history in the Park Service that supported the idea of agency
involvement in recreation, many among the traditionalists in the agency scoffed at these
utilitarian areas and regarded them as less worthy, even inferior, to the national parks. Even with
the political value of urban parks in the 1960s and 1970s, the Park Service sometimes responded
slowly to the opportunities presented by parks such as Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Planners such as Nadeau circumvented the books, beginning a process that led their abolition
under William Whalen when he became director of the Park Service.143
The Bay Area was among the most complex management situations the agency ever
encountered. Like Gateway National Recreation Area in the east, Golden Gate National
Recreation Area was a collection of loosely connected lands with extended prior use and
significant and often vocal constituencies. A broad range of the public demanded input into park
management. In the early 1970s, the moment in the twentieth century during which the concept
of participatory grassroots democracy received the greatest amount of homage, the Park Service
entered a particularly energized community that had much to say about agency goals. Devoid of
its usual position of power atop the local hierarchy, the Park Service had to accommodate all of
the groups that cared about the new park, bringing them into the process of determining priorities
at the park. From Amy Meyer and People for a Golden Gate National Recreation Area
(PFGGNRA), San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal Association (SPUR), the city and
county of San Francisco, neighborhood associations and conservation groups, and the Fort
Mason Foundation, itself an outgrowth of the park, to developers who sought economic
opportunities within the park, and the demands of other federal agencies, state, county, and local
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governmental bodies and commissions, the park incorporated dozens of perspectives into its
plans.
In this, the Park Service paralleled the actions of federal agencies earlier in the century,
when faced with insufficient staff and too few resources, they accommodated local interests in
exchange for cooperation. Although not a brazen exchange of quid pro quo, such relationships
involved the inherently political process of bringing people inside the figurative tent and
encouraging them to direct their business outward. In this, the Park Service at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area anticipated one of the primary trends of federal management of the last
quarter of the twentieth century. As the power and status of federal agencies diminished in the
mid-1970s, when public distrust of the federal government soared after Watergate, agencies had
to become far more sensitive to local needs and demands. The Park Service became one of the
citizens of the Bay Area community, reversing the process characteristic of the siting of a
national park. Often in the large natural parks, the people of the region became citizens of the
park. This inclusiveness was particularly significant during the 1970s and 1980s, when it served
as an indicator of responsible governance in an era when Americans looked on governmental
institutions with considerable suspicion. In liberal and freewheeling San Francisco, the give and
take became even more important, as interest group coalitions flagged certain issues around
which to broaden their constituencies.
At its founding, Golden Gate National Recreation Area already presented a more
complicated management situation than most national park areas. It encompassed other national
park areas in the vicinity along with the new lands designated for the park. Two existing park
areas, Fort Point National Historic Site and Muir Woods National Monument, were included in
the park. Both were to retain independent status in the new arrangement, and both kept their
superintendents, David Ames and his successor, Marjorie "Mike" Hackett, at Fort Point and
Leonard Frank and his successor, Richard B. Hardin, at Muir Woods. Although smaller national
park areas had long been managed through larger neighbors, the situation at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area inspired new management strategies. Grouping parks was standard in
the late 1960s and early 1970s, but this situation was different. No park had yet been managed
through a more recently established nearby park while retaining a full-fledged superintendent
with concomitant autonomy. Golden Gate National Recreation Area shaped up as a new
endeavor for the Park Service in yet another way.
Definitive and flexible leadership at Golden Gate National Recreation Area played an
instrumental role in helping the agency find its way through the morass of local and regional
politics and interests. At the age of thirty-three, William J. Whalen became superintendent of
Golden Gate National Recreation Area in early 1973 and became the park's general
superintendent in 1974, when individual superintendents were appointed for the north and south
units of the park. Whalen was a master at discerning the appropriate path for the park in the
complex and tumultuous region it inhabited. In this process, Whalen defined the model for urban
areas in the park system at a time when that definition was crucial to the agency's political goals
and bureaucratic success. Whalen's adept management in the Bay Area was so significant and
the future of the park system so depended on urban areas that his achievements catapulted the
thirty-seven-year-old Whalen to the directorship of the Park Service in 1977. His ascendance
cemented the importance of national recreation areas. With Whalen as director of the agency, the
park system set out to emulate the Golden Gate National Recreation Area model across the
nation.
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The selection of Whalen, then assistant superintendent at Yosemite National Park, to be
the first superintendent at Golden Gate National Recreation Area confirmed his meteoric rise in
the Park Service. Raised in Burgettstown, Pennsylvania, southwest of Pittsburgh, Whalen came
to the Park Service in 1965, when as part of Sargent Shriver's War on Poverty program, he
started a Job Corps Conservation Center at Great Smokey Mountains National Park in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Whalen remained with the Park Service throughout the rest of the
decade, first at Catoctin Mountain Park near Camp David, Maryland, and later in Washington,
D.C., developing Job Corps programs. Early in 1969, Director George Hartzog asked the twentynine-year-old Whalen to develop a ranger training program that would provide urban experience
for Park Service personnel. Transferred to National Capital Parks later that year, Whalen became
Chief of the Division of Urban and Environmental Activities, essentially chief of operations.
While at National Capital Parks, Whalen ran the "Summer in the Parks" program, the endeavor
that gave the Park Service urban credibility in the aftermath of the assassination of the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968. The Park Service was the only federal agency not treated as the
enemy during the urban uprisings that plagued American cities in the summers of the late 1960s.
The Summer in the Parks program, which gave urban youth opportunities in nearby national park
areas, was credited for the lack of animosity toward the Park Service. After this stint in the
nation's capital, Whalen was regarded as the agency official most in touch with the young in a
society bereft of communication across the generations. He became the agency's point man for
such issues, moving to Yosemite in 1971 in the aftermath of the July 4, 1970 riots in Stoneman's
Meadows in which park rangers on horseback routed long-haired tent-campers, offering the
image of the Park Service as a police agency. Whalen was selected to work with the youthful
constituencies which so vexed the agency. His successes earned him power and significance that
exceeded his years and his term of service. Offered the choice of either of the two new urban
national recreation areas, Whalen chose the superintendency of Golden Gate National Recreation
Area.144
Whalen's position was unusual from the moment he accepted the job. He "arrived with
an Act of Congress in my hip pocket" and not much else, he later recalled. Not only did he have
a new kind of park, an area with attributes and objectives unfamiliar in Park Service history, he
also had two superintendents of independent areas within his jurisdiction. He was also very
young by the standards of agency leadership. "It was an awfully big job to be moving into and a
high honor," he remembered with a laugh two decades later. "I probably should have been
nervous but I wasn't."145 Whalen arrived with a reputation for being able to bring diverse
constituencies together. The circumstances at Golden Gate National Recreation Area seemed
assured to test his abilities.
Whalen's first trip to his new assignment took place before he moved to the Bay Area.
Douglass Cornell, at the time the Western Regional Office planner for Golden Gate National
Recreation Area and later assistant superintendent of the park, showed Whalen the lands
designated for the park during a two-day tour, briefing the new superintendent on the plethora of
complicated issues that characterized his new situation. Coming from the beautiful Yosemite
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Valley, Whalen was struck by Alcatraz Island, strewn with garbage after the eighteen-month
occupation that ended in 1971. "Somehow it was a little incongruous," Whalen remembered,
"leaving Yosemite and ending up with Alcatraz as part of my responsibility."146 This articulation
of the fundamental difference between urban space and traditional national parks proved
prophetic.
At the same time, Golden Gate National Recreation Area offered features that could have
easily been included in traditional national parks. Whalen was taken by the beauty of the
wildlands in Marin County, the strip of rugged coast that stretched from the Golden Gate Bridge
to the boundaries of Point Reyes National Seashore. He was also struck by the potential for
adaptive reuse of the facilities the military ceded to the Park Service. Fort Mason was more than
historically significant and it, in particular, presented opportunities to transform urban space.
"What went through my mind immediately," Whalen recalled, "was that you could take these old
military buildings and put them to good uses.. .educational uses, cultural uses."147 Whalen's
initial assessment accurately summarized some of the major issues the new park needed to
address.
Before Whalen could tackle the many issues facing the new park, an administrative
structure needed to be put in place. From a cramped space in the Park Service Western Regional
Office in San Francisco, Whalen began to assemble the workings of a park. Whalen shared
leadership. He enjoyed the support of Regional Director Howard Chapman, who offered advice
when asked but also recognized that Golden Gate National Recreation Area was something new
and Whalen possessed the skills to shape the park. Whalen found people he trusted and delegated
authority to them. Fort Point Superintendent David Ames and Jerry Rumburg of the regional
office took the lead in assembling a staff. "They put together," Whalen observed, "a very, very
fine, intelligent, energetic, enthusiastic crew." Youth was one of the outstanding features of the
group. At thirty-three, Whalen was stunningly young to run a park of this size and significance.
The staff he compiled was equally young, as were those from the Regional Office who worked
with the Golden Gate National Recreation Area project. Many came via the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation, and a lack of gray hair was a marker of participation. "I'm always amazed at how
young we all were," Ray Murray recalled from the vantage point of twenty years, "and some of
the huge things that were taken on."148 The task was daunting, and the typical NPS
administrative structure did not serve the purposes of the park.
At establishment, Whalen's title was "superintendent," but even in its early stages,
Golden Gate National Recreation Area required subdivided administration. Local politics and
other external factors demanded much of Whalen's time and he needed a staff to manage the
park. Within one year of Whalen's arrival, a new arrangement developed. On July 1, 1974,
Whalen became general superintendent of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, with primary
responsibility for the four units of the national park system, Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, Fort Point National Historic Site, Muir Woods National Monument, and the previously
independent Point Reyes National Seashore, grouped together under his leadership. Effectively,
the new national recreation area became a regional national park under one leader.
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Such arrangements had been tried before in the park system, but never in a situation with
the political significance of the Bay Area. In many instances in Park Service history, smaller
parks reported to the regional office through larger parks in an informal hierarchy, but until the
1960s, formal groupings were rare. The General Services Administration sought administrative
conformity from federal agencies in the 1960s, and the pressure to cut costs and manage more
efficiently propelled the Park Service to experiment with regional administration of parks. Most
situations gathered a group of geographically proximate but largely remote parks under one
administrative rubric. The Alaska Group Office was managed by the superintendent of Denali
National Park from 1965 until it gained autonomy in 1969, and beginning in 1969, the Rocky
Mountain Service Group, led by the superintendent of Rocky Mountain National Park,
administered Bent's Old Fort National Historic Site, Florrissant Fossil Beds National Monument,
Rocky Mountain National Park, and Shadow Mountain National Recreation Area. An earlier
"Bay Area Group" contained some of the parks later included in Golden Gate National
Recreation Area as well as John Muir National Historic Site in Martinez in the East Bay, but its
primary impetus was administrative. In other examples, such as the Navajo Lands Group in
Arizona during the late 1960s, collections of smaller parks with similar themes shared services to
avoid duplication of specialization. Such entities were not regionally managed. Instead, they
shared a pool of specialized resources that were too expensive to individually provide to each
small park. The result was better access to resources for these smaller parks and less staff at any
individual park.149 Compared to these earlier efforts, the Golden Gate National Recreation Area
and Bay Area experiment truly attempted regional management of diverse parks under one
subdivided management structure. It more closely resembled other federal regional planning
efforts such as the Tennessee Valley Authority than it did earlier Park Service efforts.
The new structure meant that the general superintendent served as the equivalent of a
chief executive officer and daily responsibilities had to be divided among the next tier of
leadership. Effectively, the Park Service followed a pattern common in business management.
An internal management team handled day-to-day responsibilities, while Whalen became the
park's representative to the larger world. In the Bay Area, the range of entities with a stake in the
park was enormous, and Whalen spent much of his time in meetings with other federal agencies,
city, county, and state officials, and the interested public. At Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, geography determined the divisions. Jerry L. Schober, previously superintendent at
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace National Historic Site and Gettysburg National Military Park, was
appointed superintendent of South Unit, which contained all the lands south of Golden Gate
Bridge. John L. Sansing, superintendent of Point Reyes National Seashore, was appointed
superintendent of North Unit, responsible for everything located in Marin County. Despite the
formal assignment of responsibilities, Schober administered all of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area and Sansing continued to manage Point Reyes National Seashore. The
distinction was telling; the boundary designation weighed more heavily on the ground than on
paper. Schober regarded himself as the superintendent of Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
He never used the title "Superintendent, South Unit, GGNRA," and only discovered that it was
his actual job title when he ordered new business cards and they arrived inscribed with the
appellation. Whalen served as supervisor over all park activity, but the similarity between his
title of "general superintendent" and the one held by Schober and Sansing led to confusion.
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Schober recalled that when he and Whalen would introduce themselves to a meeting, somehow
no one would comprehend the "general" in the "general superintendent," and the audience would
typically roll its eyes and wonder how an agency could have two people with the same job
title.150
The confusing titles demanded resolution, and the Park Service tried a series of
nomenclature changes in an effort to alleviate the problems. Whalen, whose title was "General
Superintendent, Golden Gate National Recreation Area/Point Reyes National Seashore," became
"General Manager, Bay Area National Parks," on October 11, 1975, further promoting the idea
of the regional grouping. The smaller parks gradually ceded independence. Before July 1, 1973,
Muir Woods was attached to Point Reyes; from July 1, 1973 to July 1, 1974, the park was
administered from Golden Gate National Recreation Area. On July 1, 1974, it reverted back to
the supervision of Point Reyes, only this time the superintendent of Muir Woods reported to the
"Superintendent, North Unit, Golden Gate National Recreation Area," in reality, the
superintendent of Point Reyes National Seashore. In October 1975, Muir Woods was shifted
back to supervision by the South Unit, essentially moving from the administration of Point Reyes
to Golden Gate National Recreation Area. On March 11, 1977, the independent superintendent's
position at Muir Woods was abolished. Fort Point evolved through a similar process. Established
in 1970, before Golden Gate National Recreation Area, it too was folded into the new national
recreation area. In 1974, the superintendent of Fort Point became subordinate to Schober, and on
March 11, 1977, the separate superintendency at Fort Point was abolished. On October 1, 1977,
Point Reyes National Seashore was removed from Golden Gate National Recreation Area and
the concept of a North Unit was abolished. After October 22, 1977, the title of general manager
was discontinued.151
Although it was easy to regard the convoluted lines of management as a reflection of the
problems of bureaucracy, a search for the best pattern of responsibility underpinned the constant
shifting of administrative responsibilities. Questions of purpose dogged the first few years of
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, for Point Reyes National Seashore had been established
for different reasons than its newer neighbor. Finding an administrative structure that made
sense, did not fracture Golden Gate National Recreation Area, and took into account the need for
efficient financial management and the lack of duplication of services led to a prolonged
experiment. North and south of San Francisco Bay, Golden Gate National Recreation Area was
two very different parks. Linking the largely open land in Marin County with the proximate
Point Reyes National Seashore had clear appeal, but in the end, it seemed to divide the park into
two different sections that over time would share less and less. In San Francisco, Golden Gate
National Recreation Area enjoyed an urban constituency. In Marin County, ranchers and others
defended local prerogatives while park advocates were more typical of the supporters of national
parks around the country, people of means and influence who were accustomed to using their
social and political standing to achieve their ends. The temporary inclusion of Point Reyes in the
park raised its own independent questions. In Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the
national seashore might become another subsidiary unit, its purpose subsumed into that of the
larger recreational park. Maintaining Golden Gate National Recreation Area as one area and
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accounting for the needs of nearby parks became an overriding concern. This issue defined the
first five years of administration at Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
By the late 1970s, a pattern emerged. No matter what the position was called, one person
would be in charge of both the areas of Golden Gate National Recreation Area in San Francisco
and Marin County. This position carried considerable power in the Bay Area and required much
political and personal skill. William Whalen was an outstanding choice; he served ably in the
role until 1977, when he became director of the agency. Schober followed him, serving first as
acting general manager of the Bay Area National Parks and continuing as superintendent until
Lynn H. Thompson ascended to the permanent post on April 23, 1978. After Thompson's
succession, jurisdictional and titular questions were muted, and issues such as planning and
development took new prominence.152
Park leadership remained fluid until 1987, when Brian O'Neill assumed the
superintendency. After Thompson stepped down on February 29, 1980, the post remained open
until June 15, 1980, when William Whalen returned to the park in the aftermath of his
unceremonious dismissal from the agency's directorship. Whalen stayed until the end of 1981,
when John H. Davis assumed the reins of the park. Davis stayed until September 28, 1985, when
he moved to the superintendency of Sequoia/King's Canyon National Park and Brian O'Neill
became acting superintendent of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. O'Neill received
permanent appointment on February 16, 1986 and became the longest serving superintendent in
park history, a testimony to the way his personal style and the demands of a superintendency in
the Bay Area fit together.153
O'Neill came to the Park Service via the defunct Heritage and Conservation Recreation
Service (HCRS). A graduate of the University of Maryland, O'Neill came to San Francisco as
assistant regional director of HCRS. When Secretary of the Interior James Watt abolished that
agency in 1981, HCRS was folded into the Park Service. O'Neill volunteered to be on the
transition team to integrate the two agencies. He discovered that the assistant superintendent
position at Golden Gate National Recreation Area was open and knew that Whalen, with whom
he had previously worked in Washington, D.C., was returning to fill the superintendent's
position. "Are you interested in taking a chance on someone who might bring a fresh
perspective," O'Neill asked Whalen, and when the superintendent responded affirmatively,
O'Neill donned Park Service green. Whalen had already decided to leave the agency when
O'Neill started in November 1981, but he did not inform his new hire. When Whalen announced
his departure, O'Neill was surprised to find himself second in command to John H. Davis. Under
Davis, an "old style buck ranger," one subordinate remembered, and a respected traditional Park
Service leader, O'Neill took responsibility for outside relationships. Davis understood the value
of ties with the community, but did not feel comfortable in that role. He managed the operational
aspects of the park and sent O'Neill as his liaison to the larger community.154 The gregarious and
diplomatic O'Neill was well suited to the role.
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After Davis left, O'Neill sought the superintendency. His selection had the potential to
create controversy, for he was not a longtime Park Service employee and his approach was
unconventional. Regional Director Howard Chapman and Davis both recognized the need for a
different approach at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Davis strongly supported O'Neill's
candidacy and Chapman made the appointment.155 The decision was a credit to their faith in
O'Neill and their recognition of the differences in the issues the park faced.
O'Neill brought flair and style to the superintendency to accompany his healthy respect
for tradition. After more than five years of functioning in the Bay Area, he recognized that the
park needed a level of flexibility to respond to its challenges that were greater than most other
parks in the system. One of the most important ways to achieve that flexibility was by creating
policies that could help the agency fend off some of the more unusual and sometimes forceful
requests made of it by groups, communities, and even other government agencies. Planning
provided the key dimension of that strategy, and by the time O'Neill took the superintendent's
chair, the park had clearly established planning and administrative mechanisms.
For staff, Golden Gate National Recreation Area was an adventure, a new operation that
differed from their expectations. Most people who began careers in the Park Service sought to
work in the crown jewels, the expansive natural parks such as Yellowstone, Yosemite, Grand
Canyon, and Denali. Few envisioned an urban experience, but in the 1970s, only occasional
opportunities to move from seasonal to permanent status existed. When Jay Eickenhorst, who
experienced three years of being a seasonal at Yosemite, arrived at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area to take his first permanent position, he found himself torn between different
desires. "This wasn't what I went into the parks for, an urban setting with all the problems of a
city," Eickenhorst remembered. Stationed in San Francisco, he aspired to Yosemite and initially
envied his cohorts in Marin County. At least what they did reminded him of what he thought
park rangers should be doing.156
As did many who came to Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Eickenhorst
recognized not only the value of an urban park and its resources, but also the significance of the
constituency it could reach. As his focus changed from the micro worldview of an inexperienced
ranger in one small area of the park to a "broader understanding—taking the blinders off,"
Eickenhorst began to see the larger dimensions of the park and its possibilities. It fused nature
and culture, urban experience with open space, and attracted a wider segment of the public than
most parks. Within a few years, Eickenhorst and many who followed him recognized the
importance of the park and found a home there. Golden Gate National Recreation Area easily
harbored many kinds of differences, and rangers and other staff members found themselves with
considerable autonomy and much control over the park's resources.
Decentralized management of the park at the local level contributed greatly to that
autonomy. One of the most important innovations at Golden Gate National Recreation Area was
the idea of grassroots autonomy for areas within the park. The Park Service had not been as fond
of this idea as its longtime rival and counterpart the Forest Service, preferring instead to assert
greater control from park headquarters, regional offices, and the Washington office. This
contributed to a strong internal ethic in the agency, a set of ideas that were widely shared among
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Park Service staffers across the country.1 The changes in American society in the late 1960s
and the plethora of newcomers in the agency began to push the Park Service away from its
traditional centralized emphasis. Regional differences between parks became more important,
and the lessening of central power contributed to new approaches to management. The new
emphasis on local variation was fortuitous. In the Bay Area, the diversity of park resources, the
differences in their management and even the social climate in 1972, when the park was
established, all demanded greater grassroots autonomy. Local authority seemed both more
responsive and less oppressive at the local level.
In part, this pattern mirrored the Park Service's goals for Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, its efforts to maintain loose central authority over the diverse ecology, cultural
fabric, and recreational facilities. Rather than try to run the large park from a central office, the
Park Service initially created six semi-autonomous ranger districts that served as governing
authority for each area. It was as if each ranger district was its own park, an independent unit
supervised by a district ranger who had responsibility for law enforcement, interpretation, search
and rescue, and resource management activities. The district ranger also managed the park
partners and permittees, leaving only the centralized functions of the park for headquarters. The
creation of titles, such as "general superintendent." and especially the establishment of North and
South units under separate superintendents further promoted grassroots autonomy. Each area of
the park experienced considerable independence and each district ranger exercised much
authority over individual units. On Alcatraz, also known as the Bay District, District Ranger
Maria Burks managed the interpretation program, ferry contract, film permits, special events,
activities of the Golden Gate National Park Association on the island, and private contractors
working there. Law enforcement remained beyond her purview, but only because the island had
none at the time. Stan Washington, district ranger for the South District, eschewed law
enforcement, preferring to leave that to the U.S. Park Police. His staff was not a law enforcement
detail and he wanted his staff to relate to people. "His bottom line was 'just go out and wine and
cheese it,'" recalled Jay Eickenhorst, Washington's pet phrase for engaging visitors in
interpretation and other non-law enforcement activities.158
The system provided advantages for a new park that sought to communicate with an
urban public and that needed to establish its presence in a large metropolitan area. Park staff felt
a strong and even proprietary commitment to their specific districts. They were multifaceted
managers who had great experience with local resources. District organization fostered proximity
between people with different functions. All the rangers in each district operated out of the same
office buildings. Law enforcement rangers and resource managers had desks next to one another
and sat next to each other in meetings. A tremendous crossover of duties also characterized the
ranger districts. Many law enforcement rangers led interpretive walks as a regular part of their
duties. All rangers did resource management work, such as leading volunteer work parties and
participating in Raptor Observatory programs. At least one interpretive ranger, John Martini,
held a law enforcement commission and performed enforcement duties. All rangers regardless of
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title participated in first aid, search and rescue, and firefighting activities. They worked side by
side and trained across disciplines, learning to respect each others' skills and goals.
"Sociologically, we formed a 'park family' unit," John Martini recalled, "and frequently held
after-hours barbecues and other social events." Under the ranger districts, very little of the classic
"pine pig vs. fern feeler" syndrome, as Martini labeled it, so prevalent in other parks
developed.159
The decentralized ranger districts also provided considerable opportunity to ply the
ranger's trade in ways that other parks did not. "I hated it at first," Eickenhorst recalled, but as he
learned both the nature of urban parks and experienced the diversity of operations he undertook
in his district, he recognized that the park provided him with experiences other parks could not.
The presence of the U.S. Park Police also freed rangers to engage in the activities most favored.
Few, as John H. Davis noted, joined the Park Service to be a police officer.160 Golden Gate
National Recreation Area permitted versatility, a direct result of the ranger districts.
Yet the decentralized ranger districts presented significant management problems as well.
Initially, the autonomy of the rangers districts mirrored that of Fort Point and Muir Woods,
independent units of the park system incorporated into Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
But until 1977, Fort Point and Muir Woods had independent superintendents authorized by
statute, while ranger districts functioned as if they were independent units but lacked legal
authority to support independent administration. Local control meant responsiveness to the
public, but it also fostered a competitive sort of independence. As a result, district rangers and
their staff sometimes became territorial, protecting their own districts and resources at the
expense of the park as a whole. In the most cynical observation of the system, one staff member
recalled a late-1980s meeting in which the ranger districts were referred to as "the seven
independent duchies of Golden Gate National Recreation Area."
The chain of command did not promote an equitable distribution of authority. Under the
ranger districts, each district ranger reported to Chief Ranger Gil Soper. The other division chiefs
had less field authority than the chief ranger, leading to questions about why interpretation and
resource management did not have clear administrative control of their functions. Although the
districts enjoyed considerable expertise, in resource management in particular, academic
professionalism was missing. As a result, uneven attention to the different functions of
management characterized the park. Interpretive activities revealed broad inconsistency
throughout the park. At Fort Point and Muir Woods, interpretation was the cornerstone of visitor
experience. At Stinson Beach, there was no interpretation. Although Stinson Beach was largely a
recreational area, the lack of interpretation there reflected the unevenness generated by local
control of park management. It also promoted different approaches to the management of park
resources.
Reorganization of the administrative structure began again in 1993, after Len McKenzie
came from Yosemite National Park to become Assistant Superintendent of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. At a July 1993 retreat in San Rafael—held to devise a basis for a public safety
plan for the park—McKenzie and a number of others sought to create a new structure that would
be acceptable to staff, provide adequate staffing, configure patrols or "beats" for the best law
enforcement effectiveness, help manage budgetary constraints, and begin to account for the
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anticipated presence of the Presidio in the park. The solution they agreed upon was the creation
of a position for an assistant superintendent responsible for public safety throughout the park.
McKenzie believed that the creation of a line division of public safety underneath an assistant
superintendent would subsume interpretation in that division. He argued that if a division of
public safety were established, then a parallel division of interpretation also became necessary.1
Beginning in 1994, McKenzie's plan created a structure at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area that followed the "Yellowstone model," which aimed for centralized control at
park headquarters and line authority over each division that emanated from division chiefs, not
district rangers. Driven by the Presidio addition and its implications for the park, McKenzie's
innovation represented an enormous transformation of park style and procedure. It focused on
consolidation of authority and efficiency of staffing. After more than two decades of
decentralized control, new lines of authority that led directly to the headquarters at Fort Mason
were established. Instead of the seven ranger districts, the park was divided into two, one north
of Golden Gate Bridge and the other south. Staff members were redistributed to fill the new
organizational structure, a change that could have led to considerable outcries from staff
members. Surprisingly, little opposition followed. The rearrangement was accomplished with
little loss of status and position, and most staff members went along.162
In the opinion of many longtime park staff, the reorganization was the pivotal moment in
changing the park's culture. A few saw it as a draconian and short-sighted solution that destroyed
much of the morale of field staff by curtailing both the diversity of their activities and their
ability to offer integrated management. Law enforcement rangers suddenly went from being allround rangers to mere officer rangers assigned to "beats" rather than districts. Interpretation and
resource management duties disappeared from their job descriptions and they became Park
Police, differentiated from the U.S. Park Police by their uniforms and lower pay grades.
Interpreters experienced a narrowing of their obligations. They surrendered law enforcement,
search and rescue, and resource management duties, and primarily interpreted. The resolution of
whether natural resource management activities should be shifted to the districts or should
remain under the Resource Management and Protection Division evolved through extensive
debate and discussions held solely between the Chief of Resource Management, the Chief
Ranger, the Park Administrative Officer and the Assistant Superintendent. Even the
Superintendent did not participate. Resource Management activities, which remained crucial to
park operations, were transferred almost entirely to a separate Division of Resource
Management. People working in the field increasingly became "specialists" who received
direction from Fort Mason and did not always include rangers or brief their counterparts about
their activities often enough. In some areas law enforcement and interpretation rangers as well as
resource management staff were ordered to move into separate buildings. As John Martini
remembered, the reasoning was that the various disciplines' activities and schedules would
bother the staff from other divisions. "My own and a few other voices cried out in the wilderness
that sharing work space also meant sharing information and built friendships and professional
relationships," Martini remembered, "but this argument pretty much fell on deaf ears."
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Reorganization had great advantages as well, including creating stronger professionalism
in resource management and interpretation, and leading to greater consistency among park
programs. The narrowing of responsibility for interpreters was "a huge improvement,"
McKenzie remembered. "Not only was Interpretation not getting short shrift in law enforcement,
we were able to get staffed to the extent that funding would allow." Instead of being thirty-five
members of a more than 170-member law enforcement division, Interpretation stood on its own.
The reorganization also brought much professional expertise into the park in areas such as
resource management.164 In the end the concerns were neither strong enough nor sufficiently
widespread to merit a return to the older ways. As time passed and the park staff grew, the
memories of the era of ranger districts began to fade, and new staff, especially those associated
with the Presidio who mostly started at the park after 1994, did not remember the autonomy of
the ranger districts. As the park moved forward, the transformation from decentralized districts
to centralized line authority reflected the growing need for professionally trained staff in all
management areas.
Law enforcement loomed large among the different kinds of management issues the
agency faced. Policing Golden Gate National Recreation Area was significantly different from
enforcing federal law at Glacier National Park. The demands, responsibilities, and problems of
being located in a large urban area required that rangers and other enforcement personnel engage
in activities and observe a set of precautions similar to those of a big-city police department
instead of a typical national park ranger force. Urban response set a precedent for agency policy
and response as even remote parks such as Yosemite developed police problems similar to those
of urban areas. Law enforcement provided another of the many ways that Golden Gate National
Recreation Area carved a path toward the future of agency administration.
At its founding, Golden Gate National Recreation Area became one of only two national
park units outside of the National Capital Parks with a permanent detachment of U.S. Park
Police. Gateway National Recreation Area in New York also had a permanent contingent.
Founded in the nineteenth century to provide watchmen for public parks in the nation's capital
and given police powers after 1882, the U.S. Park Police emerged as an important force in the
operation of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. They provided most law enforcement
functions in the San Francisco sections of the park and lessened the burden of both the city of
San Francisco and the Park Service. When they first arrived in 1974, Mayor Joseph Alioto of San
Francisco was pleased. "Great," he is purported to have responded. "Now I can move my men to
other areas of the city where they are needed." Expanding from twenty-nine to forty-four
officers, including five horse-mounted officers, in 1977, the Park Police became a fixture at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area.165
At the same time, the park moved to the next level of staffing, acquiring a number of new
law enforcement rangers. Seven came from Yosemite National Park, five of whom were
assigned to Marin County, and two, including Jay Eickenhorst, served in San Francisco.
Eickenhorst, who spent more than twenty years at the park, and his peers in the city began the
first attempts at creating Park Service search and rescue programs, much to the amusement, he
recalled, of the San Francisco Fire Department. Despite the differences in approach—the Park
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Service borrowed the brightly colored ropes as well as the techniques of sport climbing, while
the fire department maintained its traditional use of sheer strength as the major component in
rescues—the different agencies learned to appreciate each other as assets.166 The Yosemite
rangers' appearance and the beginning of the park's search and rescue served as an
announcement of the park's intentions in law enforcement.
The division of authority between the U.S. Park Police and the Park Service was
complicated and sometimes confusing. For the better part of the first decade, the park and the
Park Police worked out agreements to cover the extent of each jurisdiction. The two agencies
established a fundamental division, almost entirely on a north/south of the Golden Gate basis.
The first chief ranger for the new park was Ray Murphy, who came from Point Reyes,
and began to create a law enforcement staff. On the south side, Stan Washington, district ranger
for the South District during those years, refrained from law enforcement, preferring to leave that
to the U.S. Park Police on federal land. His staff was not a law enforcement detail and he wanted
them to relate to people in a way he did not feel was possible while wearing law enforcement
equipment. To the north, Dick Hardin, formerly Superintendent of Muir Woods National
Monument, was reassigned as Unit Manager for the Marin side of the park. With his district
rangers—Dick Danielsen at Stinson Beach, Marvin Hershey at Muir Woods, and Dale Peterson
at Marin Headlands—Hardin continued building the staff to provide full law enforcement
services throughout the Marin portion of GGNRA with park rangers.
Although the original contingent of Park Police provided a single 24 hour patrol "beat" in
the Marin Headlands, by 1976, rangers were providing law enforcement as well as search and
rescue, medical, and fire response. Park Rangers provided all law enforcement and other public
safety functions at Muir Woods, Muir Beach, and Stinson Beach by early 1977. By the early
1980s, the Park Police and the park had developed a close-knit and functional relationship. Of
the three possible types of federal jurisdiction—exclusive, concurrent, and proprietary—Golden
Gate had two—exclusive and proprietary, while Pt. Reyes National Seashore eventually became
concurrent.
In proprietary jurisdiction, which covered most of the park, unless personnel were
deputized or cross-deputized by other jurisdictions, federal law enforcement officers could only
enforce NPS regulations and the laws of certain sections of the United States Code. State
enforcement officers were expected to uphold state laws and those violations of law were
considered state offenses. Park Police and law enforcement Park Rangers could only enforce the
law on non-federal land if deputized. In concurrent jurisdictions, entirely within the boundaries
of Point Reyes National Seashore, both state and federal law applied and each enforced and
prosecuted violations that fell under its jurisdiction, with the added benefit that the federal
officers enforced all laws, both state and federal. In exclusive jurisdictions, most of the formerly
military lands administered by the park, only federal law applied and federal magistrates heard
all violations of law. When operating under exclusive jurisdiction, the Park Rangers handled
rules, regulations, and initial violations of more serious laws.
Regardless of jurisdiction, for more substantive or serious violations, the investigative
unit of the U.S. Park Police would conduct follow-up investigations. And regardless of
jurisdiction, both organizations agreed to provide each other with backup when necessary. By the
early 1990s, the Park Police averaged more than 1,000 arrests a year, the vast majority for
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alcohol and drug law violations.167
The overlap between the two organizations often confused visitors. To the traveling
public, a uniform was a uniform. Most visitors could not easily distinguish park rangers and U.S.
Park Police at a glance. Fewer cared about the differences in their missions and responsibilities.
The Park Police were law enforcement officials who behaved as a police force. Until 1994, when
reorganization changed the line authority in the park, park rangers who performed law
enforcement duties also interpreted, managed resources, and engaged in other functions. Visitors
could not always correctly associate the different uniforms with the tasks each were expected to
perform, leading to occasional complaints that park personnel—U.S. Park Police—were not as
helpful to visitors.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area experienced a range of law enforcement problems
that were characteristic of national recreation areas but uncommon elsewhere in the park system.
The U.S. Park Police typically handled most of such activities, for the park rangers were limited
by agreement to enforcement of rules. When activities such as parties on the beach, public
drinking and the resulting intoxication appeared, the Park Police took the lead in enforcing the
law. In 1978, Stinson Beach became a center for nightly gatherings. Park Service policy had the
rangers responding to such incidents with drawn guns, a situation that park managers decided
was unwise and likely to have unintended and unhappy consequences. Firearms were replaced
with batons, far better suited to the nature of the confrontation. But the situation at the beach was
typical of the many the Park Service faced. Its law enforcement protocol derived from a different
set of assumptions and still fit awkwardly in urban areas. As a result of such situations, the Park
Service felt less reluctance to turn over law enforcement activities to the U.S. Park Police. The
Park Police handled more than eighty percent of incidents in the park, investigating more than
eighty-six percent of all kinds of offenses, eighty-two percent of vehicle accidents, and seventyfive percent of service incidents during the late 1970s.168 By 1980, the U.S. Park Police had
become the primary police force at Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
The Park Police were an asset for Golden Gate National Recreation Area and by the early
1980s, when a campaign to terminate the San Francisco post began, Superintendent John H.
Davis strongly voiced his support for the unit. Treating law enforcement as "a major program
responsibility," Davis complimented the U.S. Park Police on their years of operational support
and favored retaining them. The cost of creating a parallel Park Service unit was too great, Davis
believed, and removing the Park Police from Golden Gate National Recreation Area represented
neither efficiency nor economy. "The park ranger that comes to GGNRA would become first and
foremost a policeman," Davis observed, not the primary goal of most of the people who joined
the agency. The Park Police stayed at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. When a similar
effort to replace the Park Police followed in 1984, the park again took a strong stand.1 9 The U.S.
Park Police had become an integral part of park operations.
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Yet by the early 1990s, before the advent of the Presidio, the situation had evolved so that
the Park Service had taken on some of the law enforcement obligations of the U.S. Park Police at
Alcatraz, Ocean Beach, and in Marin County, while the Park Police handled San Francisco. A
revision of the memorandum of understanding between the two agencies signed in 1995 clarified
the new obligations.170
Maintenance at Golden Gate National Recreation Area was also different from at many
other parks. At most Park Service units, maintenance obligations were distinct from other park
functions, but in the urban setting of the Bay Area, the activities were intricately tied to the manmade environments around the park. In many situations, maintenance activities became
intertwined with other park functions such as resource management. In some cases, the
difference between the division responsible for an activity became a question of definition.
The park's response to the sewage spilling from the Bay Area's complicated waste
treatment program served as a primary example of the indistinct boundary between maintenance
and other activities. Since the nineteenth century, sewage had been a special problem in San
Francisco. For more than a century, Bay Area communities discharged their sewage into San
Francisco Bay and the Pacific Ocean. By the 1920s, much of the Bay Area had moved to solve
its sewage problems with the technologies of the day, but post-World War II growth once again
taxed existing water treatment and disposal systems. By the 1970s, much of the Bay Area's
sewage was treated, and in dry weather it was dumped far into the ocean. In wet weather,
untreated and sanitary sewage—code for treated wastewater—were discharged closer to the
coast, often contaminating the city's beaches. In some years, beaches were closed as many as
100 days.171
When city planners unveiled the Westside Transport/Storage Project in 1977, it was
touted as an answer to the region's ongoing sewage and wastewater management problems. The
project was designed to alleviate the closure of beaches and other impediments to local quality of
life. It proposed a massive renovation of the San Francisco and Bay Area water and wastewater
treatment systems. One of its primary features was a huge consolidation sewer under the Upper
Great Highway. It was slated to begin at Fulton Street and stretch 200 feet past Sloat Boulevard,
a distance of 13,300 feet. A pump station west of the San Francisco Zoo, as well as the
enlargement of eight city street sewers, were included in the project. The goal was simple. By
creating the consolidation sewer with a pump station, the city could store wastewater in the new
facility during wet weather, alleviating the pollution on city beaches.172
The Westside Transport/Storage Project was proposed as the city's political system
underwent dramatic changes. With the 1975 election of Mayor George Moscone, a more
inclusive brand of local politics took shape. New voices exerted influence; gays, Central
August 6, 1984, PFGGNRA I, Park Police.
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Americans, ethnic Chinese, and other constituencies asserted themselves, some for the first time,
and neighborhood activism took on an enviable ferocity. Powerful environmental sentiment also
spoke loudly as well, its concerns articulated by popular San Francisco Chronicle columnist
Herb Caen. 73 The Westside project illustrated not only the adamance of environmentalists but
the quality of life demands and needs of a wide range of constituencies as well. The city needed
better sewage disposal, but the combination of cost and possible impact on quality of life made
the project controversial. Tension swirled about the West Side Transport/Storage Project, a
crucial element of San Francisco's Wastewater Management Plan.
As did every federal undertaking, the Westside project required the approval of a range of
affected entities and agencies. Because the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency intended to
finance seventy-five percent of the $129 million project, the compliance requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 became paramount. The San Francisco Board of
Supervisors, State Water Resources Control Board, North Central Coast Regional Commission,
and Golden Gate National Recreation Area, which contained the Great Highway and Ocean
Beach, all needed to review the project as well. The Westside project, deemed necessary by
planners to alleviate the growing crisis in sewage management, faced a range of regional
interests with the ability to restrict its progress. Susceptible to pressure, these commissions were
crucial to the future of the sewage project.
Environmentalists provided important opposition. The 1970s yielded some of the greatest
successes for the environmental movement, and supported by the power of statute and the
sentiments of Phil Burton and other congressmen and women, environmentalists felt secure in
challenging projects on an ecological basis. The battle in Tennessee over the Tellico Dam and
the little fish called the snail darter, which threatened the renewal of the Endangered Species Act
in 1978, served as an announcement of the power of ecological thinking.174 Anti-growth thinking
played a role in the Bay Area, as efforts to slow the influx of people and mistrust of the regional
power structure played into opposition. In the liberal cultural climate of San Francisco, where
environmental sentiment had been powerful for much of the twentieth century, a sewage project,
however valuable, was unlikely to proceed without challenge.
The environmentalists' response emboldened the Park Service, which had not yet
asserted itself in Bay Area politics. At the behest of the planning staff, National Park Service
Director William Whalen responded to city efforts to initiate the wastewater project with a
forceful stance. In a plea to San Francisco's "environmentally aware" citizens, Whalen wrote, the
project was "an affront" to the values of the community. Whalen's intervention from afar
revealed a newfound confidence in local affairs for the Park Service. The Westside
Transport/Storage project was a direct threat to the park. Ocean Beach in Golden Gate National
Recreation Area faced erosion problems that the sewer would clearly exacerbate.175 The location
of the sewer pipe could also diminish the available beach as a result of the creation of a seawall.
Five years in the Bay Area gave the agency a set of relationships and a stronger position that
combined to become a willingness to articulate its regional needs with authority.
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For Golden Gate National Recreation Area, assessing the impact of the Westside Storage
project was crucial. Ocean Beach and the Great Highway faced considerable impact from the
project; some believed that the beach at Ocean Beach would be lost if the sewage project was
constructed. During an August 1-3, 1978 Ocean Beach Erosion Conference, sponsored by
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the park sought to discern the ways in which Ocean
Beach was a natural seafront and the ways in which human intervention had changed it. Crucial
to this understanding was an assessment of the changes in public recreational opportunities.
Already transformed by human intervention, the beachfront required management. The questions
became what kind of management and under what circumstances.176
The Park Service possessed a different set of management objectives than the state,
county, and city highway departments. It consumed thousands of hours of staff time. Park
managers at the time had little interest in engaging in the issue and they left the fight entirely in
the hands of the planning staff. Throughout the long duration of the fight, planners wrote the
memos, made all of the appearances at abusive Board of Supervisors meetings, contracted for all
of the special studies, and attended countless meetings. Ron Treabess, Denver Service Center
planner stationed at the park, carried most of this load He needed both to protect park resources
and accommodate local needs for transportation. As part of the Westside Storage project and the
Great Highway reconstruction, two separate roads, one four-lane and the other two-lane, were to
be created in place of the existing road. The four-lane was to be the highway, while the two-lane
section became a service road for local use. Under the proposal, the dunes were engineered to
minimize blowing sand across the road. European dune grass, an exotic and highly invasive
species, was to play an important role in stabilizing the dunes. At about the same time, an
infusion of capital for management funded development that made the area safer and better
suited for park use. In 1986, the agency requested $200,000 in matching funds to implement the
city of San Francisco's beach nourishment plan at Ocean Beach. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers developed the plan, which called for approximately one to two million cubic yards of
sand to continually replenish the Ocean Beach system. Planners expected the stabilization to
maintain the recreational beach for almost twenty years.177
The combined impact of the Park Service and other opponents halted the Westside
project. On September 7, 1978, the North Central Coast Regional Commission voted nine to zero
against the Westside project and the redesign of the Great Highway that accompanied it. After
the approval of the Board of Supervisors, Planning Commission, Regional Water Control Board,
and Recreation and Park Commission, the rejection stunned the city and delighted opponents.
The North Central Coast Regional Commission reaffirmed its vote in October, and the Westside
project came to a halt. A decade later, the Great Highway erosion problem had been addressed
with a technological program to protect the dunes. In the aftermath, the Richmond Transport
Project, which provided sewage transport from Richmond District and points east in San
Francisco to Ocean Beach to alleviate sewage spills, helped alleviate the region's sewage
management problems.178
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In the end, a joint city-park response reshaped the face of Ocean Beach but kept its
recreational possibilities. Atop the sewer system, the city built a seawall, reshaped sand piles,
created vegetation cover from native and exotic species, and maintained an artificial dune buffer
between the sea and the sewer box. The Park Service appeared satisfied that the Ocean Beach
issue had been handled with as comprehensive attention to park objectives as could be achieved.
In park management, after the completion of the project, Ocean Beach ceased to be treated as a
natural resources management issue and instead became a maintenance issue.179 The transfer of
responsibility suggested the degree to which the area had become a man-made ecosystem, an
environment that existed because of management and that depended on human intervention to
continue.
The combination of issues and the variety of resource management situations at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area prompted the park to devise a series of operations strategies that
responded to the complicated political and cultural circumstances of the Bay Area. The shift in
executive level management hierarchies, the transformation of the park from independent
subunits to line division, the evolution of staff responsibilities into specialized units all reflected
the park's complexity and the growing difficulty of management of a large series of connected
areas within a city. Park operations reflected the agency's priorities for Golden Gate National
Recreation Area; implementing those priorities required an entirely different kind of negotiation
with the many publics that comprised the Bay Area.
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Chapter 4:
Planning Golden Gate National Recreation Area:
How to Build an Urban Park
The evolution of planning at Golden Gate NRA followed a clear and distinct process. The
agency assessed the viability of existing policy, adapting standards to the realities of the
energized Bay Area community. The Park Service also responded to actions or activities by the
public for which the agency had no existing policy or practice. It also learned a cooperative
pattern, engaging in joint endeavors with its advisory commission and devising other tactics and
programs that helped the agency take the pulse of the public and incorporate its views into policy
and practice. Utilizing this essentially reactive pattern, the agency was able to invent a new set of
practices that adhered to agency standards and reflected the new realities of urban national park
areas with complicated constituencies.
William Whalen liked to say that planning began the first day he visited Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. While Whalen certainly began crafting a vision that December day in
1972, comprehensive planning took a great deal more time to take shape. Initially, the Park
Service was on the defensive in the Bay Area. Other than Muir Woods National Monument and
Point Reyes National Seashore, its prior presence in the region had been limited to the Western
Regional Office, established in 1935, but without a major national park in the vicinity, the Park
Service was overshadowed by other federal agencies, most prominently the military. In 1964, the
establishment of John Muir National Historic Site, followed in 1976 by Eugene O'Neill National
Historic Site lessened that trend, but as long as the Regional Office was its primary presence, the
agency had little need for knowledge of local politics, alliances, and its constituencies. After the
establishment of the new park, the Park Service faced a plethora of users who felt a proprietary
interest in the new park and found itself at a severe disadvantage. Before the area was added to
the national park system, these users engaged in activities that they felt were justified and
protected in law. To make the area into a national park sometimes required that the Park Service
change such patterns, almost always inspiring outrage. When that happened, these citizens of a
fractious but open metropolitan area, where it was easier to get a hearing for any point of view
than in many other communities, argued their case loudly and vociferously. They marshaled
whatever influence they could and took on the agency and its representatives. For the better part
of the 1970s, the Park Service posture at Golden Gate National Recreation Area dealt with such
challenges. People brought their issues to the park and staff responded on a case-by-case basis.
While this did not always meet the post-National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 standards
for federal decision-making, this mode was a necessary phase in developing park planning. It
allowed planners to build toward larger integrated goals with a set of checks and balances that
simultaneously explained to the public that the agency had a different mission than previous
managers and it needed to eliminate some uses while keeping its options open.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area enjoyed another unusual mandate in its
establishing legislation. Advisory committees of various kinds were common in the national park
system, but mostly these were appointed by the Secretary of the Interior. In the confrontational
climate of the 1960s and early 1970s, opponents caustically referred to such organizations as
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"captives." At Phil Burton's behest, the park established a Citizen's Advisory Commission
(CAC), to which the Secretary of the Interior made appointments. Point Reyes National
Seashore, which did not previously have an advisory commission, a source of consternation for
advocates of that park, was also included in the legislation. The clause did not mandate specific
actions, giving no real form to the concept of citizen participation. As the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area bill made its way through the House and Senate, the question of the committee's
composition became an issue. Local activists wanted more control over the appointment process.
Still the Park Service and Secretary of the Interior Rogers C. B. Morton remained uncomfortable
with the idea of an advisory commission. Activists thought such a commission essential and
pushed hard for its implementation. "Within two years, we would have had to invent [a
commission] because there's no way this park was going to survive without one," Amy Meyer
asserted in 2002. "It's unimaginable to have Golden Gate without one." After the park
establishment bill became law, Whalen was left to sort out the recalcitrance of the government
and the enthusiasm of the activists. Whalen regarded citizen involvement as a tremendous
advantage for the park and from its inception, the advisory commission played an important role.
Whalen intended to "nurture to and refine" the commission, allowing it to serve as liaison
between the park, its planners, and Bay Area communities.180
The Citizens' Advisory Commission slowly took shape. Although Edgar Wayburn and
others instrumental in establishing the park were contacted about recommending nominees for
the commission, during the first year of the park's existence, no one was appointed to any of the
commission's fifteen seats. Many of the activists who helped found the park were bemused,
befuddled, mistrustful, or angry. They thought that government officials purposely slowed the
creation of the commission. On October 27, 1973, the first anniversary of the founding of Golden
Gate National Recreation Area, conservationists in Marin County and San Francisco voiced their
complaints about the slow process. National Park Service Director Ronald Walker promised
"imminent" appointments, but the locals expressed incredulity and loud disbelief. "I was told
that in November of last year," Robert F. Raab, president of the Marin Conservation League,
vehemently retorted. "I just can't figure out why it would take a year to appoint fifteen people.
There [are] a veritable plethora of qualified people in Marin and San Francisco and the Bay
Area." Amy Meyer, the driving force behind the park, described herself as "furious" at the
inaction. The very people Whalen hoped to include were livid. They felt excluded from the park
they had helped create.181
Trying to turn animosity into action, Whalen began to build bridges to the people who
would become the CAC. For leadership, the commission turned to the military. Frank Boerger, a
retired army colonel and engineer, was chosen by the board to head the committee. "We were in
absolutely unknown territory," Boerger remembered of the early days of the committee in 1974.
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"No one, including the park, knew what an advisory commission was supposed to do." The
commission reflected the breadth of the Bay Area. The Secretary of the Interior appointed five
members, including Boerger, while PFGGNRA chose five more. Three of PFGGNRA's five had
to be members of minority groups. San Francisco and Marin County each appointed two
representatives, the Association of Bay Area Governments held one seat, and the East Bay
Regional Parks selected the final representative.182 The remarkable caveat in the legislation that
granted a private organization control of one-third of the board appointments revealed much
about power and to a lesser degree, patronage at Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Two years after the park's establishment, the role of the CAC remained undefined, in no
small part as a result of NPS reticence. Park Service officials were still not sure what to make of
the new commission. Although "Phil Burton attended our second meeting in 1974,"
Commissioner Richard Bartke remembered, "and gave us our goal 'to give advice to the
Secretary of the Interior, and to be the eyes and ears of Congress,'" the NPS remained reticent.
Officials may have feared politicized local involvement and special interest pressure and a
glance at politics in the Bay Area could easily confirm such fears. The Park Service had come
through an era of turmoil; first its always dependable friends, such as the National Parks
Association, which became the National Parks and Conservation Association in 1970, had
become critical of the agency and its policies and goals. The appointment of Ronald Walker to
lead the Park Service after George B. Hartzog Jr. was forced out at the insistence of presidential
friend Charles "Bebe" Rebozo politicized the directorship; Walker had been an advance man in
Richard M. Nixon's reelection campaign and had no previous park experience. The long
tradition of rising through the ranks and earning the directorship came to an end, leaving a
momentarily timid agency short of leadership and in disarray. In this climate, the agency was
1 8^

unlikely to encourage local groups to claim a larger part of decision-making power.
Once the appointments came through and Boerger took the lead, the advisory committee
moved quickly. More than its enemies the Park Service seemed to fear its friends. For activists
such as Amy Meyer, this was a daunting and problematic situation. If the agency did not trust its
supporters, then the commission could be little more than window dressing. Meyer aggressively
shaped the commission, sometimes surprising other commissioners. Whalen's integrity saved the
situation. The superintendent was skilled at managing constituencies and practiced at the fine art
of negotiation. He did not want "a rubber stamp," instead seeing the advisory committee as an
important liaison between the park and its many and vocal constituencies. Activists on the
commission agreed with this perspective and Boerger and Richard H. Bartke, the retired mayor
of El Cerrito, one of Boerger's successors, were "just relaxed good chairmen," in Amy Meyer's
observation, who listened to people and solved issues. From Whalen's point of view, the
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commission was an important part of the solution to local problems rather than one of the causes.
Chafing to contribute, the CAC embraced Whalen's vision and quickly established a consensus
about the group's mission. "Our task was to inspire the public to want to come," Boerger
recalled, and with the finely tuned instincts of Amy Meyer and Edgar Wayburn on the board, it
served a broader function over time. 184
The Citizens' Advisory Commission established its own direction and throughout the
1970s played a significant role in forming park policy. Among its important innovations was the
creation of the Fort Mason Foundation, an umbrella organization that administered many of the
historic properties at Fort Mason for community purposes. The CAC also played a significant
part in the development of park planning. Boerger retained independence for the commission,
helped shape Park Service policy at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. "We respect
regulations," Boerger allowed, "but we don't always agree with them. When we don't, we say
so." This ability to be critical has yielded important benefits. In every case that the CAC made
recommendations different from those of the Park Service, the park accepted the commission's
1 SS

suggestions. The result was a close partnership, replete with mutual respect.
The partnership worked well throughout the 1970s as the CAC functioned as an
important part of the planning process. With Golden Gate National Recreation Area's first
General Management Plan (GMP), which debuted in draft form in 1979, looming in front of the
agency, the CAC took on the responsibility for providing community input. Especially in the
highly charged Bay Area, a direct forum for community participation and a filter for the points of
view of many constituencies was essential in negotiating the pitfalls of local politics. Even after
he left San Francisco for the director's chair in Washington, D.C., Whalen recognized and
appreciated the significance of the commission. Three years of overseeing the complicated
relationships between parks and their many publics throughout the nation made Whalen
appreciate the CAC. "We need a citizens' commission to run interference for the bureaucracy,"
he told Frank Boerger in 1979, "and also to be a listening post and advisor." The CAC at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area, Whalen had come to believe, could serve as model for park1 Rfi

public cooperation at a number of the new parks he now oversaw.
Even as the CAC developed its point of view, Whalen faced a mighty task at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. The initiation of planning at the Bay Area park stretched agency
resources. Although the Park Service contained an impressive planning division, the experience
of agency planners came from more traditional park areas. Since the 1930s, the agency
developed master plans for parks, but generally, they followed the model of remote national
parks. The nature of Golden Gate National Recreation Area more closely mirrored the holdings
of state and city parks than prior national park areas. Conventional agency planning seemed
misdirected at Golden Gate National Recreation Area, a sentiment that Whalen felt. Douglas
Cornell, who led the Bay Area planning effort from the San Francisco Office, which became the
Denver Service Center in 1972, showed the new superintendent around the park as 1972 ended,
led the initial planning team. Whalen quickly became dissatisfied; Cornell, in his estimation,
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"had his mind made up the way things were gonna be, and didn't want to listen to the people."
Sensitive to the need for strong local support and already in the process of developing ties to San
Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto's office and his parks department, headed by Joseph Caverly,
Whalen recognized that his planners had to hear the voices of the public in a way that few NPS
1 87

planners ever before had. He dismissed Cornell and assembled a new team.
Prominent among the new Golden Gate National Recreation Area planners were Doug
Nadeau and Ron Treabess. Nadeau arrived in 1974 from the Park Service's Denver Service
Center as Planning Coordinator. A landscape architect by training, he had been selected to play
the lead role in the development of a general management plan, a primary administrative
document, for the park. Until the 1970s, general management plans and their predecessors, park
master plans, were typically in-house projects, debuted to the public when completely finished.
The tenor of the 1970s made such a strategy undesirable. Following the environmental revolution
of the late 1960s, the Park Service faced a public that frequently sought to influence agency
policy. Often public sentiments confounded the agency; the public knew what it wanted, but
advocates rarely grasped policy goals, statutory obligations, and other constraints. The result was
a decade in which the friends of the Park Service attacked it with more vigor than did its
opponents. The prospect of alienating the very people whom the park was to serve was daunting.
Nadeau recalled planning Golden Gate National Recreation Area as "a scary prospect."188
The situation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area almost guaranteed conflict and
potentially could become one of the worst examples of public antipathy for the Park Service and
its plans. Not only did every part of the park hold prior uses and constituencies that sought to
protect existing prerogatives, the park's establishment depended on local activism. Some Bay
Area residents had a proprietary feeling about the park and they did not always agree with one
another. Even worse, the park was a "national recreation area," largely without boundary signs or
markers, located in an urban area. It was easy to overlook its national status, and Bay Area
residents did not defer to park managers the way they might have at Yosemite or Yellowstone.
Whalen and Nadeau clearly recognized that standard agency practice simply would not work. If
the Park Service proceeded as it did in remote national parks, the community-park bonds
necessary to success in the Bay Area would certainly become frayed. A new strategy was
essential.189
The essence of the system was public participation. In a step that was new in Park
Service history, Nadeau and Treabess were "assigned to live with the project they are planning,"
wrote Anne Hanley in Westways, the monthly magazine of the Automobile Club of Southern
California, "and for yet another first, the planners have no plans." Recent University of
California, Berkeley graduates with passion in their hearts for public involvement, Greg Moore,
who later became the Golden Gate National Park Association Executive Director, and Rolf
Diamant, who went to become the founding superintendent of Marsh Billings National Historic
Site in Connecticut, contributed in significant ways to the program. The planners were
committed to listening to the park's constituencies for nearly a full year before they began to
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develop plans for the park. In a two-stage process of collecting information, which began with
more than 100 workshops and continued with focus groups, the boundaries of park management
at Golden Gate National Recreation Area began to become clear. Before completion, the park
undertook more than 400 workshops and meetings, easily the most comprehensive planning ever
accomplished by the Park Service. The million-dollar process was "extensive, intensive, and
effective," Nadeau wrote many years later, but it was more than worth the investment. The
planners found out that many of the diverse constituencies for the park shared objectives. Instead
of the typical park amenities the planners expected urban constituencies to request—baseball
fields and basketball courts—the low income and minority neighborhoods sought the same park
attributes as their more upscale neighbors. "Just give us a way to get there," one African
American group in the East Bay told the park planners, pointing to the transportation difficulties
of the Bay Area as a obstacle to wider participation in the park. This information alone suggested
that listening widely was the best strategy.190
By the time work on the GMP began, Golden Gate National Recreation Area had already
faced a significant number of contentious issues that shaped the planning process. Because the
park was carved from an existing community with a range of established uses, there was little
leeway for the planners. Much of the public and especially people who used the areas included in
the park did not always regard the larger area as a national park and failed to ascribe to it the
purposes so important to park planning. As they addressed issues, ongoing situations affected
their ability to lead. Nearly every constituency that surrounded the park regarded its issues as
paramount. As a result, planning took place in a malleable and complicated environment.
Instantaneously assembling the range of planning and management documents that laid an
institutional basis for decision making was impossible. Park managers had to develop the
mechanisms to set priorities. In a setting with numerous loud and powerful special interests, this
guaranteed a decade of de facto, ad hoc planning. Until the planning process was complete,
Golden Gate National Recreation Area reacted to the demands of outside constituencies, making
policy based in experience more than foresight.
The pattern of local activism and powerful influence predated the park. Even before
Golden Gate National Recreation Area was established, regional transportation planners
proposed the Golden Gate Parkway, which would have covered the urban coast with roads and
impinged on the plans for the park. PFGGNRA, the lead public organization in the struggle to
create the park, loudly opposed the project, arguing that the Parkway proposal protected the
"divine right of automobiles" rather than the interests of the recreational public. New to town and
with only the regional office at the time, the NPS was largely silent during this debate. It
depended on support organizations to voice opposition. Even after the establishment of the park,
the Park Service moved tentatively. Still feeling its way in a maze of competing and powerful
interests, the agency could not risk taking a firm position that might alienate segments of the
public. In effect, the Park Service allowed its support groups to fight these battles until its leaders
understood the local context more clearly. The advantage was that the agency did not run afoul
of powerful local constituencies. The disadvantage came from letting private organizations and
advocacy groups represent the agency's perspective.191
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Managing visitors' demands revealed another of the shortcomings of a lack of prepared
planning. Listening to the needs of the public offered solid management ideas, but while planners
tried to sort out the needs and demands, parts of the park were inundated with visitors. Already a
symbol and the primary destination within the park for out-of-town visitors, Alcatraz Island
became a primary example of the need for planning. The Park Service inherited a complex
scenario. The recent Indians of All Tribes Inc. occupation and the disintegrating facilities made
the island a risk to visitors, but people clamored to see it. Whalen initially regarded the island as
a liability, but the widespread interest in the island, mostly as a prison, but also as a response to
the occupation, demanded an agency response. Prior to formal planning, the approach was
haphazard. The agency lacked plans and sought ideas. In October 1973, Alcatraz opened under
NPS management. Whalen had two objectives for the move. He wanted to show that the Park
Service was "doing something," he later recalled, and he sought to gauge public interest. It
overwhelmed the park. A press tour prior to the opening took more than 200 people to the island.
Whalen spent weeks doing radio interviews across the nation. The opening of Alcatraz headlined
the newspapers as far away as London, England.192 The island possessed genuine cultural
significance.
This forced an array of management decisions. The park determined to manage Alcatraz
Island "like a ruin," Whalen recalled, treating it as a relic of an earlier era. The decision
preserved the character of the island, but the condition of facilities there posed problems.
Crumbling buildings were dangerous. The deteriorating condition of many structures charmed
visitors but created significant risk of injury. Visitors also had an impact on the island. Heavy
public interest had to be taken into account as well. Without a plan for the island, decisionmaking resulted from an ad hoc process. In 1973 and 1974, visitors who traveled with the guided
ranger tours were told to write the superintendent with suggestions for ways to use the island.
Even with a plethora of historic resource studies and historic structure reports, the request for
suggestions, a typical Park Service strategy, looked to some as evidence of disarray.
By the time Nadeau and the planning team formulated its initial ideas, Whalen's staff at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area was ready to proceed beyond reactive administration. A
sense of crisis permeated the early years at the park. Staff members always seemed to be reacting
to outside influences, and lacking a blueprint for management and experience in complicated
local politics, the Park Service seemed alternately tame and reactive. The only antidote to the
situation was to formulate a strategy with specific objectives and goals that park personnel could
rely on to stave off the demands of the broad array of constituencies. The document that resulted
from the planning process, the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Point Reyes National
Seashore General Management Plan (GMP) of 1980, reflected the ongoing joint planning of the
two parks that persisted even after their administrations diverged and set forward a plan with
specific goals to underpin decision making. The plan's debut marked an important watershed in
park history. After the GMP, the agency proceeded with a set of guidelines, a proactive strategy
rather than a loosely connected set of responses to circumstances. After nearly a decade in the
Bay Area, the GMP gave Golden Gate National Recreation Area a map of its objectives, a
rationale for its decisions, and a strategy for approaching the future. Ideally, it meant that the
agency could now exercise a greater degree of control over the park's destiny.
The GMP resulted from more than a decade of initiatives that began with the effort to
establish the park. In the early 1970s, PFGGNRA offered its "Master Plan" for the proposed
park. Essentially an inventory to promote the idea of the park, the document was an early attempt
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at planning Golden Gate National Recreation Area. After the NPS conceptual plan and Nadeau's
arrival, a series of studies designed to underpin a general management plan were under way.
Because of the remarkable diversity of the park, the range of preparatory documents created
between 1969, when conceptualization of the park began, and 1979 was vast. These included the
February 1976 "Golden Gate National Recreation Area South Unit, Park Alternatives," and the
March 1976 "Golden Gate National Recreation Area Muir Woods, Fort Point, Point Reyes,
Management Consultation Report," both authored by the firm of Royston, Hanamoto, Beck, and
Abey; the "Golden Gate, Point Reyes, Assessment of Alternatives," an in-agency document
released in May 1977; and finally the draft "Golden Gate, Point Reyes, General Management
Plan, Environmental Analysis," in June 1979. The documents were all subject to public comment
and review, and the comments were used to develop further planning.
The final Golden Gate Point Reyes General Management Plan, approved in September
1980, was one of the most comprehensive plans ever enacted by the Park Service. The process of
listening to the public yielded tremendously valuable information. Even as public hearings
dragged on past the time the agency allotted, park staff were sanguine. They recognized that the
time spent in the process allowed them to digest the information they acquired and shape it in
meaningful ways. The political minefield of a changing Bay Area lent that patience even greater
significance. Not only did the plan's environmental analysis fulfill the dictates of the National
Environmental Policy Act, the management plan assessed available options and laid the plans for
implementation of policies that would produce viable and widely shared objectives. "GGNRA/
Point Reyes is many parks," the plan read, and this acknowledgment was a significant
concession to the difficulty of managing Golden Gate National Recreation Area.193
One of the most daunting tasks in planning the park was assessing the remarkable range
of resources it contained. Golden Gate National Recreation Area was so diverse that its land had
to be divided into categories before ongoing management could begin. A zoning scheme created
different land classifications, called land management zones, within the park. This recognition of
the differences between the park's many resources enabled decentralized management to take
shape. The idea of zones in the park came from NPS precedent. The agency often created zones
within park areas to further management goals, but at Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the
idea had very different implications. Semi-autonomous park units remained within the park and
the diversity of resources required many management strategies. Decentralized management
seemed the only real alternative. It offered many advantages but it could lead to a fracturing of
the conceptualization of Golden Gate National Recreation Area as one park.
The GMP made an effort to define the park's land by its use. The land management zones
it formed included one category called "intensive management zones," divided into three
subcategories: natural resources zones, historic resource zones, and special-use zones. The
natural resource zones were subdivided into two subcategories, a Natural Appearance Subzone
that included Ocean Beach, Fort Funston, Lands End, and Baker Beach, and an Urban Landscape
Subzone including Crissy Field, West Fort Mason, the Fort Baker waterfront, the Fort Baker
parade ground and the developed area at Stinson Beach. A Pastoral Landscape Management
Zone containing the northern Olema Valley and the northern Point Reyes Peninsula comprised
another subheading. A Natural Landscape Management Zone, including the Marin Headlands,
the southern Olema Valley and a few areas in Point Reyes National Seashore, further subdivided
the park. The natural resource category included Special Protection Zones, designated wilderness
General Management Plan and Environmental Analysis, Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Point
Reyes National Seashore, September 1980 (San Francisco: National Park Service, 1980), 23.
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and other lands that had received legislative or special administrative recognition of exceptional
values. These included a wilderness subzone in Point Reyes National Seashore, a national
monument subzone at Muir Woods, a Marine Reserves Subzone at Point Reyes and Limantour
Estero, and a Biotic Sensitivity Subzone comprised of shoreline and stream courses. Historic
Resource Zones included a Preservation Zone, an Enhancement Zone, an Adaptive Use Zone,
and a Special Use Zone. The Preservation Zone included Fort Point, the historic buildings on
Alcatraz Island, the historic ships, lighthouses, and fortifications under agency administration,
and other historic structures. The Enhancement Zone included the Sutro Baths, Sutro Heights,
Cliff House, and Aquatic Park, all originally used for recreational purposes. The Adaptive Use
Zone included structures and spaces of historic value that were slated for recreational use or park
management. The grounds at Alcatraz Island, most of Fort Mason, East Fort Miley, and parts of
the Marin Headlands fell into this grouping. The Special Use Zone comprised lands within the
boundaries of the two parks that belonged to other entities, public or private, and that the Park
Service did not foresee managing in the immediate future.194
In one important step, the Park Service solved a major problem at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. In any situation, the park's diversity of resources drew attention away from
comprehensive solutions to the questions of management. Faced with trying to manage historic
buildings, urban populations, wilderness and other undeveloped rural land, historic ships, and a
whole host of other resources, agency officials tended to compartmentalize issues and treat them
in discrete ways. The Land Management Zones simultaneously allowed managers to think about
solutions to localized problems while forcing them to regard their actions as interrelated pieces
of a larger puzzle. After the publication of the plan, many could see the park as a whole rather
than a series of parts. Although planners such as Nadeau worried that no park manager ever took
the document seriously, the division into land management zones was an essential precursor to
comprehensive, integrated administration.195
The GMP also laid out plans for development of facilities at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. The park contained eleven major development areas, six of which were former
military sites. Eight of the eleven were clustered around the park in San Francisco; the other
three were located in Marin County. In particular, the military areas were popular with the
public. They were also in serious disrepair. Alcatraz Island, Fort Mason, Crissy Field, Fort
Baker, and Rodeo Valley required extensive restoration and adaptation to recreational use.
Aquatic Park and Cliff House also needed extensive care, and other areas of the park, including
Muir Woods and Stinson Beach were also slated for improvement. The plan recognized that
Alcatraz offered a spectacular view of San Francisco Bay that visitors would continue to crave.
Historic preservation and restoration of the island's park-like qualities became the priorities for
Alcatraz Island. The agency projected Aquatic Park as an interpretive lens through which to
experience San Francisco's waterfront. 196
Transportation became a crucial issue in shaping the future of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. Golden Gate National Recreation Area had been established after the muchtouted "Freeway Revolt" that not only preserved the character of numerous Bay Area
General Management Plan and Environmental Analysis, Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Point
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neighborhoods, but also set the stage for the awful traffic for which the Bay Area was renowned.
While Golden Gate National Recreation Area was an integral part of the city, its ability to limit
the impact of traffic was minimal. The quality of visitor experience depended on being able to
reach the park and its resources, and the combination of Bay Area travel patterns, especially
commuter traffic, and the demands of the public to use the park required intensive attention.
Beginning with the Golden Gate Recreational Travel Study in 1976, the Park Service devoted
much of its planning initiative to finding out what the public sought both in terms of access and
for transportation within the park. The Golden Gate Recreational Travel Study was a unique
requirement of the park's enabling legislation and demanded a huge investment of staff time
throughout a five-year period. A multi-agency collaboration with a major public involvement
component that required extensive personal attention from the superintendent and the planning
staff, the study was one of the first in the country to focus solely on the requirements for access
to a recreational destination. The undertaking of the study and its findings had a major impact on
the General Management Plan as well as on the park's initial attempts to establish and nurture
positive community relations.197
Park officials were sanguine about the limitations of their policies. They recognized that
park decisions were only a small piece of a much larger question and that successful mitigation
of questions of transportation depended on a greater degree of cooperation than existed among
the many local, county, state, and federal players. The predictable but fundamentally antisocial
American attitude about cars—a sentiment the report termed "I want to drive there, but everyone
else should take the bus"—also made planning transportation more difficult. The uncertainties of
modes of transportation in the aftermath of the 1973 OPEC oil embargo and the dramatic jump in
gasoline prices in 1978 and 1979 also affected planning. Decisions made when gasoline was
inexpensive might not be relevant in a climate during which fuel costs pushed people toward
public transportation. The constraints they faced suggested to the park officials that
transportation was likely to become the most frequently revisited dimension of the planning
process.198
The Park Service approached transportation with an eye to both long- and short-term
solutions. During the early 1980s, the agency expected that it could improve transit service to the
park, provide transportation within the park, expand ferry service to Marin County and create a
Marin Headlands staging area with parking for as many as 700 vehicles, improve automobile
access and parking capacity throughout the park, offer transit service to relieve congestion at
Cliff House, Stinson Beach, and other overcrowded areas, and promote the new transportation
options to the public. Most of the short-term goals could be accomplished by the Park Service
alone, with minimal need for cooperation with other government and nongovernmental agencies.
Longer term considerations posited wider involvement in transportation and looked at regional
solutions to the problems vexing the Bay Area. The Park Service role in these circumstances was
focused but crucial. The park seemed to sit directly in the path of the onslaught of commuter and
local traffic, and its resource management concerns had already become a critical factor in local
planning. By 1980, the transportation problems of the Bay Area clearly required significant
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regional involvement and cooperation. For the park, the water ferry system was a primary
concern, as was expanded shuttle service and remote staging areas for park visitors. If the park
could keep some of the vehicles that visitors brought to it outside park boundaries, it could
certainly improve the quality of visitor experience within park boundaries.199
Cultural resources presented another challenge for park managers. Golden Gate National
Recreation Area possessed an amazing array of cultural resources that represented prehistory and
more than 200 years of recorded human history and included themes such as the history of
Spanish California, American westward expansion, and the Gold Rush of 1849. Its structures
illustrated a number of American wars, and revealed military history and architecture,
agriculture, commerce, transportation, and natural disasters. Military forts and fortifications, the
crumbling prison on Alcatraz Island, old ranches, century-old recreational facilities, lighthouses,
and archaeological resources beneath the park all contributed to this compendium of human
experience along the Pacific Ocean.200
The park's cultural resource management strategy consisted of preservation and adaptive
restoration. In 1980, the park contained 410 historic structures, a number far in excess of most
national parks, and guided by Section 106 of the Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the park
embraced a complicated, time-consuming, and expensive cultural resources management
mission. Many historic structures were decaying, forcing the park to develop a plan to first
protect and preserve, and then determine viable use. Stabilization to slow and stop decay
provided one primary means of achieving this end, as did "mothballing," in essence protecting
the structure by halting activity in and around it. The prison and fortifications on Alcatraz Island
offered a location to implement preservation strategy, as did the historic ships at Aquatic Park,
the artillery batteries and fire control stations throughout the park, outbuildings in the Olema
Valley, and various archaeological sites scattered through the park. These places could be held in
time for the benefit of the visitor and the resource. Another important local need that the park
had to fulfill was the demand for usable public space. The cost of property in San Francisco had
become astronomical, a real burden for low-income people, small businesses, and any other
renters. Adaptive reuse, a strategy that preserved historic fabric as well as the qualities that gave
a place historic significance, but accommodated modern needs, offered another means of
managing cultural resources. A significant number of historic properties in the park were in use
or slated to be used to house a range of cultural activities from community program space to
hostels. Although most code requirements were not strictly fulfilled prior to the GMP, turning
historic structures into usable 1980s space required a significant investment of capital and
thought. Safety codes, structural standards, and disability access all impacted adaptive reuse,
often raising the cost of such renovation, but the inclusion of the idea in the GMP gave planners
and managers considerable leeway in managing the enormous number of structures in the
park.201
Adaptive reuse had limitations, but conceptually it made the most sense in Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. This strategy did not require complete historical restoration. Instead it
suggested a historic mise-en-scene, a retention of the historic fabric to achieve a feeling of the
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past in the structures, while renovations allowed the structures to accommodate new uses and
constituencies, such as disabled people, that historic structures often inadvertently exclude.
Actual restoration of every historic structure in the park was neither economically feasible nor
necessarily desirable. Some of the buildings posed management problems; rubble and the
remains of older utility systems dotted many locations. Leaving such places alone or restoring
them to a historic time period served fewer purposes than either sealing them off from visitors or
converting the useable areas into visitor space. Although the National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966 and Park Service policy governed such situations, the law did not require restoration or
preservation. It only assured documentation of historic properties before destruction. Park
Service policy heartily encouraged adaptive reuse, permitting many structures to be saved that
might otherwise have been demolished. In most places, use of the strategy turned on questions of
visitor need as well as the most efficacious use of historic properties.
Natural resource management in the GMP reflected more than fifteen years of NPS
emphasis on ecology and the relative ease of making natural resource policy at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. It described objectives and management goals in clear precise terms,
looked broadly at the impacts of various decisions, and suggested a number of necessary future
studies. A Vegetation Management Plan topped the list of needs, followed by a grazing plan and
a shoreline management program. The plan also recognized the need for an endangered species
management program.
The plan for management for natural resources had as its basis the protection of the
native environment whenever possible. The southern section in San Francisco, including
resources at Ocean Beach, Fort Funston, East and West Fort Miley, Lands End, and Baker Beach
was to be maintained in their natural setting. The wooded areas from the Golden Gate Bridge to
the south were slated for protection and the dunes and the rest of the ocean environment were to
be restored wherever possible. Crissy Field, Fort Mason, Aquatic Park, Sutro Heights, and
Alcatraz were designated as urban park settings, allowing historic values to pay a larger role than
in areas designated to be natural settings. This decision created de facto recreational use and
ecological zones within the San Francisco section of the park. Among the recommendations for
historic management, Sutro Heights Park was to be restored and Crissy Field was to be reseeded
and planted with trees. In Marin County, natural values again took precedence. South of the
Olema Valley, a zone in which the maintenance of the ecological features such as coastal
environments and grasslands predominated was established, and at Muir Woods, the stunning
redwoods remained the focus of management. North of the Olema Valley, an emphasis on the
rural past and the dairy industry led to a strategy to preserve the balance between woodland and
grass. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the natural setting was part and parcel of
cultural uses of the land, a fine combination as the Park Service began to recognize and interpret
the concept of cultural landscapes.
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, natural resource management more readily
lent itself to this structured approach. A powerful local constituency supported natural resource
activities, providing the Park Service with outspoken and influential supporters. Its issues were
clear and at least similar; they changed with the ecology of the various segments of the park and
as a result of prior human use of the lands in question. The problems that natural resource
managers faced included the invasion of exotic and sometimes noxious species, human impact
on land, and the ecological consequences of development. Natural resource management
questions were familiar to the Park Service, compatible with park goals, and readily focused,
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making the evolution of natural resource planning an easier process than nearly any other area of
park management.
By the end of 1979, when the General Management Plan had begun to circulate, Golden
Gate National Recreation Area had become a model for national parks in urban areas. Its diverse
resources catered to many publics in countless ways, and its location forced it into the difficult
realm of local and regional politics. With the approval of the General Management Plan in
September 1980, the park completed its move from reactive to proactive planning. Its needs were
clearly defined. Following the initiation of the subsequent cultural resource management plan,
approved in 1982, and the natural resource management plan, a draft of which circulated in 1981
and approved in 1987, park staff had the management tools necessary to develop its programs
and procedures and a clear idea of the issues the many constituencies of the park felt were
critical. A plethora of area- and issue-specific plans followed throughout the 1980s and 1990s,
each tied to goals established in the GMP. Many of these addressed ongoing themes and
problems that special interests brought to the table time and again, and the Park Service
continually sought to find consensus.202
The approval of the General Management Plan changed the way the Park Service
responded to public suggestions concerning the use of the park. Before the plan, Golden Gate
National Recreation Area operated on a case-by-case basis. Park staff responded to queries,
requests, and demands on an individual basis. Each event was treated separately, in an ad hoc
manner. By 1976, the park developed clear responses, but until the plan, lacked the
documentation—and the sense of clear goals that stemmed from it—that such a document
provided. After the plan, the agency had clearly established priorities and reasons that it could
use to buttress its claims in the competitive environment in the Bay Area. Managing by program
and directive firmed up agency objectives and provided rationale for opposing outside plans for
parkland and resources. In the Bay Area, there were no shortage of proposals that affected the
park.
The park's subsequent land use planning decisions always attempted to reference the
general prescriptions of the GMP—or were "tiered off' from them, as the planners would say.
Among the major efforts were the delicate process of balancing agricultural interests with the
cause of wetlands restoration at Giacomini Ranch near Point Reyes Station; the contentious but
"interesting" planning for visitor use at Sweeny Ridge, where the community had somewhat
unrealistic expectations of commercial benefit from a national park; Aquatic Park, where the
park's initiative adjacent to Fisherman's Wharf helped it to become established as a player in the
region; and the decades-long struggle to achieve a balance of nature, history and recreation at
Crissy Field.203
But the first test of the GMP and the power such a management directive contained came
in 1982. Veterans Administration officials decided to build a two-story parking garage at Fort
Miley and needed six acres of National Park Service land for the project. Fort Miley had been
part of the genesis of Golden Gate National Recreation Area; it had been the proposal to build a
national archives facility there that ignited Amy Meyer and led to the founding of PFGGNRA. A
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decade later, the commitment to the neighborhood and what longtime San Francisco civic leader
John Jacobs called its "nearly pristine" character, remained powerful. Reflecting the tendencies
of the time, response to the proposal was uniformly negative. The Park Service took a public
stand against a project of another agency for one of the first times in the history of Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. Pointing to the GMP, William Whalen, back at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area after serving as director of the National Park Service, promised the Outer
Clement Neighborhood Association that the land in question would be turned "from parking into
parkland." Whalen was able to keep his promise. Congress terminated the proposal in 1984.
Alcatraz Island became a focal point for the implementation of the GMP. Because of its
popularity, Alcatraz required much of the park's energy. It consistently drew people, attracted
filmmakers, and more than any other part of the park captured a place in the public imagination,
in the process making prodigious demand on park staff and priorities. Alcatraz demanded
planning from the moment the NPS assumed responsibility for the island. The Indian Occupation
left debris scattered across the island, and transforming the old prison into a visitor site required
considerable ingenuity. The island, Ron Treabess remarked in a phone conversation with
PFGGNRA's Amy Meyer in 1973, was "in a sad state of disrepair." The public clamored to visit
the island and the Park Service sought to accommodate them. Within months of park
establishment, staff members at Golden Gate National Recreation Area prepared an interim
management plan and a transportation concession prospectus to offer boat service to the island.
Both documents were preliminary in their nature; both illustrated the problems of managing a
place that attracted the public before a full-scale planning process had begun.204
When the island opened to visitors at the end of 1973, nothing prepared the Park Service
for the intensity of demand. Park planners expected tours of the island to lay its image as
America's Devil's Island to rest and quench the public's interest in The Rock; within a few
years, they anticipated, demand would level off. Within weeks of the beginning of ticket sales,
the Park Service recognized that it clearly underestimated the public's interest. Tours sold out
months in advance and a ticket on the Alcatraz ferry was one of hottest items in the Bay Area.205
Only the firm control of arrival and departure gave the Park Service the opportunity to manage
visitor flow and minimize severe impact on the cultural resources of the island.
During the next few years, the Park Service reassessed its initial plans for management of
Alcatraz and sought to develop a consensus with other affected entities. In the context of the
planning process that was to shape the entire future of the park, the agency encouraged public
input to accompany its plans. In May 1977, the park debuted its Assessment of Alternatives for
the General Management Plan, May 1977: Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Point Reyes
National Seashore. The assessment offered three different scenarios for Alcatraz. The first would
clean up the rubble and leave the historic buildings intact; the second proposed removing all but
key historic structures and landscaping the remaining open space, and the third recommended
stabilizing historic structures and offering self-guided tours and other educational programs.206
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As a visitor destination, Alcatraz Island offered many management advantages. Most
importantly, the Park Service could limit the number of visitors and control ingress and egress.
No one could simply drive up to the island and walk in. Everyone—or nearly everyone—had to
purchase passage on a concessionaire's ferry, and initially, uniformed rangers gave guided tours
to groups of twenty-five visitors or less. The guided tours were essential in the Park Service's
initial scheme. Tours prevented injury in the sometimes dangerous and always crumbling
structures on the island and they assured that visitors did not damage the facilities. Initial plans
also limited the number of visitors on the island to fifty at a time, a number that quickly proved
impossibly low. As demand increased, so did the visitor numbers and this stricture became
impossible to observe.207
By the late 1970s, the growth in demand required reevaluation of the policies for the
island. Alcatraz was a difficult place to work. Interpreters often experienced burnout, the
facilities were inundated, and although the ranger-guided tours were widely acclaimed, they
drained not only staff members but park resources. Low morale that resulted from a combination
of harsh weather and limited amenities plagued the Alcatroopers, as they labeled themselves, and
turnover was high. Nor was a guided tour for every visitor feasible. By the late 1970s, the laborintensive operations that had been the hallmark of the United States economy before 1970 had
become expensive and unwieldy, and at Alcatraz, park staff needed to rethink management
strategies. In an assessment of alternatives in May 1977, the Park Service presented the many
audiences of the park with possibilities. The agency could clean up rubble and leave existing
buildings intact, remove all but the key buildings and landscape the rest of the island, or stabilize
the historic structures and feature self-guided tours and other programming opportunities. The
third alternative became policy.208 Clearly changes were imminent at Alcatraz.
The transformation from ranger-guided to self-guided tours required nearly a decade to
complete. In 1978, the agency approved a development concept for the island, and soon after, a
structural safety study. In the 1980 GMP, historic preservation remained the key goal at Alcatraz,
but the Park Service committed itself to creating a "pleasant landscaped setting" to which the
"stark prison and military structures will stand in honest contrast." But with "twice the visitors
and half the rangers," as one staff member described the situation to a reporter, the island was
beginning to become a different place, one that had to be managed as clearly for visitors as for
preservation purposes. As demand increased, the agency catered to visitors in new ways.209
In 1985, the new policy was finally implemented. Visitors were no longer restricted to
tours led by rangers, instead experiencing what one reporter, Judy Field of the Salinas
Area, Point Reyes National Seashore (San Francisco: Golden Gate National Recreation Area, 1977).
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Californian, called "free exploration" of the island. Rangers continued to give tours, but visitors
could also rent Walkman-style cassette players with an interpretive tape that contained a cellhouse tour narrated by a number of people connected to Alcatraz, including former prisoners Jim
Quillen and Whitey Thompson. The change in method of interpretation altered the experience of
visitors on the island. Roaming with their aural interpretive material, visitors experienced
physical freedom and had greater impact on the island and its structures. Their freedom also cost
them something. The visitor's tour acquired a new and markedly different feel. At the end of the
guided tour, interpretive rangers asked for quiet and then clanged a cell door. The eerie sound
reverberated through the crumbling halls of the windswept rock. The awesome quiet spoke for
itself, mute testimony to a complicated and intriguing past that thrilled visitors. The self-guided
tours changed the special sense of discovery that came with the silence of the guided tours.
Delivered on headsets, the talks were excellent, well thought out, informative, and with Quillen's
and Thompson's voices telling a personal story, real. The tapes became a favorite of visitors.
Crowded together, they jostled each other for position to better hear the words, the recorded
"clang" of jailhouse doors, and the silence of the airwaves in their ears. Tuned to their headsets,
their "excuse me's" as they maneuvered echoed where silence once awed the public and
interpreters alike.210
The management advantages of the new program were many and varied, and support for
implementation of this new management concept came from Golden Gate National Recreation
Area Superintendent Brian O'Neill. Using his connections in the community and his skill as a
leader, O'Neill promoted the lessening of visitor control on Alcatraz. Under the new system, the
Park Service could accommodate many more visitors and could still maintain some measure of
management of their actions. The Alacatroopers offered a mixed response to the new program.
Many thought that the headsets offered high-quality interpretation, at least equal to that of live
rangers; others saw the new system as a serious decline in the quality of experience. The new
program offered one clear advantage: it made work on the island far less difficult. Inclement
weather was one of the sources of low morale. Alcatraz was cold, and rangers who gave guided
tours spent much of their time outside. Exposure took a heavy toll on park personnel, who were
often ill. After visitors were allowed to roam the island without guides, rangers could spend more
of their time indoors. Not only did rangers experience better health as a result, it also provided an
opportunity for staff to develop other aspects of the island's history.
Clearly the new program was a response to demand, a harbinger of more change. "We're
trying to convert Alcatraz from a prison to a park," observed Rich Weideman, the supervisory
ranger for Alcatraz, in the clearest description of the program's goal. The development of a
management program illustrated a range of previously overlooked resources on the island. As
was nearly always the case in the Bay Area, each newly considered resource soon acquired a
vocal constituency. The demands for Alcatraz became broader and more varied. The national
public saw a prison on the island, a place of memory, history, and myth. After documentation of
sea caves and the nesting of Heermann's gulls, local and vocal environmental groups regarded
the island as a wildlife refuge.211 The many demands on the island required further planning as
well as more discussion.
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In 1988, the distinguished architect Lawrence Halprin came to the park to help develop
Alcatraz as a destination for visitors. The Golden Gate National Parks Association (GGNPA),
the park's nonprofit cooperating association, sponsored Halprin's work and the architect brought
an impressive track record of community-oriented design. Bom in 1916 and a resident of San
Francisco since the 1940s, Halprin was widely revered for his attention to the human scale of
large design projects and closely associated with the idea of environmental design. One of his
prominent projects, Ghirardelli Square on the edge of San Francisco's waterfront, catapulted him
to architectural prominence and he continued for more than three decades as one of the nation's
leading landscape architects. Among his important projects were the Lovejoy and Auditorium
Forecourt Plazas in Portland, Oregon, Freeway Park in Seattle, Washington, the Haas Promenade
in Jerasalem, Israel, and later the FDR Memorial in Washington, D.C. Near the end of a long and
significant career, Halprin sought to transform Alcatraz Island as he had so many other places.212
With funds from GGNPA, Halprin developed a series of new concepts for the island. Onsite workshops and other similar mechanisms brought feedback from the public, and Halprin
worked these ideas into his vision of Alcatraz. Published by the association, "Alcatraz the
Future: A Concept Plan and Guidelines," a development concept plan, envisioned a very
different island than existed in the 1980s. Building on a 1984 conception, Halprin's work sought
to create an open island, with shoreline walks, overlooks, and picnic areas. The plan also
suggested restoring the parade grounds and other public areas. Halprin's island looked more like
a nature preserve than a historic prison.213 Many in the Park Service thought this version of the
process of making the prison a park went too far.
The Halprin plan served to announce the emergence of the Golden Gate National Parks
Association as an important influence. The association submitted Halprin's plan to the Park
Service as an illustration of the goals of two of the park's most important planning documents,
the general management plan and the interpretive prospectus. Gregory Moore, director of
GGNPA, expressed support for the goals of the park and prepared for "the 'next era' of
community participation in the park—when the goals of the General Management Plan are
pursued through a program of contributed support." GGNPA saw its role as assisting the park by
providing resources; it extended that to offering ideas and programs. After Amy Meyer and the
Audubon Society objected to the overdevelopment of Alcatraz that they believed the plan
embodied, they pushed for less development. "We - Audubon (Society) and I - threatened the
Park Service," Meyer recalled. In the end, the Park Service enacted only the Agave Trail from
the "Alcatraz the Future" plan, but the association further established itself as an important asset
for the park.214
After the Halprin plan, the Park Service worked toward a comprehensive program for
Alcatraz Island. In the early 1990s, the island's role as a bird refuge grew in significance to the
Park Service, melding natural and cultural resource management. This new emphasis served
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agency goals. If the Park Service wanted people to pay less attention to the prison and more to
other features of the island, programs that focused on other dimensions of the island furthered its
end. Following new interest in Heermann's gulls, the predominant western gulls and other
species and with growing interest in tide pools on the island, the park put together a new plan,
the Alcatraz Development Concept Plan and Environmental Assessment, which it unveiled in
1993. The plan was a measure of park's commitment to integrate natural and cultural resource
management, and to create a multifaceted plan to manage the various resources of the park. At
the same time, it furthered the park's objective of turning Alcatraz from a prison to a park,
increasingly reflecting the Park Service's long-standing predisposition for natural resources
ahead of cultural resources. In a national recreation area, devoted to public enjoyment, with local
sentiment in favor of natural resources and historic preservation valued more highly by out-oftown visitors, that predisposition was strong, even enhanced.
The 1993 plan also let the Park Service set a firm balance between use, history, and
nature on the island. In it, the park codified the principle of an open island, a decade after its
introduction. The plan gave the birds equal standing with historic resources on the island, a
decision that made some cultural resources managers uncomfortable. Yet the Bay Area
environmental community was powerful and wide-reaching and the Park Service often bent to its
influence. In this case, the park's many mandates coincided in a way that furthered resource
protection, albeit some thought at the expense of the primary features of the island. The 1993
Alcatraz plan represented a step toward integrated management.216
An important synergy developed between Alcatraz and GGNPA that had powerful
implications for park planning and management. According to Rich Weideman, the sales of gifts
and souvenirs on Alcatraz facilitated the growth of GGNPA, which in turn created more
resources for the park. Alcatraz drove the sales office of the association, Weideman observed,
which in turn let GGNPA take a higher profile in park affairs. As the association's coffers filled
with revenue from Alcatraz, GGNPA, once a small cadre of enthusiasts, hired countless
employees. The association was able to turn over large sums of revenue to the park each year and
was able to support Golden Gate National Recreation Area in new and impressive ways.217 The
attraction of Alcatraz Island helped GGNPA attain a significance that far exceeded most other
cooperating associations at individual park areas. "There is," Richard Bartke observed, "only
mutual support" in the GGNPA-park relationship.218
Yet the potential for tension existed with the growing significance of GGNPA and other
similar entities throughout the park system. Even though close ties between GGNPA and Golden
Gate National Recreation Area helped foster cooperation, GGNPA also could function as another
of seemingly infinite constituencies of the park. Under the unique circumstances at Alcatraz, the
tension was muted. Weideman, the supervisory ranger at Alcatraz, regarded the park and the
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association as parallel organizations that pursued similar goals in different ways. Since
Alcatraz received much of its development money from GGNPA and because visitation on the
island remained controlled—the boat trip remained the only way to reach the island although
demand compelled the Park Service to exceed the carrying capacity set in the GMP and later the
1993 Alcatraz Plan—and the island required so much stabilization and reconstruction, the
partnership worked well. The goals of the Park Service and of the association meshed smoothly
at Alcatraz. In other places, such as Marin Headlands, where development and park goals can be
antithetical when visitation and development impinge on the preservation of resources, the
relationship could become a struggle.
By the early 1990s, Alcatraz provided a precursor to the looming question of the
management of the Presidio. On the island, where Weideman, a talented and energetic manager
who showed great creativity, remained committed to the idea that increases in use and better
protection of habitat were not mutually exclusive, GGNPA influence facilitated both historic
preservation and natural protection, both the prison of memory and the preserve. The Presidio
clearly demanded something similar, and by the early 1990s just as certainly would involve a
public-private management structure. But Alcatraz, with its controlled ingress and egress, may
be an exception. Visitors continue to regard the island as a prison and do not feel entitled to go
where they choose as they do in other parts of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and at
other national park areas. As a result, planners and managers have a freer hand on the island than
elsewhere in the park. It is possible to experiment at Alcatraz, and if the program fails, to simply
section off that part of the island until the program can be redesigned. In park management, as
the new century approached, such control remained a luxury that muted tension and created
possibilities.
By the 1990s, planning at Golden Gate National Recreation Area had become an integral
part of park management. A decade of preparation led to the General Management Plan, which
became the point of departure for future changes. With the GMP in place, the park was able to
move from simple reaction to planned response aimed at long-term goals. It could make more
detailed plans within an overall context and could consider them without devoting as much time
to the broad array of unfeasible proposals that consumed much park time during the first years of
the park. In a park surrounded by powerful constituencies, each with not only valid claims to
parklands for their purposes, but also significant political influence, planning became the Park
Service's defense against the heavy weight of special interests. The commitment to planning and
to park goals has often slowed the agency's ability to move forward; it has also protected the
park from being overrun by its friends.
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Honoring the Founder

Figare 1: Statue of Rep. Phillip Burton, honoring the man who led the legislative drive to establish Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. The statue stands in the Great Meadow of Fort Mason.
(All photographs from the Photo Collection of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, unless otherwise credited)

Administering Golden Gate

Figure 2: Rep. Phillip Burton, second from right, discusses GGNRA land acquisition on Inverness Ridge at
Point Reyes National Seashore in 1978 with Doug Nadcau. left, then-planning coordinator for the park: an
unidentified landowner, and LeRoy Brock, Chief Ranger at GGNRA.

Figure 3: The recreation area's Advisory Commission meets in later 1977 or early 1978. Seated, from the left, are: Daphne Green,
Joe Williams. Amy Meyer. Frank Boerger, Superintendent Jerry Schober, Merritt Robinson, Gimmie Park Li, and John Mitchell.

Figure 4: A mounted U.S. Park Police officer at the park's "Aquatic Park" section. (Richard Frear Photo Collection)

Figure 5: Brian 0"Neill, superintendent of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area since 1985
(Richard Frear Photograph
Collection)

Figure 6: William Whalen of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and San
Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto speak at Fort Point National Historic Site.

Recreational Opportunities

Figure 7: Horseback riding in Golden Gate National Recreation Area.

Figure 8: A hang-glider in flight above the cliffs near Fort Funston.

Figure 9: Golden Gate National Recreation Area held the 1979 Western Regional Folk Festival. (Richard Frear Photo Collection)

Figure 10: A Fourth of July celebration on Crissy Field. (Richard Frear Photo Collection)

Nature In A National Recreation Area

Figure 11: Muir Woods.

Figure 12: Bridge and lighthouse. Point Bonita.

Figure 13: Among the wildlife at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
are the snowy plover, left, and bank
swallows, above.

The Human Element

Figure 14: The lagoon at Aquatic Park, with the piers of Fort Mason in the immediate background.

Figure 15: Ships at the San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park, part of Golden Gate National Recreation Area until
June 1988. Alcatraz Island appears in the background.

Figure 16: Traffic on Doyle Drive, one of the approaches to Golden Gate Bridge. The freeway passes through the Presidio.

Figure 17: Cliff House, above the ruins of Sutro Bath, presents a cultural resources dilemma for the National Park Service.

A Park For All The People

Figure 18: Ocean Beach and Playland at the Beach, as seen in the view from Sutro Heights during the 1920s.

Figure 19: A surfer on one of Golden Gate National Recreation Area's beaches.

Figure 20: A twenty-month Indian occupation of Alcatraz Island began November 20, 1969.

An Impact On The Environment

Figure 21: The definite boundary line between the community and the trees of the Presidio.

Figure 22: Cultural resource management at Golden Gate faces challenges not seen at other national parks. One of the park's
responsibilities is maintaining Sutro Height's artifical rocks, built more than fifty years ago to hide walls that stabilize the cliff.

Figure 23: Part of the Oakwood Valley Trail, damaged by bicycles.

Figure 24: A model of the proposed Marincello development on the Marin Headlands. (Ed Brady Aero Photographers)

The Bay Area's Military Legacy

Figure 25: Fort Mason, one of the main embarkation points for the Pacific Theater in World War II. Photo by Richard Frear.

Figure 26: In addition to the San Francisco National Cemetery, established in 1884, the Presidio is home to a cemetery for pets
of the post's soldiers and families.

Figure 27: Fort Point, built between 1853 and 1861, survived the Civil War and the earthquake of 1906 but almost fell victim
to the Golden Gate Bridge. Early construction plans called for fort's demolition, but a redesign of the bridge used a steel span to
preserve the fort.

Serving The Future

Figure 28: At the opening of the twentieth century, the buildings of Fort Winfield Scott housed the men serving in the Presidio's
coast artillery units. As that century closes, the post has a new owner and a new future.

Chapter 5:
Administering Golden Gate National Recreation Area:
"There's a Constituency for Everything
and Each Has a Voice"
Golden Gate National Recreation Area paralleled the older units of the national park
system in many respects, but differed in significant ways that affected the Park Service's ability
to conceive, design, and implement programs. Urban parks offered ways to reach new segments
of the public, but every group of park users and supporters, old or new, also made demands on
the park and its managers. The broader constituencies of urban parks presented issues and
circumstances that compelled attention from park managers and demanded the creation of new
policies and practices. In particular, public participation in the park process exceeded the level of
involvement to which the agency was accustomed. Urban audiences felt a proprietary interest in
Golden Gate National Recreation Area and they sought to influence its action in ways that most
devotees of traditional national parks did not. Before the 1970s, the Park Service had much
experience with public interest groups, but it had never encountered the kinds of energetic, vocal,
and proprietary local constituencies that marked urban parks such as Golden Gate National
Recreation Area and its counterpart in New York, Gateway National Recreation Area.220
Constituent groups were one of the great assets of the park system. The expansive natural
national parks, the system's crown jewels, always enjoyed diverse and vocal support from a
broad array of organizations, but the Park Service participated in the organization of such groups
to a much greater degree than at urban parks. The National Parks Association (NPA), which
changed its name to the National Parks and Conservation Association in 1972, was typical.
Founded in 1919 by Stephen T. Mather, the Park Service's first director, and run by his close
friend and lifelong subordinate Robert Sterling Yard, the NPA followed the agency line in a
docile, almost subservient, fashion until the 1970s. The agency became accustomed to supporters
who reflected the agency's needs to their political representatives and largely absorbed its goals
9/1

and objectives. The Park Service took for granted this eager, easily maneuvered audience.
Significant differences existed between the traditional constituency of national parks and
the people who saw Golden Gate National Recreation Area as their own, and the situation took
the Park Service by surprise. In most cases, the people who loved the great national parks neither
lived near them nor enjoyed a claim on the area that preceded the Park Service. Most of them
developed their affinity for the parks precisely because they were designated as national parks
and because the national parks received considerable public attention. From the inception of the
Park Service, an enormous publicity machine surrounded national parks; it became catalytic in
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shaping public affinity.222 At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, many park users saw lands
that they had previously enjoyed incorporated within the porous boundaries of the new national
recreation area and subject to the demands of its resource management goals. National parks had
an almost mystical appeal that no other category of park area could match and national recreation
areas were often regarded as little more than state parks, places for recreation alone rather than
spiritual uplift. Flagship national parks simply enjoyed much greater cachet than other areas in
the park system and without the national supporters of such parks, trained in the ideals of the
Park Service, the voices that commented on Golden Gate National Recreation Area were largely
local and even parochial.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area and other similar recreational parks faced
different sets of questions than did Yosemite, Yellowstone, and their scenic peers. Unlike the
large national parks, at Golden Gate National Recreation Area resource management became a
component of a strategy that placed great significance in people management. In the large scenic
national parks, people management remained an offshoot of resource management as late as the
1970s. Few national parks had to wrangle with powerful local constituencies. In most such parks,
the Park Service played an enormous role in the regional economy and exerted significant
influence on regional government and business policy. Local constituencies beseeched the Park
Service in such places. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the terms were reversed. In the
Bay Area, where established business, ethnic, and governmental entities more than equaled the
Park Service's impact on the region, the most powerful influence on park managers became the
park's many and remarkably diverse constituencies.
In 1972, administering a multifaceted park in an urban area was an unfamiliar task for
the Park Service. More than two generations of planning and management afforded remarkable
possibilities for the administration of natural parks, historic sites, and other areas, but the
emphasis of this work aimed at presenting national park areas as reflections of American culture.
While Golden Gate National Recreation Area contained countless features that reflected such
sentiment and clearly merited this sort of presentation, it also held equally many features that
were difficult to categorize along conventional Park Service lines. In many instances, the
features of the park simply did not fit together well. Under these circumstances, existing
planning was simultaneously an asset and a liability, a tool for successful management and a
precursor of tension with some of the many publics the Park Service encountered. The strategies
on which agency leaders depended in other situations simply did not fit at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. Nor was much of the experience of similar agencies elsewhere in the federal
government or at the state level relevant to the complicated situation in the Bay Area. Even the
most likely candidates from which to borrow management practices, other federal and state
agencies that managed Bay Area parks, had little to offer the Park Service at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. The difference in objective was too great; Golden Gate National
Recreation Area was a federal area, reaching for national significance in ways that a municipal
park such as Golden Gate Park or a state park such as Mount Tamalpais or federally
administered open space did not. Nor did these areas contain the vast array of resources and
resource users. On many levels, the Park Service was truly on its own at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area.
One primary constraint for the agency at Golden Gate National Recreation Area was its
lack of a position of primacy in local affairs. At the great national parks, the Park Service was
usually the region's single most important entity. In some areas, the state economy depended on
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the dollars that spectacular parks brought in; without the combination of salaries, sales tax
revenues, hotel and motel taxes, and gasoline taxes, some states in the interior West or the
upland South could not have paid their bills. In the Bay Area, the rules of this engagement were
very different. Instead of being dominant, the Park Service found itself one of a number of
competing interests, many of which were as powerful, if not more so, than the federal agency.
Compared to the military or the port industries, the park had relatively little impact on the Bay
Area's economy except in the ways that it promoted the push to tourism as one of the bases of
the regional economy. The Park Service's contribution related more directly to the quality of life
in the crowded metropolis than to the region's economic growth, especially after the cost of
living in the Bay Area began to skyrocket in the 1970s.
Quality of life was significant, but as the primary definition of the park in the regional
setting it offered two evident drawbacks for managers. Golden Gate National Recreation Area
did not generate significant revenue or tax base and so did not carry the enormous political and
economic clout of the military or major industries. Detractors could always argue that the park
was less significant than competing development projects; it generated fewer jobs, turned over
fewer dollars in the community, and contributed less to the Bay Area's prosperity. Further
complicating the situation, the public and the Park Service wrangled over the definition of
quality of life. The Park Service and the public often shared perspectives in these cases, but
equally often the public's idea of uses of Golden Gate National Recreation Area contravened the
agency's objectives, strategies, and even values. The governing policy for most day-to-day park
activities, resource management, often ran counter to the desires of specific constituencies. In the
charged social and political climate of California and the Bay Area, interests continuously
asserted rights and privileges. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, even dogs and cats had
rights. Although some parks addressed similar issues, the NPS handbook had not been designed
to solve such issues. For the NPS, the question became how to balance such uses with its
traditional mission of resource management and visitor service.
Nomenclature contributed to the confusion about Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Even before the Park Service was established in 1916, national parks held a particular place in
the country's mythology. The national parks were special, chosen to reflect the landscape's most
grand features and to articulate the power of the nation that not only conquered the American
continent, but also possessed the wisdom and foresight to set portions of it aside. Despite the
remarkable physical beauty of the Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, Yosemite, and others parks,
these places were organized, designed, and shaped to be revered. While some users hiked into
canyons or along rivers, far more rode the trains to nearby villages and lodges that offered rustic
comfort along with outstanding views. The national park had always been the pinnacle of
American preservation, an idea that the nation could claim as its contribution to western
civilization. National recreation areas, a newer category that came into being during the 1930s,
had a different, more ordinary purpose reflected in their name. They were federal parks set up for
the purpose of recreation, arguably only a little different from national forests with campgrounds
or the state parks that New Deal projects transformed. While Lake Mead National Recreation
Area, the first area in the category, offered beautiful coves, a stunning lake, and much pristine
desert, Americans simply did not revere it as they did Rocky Mountain National Park.223
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Golden Gate National Recreation Area was perplexing if for no other reason than its
features included both scenery and landscapes reminiscent of traditional national parks and the
kinds of recreational features and amenities that the public expected in state or local recreational
space. Marin County contained the rugged coastlines and scenic hills and mountains that the
public associated with national parks. It much resembled the kinds of places that visitors came
and stayed for a number of days. Fort Mason and Lands End both preserved pieces of the historic
past with local and national import and also offered recreational opportunities. In the city of San
Francisco, the park became a recreation destination, a place where people came to relax, to
exercise, and to enjoy respite from city life. Local day use dominated. Although these two
functions did not seem terribly different to the public, in Park Service history most areas had
been managed primarily for one purpose or the other.224 With features that fit into both
categories and constituencies that vocally supported their favorite activities and pastimes, Golden
Gate National Recreation Area demanded more balance in its administration than other parks.
When William Whalen arrived to become the recreation area's first superintendent in
1972, he found himself pulled in many directions by groups that held proprietary feelings about
segments of the park. People for a Golden Gate National Recreation Area (PFGGNRA) rightly
took much of the credit for founding the park and the organization expected an equal amount of
power in determining the direction of its management. They came to represent the concerned
activist conservation-oriented groups especially crucial to the park for land acquisition and
resource management questions. The U.S. Army retained vast holdings that abutted the park and
the establishing legislation effectively put the Park Service and the Army together as long-term
managers of the Presidio.225 Neighborhood organizations, community groups, ethnic
associations, and those who used the park—for activities from bicycling to birding, from hiking
to kayaking—all expressed interest in shaping agency perspective. During the early years of
administration, prior to the beginning of the planning process, the Park Service could do little but
respond on a case-by-case basis.
Part of the problem stemmed from the realities of trying to plan a new park in an urban
area. Park Service planning procedures presented a blueprint for dealing with complicated
questions, but like all standardized documents they could not reflect actual conditions in the
community, state, and the nation. Even as the agency assembled the data to create natural and
cultural resource management plans, park staff recognized that implementation would take place
in a different manner than at other parks. Park documents served as guidelines, malleable paths
to objectives, tailored to local realities as circumstances dictated. Golden Gate National
Recreation Area's idea that policy must be flexible was at odds with the experience of most postWorld War II park managers. The Park Service had become accustomed to making the
determining decisions on its own terms. The Bay Area was different; flexibility was essential if
the agency was going to succeed in this complex political setting. Golden Gate National
Recreation Area became a test for a new kind of management structure, a more interactive, more
flexible approach to the various publics that the agency encountered.
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The evolution of the Park Service's interaction with its many constituencies at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area fell into three clearly demarcated phases. The first began with the
park's establishment in 1972 and ended as the general management plan took shape at the end of
the 1970s. During this era, the Park Service responded to the demands of constituents on a caseby-case basis, making policy at grassroots levels. Special interests that ranged from PFGGNRA
to horse riders all expressed their points of view, and the combined influence of these
constituencies gave them great authority together or separately. Lacking either formal resource
management goals or standing derived from a power and a long history in the region, the agency
allowed constituent groups greater leeway than at any time since.
The approval of the General Management Plan in 1980 began the second phase. It
allowed park management a broader range of responses than had been available, in essence
moving the agency from a fundamentally reactive framework into one that allowed it to set the
terms of the discourse even if it could not always enforce its objectives. The plan raised morale
and created a climate in which park staff believed their goals were not only defensible but
inherently possible. It was an electric time for the park. Between 1980 and the end of the decade,
park officials attempted to apply the plan to deflect unwanted uses of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. The document reflected a new level of administrative organization, a series of
goals and objectives for the entire park. Before 1980, any constituent group could rush forward
and assert the preeminence of its position. With the plan in place, the Park Service could point to
clearly defined objectives, strategies, and results that could be used to focus, shape, and even
deflect constituencies and their objectives. The plan helped the Park Service not only explain
what the agency intended, but also to channel support for its programs and in some cases to curb
overenthusiastic constituencies.
Yet the defining feature of Golden Gate National Recreation Area remained the power of
constituencies. Even with the plan in place, with the clearly articulated resource management
mission of the park, the agency found that its constituencies not only ignored agency planning,
sometimes they even used blatant pressure to attempt to circumvent park goals. In such
circumstances, the park trod very carefully, using skillful negotiation and long-standing
friendships to allay concerns, to reshape the goals of constituent groups, and in some
circumstances, to outwardly resist actions that either statute, policy, or the planning documents
for the park excluded. The GMP became a document, an argument for specific goals that had to
be hashed out with the public. In the complicated terrain of the Bay Area, each situation
reassessed the efficacy of planning at the park. Each time agency goals held, the park took a step
toward the kind of integrated management it sought; each time public pressure overwhelmed the
park or swayed its decision making, management slipped back toward the reactiveness of the
1970s.
These more sophisticated responses to the social and political environments in which
Golden Gate National Recreation Area operated presaged an essential versatility that all federal
agencies sought in the 1980s and 1990s. After the 1980 election of Ronald Reagan, the federal
bureaucracy found itself on the defensive. Government-bashing became sport, encouraged by the
White House and administration officials such as James Watt, Reagan's first secretary of the
interior. Federal agencies struggled to find a place in a cultural climate that increasingly
disparaged their activities, and in some cases, their very existence. The Park Service was rocked
in the same way as nearly every other federal agency, and in the new environment, the agency
fell back on its time-honored practices. Management documents served two purposes, as a
baseline for interaction with a multitude of competing constituencies and as a barometer of the
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agency perspective. Instead of dictating policy, the documents shaped and guided it into a form
that was acceptable both to the Park Service and to the many publics it served.226
During the late 1980s, the General Management Plan at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area helped inaugurate a third phase by permitting new dimensions in the relationship between
the park and its publics. Because of the stunning amount of citizen participation in the planning
process, most constituencies found themselves with a stake, sometimes a very strong one, in plan
implementation. Simply put, the management plan gave most users much of what they wanted,
providing them an investment in its success, sometimes at the expense of the clearly articulated
goals of the various management plans. As a result, the GMP was transformed from a way to
circumvent unwanted use into a tool to promote a more comprehensive and more cooperative
future. By the end of the 1990s, the initial interest groups had been transformed by time, the park
had become a well-established entity in the region, and the range of users greatly expanded. The
plan became a blueprint, a road map, an integral part of the interaction not only between the Park
Service and its constituents, but among those constituents as well.
Stakeholder relationships at Golden Gate National Recreation Area frequently turned on
issues with which the Park Service had little experience. Neighborhoods groups and individuals
who lived in the vicinity of the park reacted to issues with the proprietary feeling of people who
used parklands before the Park Service. Neighborhood groups reacted to the increase in traffic
that followed the park proclamation. In an example of the NIMBY syndrome, they sought to
enjoy the advantages of park status without experiencing any of its drawbacks. Individual users
sought to retain their prerogatives after the park came into being and the agency set up resource
management guidelines. The struggles over use that ensured were titanic in nature, ongoing and
to a certain degree unsolvable. They reflected the inherent tension between resource management
goals and constituency desires.
The use of the park by dogs and their owners became one of the fulcrums that articulated
the tension between management policies and constituent goals. The park managed much of the
open space in the city, and people had walked their dogs on its property long before 1972. Park
establishment led to conflicts between users with pets—especially those not on a leash or other
physical restraint—and people without pets. Pet owners believed that since they walked their
dogs without a leash before the establishment of the park, their rights should be grandfathered in.
"I must protest against the unreasonable enforcement of canine leash laws," wrote Muriel T.
French, a fifty-year resident of the Bay Area, in a letter typical of the people who favored dogs.
"We've walked our dogs down there for years," Richard Nason added, "long before anyone
thought of a Rec. Area." Others disagreed; people without pets wanted to know why a national
park area did not have rules to restrict animals. "I do not believe that dogs should be allowed on
a national parklands, unless in designated areas set aside for dog owners," a Marin County
resident told the superintendent. Another averred that "dog owners believe the areas are for
animal enjoyment rather than people enjoyment." Caught between two vocal constituencies, one
that favored maintaining a status quo that preceded the park and another that demanded that
Golden Gate National Recreation Area mirror the policies of the rest of the park system, the Park
Service struggled for a response. The agency needed to take action, but as late as 1976, no
specific policy existed. The park had to find its own way with little guidance. In April 1976,
Whalen sent his staff a copy of the federal guidelines for pet management on federal property,
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the only official regulation applied to the situation. The document was explicit and concise, but it
had little bearing on Golden Gate National Recreation Area.227
Dog control asked a fundamental, persistent, and always vexing question about Golden
Gate National Recreation Area: was it a national park, an icon of American society, worthy of
the same reverence and the parallel restrictions that governed places such as Yellowstone and
Yosemite, or was it urban recreational space? This question had been pushed aside throughout
the park system between 1953 and 1964, Conrad Wirth's directorship. That great advocate of
parkways and recreational space wisely confined such development to remote areas and his
parkways and recreation areas were used mostly by overnight visitors. Only with the creation of
Golden Gate and Gateway National Recreation Areas in the 1970s did the agency have to answer
this question when it faced powerful local constituencies with competing ideas of the use of
urban recreational space.228
Dogs and their control typified the first phase of administrative issues at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area and illustrated the way such issues persisted despite the
implementation of comprehensive planning. The park offered countless opportunities to engage
in uses that were typically outlawed in national parks but remained unregulated in national
recreation areas. The absence of rules did not stem from a lack of concern. Instead the shortage
of experience with questions such as hang gliding, pets on leashes, hiker-biker-horseback trail
issues, and the lack of firm resource management plans confounded the Park Service. Again, the
issues of an urban recreation area with a range of features and possible uses took the agency's
existing rules and structures and forced rethinking not only of concepts, but also means of
implementation.
The beaches of Golden Gate National Recreation Area also required that the Park Service
consider the claims of competing stakeholders. For the agency, in the process of building
relationships, conflicting claims meant that the agency had to take a side. Each constituency
presented what its representatives considered a legitimate contention. Dog owners used the idea
of "parks for the people, where the people are;" they pointed to the lack of recreational space in
the urban Bay Area. People whose expectations of national park areas did not include unleashed
dogs complained about their presence. Still establishing its presence in the region, the Park
Service could not afford to alienate anyone, leaving it in a complicated and even perplexing
situation. With the exception of PFGGNRA, as often a source of challenge as support, the
agency constituency had not yet jelled. Two vocal and powerful constituencies made demands on
the park and Whalen faced a dilemma. Creating a zone within Golden Gate National Recreation
Area required policy that excluded some options in favor of others, but for the Park Service,
negative consequences could easily exceed any positive results. The very process of defining
even something so simple as rules for use of the beaches meant elevating some kinds of visitor
experience over others.
Animal control issues at beaches and elsewhere remained the dominant stakeholder issue
in the 1970s and Marin County provided its primary flash point. County residents long enjoyed
recreational activities on what in 1972 became parklands. Many of them also owned dogs, and
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they were accustomed to having their animals accompany them while hiking, horseback riding,
running, and pursuing other activities. At the same time, unencumbered dogs threatened the
tenets of resource management. Dogs aggressively attacked the deer population in Marin County.
Reports of deer killed by dogs abounded, inciting other stakeholders, wildlife advocates and even
those who simply thought deer more attractive than dogs in creating a natural-looking vista. As
early as the mid-1970s, complaints of feral dogs attacking and killing deer reached the Park
Service. After a summer-long drought in 1976, Ray Murphy, chief of Resource Management and
Visitor Services, reported that the "dog situation is getting out of hand."229 He estimated that one
deer was killed each day in the Tennessee Valley-Rodeo Beach area. The drought forced deer
out of the sheltered valleys they favored and into open terrain, where they became targets for
pets and feral dogs. Until that summer, the Park Service had been timid about enforcing dog
policy in rural Marin County. Although some observed that dogs had been killing deer in Marin
County since before the establishment of the park, national parks were not regarded as hunting
grounds for either feral or domestic animals. Deer killed by dogs were more than a nuisance. The
situation became a public relations problem, a challenge to the image of controlled resource
management the Park Service sought to project. The park needed a forceful response but without
a plan, the options were limited.230
Protecting and preserving wildlife, a classic resource management objective, turned into a
question of people management rather than animal control. In October 1976, the Park Service
placed "Dogs Prohibited" signs in open areas of its Marin County properties. The problem in
Marin County stemmed not from feral animals but from domestic pets. For the Park Service, a
policy that created clearly defined boundaries offered the best resolution. For longtime county
residents, the question was less clear. Local residents responded with a variety of perspectives,
usually reflecting enlightened or even base self-interest. People who did not own dogs cheered
the decision; people with dogs opposed the change, and a significant number showed their
proprietary feelings about the region when they tried to wrangle specific exceptions to the park's
rules.231
Since the establishment of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the Park Service
moved carefully and its response in Marin County reflected the agency's tentative position.
Instead of acting directly, the Park Service relied on the community-based mechanisms it had
helped establish in an attempt to avoid antagonizing any element in the community. Dogs and
their domestic peers, cats, became the test case, the issue that the Park Service used to try to
define both its administrative obligations and the limits of its reach. The park's lack of written
policy gave the agency few ways to rule out the actions of any constituency. Existing rules
offered little to help resolve the situation. Without specific policies that addressed the questions
of canines in the park, the agency ran the risk of being accused of favoritism. Whalen recognized
that the Park Service would benefit from the participation of intermediaries. If some people were
going to be happy and others were not as a result of the decision, the Park Service would fare
229
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better if another organization shouldered at least part of the responsibility. Golden Gate National
Recreation Area had the perfect partner for such a task. The Citizens' Advisory Commission for
Golden Gate National Recreation Area was enlisted to mitigate the fray.
This intermediary role had become one of the hallmarks of the CAC. The organization
had been designed to undertake precisely this task, to simultaneously stand in for the agency and
facilitate citizen input as the planning process took shape and to absorb any negative aftershocks.
After a slow start, when no one was appointed to the commission until the end of 1973, the CAC
came into its own as a valuable entity. By the time cats and dogs became an issue in the mid1970s, CAC members had considerable experience at creating constructive feedback out of the
chaos of competing interests. The commission's meetings were public and usually well attended.
For controversial issues or even ones that simply stoked local passions, hundreds turned out. The
CAC held public hearings on disputed issues, trying to create a climate in which passionate but
civil discourse could take place and to simultaneously discern public sentiment and placate the
most adamant advocates on both sides. In essence, the CAC quickly assumed the role of broker,
listening, summarizing, and providing feedback for park staff on a wide range of questions as
policy developed.232
Until it had a written policy that it could enforce, the Park Service could not genuinely
administer the Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Different kinds of users intersected in
ongoing chaos and the Park Service could only react. Pets became the focal point of tension, the
single most likely source of conflict between differing user groups. Prepared for intense debate
that might anger some constituencies or not, the staff at Golden Gate National Recreation Area
initiated the dialogue. In 1977, Rolf Diamant, the park's environmental coordinator, circulated a
draft dog policy for the San Francisco portions of the park. "This is a thankless task," Diamant
admitted as he tried to negotiate the questions that stemmed from people's perception of their
rights in public space. The issues were subtle and often confused. Feral dogs were sympathetic
creatures, shaggy canines who reminded many of the dogs in the stories of Jack London, one of
the Bay Area's most well-known writers. Others saw the animals in different terms. "There is a
world of difference between a well-fed dog killing a deer in Marin County and a coyote killing a
deer in Yosemite," chief of Resource Management and Visitor Services Ray Murphy observed.
"The coyote is earning his living; the dog is not."233
Pet management forced the Park Service to consider the separation of people and
their animals from other users of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The results illustrated
another of the ongoing tensions of park management, the proprietary feeling that many neighbors
held about parklands. In late 1977, the Park Service considered a trail in Marin County
exclusively for obedience school-trained dogs certified by a local kennel club. Marin Unit
manager Richard B. Hardin thought such a program would encourage responsible pet owners and
allow the Park Service to exclude unruly pets and to cite their owners. Since the governing
policy, the federal code for pets, required all pets to be restrained by leash or other mechanism,
the Park Service felt that allowing obedience-trained dogs to roam off leash on specific trails
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Recreation Area and the Role of the National Park Service in Urban America" (M.A. thesis, University of
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represented an enormous concession to pet owners. Dog owners felt otherwise, seeing in the
attempt to restrict their access the curtailment of their long-established prerogative.23 Local ire
persuaded the Park Service to reconsider and eventually abandon the proposal. Staff members
learned that ad hoc approaches that did not involve the community as a whole were unlikely to
succeed. The best, and most likely only, solution to the Park Service's dilemma was a clear and
well-defined policy shaped through dialogue with the many sectors of the public concerned
about pets in the park.
The CAC became the catalytic entity, the organization that created the context for a set of
recommendations to resolve the complicated questions concerning pets at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. Everyone who observed the discussions recognized that no decision would
make every constituency happy all the time, but open and sometimes lengthy dialogue helped
develop a vested interest even for groups and individuals who did not get what they wanted. At
least somebody heard them, some of these groups suggested, and that willingness to listen went a
long way toward lessening potential rifts. The pet discussions continued for more than two years.
The initial efforts required much tinkering, as the various interests sought to achieve as much of
their objectives as they could. As was typical of such arrangements, many ideas were offered and
most were rejected when one or more of the stakeholders opposed them. In some cases, the Park
Service rejected ideas. Dogs under "voice control" initially seemed viable but Richard Hardin
pointed out that the language was too vague for any kind of systematic enforcement. In
January 1978, the CAC formed a pet policy committee with Amy Meyer, one of the founders of
PFGGNRA, at its head. The committee held hearings in San Francisco and Marin County in the
spring and early summer to simultaneously collect information and disseminate ideas to which
the public responded. In the end, these ongoing discussions shifted the terrain on which the
debate took place. As the talks continued, everyone involved recognized that firm policy
governing animals was the goal, and the longer the dialogue persisted, the more everyone
understood that a policy decision was imminent. Giving up dreams of getting every desire, each
group scrambled to carve out a position its members could tolerate.
The results of the process set a pattern for Golden Gate National Recreation Area:
different subunits of the park were managed in different ways. This policy became codified in
the GMP and subsequent resource management plans, as the park broke up into different zones
and subzones. After public hearings on May 23 and June 14, 1978, the CAC drafted a proposed
policy, describing specific regulations for each part of the park. The proposal for San Francisco
required leashes for dogs at Sutro Heights, the Golden Gate Promenade near Crissy Field, at Fort
Mason, and at Aquatic Park and Victorian Park. Dogs were excluded from Alcatraz and the
historic ships. Elsewhere, dogs were expected to be under voice control. Leashes were required
on weekends and holidays and on other crowded days, and signs that read "please pick up dog
litter" were placed along most trails and paths. The commission approved the report with a
unanimous vote, establishing principles for administration and paving the way to a permanent
policy.236
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Early in 1979, the CAC finalized its policy for San Francisco; soon after Marin County
followed. The pet regulations created three categories of domestic animals: unmanaged,
managed, and voice or leash control. Unmanaged animals were not permitted in the park.
Managed animals, those controlled by voice or leash, were permitted at specific times in most of
the park. Voice or leash control provided a flexible system. While dogs were the obvious target
of policy in Marin County, pets in San Francisco were considerably more diverse. All kinds of
pets lived in the city and the CAC determined that with two exceptions, any pet that was
uncontrolled was banned from the park. The lexicon, "unmanaged pets," was a little clumsy, but
clearly understood. Only the existing cat colonies, which enjoyed powerful public support, the
cats who kept down the rodent population around the historic ships, and animals who assisted the
disabled were excepted from the rule. The policy was cheered; the unanimous vote signaled
consensus. A month later, the recommendations for Marin County passed on another unanimous
vote and in May 1979, following the trend, similar recommendations were passed for Point
Reyes National Seashore.237
Policies did not resolve hard feelings or deter persistent advocates, and throughout 1979 a
parade of speakers appeared at CAC meetings to urge further changes in pet policy. Several
groups, including the San Francisco Dog Owners Group Inc., applauded the process and
supported the new policies. John Kipping, a biologist at the Audubon Canyon Ranch, advocated
even greater restrictions, a point of view echoed by Superintendent John L. Sansing of Point
Reyes National Seashore, who noted that one of the park's purposes was to permit people to see
wildlife, a traditional use of national parks. They were far more likely to do so when dogs were
not present. In August, Kathy Reid of Marin County Supervisor Gary Giacomini's office
recommended stricter enforcement of leash laws. Others advocated new limits on animals, on or
off leash. Self-interest continued to be the measure for some. Park patron Christine Hoff of San
Francisco favored new areas for dogs; she preferred hiking with her dog. Others suggested dogs
intimidated criminals and made park patrons feel more safe, while some thought humans were a
greater threat to wildlife than domestic or feral animals.238 Special interest groups of all kinds
proposed a number of exceptions to the policy, asking in effect to overrule it on a case-by-case
basis. The coalitions seemed firm. Dog owners generally favored greater leeway for animals;
scientists, wildlife advocates, and people who did not own dogs advocated stricter policies. The
CAC once again found itself in the familiar position of listening, its members fully aware they
could not make everyone happy.
The General Management Plan, approved in 1980, did not specifically address pet policy,
but it did present a blueprint for public use of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. By
defining the desired purposes of every park sector, the plan simultaneously illustrated a vision
and drew clear and distinct boundaries. It divided the park into areas for recreational use, for
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preservation, and for development. These distinctions helped articulate the differences between
recreational day use and the more traditional kinds of national park uses. Some of these suitably
accommodated pets; others just as clearly excluded them. Not a perfect set of distinctions, the
plan offered the beginning of a firm and consistently defensible policy."
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the question of dogs in both Marin County and San
Francisco continued to be in the forefront of park administration. Despite a public education
campaign through television and radio announcements and policy pamphlet and signs, restrictive
policy remained controversial. The lines of division did not change; in 1985, people stood where
they had been a decade earlier. Guided by the goals of the plan, scientists, people without dogs,
and organizations of dog owners and trainers who felt that roaming dogs compromised their
claim to the park had an investment in orderly use of park property. They participated in the
process of reaching consensus and favored the policies that resulted. Quickly, the park and many
of the dog training and advocacy organizations developed close relationships, merging opponents
with supporters through a process of buy-in that let pet enthusiasts enjoy parts of the park with
their animals. As the park used the plan to bring reasonable opponents into agreement, the
opponents of the plan were seen as extreme. Individualists who felt unfairly constrained by the
policies opposed the rules, others who could not imagine how their dogs affected other people's
experience, and especially in Marin County and at Point Reyes National Seashore, residents who
had difficulty negotiating the transition from rural open space to parkland, remained recalcitrant.
Dog control became the archetypal urban park administrative issue. No matter what the
Park Service decided, the issue never came to an end. Instead it followed cyclical patterns: policy
was implemented, local residents responded to efforts to control their behavior, the Park Service
or the CAC attempted to split the difference by distinguishing between animals on leash and off
leash and by clearly demarcating zones where animals were permitted and where they were not,
the issue quieted down, and then a new round of discussions began. Throughout the 1980s, at
Muir Beach, at Muir Woods, at Crissy Field, in the Olema Valley, near Bolinas Ridge, an
ongoing discussion about dogs, they and their owners' rights, the rights of other users, and the
prerogatives of the managing agency continued. At Crissy Field in the late 1980s, development
plans caused dog owners who used the Golden Gate Promenade to fear restrictions of their offleash privileges. At Ocean Beach, dogs threatened the snowy plover, an endangered species.240
The intersection between urban and rural, between preservation and use, between resource
management and individual prerogative, remained unclear at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area.
Managing the many beaches included in Golden Gate National Recreation Area led to
similar kinds of issues. Only a very few parks in the system offered beaches, limiting the Park
Service's experience. Those that did, such as Lake Mead National Recreation Area, enjoyed
greater control of ingress and egress than did the former city beaches included in Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. Cape Cod National Seashore, which entered the park system in 1966,
shared issues with Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Before 1970, parks with beaches were
not a priority of policymakers. Their very attractions precluded a primary position in agency
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strategy in a time when the parks reflected cultural impulses more thoroughly than recreational
ones. As they did in so many other ways, urban park areas forced a reassessment of agency
emphasis. Golden Gate National Recreation Area included a number of widely used beaches.
Ocean Beach, Muir Beach, Stinson Beach, Rodeo Beach, Phelan Beach (now called China
Beach), Baker Beach, and many other coastal areas were a recreational responsibility. The park
filled a function previously offered by other entities, diminishing the conceptual distance and
managerial distinctions between Golden Gate National Recreation Area and the state and local
park areas that preceded it. Since the park's establishment, NPS lifeguards have served at Stinson
Beach. Aquatic Park housed lifeguards between 1978 and 1985. It was more difficult for a Park
Service lifeguard in a bathing suit than for an interpretive ranger to make the claim that the park
elevated the human experience.
Beaches offered another of the innumerable situations in which different users were
bound to intrude upon each other's experience. The finite space at any beach and the range of
possible uses exacerbated the problems that such situations presented. Anarchy was not an
option. In the small spaces of most beaches, the demand was consistently great and the Park
Service's primary obligation became people management. Even in open space, the potential for
conflict between uses—and their users—remained considerable and beaches, attractive to almost
everyone, needed regulation. The possible problems were endless. Too many people made the
beach a congested experience, not pleasurable and hardly different from typical urban daily
endeavor such as driving in traffic. Unleashed animals at the beach interfered with other patrons;
"it is not conducive to picnicking at the beach," San Francisco resident Douglas Weinkauf wrote
to William Whalen, "when a loose dog defecates nearby." ! Beaches also held powerful
symbolic status as the representation of leisure for all. Their management presented a series of
issues far more like those of beaches elsewhere than of most national parks.
Beaches posed additional management problems. As more people enjoyed the time and
leisure to visit the ocean, the beaches became congested. Typically surrounded by homes and
other private property and reached by narrow, winding two-lane roads, the beaches became
sources of tension between local communities, park managers, and the enormous constituency
for their use throughout the Bay Area. Communities next to beaches often held proprietary
feelings about the waterfront and they organized active groups to further their ends. In some
cases, they regarded nearby public beaches as de facto private property. Planning became the
catalytic factor in balancing the demands of various constituencies. Again the Park Service
shaped its policies after receiving input from the entire spectrum of users and residents. Policy
making was the first step in an ongoing reevaluation of agency management goals, practices, and
sometimes standards. Once again, the realities of urban park management dictated that no
decision was ever final; reassessment was a crucial feature of managing beaches at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area.
San Francisco's diverse cultural climate made the Park Service beaches symbolic of the
complicated process of bringing agency standards in line with local norms. The Bay Area easily
accepted practices that would have been thought offensive elsewhere. One of these, clothingoptional beaches, illustrated the region's degree of tolerance and the Park Service's ability to be
flexible. In Marin County before the park's establishment, policy allowed people to swim
without attire at some beaches. That pattern of behavior, essentially a cultural choice, spread
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from Marin County south to Baker Beach and Lands End.242 The agency was again forced to
address an issue that was well beyond the experience of most park managers. The Park Service
fashioned a Solomonic response. In a policy that evolved over a decade, the Park Service
determined that it would respond to complaints about clothing-optional beaches, but without a
complaint park workers would not initiate action against nude bathers. This decision reflected the
Bay Area's openness, a growing cultural tolerance, and the sensibilities of individual freedom
that dominated the last quarter of the twentieth century. It sanctioned diplomacy as policy, an
ethic that served the agency well in the region's convoluted politics.
Although such a policy could be disconcerting, it made considerable sense in the context
of the many users and users of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Picture the scene early on
a Saturday morning at the end of summer 1998, approaching Muir Beach. The road winds down
from Chevron stations and diners, McDonalds and well-appointed homes tucked neatly into the
irrigated foliage of Marin County. Down from the hills to the narrow coastal plain, the view was
exquisite; fog rolled gently in but the sun soon melted it away. It was a breathtaking visit. Even
though it was early, a few people were already on the beach. Families with small children, dogs
galore, couples, and a few extreme athletes in the bright tones of postmodern Thinsulate
waterwear made a glorious crowd. A woman sat on a rock reading a book; it seems wonderful
way to spend a Saturday with a community of shared values—people doing what they enjoyed in
a beautiful setting without disturbing one another. Hiking past one rock abutment that made a
natural barrier was a different world, coexisting in parallel space. North of the rocks were a
collection of sunbathers, mostly men, mostly nude. It was a de facto clothing-optional beach, but
its feel was different. Not quite meat market, not quite the couples environments to the south of
the rocks, the people here had self-selected for their presence. They were comfortable, even as an
outsider, might not have been. I retreated, recognizing that I was not part of this place. The beach
on the other side of the rocks showed tolerance—on the part of regional culture, bathers, and
park managers. Regional culture sanctioned a wider array of behavior in public than most other
places tolerated and flexible management allowed easy coexistence. Park managers agreed not to
initiate action, bathers tacitly agreed to stay on their side of the rocks, and as a result, a wider
range of practice coexisted in small, carefully divided space. Yet the scenario also illustrated one
measure of difficulty in the park's "don't volunteer, respond only to complaint" policy. If an
outsider, who stumbled across a line likely well known to locals, complained, someone might
have to do something. Presumably they might have suggested a visitor return across the de facto
barrier of the rocks, but still, the presence of an intruder could have easily changed the moment
for all.
The growth of recreation as an industry in the 1970s and 1980s also challenged resource
management goals and policy at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Park Service history
again did not provide a blueprint; "demand for recreation at the park is divided between people
who want structured activities and facilities," one observer wrote in a succinct assessment of the
issues in 1979, "and those who want to go their own way."243 Creating rules for hikers, bikers,
and horseback riders was no easier than negotiating pet policies or the various constituencies of
beach users. Various issues, including personal security, competition for trails and other
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resources, sanctioned and unsanctioned activities, and permitted uses by the military and others
all forced the Park Service to broaden the role to which it was generally accustomed.
Hiking had been one of the most important recreational activities in Park Service history
and the inclination of people in the Bay Area spurred the importance of trail management and
development. Hiking had always been a staple park activity. In the Bay Area, the tradition of
recreational walking dated back nearly a century to John Muir and the founding of the Sierra
Club. To the people of the region, this activity stood out as one that defined the special local
relationship to the physical world that so many claimed as one of the distinctive features of Bay
Area life. Between 1972 and 1979, the agency developed trails throughout the park, adding links
between different areas, improving existing pathways, and generally facilitating hiking and
walking in urban and rural parts of the park. It also participated in the development Pacific Coast
Trail, the Bay Trail, and the Golden Gate Promenade, taking the lead role in countless situations.
Trails seemed one of the fastest ways to reward the constituencies, such as PFGGNRA,
that helped establish the park as well as a way to build relationships with every constituency in
the Bay Area. In the home of Sierra Club, hiking was more than exercise or recreation; it was a
symbolic activity that connected the people of the region.
The popularity of regional trails required vigilance, and beginning in 1979, security for
hikers became a pivotal local issue. A sociopath called the "Trailside Killer" stalked the Bay
Area. After killing a woman and wounding her male companion in a Santa Cruz state park, the
killer became one of the many hazards of city life. Unlike the city's Zodiac Killer of the decade
before, the Trailside Killer seemed somehow predictable. His killings seemed planned instead of
random; they followed a pattern that included parks and trail locales. Lincoln Park near Lands
End was the location of one of his murders; he killed two women in Point Reyes National
Seashore late in 1980. In response, advisories that warned people, especially women, not to hike
alone, were everywhere. The Park Service significantly increased security for hikers, but faced
the problem of a limited ranger force and an enormous area to patrol. When David Carpenter, a
fifty-year-old industrial arts teacher with a speech impediment and a history of sexual crime ,
was finally apprehended late in 1981, he had maps of Mount Tamalpais in his possession.244
After Carpenter's capture and eventual conviction, the perceived need for trail security
diminished, but remained an ever-present concern. In the Bay Area, home at the time to more
than three million people, security for hikers who sought solitude required a strategic response
from the Park Service.
Hiking remained a favored activity of park users, leading to a proposal for a "Bay Area
Ridge Trail," which surfaced during the late 1980s. The trail proposal accomplished a number of
important political goals as well as promoting an interlocking network of trails throughout the
Bay Area. The idea came from neighborhood activists, prominent among them Doris Lindfors, a
retired schoolteacher who previously led the Sweeney Ridge Trail Committee, and Dave Sutton
of the South Bay Trails Committee. Enthusiasts envisioned a complete network of trails inside
Golden Gate National Recreation Area that would join with trails outside the park to create a ring
around the Bay. The trails were expected to extend more than 400 miles, to nearly every corner
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of the three-county area, and allow easy access to hiking trails from almost anywhere in the Bay
Area.245
The combination of dedicated activists, a powerful federal presence, and the sense that
trails improved the quality of life made the project hard to resist. "Quality of life"
environmentalism became an issue of considerable significance, both as an indicator of the area's
attractiveness as well as a source of positive identity for communities. The Bay Area Ridge Trail
meant considerably more than a place to hike, ride a horse, or walk a dog. It also signaled a
commitment to the region's population to provide the kinds of amenities that made urban space
pleasurable. After the trail system's dedication in September 1989, it received acclaim from a
number of sources. "It's a wonderful project," opined the Marin Independent Journal when the
project was dedicated, "with the advent of the Ridge Trail, there's something to look forward
to."246
The Ridge Trail also gave equestrians, long a presence in Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, another opportunity for a continued presence. Private organizations had stables
within the park, some preceding the establishment of Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
The Golden Gate Stables at Muir Beach, the Presidio Stables at Rodeo Valley, the Miwok Valley
Association Stable in the Tennessee Valley, and other buildings meant that horses were a
frequent presence on park trails. The Park Service and the U.S. Park Police also used horses for
their mounted patrols and the Park Police kept a stable at Fort Miley. The result was a typical
situation for the Park Service at the park, another of the endless situations of managing
competing claims and constituencies.
Equestrians enjoyed a proprietary sense of the park, and some groups seemed not to
recognize that the advent of the park might compel them to change their practices. In 1977, the
Miwok Valley Association, an equestrian group that leased a private stable in the Tennessee
Valley that preceded the park, initiated a series of improvements without consulting the Park
Service. A flurry of activity, including a water supply project, attracted NPS attention. The
association had been grandfathered into the park, but after negotiations, its leaders agreed that
they would leave when their permit expired at the end of 1977. The dollars and effort the
organization expended on development suggested no thought of departing and the activities
caused environmental damage. Park technician Jim Milestone observed considerable erosion,
construction without Park Service supervision, and other signs of permanence and proprietary
behavior. "The MVA is entrenching themselves into a very ideal situation for running their
private equestrian activities on public land," Milestone observed. "Investing large sums of
monies into the project insures continuation of their activities." Milestone recommended better
NPS supervision if the agency thought the activities had only a minimal impact on the park and
its plans. If the impact was deemed considerable, then Milestone recommended close scrutiny
and a new policy for managing the operation.247
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Horses represented precisely the kind of class-based recreation that could influence park
policy. Elites comprised much of the riding population; many were longtime friends of the Park
Service, and horse riding enjoyed a long history in national parks. Equestrian clubs engaged in
the kind of activity that the Park Service recognized, validated, and understood, and in most
circumstances, horse riders enjoyed an easy camaraderie with the Park Service. Even though
horses could severely damage trails, leave mountains of waste, and intimidate hikers and other
users of the park, a combination of agency predisposition for the activity, historic use of the park
by horses, and the class, power, and status of many riders made the Park Service unlikely to
sanction horses. The Park Service could embrace horses and their riders because they shared a
value system and a vision, and it was easy for park managers to see the impact of horses as part
of the cost of running an urban area park. As a result, despite the concerns of scientists,
administrators, and CAC, horses found a place in the various management documents of the park
and the agency assiduously cultivated equestrians.248
The park's recreational features were attractive to another constituency, bicyclists who
used the roads and later the trails for recreation, transportation, and exercise. When Golden Gate
National Recreation Area was established in 1972, bicyclists made up only a small percentage of
park users. Bicycling was then considered mainly a child's activity. Among adults, only the
unusual, adult commuters, and enthusiasts rode bicycles. As Americans aged, bicycles fell by the
wayside. Between 1975 and 1985, Judith Crown and Glenn Coleman observed, "many aging
buyers of ten-speeds hung up their road bikes in garages, not far from the fondue pots and Pocket
Fishermen."249 American bicycles were largely made by Schwinn and Huffy, suitable for
youngsters but hardly the raw material of adventure. Even the famous Raleigh ten-speed was
little more than a basic transportation device. The advent of mountain biking in the early 1980s
revolutionized bicycling and created a new sport with much symbolic cachet. Mountain bike
races became cultural events that expressed a heightened individualism and the races helped
build constituency. Mountain bikes were carefree and even anarchic, and they allowed baby
boomers a taste of the freedom of their youth, symbolically located in the carefree and antiauthoritarian 1960s. To the generation raised on environmentalism, mountain bikes offered
another advantage; they gave riders a claim to environmental responsibility as well.
Mountain biking had its genesis in the Bay Area, which Gary Fisher, Joe Breeze, Charlie
Kelly, Michael Sinyard, and Tom Ritchey, who together founded the sport, called home. Mount
Tamalpais was the center of the universe to mountain bikers, the place from which their cultural
ethos sprang. Converting bicycles to hard, off-road work meant going back a generation to the
sturdy, thicker bikes of the 1950s with their balloon tires. Known affectionately as "clunkers,"
these became the progenitors of mountain bikes. By 1977, Joe Breeze had already built a frame
tailored to mountain riding; within one year, Fisher and Kelly were selling items called
"mountain bikes" for $1,300 apiece. By 1982, Michael Sinyard and his Specialized Bicycle
Components had produced the Stumpjumper, and sold 500 of them at a New York trade show in
February 1982. The "Rockhopper," an inexpensive version of the Stumpjumper at $399, quickly
became the most popular of the new bicycles. By the middle of the 1980s, mountain biking had
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become a fad with particular attraction for disaffected youth, the prototype for what later became
called "Generation X."250
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, mountain bikes presented a new dimension to
the ongoing questions of park and constituency management. Adjacent to Mount Tamalpais and
with the state park in its legislative boundaries, Golden Gate National Recreation Area was close
to the center of the mountain-biking universe; bikers quickly discovered the park and their
presence challenged other users. Their new technology visibly redefined outdoor experience and
etiquette; instead of being green, brown, and understated, the Generation-X mountain bikers
seemed loud and adorned in bright blues, reds, and yellows. Mountain bikes freed cyclists from
the roads, allowing them to ride the same trails where people rode horses or hiked. To those who
had long enjoyed the trails, mountain bikers seemed to crash through the woods without respect
for others. This led to the inevitable, a series of ongoing clashes between users with equally valid
claims to park trails, but little tolerance for one another. The Park Service was a natural ally of
hikers, but many in the park were avid mountain bikers as well. Another clash of cultures in
which the Park Service was to serve as referee began.
The hikers and horse riders quickly gained the upper hand in the hiker-biker wars, as they
came to be called. Hikers and equestrians were a familiar constituency to the Park Service, and
they tended to be far more sedate than bikers. They dressed in earth tones, were quiet and moved
at a pace to which the Park Service—and each other—were accustomed. Hikers and equestrians
seemed to be of the age and class of the people who set park policy, who served on the CAC and
who attended meetings. Mountain bikers by contrast seemed out of control. They were young,
wore bright colors, and raced around with abandon. The parallel between younger mountain
bikers and Generation-X skateboarders, with their plaintive "skateboarding is not a crime"
slogan was clear; the difference between constituencies was age and inclination. If hikers in their
lightweight garb represented the back-to-nature ethos of appropriate technology that stemmed
from the 1960s, best exemplified by Stewart Brand and the Whole Earth Catalogue, young
mountain-bikers represented a new future, the embrace of technology to free the self in nature.252
The Park Service found affinity with hikers and equestrians, no surprise in its
circumstances. A little staid by the 1980s and unsure of itself during the Reagan-era assault on
the federal bureaucracy, the Park Service held close its oldest friends, those who fashioned the
park system and who prized it for its democratic purposes, which they casually translated as their
own perspective. In a social and technological climate that tilted toward new values, the Park
Service possessed few of the intellectual and cultural tools to sort out the new terrain. Despite its
efforts to shape a future in urban parks, much of agency policy still focused on the crown jewels,
the expansive national parks of lore. When faced with new and adamant constituencies, the Park
Service relied on its past. This decision may have been a tactical reflection of the agency's fears
instead of its hopes, for by the middle of the 1980s, the Park Service was in chaos. The Reagan
years had been hard for all federal agencies. Without adequate resources, a chance for the new
parks that remained the lifeblood of agency constituency, and under the leadership of new
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director William Penn Mott, who had been a potent adversary as head of the California state park
department, the Park Service felt exposed and vulnerable. Only its old friends, the ones who had
2S"2

always saved it, could bring the agency back from the morass into which it appeared to slide.
Organized and influential equestrians and similar users seemed far more dependable allies than
anarchic young mountain bikers.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area was different, a test case for the development of a
new park ideal, and the existing formulas did not apply as well with the regional neighbors of the
Bay Area. The tensions that the hiker-biker conflict created illustrated one of the primary issues
that always seemed to return to haunt park managers: at Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
the Park Service continuously faced the uncomfortable situation of having to divide up different
kinds of uses on essentially qualitative, that is to say value-based, terms. Although the Park
Service closely measured the impact of activities on park resources, the qualitative nature of
decisions, the simple ranking of values, intruded. As long as American society accepted specific
ideas about the hierarchy of values—when common culture asserted that a certain kind of
experience was expected from national parks areas—these distinctions were easily made and
upheld. As cultural relativism, the idea that values were all the same, became one of the
byproducts of the 1960s upheavals, the certainty of earlier definitions became much harder to
sustain. A national recreation area had many of the same features as a national park, but its
purpose was different. Technologies changed the nature of possible experience and sorting those
differences became the Park Service's nightmare.
Public response revealed this fundamental difference in perception. By 1985, Mount
Tamalpais had become a battleground between mountain bikers, the state park system, and other
park users. The conflict spilled over into Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Harold Gilliam,
a Bay Area columnist, agreed that bicycles should be allowed in Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, but advocated excluding mountain bikes from the designated wilderness in
Point Reyes National Seashore. The Wilderness Act of 1964 banned mechanical traffic in
wilderness areas, but the original 1965 United States Forest Service regulations defined
"mechanical" as not powered by a living source. As a result, bicycling was permitted in
wilderness areas and bicycles did travel wilderness trails in Point Reyes National Seashore until
1985. That year, the Park Service followed a Forest Service revision of the rules that banned all
"mechanical transport" from designated wilderness. The ruling set off a storm; administrative
discretion ruled out an activity with twenty years of legal sanction, it seemed to biking
advocates, precisely because the activity became more popular. The number of off-road bikes, as
mountain bicycles were then called, changed the terrain, Gilliam averred, and bikers needed to
abide by the rules and restrictions that governed public conduct.254
Gilliam's columns took the battle from the state park to Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. Although Gilliam's perspective reflected a legitimate interpretation of statute, biking
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enthusiasts responded as if their very sport was under attack. Despite the official designation,
"Point Reyes and Golden Gate National Recreation Area are not wilderness areas in any sense,"
observed June L. Legler of Oakland in a response. "You have mountain bikes confused with
motorcycles," Bob Shenker pointed out in a sentiment typical of biking advocates. "We are not a
group of oil drillers," another averred, linking the mountain bikers to the environmentalist ethic
of the park.255 The lines were clearly drawn; despite support for the bikers in the newspaper, the
Park Service had uneasy relations with a constituency that was crucial—in its demography and
future voting patterns—to the future of open space in the United States.
The transformation was driven by changes in mountain bike technology. While racing
initiated the development of the new bicycles, the aging of the people who might ride them
contributed greatly to their popularity. Mountain bikes had larger gear ratios and more gears than
the conventional three- or ten-speed machine, making it easier to climb hills and removing just
enough of the physical difficulty from the activity to convert it to a recreational pastime. In
essence, mountain bikes did what mass technologies had always done for the recreation user:
they made an activity easier to enjoy by making it less physically demanding. For the baby
boomers who seemed to want their youth to continue forever, the mountain bike answered a deep
need. It contributed to a sense of undiminished vigor, the illusion that age did not need to slow
anyone even a little bit.
Most mountain bikers were law-abiding adults who enjoyed the sport as recreation and
supported park policy, but like any technology that promoted speed and daring, the new bikes
appealed to youth, especially young males, the prototypes of Generation X. They could be found
careening down the roads of Marin County at breakneck speeds and soon were riding "singletrack" trails and paths in Golden Gate National Recreation Area as well as Mount Tamalpais.
The etiquette and culture of Generation X was different than that of the baby boomers, and they
became a source of contention that illustrated the difficulties of managing a national park area in
an urban setting. To many of the park's conventional users, mountain bikers did not respect
nature or other users of the resource. Despite organizations such as the Bicycle Trails Council of
Marin, a mainstream organization that sought to bridge the gaps between mountain bikers and
hikers and other constituencies, the tension in the Bay Area about the appropriate use of open
spaces mounted.
The Park Service generally sided with traditional users, effectively casting the new
technologies and their users aside. Mountain bikes had become popular with far more people
than the brightly colored racers who defined the sport to the public and shaped park opinion
about mountain biking in general. By the mid-1980s, bicycling had been reinvented as a
widespread pastime. As cyclists spread through the population, a series of decisions cast their
activity out of one of the primary open spaces in the Bay Area. In 1987, the National Park
Service ruled that all trails in national park areas were closed to bicycles unless park officials
designated them as open. The Park Service had long been a centralized agency and this ruling
gave park administrators considerably greater leeway than before on an important policy issue,
allowing managers to respond to local needs but simultaneously creating inconsistency in the
national park system. It left Golden Gate National Recreation Area in one of the circumstances
that management plans did not address. Worse, two active and vital constituencies disagreed and
resource management and other guidelines did not offer a clear solution.
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At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, in the middle of the heart of mountain biking
country, park staff made a concerted effort to fairly assess the impacts of different kinds of use.
In a series of meetings and memos in early 1988, the natural resources staff assessed the impacts
they believed they could attribute to different kinds of use. Dogs chased and killed wildlife,
marked territory and possibly affected wildlife behavior, bothered people, and left waste. Horses
started new trails off of formalized trails, left manure on trails and in other use areas, accelerated
erosion on and off trails, and deteriorated riparian areas. Bicycles and their riders widened and
deepened minor social trails, made their own trails, caused ruts and water channeling in tire
tracks, rode through endangered and rare plant habitats, scarred areas too steep for other users,
and caused severe loss of top soil. Hikers and other pedestrians also created social trails,
disturbed sensitive flora, initiated erosion, poached, and left garbage.256 Assessing the collective
impacts from a resource management perspective and regulating use presented an enormous
challenge.
Local discretion forced the Park Service's hand. Despite the effort to broadly assess
impact, the park remained captive of its most powerful constituencies, the environmental groups
that had been its mainstay since PFGGNRA helped found the park in 1972. These were the
single most consistent supporters of the park, the ones who backed it year after year. After three
years of assessing possible programs, the park followed Park Service history and the tacit
inclinations of park personnel. In the Marin Trail Use Designation Environmental Assessment
Staff Report of October 24, 1990, Golden Gate National Recreation Area banned bicycles from
all but designated trails in the Marin Headlands and Point Reyes National Seashore. The
response was entirely predictable. Protests abounded. Bikers and their friends howled at the
ruling, seeing it as class and cultural warfare. "Dog owners: the GGNRA staff plans to restrict
you next! Help us stop them!" read one mountain biker broadside that sought to identify other
constituencies threatened by the ruling. Mountain bikers thought that they were persecuted by a
confederation of older, wealthier users. "Some hikers and equestrians can't get used to a new
user group," observed Tim Blumenthal of the International Mountain Bicycling Association
(IMBA), a group formed in 1988 in Bishop, California, to promote responsible riding. "Bikes go
faster and are more colorful, so it's easy to see how they can be unsettling." Statistics failed to
demonstrate to Blumenthal's satisfaction that mountain bikes were hazards on the trails and he
could not accept the restrictions. The lines were drawn, as clearly as ever.257
The resolution of this issue became another question of politics instead of management
by objective. Again the letters poured in; again a combination of self-interest, enlightened and
otherwise, and concern for the condition of the resource dominated the perspectives. Hikers felt
threatened by mountain bikers, and many of those who sought limits on bicycle use were people
of power and influence. Their complaints addressed to the park usually were forwarded to United
States representatives, senators, and other political leaders. Hikers also used bicycles in the park.
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Many of their letters supported the new policies but asked for specific exceptions for the writer's
favorite biking trail. Equally as many angry letters from bike advocates reached the agency, and
the ban put the Park Service in the position of siding with one constituency against another,
anathema in the complicated politics of the Bay Area.258
The sheer volume of concern forced Golden Gate National Recreation Area officials to
reevaluate their policy. After long and tortured deliberations, in December 1992, the final
mountain bike policy at Golden Gate National Recreation Area was announced. The policy kept
much of the park closed to mountain bikes. In the view of Jim Hasenauer, IMBA president, the
final policy was "virtually unchanged" from the original proposal. "It cuts existing riding
opportunities by half," Hasenauer observed. The Park Service offered its decision as a
compromise, but many among the mountain bikers regarded the policy as victory of privilege
over ordinary people. While PFGGNRA and the Park Service showed that 64 percent of the 72.6
miles of trails in Golden Gate National Recreation Area were open to biking, mountain bikers
pointed out that every single-track trail, the narrow tracks mountain-bikers favored , in the park
was closed to them. Mountain bikers thought that the rules discriminated against them; they were
even excluded from some fire roads that NPS trucks traveled, eliminating even the widest trails
within the park. The Park Service countered by pointing to erosion that bikes caused on fire
roads. "There's no good reason to ban bikes in the GGNRA," Hasenauer exclaimed, rallying the
mountain biking constituency.259
The different sides had become polarized during the fray and the final policy, an attempt
at compromise, satisfied no one. Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Mount Tamalpais
evolved into the "most extreme mountain biking conflict ever," Gary Sprung, IMBA
communications director, recalled a decade after the scrape. "It was ironic that it happened in the
birthplace of mountain biking." The Bicycle Trails Council of Marin (BTCM), which in 1989
organized volunteer mountain bicycle patrols to help educate bikers in Mount Tamalpais State
Park and also developed a "Trips for Kids" program to take inner city children on bicycle trips,
took the lead in battling the new policy. Working with IMBA, the Bicycle Trails Council of the
East Bay, and other bicycling organizations, BTCM spearheaded a lawsuit that charged that the
"Designated Bicycles Routes Plan" violated the National Environmental Policy Act and the
Golden Gate National Recreation Area authorizing act. According to the suit, the decision was
reached with insufficient public involvement and did not meet the demands of statute, and it
requested an injunction to prevent implementation of the plan. The contention of the suit was
rejected by the courts, reaffirming that, in a legal sense, there is no significant difference between
a national park and a national recreation area.260
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The mountain biking community was split into three broad categories: radical riders who
flouted the system, mainstream riders who sought to work within the system, and bikers who
engaged in other activities and sought to bridge gaps between the different groups. Responses to
the park policy varied according to the groups' political stance. Angry cyclists cut "guerrilla
trails," unauthorized paths through areas that the park designated as off-limits to cyclists. The
pinnacle of this was the "New Paradigm Trail," a trail initiated in 1994 that was an overtly
political statement. The trail was built in secret without government authorization and kept
hidden from all but those in the mountain biking community. Cyclists used the trail for two or
three years until Marin Municipal Water District discovered and destroyed it. The trail became a
cause celebre for Bay Area cyclists, who regarded its development as civil disobedience and its
destruction as perfidy. Wilderness Trail Bikes, which built its own bicycles, had been involved in
bicycle advocacy since the beginning of fat tire bicycling. The company issued a widely
reproduced broadside that championed the cyclists' cause, arguing for a strong relationship
between cycling and environmental ethics.261
The New Paradigm Trial was guerrilla theater as well as a bike trail; the energy,
enthusiasm, and clearly articulated perspective of its advocates signaled a constituency that the
Park Service could and likely should have cultivated. The link between cyclists and
environmentalism offered a new and potentially powerful constituency for the Park Service, but
the agency and its friends rejected the concept. In response, the Sierra Club joined the agency
against the renegade mountain bikers, furthering polarizing the situation and alienating mountain
bikers. Although the bicycling groups lost their lawsuit against the park, the implications for park
management were clear. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the Park Service could
expect challenges from activity constituencies it chose not to accommodate. Anywhere in the
park system such a situation presented a political risk, but in the politics of the Bay Area, its
dimensions were accentuated.
The mountain biking situation represented the limits of policy. In part because the GMP did not
address bicycling and in part because mountain bikers did not form the kinds of groups that other
constituencies did, the agency could not bring enough mountain bikers into the process to
achieve the kind of buy-in that made planning a success at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. Even though Commissioner Rich Bartke remembered that the mountain bike issue as a
"simple decision of what roads and trails could be specified for bike use by the Superintendent
under national park policies without damaging the resource," the tension continued. Unlike the
conservation and environmental groups and even the kennel clubs, mountain bikers did not
respond to the invitations to participate that the agency offered. Their reticence and the close ties
between the Park Service and mountain biking opponents left the cyclists outside the loop.
"After four public hearings, two-thirds of the park's roads and trails were designated for
mountain biking. Bartke remembered. "Most bikers accepted that. A handful continued their
polemics, to little effect."263 Some mountain bikers were happy outside the system.; they could
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engage in Edward Abbey-like anarchism, challenging the system in a sophomoric manner
without any responsibility for the results. But the disintegration of relationships meant that the
issue continued in an adversarial fashion, a less than optimal result.
The Park Service felt the need to sanction only one activity other than mountain biking
that took place in the park, hang gliding. This new sport resembled mountain biking, for its
genesis came from new technologies and seemed to the Park Service to flout the conventions of
the park system. Like mountain biking, hang gliding had a sense of reckless individual daring
about it. It too could be seen as irreverent and maybe even disrespectful of the park and the
values for which it stood. Hang gliding was also dangerous; fliers strapped in metal framed
contraptions with brightly colored fabric wings ran downhill and caught a favorable wind that
carried them out over the ocean. They sailed down in front of the sandstone cliffs at Fort
Funston, angling for a landing on the beach; sometimes they reached it. In comparison with
another similar activity the Park Service long sanctioned, rock climbing, hang gliding seemed
arbitrary. When a rock climber fell, it usually resulted from their own shortcoming; when a hang
glider got into trouble, mere fate often seemed the cause. Although legal and permissible, hang
gliding required the deployment of agency resources in case of accident or emergency. It had
been forbidden in national forest wilderness by the Forest Service's 1984 policy statement,
establishing a precedent for barring the activity from the park. After considerable protest, the
Park Service negotiated restrictions with hang-gliding associations, yielding to their needs but
exacting promises that the activity would be run safely and that the organizations would police
their own members. By 1987, the process worked so well that in plans for East Fort Baker, the
Park Service proposed that sailboarders, windsurfers, sea kayakers, and other water sports
organizations be enticed into similar arrangements.264
Golden Gate National Recreation Area also experienced another kind of use with the
potential to impact park values. The military retained a close relationship that included a
significant number of ongoing uses of the park for training purposes. Initially, the military
continued its activities as if there had been no transfer of Presidio and other former military land.
Although military activities usually remained low profile during the six years that followed the
park's establishment in 1972, some park officials found the prospect of a continuing military
presence unnerving. Others recognized considerable value in the military's ongoing presence and
its ability to apply its resources to all kinds of management problems. On June 17 and 18, 1978,
several military branches staged a mock amphibious assault, MINIWAREX-78, also called
Operation Surf and Turf, on the Marin Headlands. Two units, named the "Blue" and "Orange"
forces, battled each other as visitors watched in astonishment. Park rangers warned some visitors
on the Headlands and restricted the movement of others. Although the event took place with both
the consent and cooperation of the Park Service, the arrival of reserve units from Marine Corps,
the Navy, the Army, the National Guard, and the Coast Guard became a source of consternation.
Most of the operation took place at night in the Rodeo Valley subdistrict. By midmoming the
following day, the operation was over and the Park Service reported little damage to its
property.265
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Operation Surf and Turf prompted important questions about the relationship between the
park and the military. Since the park's establishment, the Golden Gate National Recreation Area
staff sought to minimize the visible presence of the military within park boundaries. In part, this
was an issue of perception. Much of the park had belonged to the Army, and after the 1974
transfer of three forts, Barry, Cronkhite, and Baker, the Park Service needed to show the public
that it ran the areas formerly administered by the military. From the Park Service perspective, the
public perception that the agency and not the military administered the region was significant.
Yet cultural differences that made it hard for the NPS to implement its objectives persisted. "To
me, the tensions that existed were based upon the 'culture' of the two agencies involved," Rich
Bartke remembered. "Park Service employees were professional 'nice guys' who were trained to
negotiate, and cooperate. The military, particularly Army brass, were trained 'tough guys' whose
mission was to take and control land, and who took no heed of public opinion other than
congressional appropriations committees." Park ranger Boyd Burtnett observed that the June
1978 training operation was the largest he had seen in almost five years at the Marin Headlands;
if the Park Service genuinely sought to diminish the military presence in the park, Burtnett
believed, the operation was "a step backwards." In the aftermath of Operation Surf and Turf,
Associate Regional Director John H. Davis decided that the time had come to "lay some ground
rules" about military endeavors inside the park.266 Clearly the relationship between the Park
Service and military had begun to change. At the inception of the park, the Army and the other
branches retained primacy in the relationship with the Park Service. As the decade ended, the
Park Service no longer simply accepted a junior role and seemed willing to confront the military
in new ways.
Military training operations continued inside park boundaries, in part in a spirit of
cooperation and in part the result of the cold reality of the power disparity between the two
organizations. The park encouraged the military to stay, "partly to help pay the bills," Bartke
recalled, "and partly because the park was made up of fonner military bases whose cultural
resources were deep in military history. The presence of uniforms on the former bases was seen
as a real plus by many involved in park planning." This sentiment reflected only one point of
view. Some NPS people were glad to still see uniforms, but many preferred uniforms to real
soldiers with their real issues. In the recollection of one long-time park employee, "manikins
with uniforms might have been preferable as long as they could fire the salute cannon at 5:00."
Golden Gate National Recreation Area contained, reflected, and interpreted the military past,
through its operation of various former Army posts. Also, each October a Navy festival, Fleet
Week, took place, which typically included an aerial demonstration by the Blue Angels, the
service's flight demonstration team. The pattern of occasional land use also continued. In 1979,
the Marin Headlands were closed for another amphibious landing exercise; in 1981 at Fort
Cronkhite, intentional explosions and tear gas were used during training.267 As late as 1999, the
Marine Corps planned a landing at Baker Beach or Crissy Field, both heavily used by visitors.
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What had been military land in 1971 had become a park resource in 1999 and the Department of
Defense had to seek a permit for its action. The Presidio Trust denied permission, but military
use of the park continued to be one of the recurring issues at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area.
The park also grandfathered in vestiges of the military era, practices and other functions
that existed before the founding of the park. East Fort Baker had long been used for Army
Reserve functions. This continued until 2000, and the military's final departure was expected as
the new century began. Officers quarters remained in use at Fort Mason, as late as December
1998, the Fort Mason officers' club remained in service, and the Army chapel at Fort Mason
only closed its doors in 1997. Beginning in 1998, planning for the transformation of the central
post of Fort Baker to park use became a major project of Golden Gate National Recreation Area
and GGNPA.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area also contained numerous inholdings, areas of
private property located within the park boundaries. These privately held lands were typically
anathema to the Park Service, a source of management difficulty because owners could make
individual decisions about their lands and could impact not only the experience of park visitors
but in many circumstances, the ecology, natural setting, and sometimes even the viability of
portions of parks. In many situations, inholdings became the single most vexatious issue for park
managers, the sole set of circumstances that many parks could not manage to their satisfaction.268
But inholdings at Golden Gate National Recreation Area were less troublesome to managers than
at parks without a recreational mission. In the Bay Area park, designed to accommodate many
uses at the same time, the conflicts about landownership became a question of constituent needs
and desires. Often, despite the diversity of their perspectives, inholders were less problematic
than competing interest groups.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area surrounded perhaps the most unique inholding in
the national park system, the Green Gulch Ranch, a Zen Buddhist retreat. The ranch had been the
property of George Wheelwright III, the scion of a Massachusetts family who worked with
Edwin Land on the invention of the Polaroid Land camera in 1948. Wheelwright and his wife,
Hope, came to Marin County in 1945, bought the Green Gulch Ranch, and started a boy's riding
school. The Wheelwrights raised cattle, supplementing their income with money George
Wheelwright earned by consulting. In 1966, the Wheelwrights became involved in Synanon, a
system for living founded by Chuck Dederich that showed remarkable success treating drug
addicts. When Hope Wheelwright was stricken by cancer, her will included a gift of Green
Gulch ranch to Synanon. After her death, Dederich and Synanon planned to sell the lower
portion of the ranch to raise money for another project, an eventuality that made Wheelwright
rethink the bequest. In a complicated series of maneuvers, he and his attorney, Richard Sanders,
were able to nullify the gift.269
After the nullification, Wheelwright sought an appropriate recipient for the ranch he
loved. Determined to make a gift of the ranch, he considered many offers. At one point, he
planned to give it to the local school district; but one of the school board members made what a
close confidant of the Wheelwrights, Yvonne Rand, described as "uncharitable" comments about
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Wheelwright, and that arrangement came to an end. In another often told story, a group of Native
Americans sought the property, but after a disagreement among themselves, they failed to sign
the transfer papers. Soon after, Wheelwright departed on an extended trip, and Sanders was left
to arrange the gift of the property. Sanders sought advice of a number of people involved in land
conservation in the Bay Area. Both Huey Johnson, then the western region director of The
Nature Conservancy and founder of the Trust for Public Land, and Stewart Brand of the Whole
Earth Catalog suggested the San Francisco Zen Center. Suzuki Roshi, the founder and moving
spirit behind the San Francisco Zen Center, died in December 1971 after a brief illness, and his
successor, Richard Baker, recognized the Green Gulch Ranch as the embodiment of Roshi's
principles. Baker spearheaded a drive to purchase the ranch, which occurred with Johnson's
guidance. In the end, the upper part of the ranch went to the Park Service for Golden Gate
National Recreation Area and the lower part to the Zen Center. Wheelwright found the precepts
of Buddhism appealing, the faith was, he often said, the rare major religion that "didn't make
war on nonbelievers." One of two Zen Buddhist retreats inside a national park area in the
United States, the Green Gulch Ranch became a fixture.
The Green Gulch Ranch represented an array of similar entities inside the park and once
more illustrated the complicated precepts of management at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. More than at any traditional national park area, Golden Gate National Recreation Area
staff spent their time managing constituencies of all kinds, meeting, discussing, negotiating,
cajoling, responding and otherwise seeking to shape the terms of discourse to reflect the values
of the park system and its managers, the National Park Service. The degree of difficulty involved
in this crucial endeavor was enormous. Even as the park moved from reactive response to
planned, proactive initiative following the approval of the GMP in 1980, the pull of the vast
number of constituencies and their desires remained the single most powerful influence on dayto-day park management.
The GMP gave the Park Service a set of plans, but even the formalized participatory
planning process could not always yield the respect for agency goals that the agency sought.
After the plan, the Park Service had high goals and more clearly articulated plans, and in many
situations, this swayed recalcitrant elements of the public. Yet there were limits. Not every
constituency respected the goals of the Park Service and when they did not get what they wanted,
even when they participated in the process, constituent groups were apt to ignore agency
objectives and fight for pure self-interest. In part this resulted from the fractious politics of San
Francisco and the Bay Area, in part from proprietary feelings about parklands, and in part from
growing disrespect for the federal government and its agencies. Even the plan, even careful
cultivation of supporters and participation in setting goals could not always yield the results the
Park Service needed.
The most tendentious question the agency faced remained the definition of the purpose of
a national recreation area. Because Golden Gate National Recreation Area could truly be all
things to all people all of the time, the most difficult task the Park Service faced was to define
appropriate and inappropriate uses of the park. In its interaction with constituent groups, the
agency repeatedly encountered individuals and organizations that could define their activity as
recreation and muster political and often grassroots support for their perspective. In the age of
weakening federal institutions that followed the election of 1980, the realities of this situation
prompted the Park Service in sometimes uncomfortable ways. Even statutory obligations and
agency policies such as resource management did not always provide the Park Service with
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cover from the desires of constituents. Even when agency obligations dictated otherwise, the
agency gave in to constituencies simply because they were able to muster influence or attract so
much press attention that adherence to planning documents cost more in long-term positioning
than it was worth to the agency. Park Service actions always seemed designed to further the
process of winning public approval, and as constituent groups bought into agency plans their
proprietary sense of objectives pushed the agency even harder. With the clarity of mission for the
agency as a whole diminishing and in the least clearly defined category of area, a national
recreation area, the managers at Golden Gate National Recreation Area grappled with the
purpose of their park on a daily basis.
By the mid-1970s, the Park Service faced challenges to its discretion on a number of
fronts. In the decade since George Hartzog, Jr. installed the tripartite management structure that
defined each park as natural, historic, or recreational, and arrangement for management in
accordance with such values, the Park Service lost considerable autonomy. New federal
legislation and a changing cultural climate hamstrung the agency. The National Historic
Preservation Act, NEPA, the Endangered Species Act and other pieces of environmental
legislation curtailed agency management prerogative, compelling the Park Service to document
and defend its actions while proscribing specific patterns of management. The Park Service had
counted on its friends in the public since the days of Stephen T. Mather, but the cultural
revolution of the late 1960s created and empowered a more critical public. Private citizens and
even organizations such as the National Parks and Conservation Association increasingly
criticized agency policy and opposed decisions. Dependent on its public, the Park Service needed
to re-evaluate its policies and practices.271
Even as the agency undertook such measures, the very nature of what constituted a
national park was changing. Until the 1960s, national park areas had generally been created
through a cooperative process between the Department of the Interior, the Park Service,
Congress, and in the case of national monuments, the president. By the mid-1970s, Congressman
Phil Burton, the founder of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, had become a power in
Congress. One of his primary tools to persuade recalcitrant opponents to vote with him was to
give them a little of what politicians call "pork," projects that brought federal revenue to their
districts. Burton became the master of what came to be known as "parkbarreling," the process of
obviating opposition by proposing a national park area in the opponent's district. In two major
bills, the first of which passed in 1978, Burton dramatically increased the number of units in the
park system almost entirely without consulting the agency.272 As a result, the Park Service
managed a broader and more diverse mandate, making existing regulations increasingly archaic.
At the same time, the Park Service remained ambivalent about recreation, but
increasingly found it thrust upon the agency. The agency ultimately emerged victorious from its
battle with the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation during Stewart Udall's tenure as secretary of the
Interior in the 1960s, but in winning, made itself the federal agency in charge of recreation by
default. This triumph yielded a problem: having claimed recreation as its turf and successfully
battled to prove it, the agency had to do something with it. Recreation had been an afterthought
since the creation of Boulder Dam Recreation Area, now Lake Mead National Recreation Area,
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in 1936, and as late as 1970, remained peripheral to main currents of agency policy. As the
nation grappled with urban uprisings, empowered constituencies, and as the need for outdoor
space of all kinds became dire, recreation finally demanded the agency's full attention.
This combination of factors made the tripartite management that George Hartzog
embraced obsolete. The Park Service had lost much of its power with its supporters and a great
deal of its cachet. It needed to prove its worth to its old friends, make new ones, and maintain its
relationships with Congress. Even though Burton failed in a bid for majority leader of the U.S.
House by one vote, he remained a powerful advocate of urban, historical, and other kinds of
parks. The Park Service recognized that the faux wilderness parks were more a part of its past
than its future. Burton created dozens of small historical parks, the agency embraced the urban
mission at the core of the "parks to the people, where the people are" ethos, and soon, the agency
found itself with a large recreational component among its parks. Policy had to respond, and the
codification of the three management books into one, in which all park areas were governed by
the same doctrine, followed. The agency maintained flexibility by allowing management by zone
within parks, so that areas that had obvious primary values could be managed in accordance with
those features.
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the new mandate contributed to the
broadening of the park's management philosophy. Despite its many natural attributes, Golden
Gate generally had been managed first as recreational space. The new directives demanded more
comprehensive management of the park, much more attention to resource management, and far
greater cognizance of the difference between various areas of the park. Master-planning at
Golden Gate quickly reflected the decentralized management by zone at the core of the new
program. The park was spread-out and diverse and no Park Service policy better suited it than
the ability to divide the park into discrete areas and management accordingly. The new program
simultaneously increased the importance of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and helped
create a management structure that reflected the park's needs. The end to the isolation of the
recreational category helped prepared the park for its role as a premier urban national park area.
Thus, the remarkable public interest—indeed investment—in the park also yielded great
benefits. The uproar could pillory the Park Service, its managers, their policies and plans, and
even statute; it could just as easily back them against all manner of outside threats. In the
complicated and sometimes precarious management situation in the Bay Area, the Park Service
experienced and recognized circumstances that could work for and against it. The agency's
remedy—planning and the implementation of its results—helped create the basis of ongoing
management by principle and goal. In as many ways as the variety of constituencies challenged
the park, they supported its goals with equal vigor.
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Chapter 6:
Natural Resources Management
in a National Recreation Area
Among the many responsibilities of the Park Service at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, natural resources management is remarkable for the incredible array of responsibilities it
encompassed and for the vast amount of time and attention it required. The park included three
distinctly separate kinds of resources, the built, semi-natural, and natural environment. The
park's wide expanse, different natural and built settings, myriad purposes, and sheer
unwieldiness compelled a series of connected yet simultaneously discrete patterns of
management. The park contained diverse natural features, including more threatened and
endangered species than Yosemite, coastal and underwater resources, and typical natural
resources such as scenic vistas and shorelines. Conventional management issues and themes such
as visitor impact, grazing, and exotic species demanded constituency management. The unique
array of features that the park encompassed compelled a broader approach to natural resource
management than was typical in other similar park areas as well as more sophisticated planning
to accommodate park constituencies.
Natural resource management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area became the
boldest attempt in federal history to manage nature in an urban context. Unlike the large national
parks in remote areas, at Golden Gate National Recreation Area the Park Service had little
control over the impact of people on natural resources. The many park holdings created
contradictory responsibilities. In the manner that people management involved persuading the
public to see the virtues of the park in new ways, natural resources management demanded
sensitivity to public needs as well as to the physical environment. Compliance with the statutes
that governed agency practice loomed equally large. Golden Gate National Recreation Area
seemed to contain everything: open spaces that included wildland with little evident human
impact and recreational space, urban flora, exotic species, beaches, marshes, tide pools, the
ocean, grasslands and grazing, and the complicated impact of people on land and water. Any
form of management was a daunting task, one that required both compliance with regulations
and an effort to persuade the public of the value of the goals that underpinned policy.
Finding a balance between use and protection became the defining goal of natural
resources management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The Park Service historically
erred on the side of protection, but this orientation proved a frustrating task in a park devoted to
use. The natural features that the Park Service typically preserved were only part of a much
greater integrated whole at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. As a result of the park's
national recreation area designation, the public did not always recognize justification for
restricting use anywhere in Golden Gate National Recreation Area. No single category illustrated
the complications of Golden Gate National Recreation Area better than natural resources
management.
The difference between a national recreation area and a traditional national park, the
public's perception of their different purposes, again intruded not only on the process of making
decisions about natural resources, but equally on the assessment of the value of those resources.
Even after recognition of the park's significance as a natural resource in 1988, when Golden
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Gate National Recreation Area received the designation of International Biosphere Reserve from
the United Nations, the historic distinctions between categories of areas in the park system still
influenced perception if not policy. Despite a generation of managing all park units under the
same policies, park managers still reacted to a resource management issue in an urban park in a
different way than they might at one of the traditional national parks. In part, this stemmed from
perception and the influence of park users and other constituencies. "Difference" often came to
mean the degree of difficulty associated with managing the resource.
Management questions at Golden Gate National Recreation Area were intrinsically tied
to questions of use in a manner that would have shocked park managers at Yellowstone or
Glacier National Parks. The complicated and multifaceted dimensions of the Park Service
mission governed policy and decision-making. At the recreation area, the Park Service engaged
in a delicate balancing act within the constraints created by an active and powerful community.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area managed more people and their impact on natural
resources than any other park unit in the system. The combination of the consequence of the
many kinds of daily use, such as running, bicycling, dog-walking, and countless other activities,
combined with the mandates of natural resource management, required great attention.
The difficulty of implementing even the most well-conceived program based on planning
documents and scientific research illustrated the fundamental and basic issue of resource
management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. In the Bay Area, planning helped create a
process that moved the Park Service from reaction to anticipation, but it was only one part of a
larger set of questions. These turned on the combination of the proprietary sense of users about
the park, their adamant desire to hold fast to their values, which differed greatly from group to
group, and the political clout they could bring to bear. The cooperation at the core of the park's
strategy hamstrung the agency when it came to specific goals in areas such as resource
management. The Park Service's commitment to participation assured public input and indeed
respect, but conversely made implementation of the very plans constituencies approved more
difficult. Natural resource management planning became a bind that pitted park goals against
constituency desires. As the park formalized management goals with constituency input and
approval, those constituencies sought new ends. Natural resource management and the plans it
created laid important groundwork, but the ground consistently shifted.
The transformation of the legal structure in which parks operated catapulted resource
management to a position of greater importance in the national park system following World
War II. During the first three decades of the Park Service's existence, resource management had
been an uneven and sometimes haphazard process. Prior to the 1940s, the agency's primary
concern had been constructing facilities to accommodate its growing constituency. Landscape
architects played an enormously important role in the Park Service during this time, their efforts
culminating in "parkitecture," the proto-environmental design that characterized New Deal
construction in the parks. Beginning in 1945, the Park Service moved toward more integrated
park management, using scientific principles as the basis for management decisions. The agency
capitalized on the availability of newly minted college graduates to professionalize its staff.
Science and scientists became increasingly significant to the agency and its direction. The
Leopold Report of 1963 solidified the position of scientific management in the agency, giving
the discipline of ecology a much greater claim on policy making. As the 1960s continued, the
Park Service became much more interested in managing natural and cultural resources, and by
the following decade, legislative changes such as the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and the Endangered Species Act of 1973 added legal obligations to the Park Service's
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administrative responsibilities in resource management.273 By the time Golden Gate National
Recreation Area was established in 1972, the agency had a full-fledged mission in natural
resource management, policies to govern its actions, and clearly defined institutional responses
to categories of issues.
The development of Golden Gate National Recreation Area paralleled the increasing
sophistication of resource management and the sometimes cumbersome weight of new statutory
and administrative responsibilities. Unlike earlier parks, Golden Gate National Recreation Area
developed its policies in close association with the demands of a post-NEPA society. After
NEPA, environmental impact statements and other mechanisms to permit public oversight of
agency functions became an integral part of the management terrain. In resource management, as
in every other area of park endeavor, the agency enjoyed less leeway at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. In the Bay Area, the Park Service managed in close concert with the public,
other levels of government, and other federal agencies. While this diminished the autonomy that
park managers long enjoyed elsewhere, it also created a strong basis for cooperation with
surrounding entities, a trait that became essential with the addition of the Presidio. At the Bay
Area park, resource management, always complex, multifaceted and subject to the constraints of
the public and other governmental bodies, simultaneously offered the potential to strengthen
relationships with other agencies and numerous constituencies.
The development of natural resource management at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area mirrored other park practices. Initially, the Park Service reacted to the demands of its many
constituencies. As it did in nearly every other area of park management, the agency began in a
reactive mode. Response to the existing situation was the only possible way to begin at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. Between 1972 and 1978, the agency collected data to support
planning. The process yielded insight, shaped agency perspective, and left a clear impression of
the community's goals and values. In this context, the Park Service could create a resource
management plan even as it planned and discussed the general management plan. The two
documents sprang from the same sources. Between 1978 and 1982, in a second phase that
paralleled other park developments, the Park Service moved to create a full-fledged natural
resource management plan. Following its approval in 1982, the agency implemented
comprehensive plans to manage the many park resources, running headlong into the changing
values of its communities and the new demands of a rapidly changing society. Planning became
an important baseline, but even with public approval, the park could not always implement its
plans with the support it may have anticipated. A constant redefining process followed, in which
the park redesigned management policies in an effort to assuage constituencies.
Although natural and cultural resource management at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area were intrinsically linked, the agency separated their management functions out of necessity.
In part as a result of the patterns of agency management and equally because of the fundamental
diversity of resources and the ungainly sprawl from Marin County to San Mateo County,
centralized administration of resources was unfeasible. The park could plan at the macro level,
but decisions had to play out in a local context in a manner that resembled the early U.S. Forest
Service more than the Park Service.274 In the same way that rangers faced different concerns in
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the different parts of the park, resource management questions and responses differed from
location to location. As a result, even after implementation of a natural resource management
plan, resource management demanded a series of localized responses that often could not be
applied throughout the park. Even in the face of planning documents, the sheer diversity of
resources and concomitant concerns mitigated against a park-wide natural resource management
strategy. Natural resource management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area displayed a
degree of grassroots autonomy peculiar to its situation.
Natural resource management began with perhaps the single most difficult task at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area: trying to grasp the park's broad and various dimensions and
finding a way to categorize them for management purposes. The process mirrored the pattern
established earlier at the park; as the planners forging the GMP listened to the public, they
learned a great deal about natural resources management needs as well. At the same time, the
planning process articulated the park's general goals about natural resources. In 1975, the first
studies that attempted to catalog the park's attributes were released. Initial reports such as the
Preliminary Information Base Analysis, South Portion of Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
California and Preliminary Information Base Analysis, North of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, Muir Woods National Monument and Point Reyes National Seashore attempted
to analyze the breadth of the park's resources. By 1977, a new document, Assessment of
Alternatives for the General Management Plan for the Golden Gate NRA and Point Reyes NS,
began to establish patterns that could become practice at the park. As in other areas of park
management, the agency determined that a multifaceted park needed different management
tactics and techniques in different areas.275
For the better part of Golden Gate National Recreation Area's first decade, park staff
operated in the same reactive manner in natural resource management as they did in nearly every
other area of management. As a collection of lands previously managed by other entities, the
park needed baseline documentation to craft management strategies. The task facing park
managers was enormous. Managing Golden Gate National Recreation Area meant more than
listening to the public and responding to its needs. It also demanded data that could support
principled, organized, and effective management that simultaneously conformed to statute and
persuaded the public of the value of policy. Among the many needs was scientific research to
define and support park strategies and policies.
After nearly a decade of responding to crises as the basis for planned management, the
1980 acceptance of the General Management Plan represented a moment of enormous
significance in the park's history. Approval meant that Golden Gate National Recreation Area
had a blueprint for developing a planned future, making it a park managed in accordance with a
set of rules, regulations, goals, and objectives. But the GMP was simply an overarching view of
park needs and approaches to achieving them. In a park with as many different features as
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the master plan was simply a starting point. Above all
others, this park required grassroots and localized forms of management to account for the
incredible variety of resources, situations, and constraints that the Park Service faced.
The first Natural Resources Management Plan (NRMP), approved in 1982, typified the
tension between the park as a series of interconnected entities and as discrete units managed
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semi-independently. Self-definition was crucial. "Most natural resource problems," the report
continued, "have never been addressed." That succinct statement described the promise and the
problem of natural resources management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The park
had a natural resources history that in many ways ran counter to the experience of the Park
Service. The circumstances demanded a strategy that simultaneously defined, assessed,
organized, and presented a plan for management.276 Building off of the GMP's structure, the
natural resources management plan reflected almost a decade of collecting information,
responding to situations in the park, and listening to the public.
The plan was designed to promote the rehabilitation of Golden Gate National Recreation
Area's ecosystems. Natural Resource Specialist Judd Howell's introduction to the NRMP
described the document as an action plan, a guide to restore, conserve, and protect the park's
natural resources. Only scientific research could serve as the basis for making decisions, the
report averred, and the park lacked sufficient data about its resources. The report pointed to
academics and outside institutions as the source for much of that baseline data. The next major
natural resources need was a program to monitor changes in natural resources. The report
envisioned that park staff would accomplish much of this day-to-day work, collecting data and
monitoring specific situations. Combined with outside studies, the collected data could be used
to achieve the third objective, active natural resources management.277
Understanding the park's many and varied resources required systematic division of
parklands into categories that could be thought of as separate but interrelated entities. The
NRMP began with the divisions created in the General Management Plan, focused on the natural
resources zones, and used them as a template for managing nature in the park. The division into
zones sorted landscapes first by use. An Intensive Landscape Management Zone, where exotic
vegetation predominated, included the park's southern parts. A Natural Appearance Subzone,
encompassing Ocean Beach, Fort Funston, Lands End, and Baker Beach offered a subset in
which vistas were a primary value, but intensive management was prescribed for stabilization of
the sand dune system. A Biotic Sensitivity Subzone, comprising the shoreline, ocean and
underwater resources, and stream courses and riparian areas, complicated geographic
organization. An Urban Landscape Subzone, comprising the park's most heavily trafficked areas,
places such as Crissy Field, Fort Mason, the Fort Baker Parade Ground, and the developed area
of Stinson Beach, illustrated the most comprehensive human impacts. The Pastoral Landscape
Management Zone, comprising the Northern Olema Valley, revealed the setting and history of
rural endeavor in the Bay Area. A Natural Landscape Management Zone that included the Marin
Headlands, most of the Stinson Beach area, and the southern Olema Valley, allowed for the
protection of the kinds of vistas that hikers and other recreational users most favored. Special
Protection Zones, areas with legislative or special administrative recognition of exceptional
qualities such as Muir Woods and Fort Point, where the intertidal ecosystem was of considerable
interest, also were grouped separately. The division translated into the difference between the
urban landscapes of San Francisco and semi-rural Marin County. Each of these areas functioned
semi-autonomously, experienced different uses and engaged markedly different constituencies.
With these distinctions, the NRMP created plans for specific areas within the scope of the overall
direction established for Golden Gate National Recreation Area.278
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The NRMP initiated management by definition, a process of using categorical
subdivisions as the means to create flexible policy at Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Natural resources management became a series of interrelated decision-making processes,
governed by the GMP, the NRMP, and by the categorical designations within the two
documents. This approach was a departure for the Park Service, a new tactic for new
circumstances. Natural resources management plans at most parks treated resources as parts of a
whole. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, this strategy simply did not reflect existing
conditions. The enormous population pressure on the park, the diversity of the many units, the
differences in topography and terrain, and the fundamental ecological, cultural, and social
differences demanded new management considerations.
Management by definition offered clear and proactive strategies, defined by the needs of
the resource and often demonstrated by scientific research. The plan proposed to guarantee the
general protection of resources by assessing, monitoring, and implementing policy based on
information collected at the park. The impact of visitors on resources, erosion, the protection of
water quality, and the close observation of development to prevent severe impact became the
basis of policy. Plant management proceeded on a localized basis; decisions for each zone were
based on the needs of that specific area. In one instance in 1982, animals grazed on seventeen
leased tracts in Marin County, an activity that was only appropriate in the formerly pastoral areas
north of the Golden Gate Bridge. Open space in the Marin Headlands or in the city of San
Francisco clearly would not have been appropriate for such a use. In addition to proscribing
strategy, the plan made possible localized decisions about issues such as pesticide use and
prescribed burning, confirming grassroots needs as the overarching factor in decision-making. In
issues such as pesticide use and burning, this practice created authority that supported local
decisions and played an important role in persuading communities to accept new management.
The drawbacks to a policy of management by definition stemmed from the same sources
as its advantages. As it localized management goals and themes, this strategy worked against
integrated management of the natural resources of the entire park. Different areas were treated in
a discrete manner; natural resources were separated from cultural resources and other issues. The
division into categories compelled a hierarchical ranking of resources, creating priorities and
sometimes obscuring and even devaluing other features of the same land. These rigid forms of
management for specific purposes ran the risk of limiting professional and public perceptions of
individual park areas. Each subarea could become a discrete feature, valuable individually but
not as part of a whole. Creating a plan necessarily meant establishing priorities. At Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, the need for organization had the potential to impinge upon an overall
plan of management for park resources.
Before the NRMP, resource management remained fundamentally reactive. Although
planning had become a standard part of natural resource management throughout the park
system, the variety of issues and the limits in personnel and financing left Golden Gate National
Recreation Area behind many of its peers. By 1982, the Bay Area park initiated all kinds of
resource management, but where the research had not yet been accomplished, planning remained
speculative. Although much research had been accomplished by 1982, some decisions were not
underpinned by basic scientific research or monitoring. Despite the best intentions of park
managers, resource management retained a haphazard quality. In some areas, remarkable
omissions jumped out. In 1980, the park lacked a fire management plan, an essential part of the
program at most major park areas by this time. The threat of catastrophic fire from built-up fuel
loads had become a growing concern, and the agency scrambled to prepare for the consequences.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, a likely candidate for such a document because of the
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devastating history of fires in the Bay Area, had not even begun the research. The oft-repeated
phrase that the park managed people rather than resources seemed an accurate description of the
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state of resource management after nearly a decade of the Park Service presence.
The NRJV1P created a blueprint for managing natural resource issues, but from its
inception, the goals of the plan and those of many of the constituencies diverged. With resource
management governed by statute and driven by the decision-making process, the Park Service
had to face constituencies that held other visions of the park's meaning as well as scientists who
might interpret the agency's data in different ways. When the park instituted resource
management programs, the same sort of local resistance that every other plan, program, idea, or
concept put forward by park administrators emerged. Particularly when the plans involved
natural resource protection, the agency encountered a local public that often regarded use as a
higher value. Even the process of collecting information and monitoring resources could
engender local hostility. Constituency-building and agency mandate clashed. The Park Service
remained in the complicated position of seeking the support of people whose uses of the park
were not always in concert with agency goals, standards, and policies.
The park achieved notable successes with community stewardship and environmental
restoration programs. At Wolfback Ridge, Milagra Ridge, and Oakwood Valley, the park was
able to fuse its values with those of the public in community stewardship programs that
encouraged the public to regard the park's resources as their own. This bridged the eternal gap
created by nomenclature designation; no matter what the park was labeled, when communities
invested in the ecology of the park, the agency needed to do considerably less to persuade people
of the value of resources. Restoration projects also benefit from the close attention. At places
such as Serpentine Bluffs in the Presidio, ecological restoration recreated natural environments.
Flora and wetlands throughout the park were part of a comprehensive program to restore park
ecology.
In a variety of instances, including the removal of exotic species such as feral pigs, the
controversy over mountain-biking, the reintroduction of the Tule elk, and efforts to combat oil
spills on the coast, the NRMP served as a set of guidelines that gave the agency a clear path to
implement its goals. In each circumstance, the response of the public demanded refinement of
agency values and indeed prerogatives, and the agency reassessed its planning and adroitly
conceived of new and often parallel strategies that could be implemented with less resistance.
The plan set a baseline document; the implementation of policy followed in a pattern that often
seemed to mimic the reactive first decade of Golden Gate National Recreation Area history. Yet
in the process, the agency implemented goals and kept the constituencies it needed satisfied by
accommodating their needs.
By the 1980s, exotic species management had become a flash point for the Park Service.
The 1963 Leopold report argued that the park system should preserve "vignettes of primitive
America," and by the 1980s, the agency had a firm policy of ridding parks of exotic animals and
plants. In most parks, such management took place quietly; the removal of tamarisk and other
noxious plants typified the easiest kinds of exotic plant eradication. Few strongly identified with
salt cedar or other opportunistic xeric plants. Animals provided a more complicated scenario.
Eradication programs had a long and checkered history in the park system. The first eradication
programs began as the 1930s ended. Burros at Death Valley National Monument were the first
animals hunted by park rangers, establishing removal or eradication as the dominant policy for
Howell, Natural Resources Management Plan and Environmental Assessment, 2, 118-22; Stephen J. Pyne, Fire
in America: A Cultural History of Wildland and Rural Fire (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982).
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exotic species. As the 1970s began, full-scale programs to remove nonnative species became
common in the park system. During the following three decades, the standard established by the
Leopold Report held. But the shift in American values and the increasing tendency of friends of
the Park Service to question agency resource management decisions meant that by the middle of
the 1970s, "burro shoots," the colloquial term for eradication by gunfire, came under scrutiny.
Organizations such as the Fund For Animals (FFA) advocated other means of animal removal.
While in some situations the FFA succeeded in safely removing animals, hunting exotic species
remained an integral part of natural resources management policy in the park system.280
The nature of exotic species in question often determined the response. The feral pigs of
Marin County, "Marin's Huge, Hungry, Hairy Marauders," one newspaper headline called them,
became the premier exotic species management question at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. European boars had first been brought to the Bay Area by William Randolph Hearst and
others during the 1920s. The wealthy landowners wanted to hunt these exotic animals. As was
the case with most stock introductions, a few of the animals escaped and over time, communities
of escaped boars spread throughout north-central California. No one knew how the animals
migrated from Hearst's San Simeon grounds, but by 1970, feral pigs lived in nearly thirty
counties in the area. They made their initial appearance in the Lagunitas Creek watershed
between 1976 and 1980, where they were typically found on Marin Municipal Water District
lands and on the slopes of Mount Tamalpais. Researchers determined that the core area, the base
from which the pigs spread in Marin County, was located within a legislated fish and game
reserve on state land. Until the early 1980s and the codification of the NRMP, Golden Gate
National Recreation Area largely observed the pigs from a distance. They were a county issue, or
in some circumstances an issue for Point Reyes National Seashore, but with all the other issues at
the park, feral pigs were something staff could treat as a secondary concern.281
But only for so long. By 1982, some animals had left the slopes of Mount Tamalpais and
entered the recreation area. Pigs presented a clear hazard; in the wild, these animals developed
some of the traits of the famed Arkansas razorbacks, the feared hogs of American folklore. These
ridgebacks had powerful tusks, were low to the ground, and very fast while weighing as much as
300 pounds. They were "very strong, wild animals," Skip Schwartz of the Audubon Canyon
Ranch observed. "Anything that can't get out of their way gets eaten." The pigs demolished
landscapes, leading one park ranger to observe that the lands they covered looked like they had
been plowed by a tractor. In one instance, the pigs rooted most of the habitat of the Calypso
orchid, an increasingly endangered plant. Pig populations could double in as little as four
months, and they soon seemed to be everywhere in West Marin. NPS ranger Jay Eickenhorst
found them in his back yard at Stinson Beach. The pigs were also a hazard to traffic. In a 1985
automobile-pig accident on Highway 1, a motorist hit a 300-pound hog. The car was demolished,
the driver unhurt, and the pig had to be put to sleep.282
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The feral pigs were an exotic species, without the support of a public constituency, that
had an immediate and severe impact on park resources. Forming alliances and making policy to
address them was an easier task than it had been with even feral dogs. The clamor against the
pigs in Marin County was loud and consistent. "Coastal Pig War Is Coming," one headline read.
A Farley cartoon, a local editorial comic strip, featured feral pigs in punk apparel driving BMWs
as a way of illustrating public trepidation. The pigs' impact on the environment was powerful
and in many ways frightening. Feral pigs threatened almost everyone.
As feral pigs became a regional boogeyman, an eradication program became a widely
embraced goal. The Bay Area was among the most publicly liberal places in the nation, and
agency officials anticipated opposition to the idea of shooting even wild boars. The resistance
did not materialize. The size, speed, and rapid rate of reproduction of these animals increased the
widespread sense that the threat needed to be addressed with certainty and severity. Everyone
quickly recognized that it was much easier to discuss elimination of these feral, facile, powerful
animals than it was to actually get rid of them. With every other agency that managed land in
Marin County, including the Marin Municipal Water District (MMWD), the California
Department of Parks and Recreation, which administered Mount Tamalpais State Park, and the
Audubon Canyon Ranch (ACR), the Park Service forged a Memorandum of Understanding that
was signed in 1985. The agencies agreed to a two-pronged approach to pig management. One
goal, containment, was an attempt to keep the animals in existing terrain. During the next two
years, the Park Service built a $90,000 fence on Bolinas Ridge in an attempt to confine the feral
pigs. The other goal was extermination. The agencies agreed to hunt, trap, and otherwise
eliminate the boars wherever they could find them and devised a set of rules to govern their
284

interaction.
The Park Service responded with special aggressiveness to the threat of resource
destruction by feral pigs. As California state agencies grappled with the ramifications of their
decision, the Park Service contracted the extermination of the feral pigs in the Bolinas Ridge
area. In 1985, the agency applied for a $104,000 grant from the San Francisco Foundation
through GGNPA to trap and eliminate the swine and to rehabilitate the lands the pigs damaged.
One year later, more than sixty pigs, estimated at about twenty percent of the park's population,
had been killed within the park and the beginning of comprehensive management of this exotic
species began.285
Feral pigs remained an important issue for the park. The size, reproductive capability, and
behavior of the animals assured that they were an ongoing issue. The animals had taken root in
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the larger Bay Area, and the combination of fences and hunting programs served only to contain
their expansion—in some circumstances. As in many similar situations in the national park
system, feral exotic species established a toehold and while the agency had the will to dislodge
the animals, they lacked both the resources and the ability to control what happened beyond park
boundaries. As a result, Golden Gate National Recreation Area could contain feral pigs, could
even slow or stop growth in their numbers within the park, but could not genuinely expect to
eradicate them or even under most conditions entirely rid the park of them. Park efforts
amounted to containment and stasis in population. As in many similar cases, managing pigs
could take the Park Service only so far toward its goals.
Other exotic species were more perplexing. Some normative species enjoyed the support
of vocal and energized stakeholders and they became an entirely different kind of management
issue. Where the Park Service could enjoy the community's support when it took a firm stand
against feral pigs, when it came to domestic dogs and feral cats, two of the banes of any urban
area, the situation changed. Strays abounded because the park provided one of the few open
spaces in the increasingly crowded Bay Area. Generally, the park system treated cats as an exotic
species, a normative animal that might impinge upon the natural setting. Dogs were typically
excluded from national park areas except when they were on trails and restrained by leashes. But
roaming dogs and cats were very different questions than exotic species such as burros. In an
urban park classed as a national recreation area, the presumption in favor of the removal of
exotic species did not have the weight it carried at Grand Canyon National Park, Bandelier
National Monument, Death Valley National Monument, and other parks that faced similar
questions. The existing rules in the federal code simply did not fit an urban park area.
On one level, friction stemmed from turf disputes between land management agencies.
California State Fish and Game officials, pursuing an agenda of their own, challenged park
policy. They rejected the NPS explanation, trumpeted their own management policy as a better
alternative, and attempted to marshal public support to affect Golden Gate National Recreation
Area policy. The state agencies still harbored some resentment toward the Park Service's
acquisition of the remarkable array of resources that became Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, especially after 1978, when economic changes began to cripple the state's ability to
finance programs. After the fundamental change in management that the new caps on property
taxes demanded, state agencies grappled for new roles. One of these involved lobbying other
organizations to continue the practices that state agencies could no longer manage. At Golden
Gate National Recreation Area and Point Reyes National Seashore, this often translated into
attempts to influence Park Service policy. The Park Service easily regarded such actions as
gratuitous and the California Department of Fish and Game became an adversary. The state
agency sponsored a study of exotic deer in 1974 and sought to persuade the Park Service to
support its conclusions. To some park managers, Fish and Game seemed to be trying to dictate
policy at national park areas; no matter what the Park Service decided, Fish and Game advocated
objectives designed to complicate the agency's management. If the Park Service favored hunting,
the state agency wanted more access to the hunt; if the agency opposed hunting, the state
demanded it. Especially during the early 1980s, when James Watt served as secretary of the
interior, the Park Service found itself beset both by Fish and Game and an Interior Department
simultaneously hostile to resource management goals and supportive of the demands of local
constituencies. Only powerful support for park goals among organizations such as PFGGNRA
allowed the Park Service to implement its plans; even successful implementation did not end
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efforts by California Fish and Game to influence the park. In the overlapping jurisdictions that
characterized Marin County, the issue surfaced time and again.286
Another natural resource management question, the presence of native and introduced
predators, complicated relations with the public. The Park Service regarded predators as
indicators of the ecosystem's health, and the growing prevalence of bobcats in the Marin
Headlands meant that the Park Service needed a research program to track the species. The
necessity to track other predators also became evident. The park was home to grey foxes,
mountain lions, and coyotes as well, demanding baseline data to understand the predators,
manage their population, and utilize their native instincts to further the goals of resource
management. A memorandum of agreement with the state was the first step, followed by a
research proposal to monitor and assess predators in the park.287
The Park Service also sought to reintroduced missing avian species to the park. An
important step in this direction began in 1983 when three fledgling peregrine falcons were
brought to a nest at Muir Beach. Peregrine falcons had been common in California until the use
of pesticides became common and as late as the 1930s, Marin County had been home to a
number of pairs of the species. The use of DDT especially affected the peregrines, thinning the
shells of their eggs and limiting the birds' reproductive capabilities. By the 1970s, few residents
could recall seeing the birds. At the end of the decade, the bird was listed as an endangered
species. The Peregrine Fund's Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Research Group, which raised the birds
from eggs, provided fledglings for the 1983 program. Within a few weeks, nine fledglings were
nesting near Muir Beach and another pair were installed at Point Reyes National Seashore. To
further the reintroduction, the Park Service requested that the Federal Aviation Administration
limit flights that passed over Muir Beach and Tennessee Cove in an effort to help the birds
acclimate to the new location. The program continued until 1989, when park funding became
unavailable.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area provided a haven for a number of avian species,
including a range of hawks and other raptors. The birds migrated north across the Golden Gate
each year, providing a popular activity for regional bird-watchers. Both the National Wildlife
Federation and the Audubon Society participated in annual counts. In 1983, the park began a
volunteer raptor observation program based on the project statements in the NRMP. Woefully
underfunded, the program received only $1,035.44 in the first year and slightly less during the
second. In 1985, the Golden Gate Raptor Observatory was formed. This volunteer program,
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jointly sponsored by the Park Service and the Golden Gate National Park Association and
financed with a $97,500 grant from the San Francisco Foundation, was designed to track the
roughly 10,000 migratory raptors that crossed the Golden Gate between September and
December of each year. From Hawk Hill, the hilltop of the abandoned Battery Construction no.
129 in the Marin Headlands, volunteer "hawk watchers" observed thousands of birds pass
overhead. The birds were counted, and through a wildlife-oriented Volunteer in the Parks
program, significant numbers were banded for future tracking. By 1986, the program made it
possible to track the hawks as they migrated. In 1986, the group provided 500 hours of coverage,
up from 400 the previous year. In addition, specially trained volunteers helped band birds and
check their health.289
The raptor program illustrated the results of the planning process and the NRMP in
dramatic ways. Before the program, bird-watching was a recreational hobby, but bird counting
occurred in an idiosyncratic fashion, usually when interested people took the time to count birds
during the fall. Using a project statement from the NRMP, Judd Howell was able to integrate
existing activities within park boundaries into agency goals. With the help of concerned activists
such as Carter Faust, who counted hawks beginning in 1982, the park was able to create support
for agency goals, fit management objectives with public desires, and collect important baseline
data to support future decision making. It also inspired volunteers to undertake other related
activities. In 1987, Buzz Hull, a volunteer raptor bander, initiated his own study of Great horned
owls of the Marin Headlands under the volunteer program's auspices. The Park Service
embraced the project, clearing the way for Hull's research. Again the objectives of park
managers and the public coincided in a way that benefited both.290
Other endangered, threatened, or unusual avian species benefited from the
implementation of the natural resource management plan. The agency was able to monitor
species such as Heermann's gull, first observed nesting in the United States on Alcatraz Island in
1980. Smaller than the more common Western gull, Heermann's gull was common along the
West Coast, but until the nesting pair were discovered on Alcatraz, the species had never been
recorded as nesting outside of Mexico. Located near Cell Block 1 on the island, Heermann's
gulls failed to breed in 1982. Disappointed staff observed that the absence of human interference
in the area set aside for Heermann's gulls appeared to allow Western gulls to multiply at the
expense of Heermann's gulls. Western gulls became the dominant population, but Heermann's
gulls remained a visible presence. Black-crowned night herons, threatened in the Bay Area,
Pelagic cormorants, and Common murres also found an opportunity to breed on Alcatraz
Island.291
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The removal of eucalyptus trees, an exotic species that seemed to have taken over the
Bay Area, illustrated one of the problems of managing natural resources. Even as the park
reintroduced native species, some exotics gained at the expense of native plants. When those
exotics were much beloved, it posed a management problem for the park and inspired response
from the public. Beginning in the mid-1980s, the eucalyptus removal program became another of
the countless hot issues that defined Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Again, a wellplanned, professional natural resources management objective encountered the kind of resistance
that typified NPS experience at the park. Public constituencies with an interest in the trees and
increasingly suspicious of government agencies fought implementation. Despite the clarity of
planning and policy and a preponderance of scientific data, the public saw the eucalyptus as a
symbol of their region.
The eucalyptus, a native of Australia, first came to California with the Gold Rush and
American settlement. The popular tree was first noted in the Golden State in 1856. Because it
grew quickly, it was a popular replacement for areas that had been clear cut of redwoods and
Douglas fir. Prized for its qualities as fast-spreading ground cover, possible timber, and its role
as an insectrifuge, the eucalyptus became a widely used for windbreaks and ground cover. The
Army also valued the eucalyptus and planted countless trees between 1883 and 1910 in an
attempt to "beautify" the windswept uplands of the Presidio. The trees were seen as ornamentals,
as groundcover for scrub landscape, and as a windbreak, a way to cut the fierce winds that made
the scenic slopes of the Presidio almost inhabitable. As was often the case with transplants in the
New World, the eucalyptus overwhelmed any competitors and spread wildly, becoming one of
the dominant trees around the Golden Gate. Eucalyptus trees were everywhere in the Bay Area,
but especially on the Presidio and in the Marin Headlands. They were so common that in the
1970s and early 1980s that the Army initiated a removal program at the Presidio, but as with
other military decisions, the removal program was not subject to public comment. The military
cut its trees in relative quiet.292
For the Park Service, the terrain in which decision making took place was a great deal
more contested. During its first decade, Golden Gate National Recreation Area simply
overlooked the eucalyptus. Park staff faced myriad issues with vocal publics, many of them
problems far more pressing than the removal of exotic trees that had become so much a part of
the regional landscape that few regarded them as normative. Although natural resource
management documents always pointed out that the eucalyptus were intruders on the landscape,
until 1985 the park did little more than nod toward the idea of removal. As late as 1984, the park
had yet to initiate a eucalyptus eradication program. On its list of natural resource priorities that
year, eucalyptus removal ranked fourth, along with broom grass and other exotics.293
The eucalyptus drew fresh attention as a result of the interest of a highly placed agency
official. In 1985, Thomas M. Gavin, regional plant ecologist in the Park Service's Western
Region, brought the eucalyptus to the forefront of regional attention. "Every morning and
evening, I stare at the eucalyptus groves which dot the landscape to the west of Highway 101,"
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he observed in a widely circulated memo to the regional director, "and am confronted with the
same question: as a principle natural resources management staff to the regional director, why
have I not taken upon myself to recommend to him that we begin to remove this exotic species?"
Gavin recognized that the Bay Area was a volatile place and any attempt to remove the trees was
a guaranteed prelude to controversy, but agency policy dictated the removal of exotics.
Eucalyptus had supporters and detractors, but the tree was an established presence. To initiate a
program of removal meant negotiating the complicated social and cultural minefields of the Bay
Area and especially Marin County.294
Gavin recognized that his memo had the potential to thoroughly disrupt the agency's
practices in the Bay Area. The park alone could not initiate a program, Gavin believed, and the
recommended scope and scale of removal—a total of 632 acres—stretched the imagination of
park staff. Gavin sought to open eucalyptus stands in both Golden Gate National Recreation
Area and Point Reyes National Seashore to a Forest Service-style timber sale. Frankly
controversial, the proposal presented a pragmatic option that eliminated the myriad problems of
control as well as the immense fire hazard that eucalyptus presented. In Gavin's estimation, the
Park Service could solve a difficult ecological management problem, have the solution pay for
itself, and promote the overall ecological health of parklands. Park staff supported the proposal,
seeing in it the same ecological advantages as did Gavin. Only the public remained; to
successfully implement such an eradication program, the agency needed the public to understand
its mission and goals. Gavin understood that the implementation of such a plan required time,
energy, and capital to promote. Even though the state park system had begun some limited
eucalyptus removal, the breadth of the NPS program meant that it was sure to engender
outspoken opposition."
The Park Service announced its removal plan on Arbor Day, a holiday set aside for the
planting of trees, and inflamed opponents. Eucalyptus had a long history in California and some
regarded the tree as totemic, a symbol of the Golden State; the timing of the announcement
seemed insensitive to portions of the Bay Area environmental community. A drawn-out public
scrape followed, with advocates of the eucalyptus assailing the park at every opportunity. Some
formed a group called Preserve Our Eucalyptus Trees (POET), devoting to stopping the Park
Service. In a particularly outspoken opinion-editorial piece, San Rafael surgeon Ed Miller called
the Park Service "short-sighted and downright foolish" for seeking to remove the trees. To
Miller, trees—any trees—were better than a lack of them. Others countered his view, using
ecological, scientific and other rationale. Throughout 1986 and 1987, the issue remained
controversial in Marin County and as late as 1988, the Park Service trod lightly when it
presented eucalyptus removal plans to the public. "No large eucalyptus trees will be removed," a
typical announcement from 1988 revealed. "The program is part of an ongoing project to contain
the eucalyptus groves within the area of the original plantings." The choice of language
suggested the tentative nature of the agency's stance.296
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When it came to public controversy, animal and plant removal could not compare to fire
management. No activity had greater potential to make the public uncomfortable. In the Bay
Area, the very mention of fire invoked the specter of the conflagration that swept the town in the
aftermath of the Earthquake of 1906. For three days and two nights, fires continued, leveling
nearly 500 city blocks.297 San Francisco ever after feared fire, a situation exacerbated by
wildland fires in Berkeley in 1923 and Mill Valley in 1929 (and eventually in Oakland in 1991).
The National Park Service and the rest of the nation shared the same sentiments for better
than fifty years. Fire was anathema to anyone who lived in open land; before sophisticated
systems of pumping and the infrastructure to deliver water, fire was the single most threatening
menace to communities and land managers alike. Generations of park rangers spent their careers
viewing fire as the enemy. Beginning with the Feopold Report in 1963, the rise of scientific
management in the park system sought to change that perception. In many parks, fire suppression
created thick understories with enormous fuel loads around trees, a precondition of powerful and
hard-to-stop forest fires. Many species of trees depended upon fire to initiate seed germination, a
process blocked by the intense flames that resulted from long-term fire suppression. Some plants
and trees also depended upon fire to keep competitors away. Science offered a new method to
address this issue, the implementation of programs of prescribed burning. By the mid-1970s, the
Park Service began such programs in more than a dozen parks, and in some wildland parks
allowed a policy of letting natural fires, typically started by lightning, bum themselves out
without human intervention.298
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, fire management began slowly and quietly.
Controlled and managed bum policies remained controversial, and in an urban area with a
history of fire such as that in the San Francisco Bay Area, any talk of permitting fires to bum
received a predictably quick and negative response. Fire suppression created an equally
dangerous situation, and with support of many, but in the full knowledge that others might
respond negatively, the agency quietly began one. As the planning process yielded the
management plans, Judd Howell, instrumental in Golden Gate National Recreation Area's
development of natural resource planning, studied fire management in the park's coastal plant
communities as part of his master's degree program. Howell served as the point person for
scientific management, organizing meetings to discuss strategy and goals, planning a daylong
workshop for other interested agencies, and generally promoting the fire concept. Howell
temporarily left the park to undertake Ph.D. work at the University of California, Davis. When
he returned in 1983, he implemented a fire management program as research for his doctoral
dissertation. Howell's work influenced park policy. The Natural Resources Management Plan
noted the need for a fire management program. Doug Nadeau, chief of the Division of Resource
Management and Planning, advocated such a program, informing the general superintendent that
fire management presented "the most effective and economical way of restoring and maintaining
the park's vegetation communities in a desirable condition."299
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Prescribed burning had numerous advantages as a management tool. It helped reduce the
accumulated fuel load, an ongoing danger to resources and people. This was particularly
important because during the Watt administration at the Department of the Interior, neither the
California State Parks nor the Park Service possessed the work power to effectively fight major
conflagrations. Prescribed burning was a small step toward lessening the danger of extensive
wild fire compounded by built-up fuel load. In addition, prescribed fire helped clear exotic plant
species, making room for native plants and restoring habitat for species such as the Tule elk.300
From a manager's perspective, prescribed burning was good science and good policy.
As Golden Gate National Recreation Area moved toward putting its fire management
program in place, the concept of managed fire received negative local publicity. High winds and
greater than expected quantities of dry bmsh pushed a prescribed wilderness bum in Point Reyes
National Seashore out of control. Before the fire was contained, it burnt fifty acres more than
anticipated. Because the bum took place within a wilderness area, the Park Service response was
limited by law to the least intrusive tool for the task. The entire fire crew consisted of six men
with hand tools. They could not successfully contain the spread of the fire.301 While the event did
no lasting damage to either the land or the concept of managed fire, it did put a segment of the
general population on alert for subsequent park endeavors.
Marin County became the initial focus of fire management programs. Early in 1983,
General Superintendent John H. Davis described Golden Gate National Recreation Area's
managed burn program as in its initial stage. In March 1984, the park informed nearby property
owners that small-scale prescribed burning would commence the following month. A one-andone-half acre research bum in Oakwood Valley near the Tennessee Valley Road was the initial
endeavor. The fire was designed to provide information about fuel-load reduction, the response
of eucalyptus to fire, and seed germination of plants. April was chosen because the grass
remained wet and danger of the fire's spread was low.302 As the program became an integral part
of park strategy, the Park Service worked to keep the local community informed.
Developing a fire strategy for the San Francisco portions of the park offered another of
the murky situations for which Golden Gate National Recreation Area had become renowned.
The park, the city and county of San Francisco had never entered into an agreement about
firefighting within the park. The city and county fire departments always responded to calls
within park boundaries, but had no obligation to continue the practice. The Park Service also
relied on the Presidio Fire Department at Forts Mason, Baker, Barry, and Cronkhite. As the Park
Service contemplated specific fire planning, this question demanded resolution. Although
prescribed bums were unlikely except under stringently controlled situations in the city and even
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though the fire departments treated the park as their obligation, the lack of an agreement posed
an issue for the park.303
Fire management demanded policy and as the emphasis on a program of controlled
burning grew, the agency created planning documents for fire. The Park Service enacted
comprehensive fire management guidelines in 1983. In the light of those guidelines, the park
devised its own strategy, which culminated in the Fire Management Plan, a 1985 addendum to
the Natural Resource Management Plan. The agency addressed two very different dimensions of
fire management: suppression, which had been de facto practice for most of the century, and
prescribed burning. The plan provided the justification for controlled burning, articulating the
problems of long-term suppression. Fuel loads reached dangerously high levels and exotic
xeric—dry—plants, which flourished when fires were suppressed, threatened native plant
communities. Marin County became the focal point for fire management because prescribed
burning within even the Presidio in San Francisco was simply too dangerous. Under the plan,
lightning fires and other conflagrations would continue to be suppressed. Prescribed burning
would begin with small areas, initial burns of one to twenty-five acres, in an effort to gather
information before attempting any larger endeavors.304 The Park Service wanted to proceed
carefully.
The Fire Management Plan offered both a rationale for fire management and a strategy
for bringing other agencies into the process. Fire remained an enormous threat especially in
Marin County, and the Park Service's new emphasis on fire management allowed cooperation
with other agencies. The process accelerated quickly; within two years of the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area fire plan, the Park Service and California State Parks and Recreation
signed a memorandum of agreement concerning fire management. The move toward an
agreement began with interagency cooperation on road use for fire response, the kind of
cooperation essential to managing adjacent lands that were administered by different agencies.
By 1987, a full-fledged memorandum of understanding (MOU) had been implemented,
describing the responsibilities of both state parks and the NPS along the Mount Tamalapis-Muir
Woods boundary.305
Segments of the public remained more difficult to persuade. Although controlled burning
continued through the mid-1980s, most years the number of acres burned was minuscule. In
1986, the park burnt a total of forty-four acres, eight of eucalyptus community in Oakwood
Valley and fifteen acres of eucalyptus on Smith Road in Mill Valley in March and April,
seventeen acres of redwood and mixed woodland in Muir Woods and four acres of grassland in
the Tennessee Valley in September and October. ° Some of Marin County was exposed to the
fires. People in their homes could see fire in the distance and on occasion, could smell smoke
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and taste ash in the air, but the small acreage involved and the heavy management of the fires
made the threat only a perception. For some in Marin County, the perception was very real and
worthy of their concern.
When the Park Service announced its 1987 program of controlled burning, park staff
expected few objections to the total of twenty-nine acres in three Marin County locations. The
Park Service simply continued the pattern established since prescribed burning began in the early
1980s. The program itself was not exceptional; the same kinds and quantities of land were slated
for controlled burning as in previous years and the Marin County Fire Department agreed to
participate. When the Park Service sent out its typical notice to neighbors and concerned groups,
it expected at most a tepid response. Marin County residents had become accustomed to burning
and since had been no incidents of uncontrolled fire since the problem at Point Reyes in 1982,
little reason to anticipate opposition existed.307
A campaign headed by Sandy Ross of the Tamalpais Conservation Club, an avowed
opponent of controlled burning, made managed fire into a regional issue. Ross complained that
even prescribed fires scarred the hillsides, pointing to the consequences of a controlled burn on
Mount Tamalpais in 1984. She beseeched Golden Gate National Recreation Area Superintendent
Brian O'Neill to stop the planned burns, using scientific articles that denigrated controlled bums
as rationale for ending the program. Ross's objections caught the attention of the press, and area
home owners followed her and articulated their own fears. Even though sixty years had passed
since the last major fire on Mount Tamalpais and the consequences of an accumulated fuel load
of such proportions could be devastating, a visible portion of the public argued that fire
suppression ought to continue. The issue gathered momentum at Mount Tamalpais throughout
1988 and 1989. Homeowners enlisted the Sierra Club and objections to controlled burning grew
in number and intensity.308
Much of the anti-controlled burning sentiment focused on Mount Tamalpais rather than
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. A series of hearings in 1988 attacked plans for managed
fire within the state park. "I think the Water District [which managed lands in question] ought to
forget it," former Mill Valley mayor and Water District board member Jean Barnard opined in a
typical expression of opposition. Although the scientific evidence indicated that controlled
burning was a necessity, an energized public was able to slow process of implementation. The
great fires in Yellowstone in the summer and fall of 1988 also drew attention to fire
management. Although the Yellowstone fires were induced by lightning and the Park Service
and every other land management agency in the Bay Area disavowed any desire for a "let bum"
policy, the spread of fires in the nation's first national park further persuaded opponents that
allowing any fire was not only bad policy but dangerous as well. The opposition remained strong
into the 1990s, when a major fire in 1991 destroyed a good portion of the hills above Oakland. In
no small part as a result, the Marin County Grand Jury issued a report opposing the use of fire as
a management tool. In 1995, Point Reyes National Seashore experienced the worst conflagration
since the founding of the park, the Vision Fire, which further added to discomfort about fire.
Despite ongoing resistance, the Park Service debuted a plan that included 200 acres of controlled
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burning over a five-year period in 1992. 9 Prescribed burn policy remained an issue that pitted
agency prerogative against public sentiment as well as science against belief.
Grazing also illustrated the tension between planning and implementation. Grazing had
been one of the predominant features of Marin County in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century. Although the Park Service typically excluded grazing from national parks, other kinds
of areas in the system were open to grazing. Historical instances of grazing in the national parks
did occur, but they were few and usually associated with emergencies such as war. National
monuments and national recreation areas permitted restricted grazing, and with the establishment
of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, grazing leases became an important way to keep
longtime Marin County residents happy with their new park.310
Grazing had visible impact on the park's landscape. The actual number of animals grazed
in the park remained small, but much of the Marin Headlands was dry. Use initiated negative
environmental changes. After a Soil Conservation Service study first showed significant impact
on parklands in 1974, the Park Service began to restrict grazing two years later. After a
subsequent 1977 study showed conditions worsening, the agency refused to renew grazing
permits on ecologically fragile lands. The Tennessee Valley, heavily grazed, revealed severe
impact by 1981. Judd Howell noted erosion of stream banks, a thistle invasion that resulted from
the trampling of native species in open meadows, clogging of ponds from sediment and animal
waste, severe trampling and grazing of the fresh water marsh and lagoon, and cattle excrement
on a beach that visitors frequented. Proposed short-term solutions included new fencing and
proper management, but Howell believed that cows should be excluded from the Tennessee
Valley at the "next available opportunity," likely the end of existing grazing leases.311
Even if science strongly indicated that grazing would destroy parkland, exclusion of
stock was a difficult political goal to attain. Grazing was an integral part of Marin County, an
ongoing activity that created a cultural landscape of historic import. Throughout the 1980s, it
continued. Objections to the practice grew more frequent as well. On one side stood
environmental groups, led by the Sierra Club; opposing them, a cluster of interests that could
have only come together in a complicated metropolitan area: old-time ranching interests and
conservation and science specialists who did not really favor grazing but who did not approve of
the Park Service's methods, strategies, or principles. The Park Service responded in the fashion it
had established at the park; planners listened to public sentiment and crafted a document
designed to provide as many constituencies with satisfactory outcomes as the condition of land
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permitted. As in nearly every other circumstance in the Bay Area, such an objective remained
elusive. In 1987, after a study showed that one-quarter of Point Reyes National Seashore was
overgrazed, the Draft Range Management Guidelines for Golden Gate National Recreation Area
and Point Reyes National Seashore proposed new more restrictive standards for grazing. Its
stated goals were to slow erosion and continue to keep ranching in the park economically viable,
but its release set off a struggle about the use of parklands for grazing.312
Even though many opposed grazing, their reasons differed greatly. Anne West of the
Marin County chapter of the Sierra Club recognized the value of local ranching but regarded the
draft as an economic preservation document rather than national park area guidelines. "There is
no clear statement," she observed in a letter to the editor of the Point Reyes Light, "that
protection of national park values.. .must be the backbone of each decision for our national
parks." Other environmental groups challenged her perspective; Carl Munger of the
Environmental Action Committee of West Marin suggested that "We have too much at stake to
permit her the luxury of absolutism." Others seconded the sentiment, calling the draft a model
program for managing conflicting interests.313
The causes of erosion inspired the disagreements among opponents. West especially saw
great and dangerous erosion as a result of grazing, a belief echoed by other observers. From that
point of view, the plan was simply a sop to local economic interests in the name of regional
harmony, a standard tactic for the Park Service in the Bay Area but a pose resented by Marin
residents who saw their area as a preserve. As erosion became the focus of sentiment that
opposed the plan, the political terrain became even more complicated. Columnist David V.
Mitchell pointed out that the Park Service's own figures dispelled the notion that grazing caused
the erosion that silted Tomales Bay, questioning the premise that erosion concerns underpinned
the draft document.314 The multiplicity of perspectives confused the issue. Erosion was real; was
grazing the primary catalyst? As grazing opponents argued nuance in an exchange in the
newspapers, they promoted misunderstanding and conflict.
The media contributed to escalated tensions. When the San Francisco Examiner
published a headline "New Marin Range War: Birders vs. Cows," the existing rift deepened.
Framed as a battle between Marin County's "environmental movement" and ranchers and the
conservation groups that supported them, the newspaper story heightened tensions. Earlier, the
Marin County Parks Commission voted to forbid cows from its land. Cows trampled sensitive
marshlands and bird habitat, prompting Don Dimitratos, head of the Marin County Parks
Department, to assert "there's no room for cows anymore." Ranchers argued that they abided by
the terms of their leases. They once owned the land they now leased, selling it with the
stipulation that they could lease the properties back for grazing. James Tacherra, a fifthgeneration rancher, lamented the decline in ranching. Of the twenty-four dairy ranches he
remembered from childhood, only three remained. "The park is a national treasure," an editorial
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in the Coastal Post averred, "ranching.. .is a part of that treasure.'015 The emotions on both sides
obscured the important issues. Grazing on state and county land was endangered, leaving Golden
Gate National Recreation Area, Point Reyes National Seashore, and private land as the only
locations for this historic activity in Marin County.
The Park Service and local ranchers reached accommodation over the plan, straining ties
between the park and environmental groups such as the Sierra Club. The GMP had given de
facto approval to grazing in 1980, but the changing impact on the land required revisiting the
issue. In a hearing on February 10, 1988, Point Reyes National Seashore geologist Ed Margason
suggested that rainstorms, not grazing, accounted for most of the erosion that silted Tomales
Bay. Although geologist Gene Kojan, a resident of Point Reyes Station affiliated with the Sierra
Club, angrily opposed Margason's views, the idea that rainstorms and not grazing caused erosion
had much political heft. Marin County supervisors and residents were happy with the plan;
rancher George Grossi called the guidelines "fair and reasonable" and ranchers agreed to reduce
their herds to facilitate study of the causes of erosion. When the principles worked closely with
one another, the tension of public venues was reduced. Many environmentalists were
sympathetic to the needs of ranchers. Jerry Friedman, chairman of the Point Reyes subcommittee
of the Citizen's Advisory Commission and longtime chairman of the Marin County Planning
Commission, agreed: "agriculture is in the park to stay," he observed during the meeting in a
tacit acknowledgment of the cultural landscapes of the region. Consensus governed resolution at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. When the Citizens' Advisory Committee adopted the
seashore's new Range Management Guidelines after a four-hour meeting in May 1993, the
ranchers in attendance applauded loudly. Marin County Supervisor Gary Giacomini, a member
of a ranching family and a vociferous supporter of continued agricultural activity in Marin
County, pronounced himself pleased with the results.316
In subsequent years, the stance of the Park Service became crucial to preserving
agriculture in Marin County. The agency recognized this natural resource as a cultural landscape,
permitting both the continuation of grazing and the preservation of the natural features of the
area. The combination of park-supported research that monitored land conditions and grazing
leases helped build strong ties between ranchers and the Park Service. From the ranchers'
perspective, the Park Service enjoyed independence from special interests that the county parks
department did not. As a result, Point Reyes National Seashore and Golden Gate National
Recreation Area became protectors of historic agriculture in Marin County. The success of these
relationships proved to be a triumph of resource management over the strident points of view so
common in the Bay Area.
Managing the coastline required the same kind of cooperative vigilance, political
alliance, and public relations focus as any other activity in the Bay Area. The Park Service again
needed other agencies and entities to achieve its mandate, and again needed to structure its
relationships for common objectives much larger than the park to attain its resource management
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goals. Golden Gate National Recreation Area offered many of the recreational uses of the coast,
but the agency alone could not protect the resources. Surfers, windsurfers, and bathers, whale
watchers, and fishermen described a triangle of coastal use within park boundaries; a
combination of federal legislation and local activism was crucial to assuring that the resources
necessary for all three uses were available to the public.
Environmentalism became a concern in California during the mid-1960s. The awakening
of interest stemmed from the prosperity of the state and the sense of loss that accompanied rapid
postwar growth. As open land became suburbs and industrial pollution threatened previously
pristine environments, a cry about the quality of the environment rose from the public. The state
responded to the 1965 establishment of the Planning and Conservation League, a grassroots
group that sought to manage growth, with a series of bills designed to protect the environment.
One of these, Assembly Bill 1391, introduced by Assemblyman William Bagley, a Republican
from Marin County and a friend of Phil Burton, created the Coastline Conservation Study
Commission. It foreshadowed the California Coastal Zone Conservation Commissions' 1975
California Coastal Plan, prepared under the provisions of the Federal Coastal Zone Management
Actofl972. 317
The National Park Service and Golden Gate National Recreation Area were instantly
sympathetic to the coastal plan. It promoted goals and outcomes very similar to those of the park,
articulating balance as a primary end, advocating restrictive management of the coast, and
promoting viable communities and productive agriculture. Implementation of the plan was left to
local governments, a popular decision that in the end came back to haunt coastal management.
For the Park Service, a region-wide planning commission that governed coastal activities and
embraced values that were indistinguishable from those of the park signaled a positive beginning
for a relationship of critical significance to Golden Gate National Recreation Area.31
The major coastal issue for Golden Gate National Recreation Area became the threat of
impact from increased offshore oil drilling, a direct byproduct of the Reagan-era Department of
the Interior. Early in the 1980s, Secretary James Watt sought to unlock federal resources and
make them available for development in a fashion not attempted since the Teapot Dome scandals
of the 1920s. Watt had little respect for American environmentalism and engaged in an all-out
assault on most of the principles of conservation respected by previous secretaries. Rather than
initiate change in law, Watt simply assumed administrative fiat, recrafting regulations to suit his
purposes. Most prominent among his endeavors was his effort to open offshore federal property
to exploratory oil drilling. Much of his effort was directed toward making it possible for large oil
conglomerates to explore the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska, a battle that the
environmental community tied up in the courts and defeated. Watt's agenda also included
opening the entire California coast, including the oil-rich waters off the Bay Area, to drilling.
Watt focused on the Bodega and Santa Cruz basins, both closed to drilling by Watt's
predecessor, Cecil Andrus. Watt had his defenders. "Our company supports your efforts to
eliminate unnecessary and burdensome laws and regulations which impede our country's energy
development," L.C. Soileau III, Chevron USA's senior vice-president for exploration and land
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development, wrote the secretary, and many in the business community agreed. In an era in
which the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) had reached agreement on
production capacities, forcing the cost of oil skyward, domestic production—even at the expense
•J 1 Q

of long-accepted conservation goals—seemed possible in the world of politics.
Conservation retained many of its champions, and one of the more vocal among them
was John Burton. The younger brother of the powerful Phil Burton, John Burton represented
Marin County beginning in the mid-1970s, generally following his powerful brother's lead.
Watt's ruling to open the area between the Golden Gate and the Farallon Islands to drilling
initiated paroxysms of outrage in the Bay Area. When Watt's office announced that the new
regulations for marine sanctuaries did not include a ban on drilling for oil and gas, John Burton
pounded the table in front of the U.S. House Interior Subcommittee on the Panama Canal and the
Outer Continental Shelf, charging that "lock, stock, and barrel, [Watt] is in the pocket of the oil
industry." Watt's regulations were egregious, Burton claimed. They opened valuable offshore
lands with little oil near the Bay Area and ignored far more oil-rich lands in the Santa Maria
Basin near Santa Barbara. A majority of Congress lined up behind John Burton, as did organized
conservation and environmental movements.320
Watt's efforts typified his attempts to fracture the consensus that had grown up around
conservation. His opponents, he believed, had become complacent, accustomed to having their
way, and he expected ineffectual response. Despite his prescient strategy, Watt underestimated
the powerful feelings the American public, especially in California, held about the quality of
their environment. With the memory of the terrible Santa Barbara oil spill of 1969 still fresh, the
idea of offshore drilling threatened Californians' sense of the Golden State's special promise.
John Burton's rhetoric inflamed the powerful Reagan administration, which threw its
considerable influence behind Watt's plan, but the forces against drilling held strong. Opponents
obtained a preliminary injunction against thirty-two leases in the Santa Maria Basin the day
before the tracts were slated to be auctioned. Marin County Supervisor Gary Giacomini, whose
district was directly affected by the leases, was ecstatic at the ruling. "This is the first glimmer of
hope," he observed afterward. "I'd like to think it's more than a glimmer."
Even the combination of high oil prices, enthusiasm for the new Reagan administration,
and the support of the oil industry could not stem the powerful forces allied against drilling.
Although the Park Service kept quiet during the fray, its leaders in Washington, D.C. and at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area secretly cheered the opposition. At Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, the Citizen's Advisory Commission opposed drilling and asked its elected
representatives to follow its lead. Watt's regulatory changes not only sought to open public land
to development, but also limited the Park Service's ability to acquire new parks and changed its
ways of doing business. Watt favored concessioners and in-holders over all other groups, leaving
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the Park Service particularly defenseless at places that had the potential to generate considerable
revenue. Watt's goals and the historic patterns of the agency were antithetical. As a Department
of the Interior agency, the Park Service needed its friends in the conservation and environmental
community to fight its fight and grapple with Watt. The secretary was a clumsy political
operator, frequently wielding a cudgel instead of more delicate instruments. As a result, his
regulations were frequently challenged in court and overturned. In a situation entirely typical of
the Watt regime, the California congressional delegation succeeded in imposing a moratorium
that halted drilling off the coast of the Golden State; the moratorium was extended three times
and eventually was applied to the entire California coast. Watt's ideas gained great currency, but
effective resistance and the secretary's awkward approach limited his ability to create new
realities.322
Watt's influence persisted throughout the tenure of the Reagan administration. Watt's
successor in 1983, William Clark, followed the same policies with little of the rancor that
accompanied his predecessor's pronouncements, and Watt's initial proposal to open the entire
California coast to offshore drilling remained viable. In February 1985, the Department of the
Interior issued a permit for a test of offshore drilling sixteen miles from Point Reyes. McClelland
Engineers of Ventura, California, sought the permit for more than one year. Public protests from
residents of Marin, Sonoma, and Mendocino counties at hearings on the permit revealed
considerable local resistance, but the administration was sympathetic to exploration efforts. The
rhetoric of local control so loudly espoused by the Reagan administration meant little in this
instance. Even after the establishment of the Gulf of the Farallones National Sanctuary in 1984,
by the end of February 1985, only an EPA permit stood in the way of offshore drilling near the
Bay Area. After that permit was approved in May, environmentalists sued to block the test
drilling and won a temporary injunction.323
The fray continued even as the price of oil dropped precipitously in 1985. Clark's
successor, Donald Hodel, sought a compromise in 1985, proposing the opening of only 150
leases to drilling, but withdrew the offer when the oil industry balked at his choice of tracts.
When Hodel offered a proposal for a five-year leasing plan in 1987, U.S. Rep. Barbara Boxer
and U.S. Rep. Mel Levine of California responded with a bill that banned drilling within 200
miles of the California coast. "They're back with the same old story," Boxer told the press, "and
we want to close this show down for good." The leasing proposal created strange and powerful
alliances in opposition; Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley, the community of Santa Barbara, and
the governments of the Bay Area were not likely allies, but under the circumstances their
interests coincided. As the perspectives hardened, the opportunities for compromise diminished.
Only after the election of George H. Bush in 1988 did the administration agree to a ban on
drilling off Point Reyes and only when the president, himself a veteran of the beleaguered
domestic oil industry, desperately needed California's fifty-four electoral votes for his re-election
did the administration come out in support of a marine sanctuary that permanently protected
much of the coast.324
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The offshore drilling issue was another instance in which the Park Service could manage
its resources perfectly well, but could not assure their protection without consideration of the
larger political questions and the decisions of other federal, state, and local agencies. The
offshore drilling situation put the Park Service in the uncomfortable position of rooting for the
opponents of the Department of the Interior, not an uncommon position for the rank and file in
many federal bureaus during the Reagan administration, but still a situation in which park staff
felt they remained loyal to their agency by quietly opposing the dictates and goals of the top
echelon of the department. For any individual park staffer, the circumstances created inherent
risk; for the park and the Park Service the risk was even greater and the toll on general morale
was even higher. At this critical moment, the values of the Park Service and the goals of the
Interior Department did not mesh, politicizing any action by park staff and agency officials.
One of the byproducts of the age of hydrocarbon, oil spills, posed the single most
potentially destructive threat to the park. Oil spills were common along the California coast since
the beginning of oceanic shipping, but the massive three-million-gallon Santa Barbara oil spill of
1969 crystallized opposition and drove home the need for greater protection. The Bay Area, long
a major shipping destination and the location of very difficult and stormy waters, experienced a
number of oil spills. In 1971, the year before the establishment of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, two oil tankers collided in the Golden Gate, contaminating beaches at Crissy
Field and in the Marin Headlands. Under the circumstances, the park had to closely monitor the
regulatory mechanisms of shipping. Activities outside the park boundaries could alter the quality
of resource management and visitor experience at any moment.
A positive consequence of the presence of so many government agencies in the Bay Area
was the development of multiagency planning for emergency situations. Beginning in 1983, the
Park Service looked to create a multiagency contingency plan to address possible consequences
of a severe oil spill in the Bay Area. The concept of such a plan had been discussed before 1980,
but especially in the early 1980s, federal agencies experienced the problem that came to be called
"unfunded mandates," the assigning of responsibilities to agencies that were not given the
resources to carry out such tasks. For many federal agencies, this meant that important
obligations could not be fulfilled within the constraints of their budgets. Agencies and their
operatives were often compelled to seek out joint strategies with various kinds of constituent
groups to accomplish legally assigned responsibilities. For many agencies and especially many
national parks, this was a new approach to management. At Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, this tactic did not seem foreign. It was merely an extension of everyday practice since the
founding of the park.
As a result, a region-wide, multiagency oil spill contingency plan seemed a plausible
strategy for combating outside threats to park resources. The park simply could not respond to
such a threat on its own. Not only did it lack the resource base to combat an oil spill of even onetenth the magnitude of the 1969 Santa Barbara spill, it had no control over the movement of oil
tankers and other transportation mechanisms in the Bay Area. In short, the Park Service faced a
classic situation; when it came to protecting resources against an oil spill, the park had legally
mandated responsibilities to protect resources, but had neither the budget to develop selfcontained programs nor the authority to control activities that might lead to such an event. When
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the Sierra Club initiated a proposal to develop an oil spill contingency plan for Marin County,
the Park Service enthusiastically seconded the proposal and helped the club find financing.
While negotiating the combination of interests and responsibilities was vexing, a regional
contingency plan with a designated lead agency was the best planning strategy available.
Although the public perception of an oil spill focused upon the huge damage that ensued
from something like the three million gallons of oil spilled in the Santa Barbara disaster, for the
Park Service, smaller-scale, frequent spills and slicks presented a significant natural resources
management threat. Nearly every year, Golden Gate National Recreation Area faced some kind
of small spill that damaged ecological resources. Tide pools in most of the coastal regions were
particularly delicate and even small amounts of oil disrupted these ecological communities.
Events such as the February 1986 Rodeo Lagoon spill temporarily disrupted Tidewater goby
habitat, causing the Park Service to closely monitor the situation. Heavy rains in subsequent
months mitigated much of the damage, limiting population loss. At Aquatic Park, nearby
shipping was a constant source of small leaks and spills that continually threatened the historic
setting.326
Large oil spills remained the single greatest threat to natural resources management on
the Golden Gate National Recreation Area coastline. The danger was ever present, and every so
often a major spill presented a challenge to the entire structure set up to manage such events. On
Halloween 1984, a 632-foot oil tanker, the Puerto Rican, burst into flames shortly after passing
under the Golden Gate Bridge. The Coast Guard responded by towing the boat out to sea, to a
point about eleven miles south of the Farallon Islands almost thirty miles from the continental
coast. The direction of the currents indicated that from that point, the seeping light lubrication oil
from the tanker would be carried out to the Pacific Ocean, where it would dissipate. Instead, on
November 3, the ship tore in half, and the stern section containing more than one million gallons
of oil sunk. Almost 100.000 gallons of oil spread out across a wide area, precipitating the first
major oil spill inside the park's coastal waters.327
Although nowhere near the magnitude of major oil spills, the Puerto Rican created
significant natural resource management issues for the park. Once a dumping ground for waste
of all kinds, the Farallon Islands had been revived after the establishment of Point Reyes
National Seashore in 1962 and by the time Golden Gate National Recreation Area was
established in 1972, efforts to protect the islands were under way. In 1973, the islands received
national wildlife refuge designation; a decade later, just before the Puerto Rican spill, the waters
around the island were labeled the Point Reyes-Farallon Islands National Marine Sanctuary.
After the spill, waterfowl were covered with oil, precipitating a widespread cooperative effort
among federal and state agencies and regional environmental groups to save the birds. As dead
birds washed up on the beaches of Point Reyes National Seashore, groups of volunteers worked
to clean the oil from other birds. Although more than 1,000 birds were covered in oil and
hundreds died as a result, the efforts of volunteers helped save countless birds and minimize the
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ecological consequences of the spill.328 Even though successful natural resource management
depended on factors beyond the park's control, the pattern of joint management and cooperation
again yielded dividends. The impact of the spill could not be avoided, but mitigation proceeded
quickly and effectively.
Such issues illustrated a number of ongoing natural resource issues for the park. In a
populated area, natural resources were susceptible to pressure from the needs of surrounding
communities. In some cases, the park could successfully resist pressure from the community. Its
chances improved when other entities shared its opposition to a project or plan. In other cases,
cooperation was essential if the agency was to achieve its mission. When the Park Service and
other area agencies worked together, the consequences of anything from an oil spill to a sewage
project could be lessened. Golden Gate National Recreation Area quickly learned to keep its
friends close and to let them know of objections to proposals for development. The
circumstances placed the Park Service in a tricky position. It had to defend its resource but
carefully, and that care sometimes required a pronounced dimension of tact.
With this complicated collection of planning instruments, strategies, and constituencies to
manage natural resource managers faced the new century. The implementation of natural
resource management planning in the early 1980s signaled a new era, one in which the Park
Service moved beyond reaction and into the implementation of plans designed to preserve park
resources. Planning created a process, a framework, that gave the Park Service clear reasons for
its actions and sanctioned objectives in even the most difficult circumstances. The road from
objectives to implementation continued to be fraught with the same perils as before the agency
conceived of a direction for the park. The public still held a proprietary view of the park, still
largely regarded it as play space, and even those elements of the public that recognized the
intrinsic natural resource value of Golden Gate National Recreation Area lands sought to
implement group-specific agendas to park planning. The biosphere designation changed global
perception of the value of the park's resources and may have opened the way to a different
perception of national recreation areas as a whole. The designation compelled not only the park's
supporters but land managers in general to see Golden Gate National Recreation Area's lands in
new ways. Yet on the whole, the planning process and designations that affirmed the significance
of the park's natural resources were only part of a larger more complicated picture of competing
desires. Planning gave the park a blueprint, but constituency issues continued to be paramount.
Constituencies may have respected the park and its plans, but that did not diminish their desire to
shape policy to their ends, which were not necessarily the ends that planning and NPS policy
dictated. Implementing programs still encountered the very same kind of resistance that
characterized the park's early years. Natural resource management had become an
institutionalized process, but it could not always make the step from process to program. The
issues that vexed natural resource management were at the core of the management dilemma of
Golden Gate National Recreation Area: people's proprietary feelings for parklands stood in the
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way of implementing policy too often to ignore. The Park Service could fashion policy with
public support, but it could not always count on the public to support the implementation of the
policy.
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Chapter 7:
Cultural Resources Management
Cultural resource management was thrust upon the National Park Service at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. The Nixon-era concept of "parks for the people, where the people are,"
the genesis of urban recreation in the park system, did not naturally include conventional cultural
resources, nor were historic and cultural features considered a primary asset by those who battled
for Golden Gate National Recreation Area's establishment. Hailing from the Sierra Club tradition,
advocates such as Edgar Wayburn focused on the open spaces and natural features of the region;
Amy Meyer and other proponents had been energized by the environmental movement as they
harnessed the power of San Francisco's neighborhood groups. They sought to protect open space
and enhance local and regional quality of life, a common theme in the environmentalism of their
day.329
In cultural resource management more than natural resource management, the Park
Service undertook an enormous responsibility that the public only peripherally understood as part
of the mission of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. In this initial formulation, the recreation
area's forts and other historic features were afterthoughts, a series of structures that had intrinsic
value but were included because of their location, secondary to the real political purpose, open
space and recreation, of the new park. Yet when the boundaries were finally drawn and the park
signed into law, the Park Service inherited a complex historic fabric at the moment when a 1974
amendment to the Historic Preservation Act of 1966 formalized the management of such
resources and demanded procedures and practices for their administration.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area bridged the transformation of national recreation
areas from rural and remote to urban and multifaceted. The array and diversity of historic features
in the park were the first of this magnitude in a national recreation area. Prior national recreation
areas such as Lake Mead and Glen Canyon were created to accompany man-made lakes. The little
aboveground historic fabric they possessed was usually recent and the creation of the lake set
most earlier cultural resource fabric in a new context. Coulee Dam National Recreation Area,
established in 1946 and later renamed Lake Roosevelt National Recreation Area, followed this
pattern, and later additions to the park system, such as the 1968 establishment of Ross Lake and
Lake Chelan National Recreation Areas, included largely recreational attributes. Even Gateway
National Recreation Area, Golden Gate National Recreation Area's peer in greater New York
City, included fewer old military forts and gun batteries within its boundaries. The new Bay Area
park contained far more than its counterparts and the significance of its cultural resources meant a
great deal more in the history of San Francisco and the surrounding communities.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area was home to a remarkable constellation of historic
resources, among the most diverse in the entire national park system. Historic and cultural
resources included military buildings from the Spanish/Mexican and American eras, remnants of
the history of San Francisco and the Bay Area, archaeological features that predated European
contact, and a range of other features. Alcatraz alone presented a major cultural resources
management question; its crumbling exterior, multifaceted history, and the Indian Occupation of
Hal Rothman, Saving the Planet: The American Response to the Environment in the Twentieth Century (New
York: Ivan R. Dee Inc, 2000).
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the late 1960s all demanded significant management of cultural resources. The arrangement that
assured that the Presidio would eventually become part of the park added more than 470 national
register structures and as many as 700 other National Register-eligible structures to Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, a larger number than in any other national park area. Even as public
perceptions of the park focused on natural attributes, the Park Service acquired vast cultural
resource management obligations.
By 1972, cultural resource management was subjected to its own set of dictates, most of
which derived directly or indirectly from the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, later
amended in 1974 and 1980. The demands of this set of laws and regulations—different from
NEPA, the Endangered Species Act, and other legal mechanisms that governed natural resources
management—created a parallel structure that mandated two essentially separate administrative
structures for the different kinds of resources. Statutory obligations such as compliance with
Sections 106 and 110 of the amended National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and later, the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1977, the Archaeological Resources Protection Act of
1979, the Native American Graves and Repatriation Act of 1991, and a host of other laws and
rulings demanded constant attention from park managers. They also consumed an enormous
proportion of park resources. At the same time, cultural resource management also required the
same attention to park use by its many constituents as did natural resource management.
Especially after the addition of the Presidio in 1994, the Park Service found itself with
responsibilities for one of the largest collections of historic structures in the park system at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area's inception, a number of the components were
already managed for their cultural resource value while other areas easily lent themselves to this
management. These included Fort Point, under the Golden Gate Bridge; Fort Mason, where the
Park Service established its headquarters; Sutro Heights and Sutro Baths; Cliff House; and a
collection of gun batteries along the coast both in San Francisco and Marin County. Alcatraz
Island enjoyed the greatest cachet with the public. Its history as a military fort and later a military
prison had been subsumed by the era in which it served as a prison to the country's most
infamous convicts, home to Al "Scarface" Capone, "Machine Gun" Kelly, Robert Stroud,
colloquially known as the "Birdman of Alcatraz" even though he did not keep birds while at the
Bay Area prison, and other renowned criminals. The number of historic prison structures on
Alcatraz was enormous and their use, maintenance, and management demanded agency attention.
Fort Point, established as a national historic site in 1970, provided the most obvious
cultural resource management setting. It preceded Golden Gate National Recreation Area and
retained a separate superintendency until 1977. With the support of the Fort Point Museum
Association, the Park Service began an extensive program to renovate the fort after inclusion in
the park system. The chief ranger of the new park, Charles Hawkins, was a retired master sergeant
who was a veteran of World War IPs Battle of the Bulge. He had worked both for the Presidio
Public Affairs Office and the Fort Point Museum Association, and played an instrumental role in
the new site's early operations. Charlie, or The Hawk, as he was known, exemplified the
characteristics of the "old Army," and effectively applied those methods to the NPS. He had a
superb knowledge of the resource, and a uniquely effective way with bureaucracy. He was also a
mentor to a generation of Park Service professionals who cut their teeth at old Fort Point.
By 1971, the Fort Point Museum Association had become a cooperating agency of the
National Park Service, one of the many support organizations that assisted parks by providing
volunteer labor, running bookstores and other fund-raising activities. Its members served as
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guides at Fort Point and undertook small physical improvements. Architects and historians
planned extensive renovation under Park Service auspices, and within three years, the decaying
property became far more attractive. Iron balustrades and columns were sandblasted and
repainted, ironwork rails for the casemate and gorge faces and along the barbette tier were
reproduced, the lighthouse that was first constructed in 1864 was rebuilt, and examples of the
historic camion that had been in the fort were located and brought to the Bay Area. Throughout
the 1970s and 1980s, rehabilitation continued. The interior rooms on the second and third floors
were refurbished, the brick exterior of the fort repointed, and a range of other renovations took
place. Even after its integration into Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Fort Point was
treated as if it were a separate cultural resource unit. Of all the historic areas in the park, Fort
Point most easily lent itself to conventional cultural resource management, protecting physical
structures to underpin interpretation and other visitor activities.
In the ways that Fort Point typified conventional historic cultural resource management,
Fort Mason represented a different dimension of cultural resource management. Fort Mason had
powerful historic significance. It included a 1797 gun battery and structures from the Gold Rush
and Civil War eras. Along with the Presidio, Fort Mason served as a training center and
campground for Americans sailing west in their attempts at empire in the Pacific Ocean during
the Spanish-American War in 1898, and thereafter. Fort Mason served as a principal embarkation
station for the Pacific-bound troops of World War II, but by the 1970s, the military determined it
no longer needed parts of the fort. In 1971, after Rep. William Mailliard had begun the initial
efforts to create a national park area in the Bay Area, the Army released twenty-two of the sixtynine acres of the fort to the General Services Administration (GSA) for disposition. Immediately,
a range of claimants rushed forward. Rep. Manuel Lujan of New Mexico wanted to trade the
lands to private developers for forested land in his home state. The GSA sought to build a new
federal building and planned to sell the excess land for $25 million to developers to finance the
project. Nearby Galileo High School, which used some of the fort's buildings for overflow
classes, sought to relocate its tiny campus to the more spacious waterfront. A proposal to turn the
fort into a prison for youthful offenders also circulated. Mailliard and Rep. Phil Burton protested
loudly, Mailliard pressuring the GSA for a commitment to keep the land until a Golden Gate
National Recreation Area bill became law and Burton— in an irony that no one could have
perceived in 1971—insisting that a prison facility on the fort was akin to building one next door
to the Watergate Hotel, where then-U.S. Attorney General John Mitchell resided. On the local
front, Amy Meyer and PFGGNRA battled against using the fort for anything but a park, and when
Golden Gate National Recreation Area was established, the Park Service set up its administrative
headquarters at Fort Mason.331
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The perception of national recreation areas and the particular situation in the Bay Area
played a large role in determining the future of Fort Mason. As they opened the Park Service
office in 1973-1974, Whalen and his staff began to sift through the range of possible uses. The
Bay Area needed more public space and buildings devoted to community development and public
programs. The Park Service's strategy of creating an identity for itself and developing a support
base easily encouraged the development of community projects within the park's physical and
social boundaries. Nothing about the national recreation area category forbid such endeavors and,
with the new pressure on the Park Service to be relevant to urban needs, community projects in
historic space made considerable sense. These were precisely the programs at which William
Whalen excelled, contributing to his choice as first as superintendent of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area and his meteoric rise to director of the National Park Service.
Fort Mason became the home of such programs, a place for the development of public
programs within park boundaries. Although San Francisco Supervisor John L. Molinari asked the
Park Service to include an ice-skating rink and an indoor tennis facility in the fort, Whalen held
firm to his plans. He wanted the fort to become a cultural center. Late in 1974, the park requested
public proposals for use of the space and at a public meeting in what was then called the Hall of
Flowers, more than 100 groups presented ideas. "Some of them were great and some of them
were lunatic," Amy Meyer remembered, "and they were all things in between." By January 1975,
twenty-nine completed proposals, far more than the Park Service had space to accommodate, had
been submitted. Whalen turned to the Citizens' Advisory Commission, which created a
subcommittee that initiated regulations for use of the fort. Activities needed to fulfill certain
objectives to be included. Whalen offered parameters for use; programs could not be
"predominantly commercial or lack ... significant visitor appeal." The committee recommended
that three categories of activity - performing arts, fine arts and crafts, and education and research
- comprise the initial lessees. The wide variety of proposals created numerous options, and at
Wayburn's insistence, the commission reiterated that even in the cultural center at Fort Mason,
uses had to be in concert with the national park system's values.332
The kind of daily, hands-on management that such a cultural center demanded was the
forte neither of the Citizens' Advisory Commission nor Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
The advisory commission lacked the staff, while planning and administration occupied the vast
majority of the time of park personnel, who were already in the process of developing planning to
manage the entire park. The Park Service actively sought one organization to oversee the entire
cultural center; dividing responsibility among a number of interests assured countless headaches
and a complicated and tendentious administration. With the recommendation of the advisory
commission, the Park Service entered into an eight-year cooperative agreement with nonprofit
Fort Mason Foundation in May 1976. The foundation established the Fort Mason Center to create
and administer a broad, many-faceted center for the arts, humanities, recreation, education, and
ecology. A community-based entity, the foundation drew support from many constituencies and
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because of its nonprofit status, could seek outside funding. The foundation and the new center
opened their doors in May 1976.333
The dilapidated condition of much of Fort Mason made the first years of the cultural
center difficult. The pier area, called Lower Fort Mason, had become a cluster of vacant
warehouses, left to the shoreline's harsh elements. "The place was a mess. Nothing worked,"
Mark Kasky, who became executive director of the center, later observed. Buildings had been
abandoned, some for as many as fifteen years, plumbing fixtures and electrical wiring had been
removed, and garbage was everywhere. For historic structures, the questions of renovation
loomed large, and the Fort Mason Center, with Park Service help, followed the guidelines of
adaptive reuse. Once the cleanup was complete, six tenants moved in and about 125,000 people
came to the center during its first year. Grants and money from San Francisco's hotel tax helped
support the foundation and its activities, the Department of the Interior added $1 million for
renovation, and within a few years, the programs and offerings of the center were widely
acclaimed. By 1979, thirty-six groups were in residence and as many as 120 used the facility. The
center struggled with its budget at times, but by 1981, the project was heralded as a success.
Three hundred thousand square feet of space in five buildings had been renovated at a cost of $1.7
million, with the Fort Mason Foundation raising the bulk of the money. In the mid-1980s, the
Park Service agreed to a twenty-year cooperative agreement with the Fort Mason Foundation, and
an important local institution took another step toward maturity. As the 1980s ended, the
foundation was midway through a $7 million fund-raising campaign, securing more than $3
million in pledges before the end of 1986. Under revised general leasing authorities, the Park
Service and the Foundation eventually began to negotiate a new lease arrangement, and a new
cooperative agreement as well, in order to provide commercial banks with the necessary collateral
to secure the large loans needed to implement the Foundation's ambitious goals. Fort Mason
Center had become a model for urban planning across the globe, described by one Bay Area
newspaper as an "eclectic cultural park" that served a local audience in myriad ways. 3
The Fort Mason Center was the prelude to numerous agreements with other park partners,
nonprofit organizations with specific goals that coincided in some fashion with those of the Park
Service. By the 1990s, such arrangements were commonplace. They included entities as diverse
as the Bay Area Discovery Museum, the Point Bonita YMCA, the Headlands Center for the Arts,
and the Deep Ecology Center in the Marin Headlands. Each served a community function,
included education in some form in its mission, and could work closely with the park in an effort
to attain specific objectives. Collectively, the agreements with such organizations reflected the
park's commitment to the local community as well as its desire to communicate with the diverse
publics of the Bay Area.
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Lower Fort Mason and its cultural center never presented a conventional cultural resource
management situation. Instead, the center brought the many forces in the Bay Area and the
breadth of needs in the region together in abandoned and dilapidated historic space and created a
renovation that met the standards of the park and the advisory commission. Adaptive use of
historic structures created a different definition of cultural resources, one that included more than
preservation and spoke to community and regional needs. It also prevented historic space from
deteriorating, even though it altered that space. On occasion, some expressed concern that the
activities of the center were too local—that it served a local audience at the expense of a national
one that enjoyed as powerful a theoretical claim to the space—but the initiation of events that
enticed out-of-town visitors, also became standard fare. The center became one of the places that
visitors sought precisely because it reflected local culture. By the mid-1980s, the center attracted
almost two million people a year, proving that the versatility of national recreation areas offered a
tremendous asset for urban areas and that public-private partnerships such as the one between the
Park Service and the Fort Mason Foundation could contribute greatly to the cultural environment
of cities.335
Alcatraz Island presented another dimension of cultural resource management. In many
ways the catalyst for establishment of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Alcatraz had the
greatest command on the American public of any cultural feature in the park. The drawback was
that its popular perception as "The Rock" reflected aspects of culture with which the Park Service
felt uncomfortable; combined with the decaying condition of much of the island's physical plant
and the aftermath of the Indian Occupation, Alcatraz Island appeared a difficult and expensive
place for the Park Service to manage. Not only was it expensive to renovate and to operate, it also
seemed unlikely that the public would appreciate agency efforts on the island. Whalen himself felt
that there was "something incongruous" about the island as a unit of the park system. As a result,
in its earliest planning efforts, the agency offered the island not as a historic resource, but instead
as a unique vantage point on the Bay Area. Perhaps the only intrinsic advantage the Park Service
perceived was its ability to control the ingress and egress of visitors, preventing the island from
being inundated by demand.336
In April 1973, the Park Service decided to open the island to the public for the first time,
but much work had to be undertaken before visitors could come to the island. Two crucial
circumstances needed to be resolved. The island had to be made safe for visitors and a
transportation system to convey them across the bay had to be developed. Concessioners vied for
the right to transport visitors; visitors offered a captive and likely very lucrative market. The
General Services Administration (GSA) and the Park Service undertook cleanup, maintenance,
and improvement on the island. Wooden fences and other barriers were set up to clearly mark the
areas that visitors were permitted, railings in the cell blocks were replaced or repaired, and steel
plates were placed over holes in the roadways and in the floors of buildings. Broken windows
within reach of visitors were removed and in some cases replaced, crews collected debris and
hauled it off the island, and a range of other small steps helped make the island cleaner and safer.
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The island presented numerous hazards even after cleanup. At least one guard tower and catwalk
were unsafe, the warden's residence was hazardous, and the entire north end of the island was
closed to visitors because of the dangers it presented. The Park Service faced a dilemma. Its
initial efforts were designed to make the property safe, not to articulate its cultural resource
significance. One of the crucial themes of NPS management of Alcatraz Island, the struggle
between presenting a cultural resource to a public that thought it understood the island's value and
maintaining its historic fabric, began almost from the instant the Park Service considered allowing
visitors on the island.
The two largest cultural resource management issues on Alcatraz during the Park
Service's first decade remained maintenance and safety and visitor access. Agency efforts focused
on maintaining the area that was most attractive to visitors—the cellhouse. The Park Service also
built a museum and bookstore in Building 64. Elsewhere on the island, the harsh salt air devoured
metal and rust was everywhere. A steel catwalk that linked the model industries area to the
recreation yard collapsed, and the Park Service removed another catwalk outside the dining area
as it weakened and posed a threat to passing visitors. The gardens that soldiers and inmates once
tended had been neglected in the absence of inhabitants and had spread over the island. The
agency grappled with how to best present the resource and as a result, what resources to preserve
and in what manner.338
Alcatraz Island retained powerful symbolic standing and a number of groups were not
prepared to readily consign the island to conventional cultural resources management. At the
Citizens' Advisory Commission meeting on November 19, 1977, the public was invited to
comment on the three proposed options and to offer additional ideas. Among the new proposals
were a number of time-worn ideas for Alcatraz. The World Island Committee sought to have the
island become a symbol of the aspirations of humans to live in peace. Spokeswoman Dr. Lucille
Green beseeched the commission to convert it to a place of "dignity and beauty." The United
Nations Association sought a museum to the United Nations on the island to commemorate its
role in seeking world peace; other proposals include a 240-foot high monument to peace, a
proposal to turn the island back to the state of California, and one to turn the island into a source
of alternative energy. There were countless others. The city of San Francisco also offered its
perspective. The Director of City Planning, Rai Okamoto, announced that the city supervisors
favored strengthening and rehabilitation of historic structures, continued public access, and the
removal of rubble.339
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Even with this complicated input and with the ongoing clamor to visit the island, the Park
Service hewed to a conservative line at Alcatraz. The agency focused on the island's natural and
parklike features, accentuating its spectacular view of the Bay Area and its natural setting.
Historic preservation and its attendant objectives were obvious goals, and the agency focused on
creating an attractive environment on the island. Aware that "the majority of future visitors... will
continue to be attracted by the intrigue of the prison," the agency worked to shift attention to the
island's natural features.340 This compromise meant that the Park Service determined to undertake
two possibly mutually exclusive objectives on Alcatraz, to give the public the prison history it
wanted and to point to other interesting dimensions that visitors may not have considered. Agency
culture and its standards again tangled with the public's perception of significance.
An even more difficult cultural resources dilemma for the Park Service was Cliff House,
above the remains of Sutro Baths. Graced by a fabulous five-story Gothic structure that was
completed in 1896, the restaurants, dining rooms, art gallery, and a veranda that overlooked the
water made Cliff House the center of San Francisco's recreational waterfront in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. After that property burned in a fire in 1907, a new
building was constructed in 1909, far less lavish and impressive. As public expectations of leisure
and patterns of movement and transportation changed, the area became an anachronism, declining
and crumbling. By the 1970s, with the closure and demolition of the amusement park Playland-atthe-Beach, the area reeked of urban blight. None of the fine nineteenth-century structures
remained; Sutro Baths, the last building standing, burnt to the ground in 1966. A few smaller
structures, one often called a "tacky Cliff House" and described by author John Hart as "less than
an echo, squat and blocky," replaced the grandiose structures of the early century. Amy Meyer
herself did not care for the newer Cliff House, and as the public observed the area, sentiment for
renovation or reconstruction emerged.341
The Cliff House put the Park Service in an uncomfortable position. The new Cliff House
had potential to be historic; its initial construction dated to 1908, the year after the fire destroyed
Adolph Sutro's stunningly idiosyncratic structure. Built initially through the patronage of Sutro's
daughter, the building was designed by the Reid Brothers, famous San Francisco architects, and
repeatedly renovated as late as the 1970s. The building reflected the history of the area and its
transformation—and some said decline—in clear detail; it just did not contain the physical
structures that revealed the high points of that history. As a result, the battles over Cliff House
forced the Park Service to weigh a restrictive reading of the National Historic Preservation Act
against a conception of a more glorious, more spectacular, and likely more attractive history.
Much of the architectural community and the CAC opposed the Park Service's perspective, citing
the additional language in the NHPA that illustrated the lack of historic integrity and pointed out
that there were better examples of the Reid brothers' work.342 It took the Park Service almost
twenty years to fashion a program that reflected the agency's belief that the structure was eligible
for the National Register of Historic Places. Even after the Park Service's extensive
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documentation, the California State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) did not agree with the
agency's assessment.
At the old San Francisco Maritime State Historical Park on the Hyde Street Pier, which
was added to Golden Gate National Recreation Area in 1977 and became the independent San
Francisco Maritime National Historical Park in 1988, the Park Service inherited another
conventional cultural resource management situation. The maritime park suffered from a lack of
financing. It had bounced from one underfunded branch of state government to another for more
than a decade, all the while its floating stock of eight historic ships decaying. At its establishment,
the new park acquired all museum collections held by Golden Gate National Recreation Area that
were maritime in nature. Only artifacts that directly pertained to park lands, such as lighthouses,
and shipwrecks, were retained. This intellectual/property interpark agreement transferred the
Golden Gate National Recreation Area collections and all the museum staff to San Francisco
Maritime National Historical Park.
Rep. Phil Burton craftily included it within the boundaries of the initial park without
acknowledging that the area contained ships. William Thomas, a San Francisco reporter and
Burton staff member, played an instrumental role in securing the ships for the park. In the nearby
Aquatic Park Bathhouse, the San Francisco Maritime Museum, a separate nonprofit entity, also
struggled. After it was included in Golden Gate National Recreation Area in 1978, Phil Burton
continued to assist the museum. Eventually the building was named for his wife, Sala, who
followed him to Congress. The museum's total collection became more than 14,000 artifacts and
150,000 historic photos, and the National Maritime Museum, as the property was called, became
an important cultural resource addition to the park.
Maintenance and funding for upkeep remained the primary issues at the museum. The ships
received funding as a result of the machinations of Phil Burton. NPS Regional Director Howard
Chapman persuaded Burton to include in the legislation a clause that let the revenues that accrued
from rent at Haslett Warehouse and Cliff House fund the ships and the Fort Mason Foundation.
Burton also arranged for an admission fee for the Balclutha, the primary attraction among the
historic ships. After Burton's death in 1983, his wife, Sala, who succeeded him in the House of
Representatives, extended the admission charge to the park's entire fleet of historic ships.344 Yet
the maintenance costs of the ships were exorbitant and even with the addition of new revenues,
money for upkeep remained scarce. As occurred throughout the park system, maintenance was
deferred on the ships, creating a situation that meant that sometime in the future, the
consequences of an established pattern of inadequate care would have to be faced.
The ships were an afterthought at Golden Gate National Recreation Area, illustrating the
precarious position of cultural resources in the park. Again, the national recreation area
designation loomed large. Even though the Park Service managed all of its units by the same set
of standards, the idea of significant cultural resource management within a national recreation
area remained hard for the public and sometimes for the agency to fathom. Even more, the public
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perception of Golden Gate National Recreation Area as a series of individual units presented an
enormous barrier to an appreciation of integrated cultural resources management. The Maritime
Museum was the most extreme example of the perception of the park as individual units, a
difficult marriage of objectives and personnel that reflected the complexity characteristic of the
park. When visitors toured the ships or climbed the parapet at Fort Point, they perceived
themselves as being in independent park units, decidedly not the same park as when they hiked in
the Olema Valley or watched the sunset from the Marin Headlands. Cultural resource
management underscored the diversity of the park's themes and the difficulty of communicating
them as a whole to the public.
Among the many tasks of the GMP was an effort to reconcile the various dimensions of
park management into a coherent overall strategy. Cultural resource management played an
integral role in the planning process and was clearly represented in the final product. At the same
time, a 1980 amendment to the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 added new
expectations regarding cultural properties. In Section 110 of the amended document, every federal
agency was assigned responsibility for the historic properties under its jurisdiction, an obligation
that been implied in the original legislation but not made explicit until 1980. The twin obligations
of Section 106 and Section 110 demanded agency attention. The result added complex new
responsibilities at Golden Gate National Recreation Area and focused considerably greater
attention on cultural resources.
The GMP played a catalytic role in organizing the context for systematic cultural resource
management and laying the basis for a cultural resource management plan. It introduced the
Historic Resource Land Management Zones concept, creating a Preservation Zone, an
Enhancement Zone, and an Adaptive Use Zone. Resources in the Preservation Zone were to be
managed for their historic qualities; those in the Enhancement Zone were historic, but had always
been devoted to recreational purposes, and those resources in the Adaptive Use Zone were
historic in character but already adapted or likely to be adapted for park purposes.346 While an
imperfect set of designations, the zone concept tried to put a framework around the unit-by-unit
responses of the park before 1980. As the GMP did in nearly every facet of park management, it
both formalized the existing patterns of agency response and pointed toward a new, more
comprehensively planned future. As in other park areas, the GMP seemed to be pulled between
the reality of responding to constituencies and the desire of the Park Service to take a strong and
leading position in cultural resource management, thought, and practice.
In the Park Service, adaptive use of historic properties remained controversial. The Park
Service had always uncomfortably mixed protection and use, beginning with the Antiquities Act
of 1906 and continuing with federal statutes governing historic preservation in the 1930s.
Especially after the advent of MISSION 66, the post-war era muted preservationist tendencies, but
historic preservation again gained agency attention after 1960. The cultural climate of the 1960s
and the emphasis on preserving vignettes of the natural past in the 1963 Leopold Report added
momentum to an existing and already powerful strain of thought in the agency.347 Even in an era
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when the Park Service actively accommodated the public's desires, programs such as adaptive use
inspired resentment in some quarters. Cultural resource managers were initially reticent about
such uses, but with the incredible number of structures in Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
and especially as a result of the abandoned ones at lower Fort Mason, rehabilitation seemed the
only viable solution. Some within the agency grimaced, but in a national recreation area in an
urban area, adaptive use was destined to become a cornerstone of cultural resource management.
At about the same time, the Park Service became concerned with external threats to the
national park system. As a result of the legislative matrix that surrounded the National
Environmental Policy Act and increased pressure for energy development in response to the
OPEC oil crisis of the mid-1970s, park managers found that the once remote character of major
natural national parks had become compromised and that activities outside park boundaries
possessed colossal implications for the lands within. Air pollution that marred vistas at the Grand
Canyon became symbolic of the problem, but the threats were even more widespread and diverse.
Late in the 1970s, at the behest of two former NPS officials who were working for the U.S. House
of Representatives Interior Committee National Parks subcommittee, the agency undertook a
survey of threats to the parks. Each unit responded to a questionnaire that sought to discern not
only what the threats to the parks were but how the Park Service expected to address them.348
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the response to this query revealed a great deal
of information about the state of cultural resource management. The urban industrial character of
the Bay Area combined with its ocean-side setting to create significant threats, especially to the
park's cultural resources. Smog, smoke, and dust as well as salt air affected outside displays such
as Hyde Street Pier, the historic ships, gun batteries, and even the coastal fortifications. Alcatraz
Island appeared particularly vulnerable, as did the west face of Fort Point, where brick facades
routinely deteriorated from the ongoing pounding of wind and surf. Air and water pollution and
soil erosion at historic structures at both Fort Funston and Fort Baker presented obstacles to
maintaining park resources. The Army presence created another uncertainty for the Park Service;
while the military "displayed careful preservation management" for the Presidio's occupied
structures within the context of its desire to modernize, the report observed that its habit of
abandoning structures no longer useful posed cultural resource management problems. Once
military buildings were no longer in use, all maintenance ceased—generally including heat.
Worse, the park feared that the Army would point to the dilapidated condition of older buildings
as a reason to replace them with new construction. If employed, this strategy posed a threat to
historic resources in general. Nor was the park prepared to manage the endemic vandalism that
occurred in a metropolitan area. Graffiti on seacoast fortifications and visitors trampling
archaeological middens posed another category of threats to cultural resources.349 The threats
report reflected the Park Service's ongoing issues at Golden Gate National Recreation Area:
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outside impacts from the city and the Army, lack of resources for management, and a host of
other factors beyond the park's control.
The solution to these problems was planning, park officials believed, and the planning
process, which had been formalized with the GMP in 1980, continued. In June 1982, the Cultural
Resource Management Plan for the park debuted. A candid document, it tried to set the tone for
planning and felt no compunction about pointing out the numerous difficulties associated with
cultural resource management. The plan followed the lead of the GMP, using the concept of
Historic Resource Land Management Zones and further elaborating on them. By the terms of the
CRM plan, Fort Point, the ships, lighthouses, fortifications, and historic buildings on Alcatraz
were located in the Preservation Zone and were to be managed for the complicated and sometimes
contradictory goals of facilitating public enjoyment and appreciation of their historic values. In
practice, this meant that within these areas, historic preservation efforts focused on the protection
of structures from deterioration. In the Enhancement Zone, consisting of Sutro Heights, Cliff
House, and Aquatic Park, management practice preserved the basic integrity of the settings as
well as specific structures. In the Adaptive Use Zone, which included Alcatraz's grounds, Upper
Fort Mason, Haslett Warehouse, East Fort Miley and portions of the Marin Headlands, historic
space was to be redesigned and adapted for recreational use while the integrity of historic space
was maintained and if possible enhanced.350
While a historic preservation purist might scoff at such a set of goals, the plan made
considerable sense at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. With 340 properties on the list of
classified structures and twenty-six areas on the National Register of Historic Places, a fleet of
historic ships, as well as a huge inventory of written, graphic, and photographic resources, the
park had an enormous cultural resource mission, but it was not the only management obligation at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The CRM plan attempted to bridge the many-faceted
mission of the park, its obligations in legislation and to the public, and to satisfy the countless
constituencies that felt strongly about the park and its resources.
The plan also more clearly delineated the dimensions of cultural resource management at
the park. It built from the historic resource studies of NPS historians Anna Coxe Toogood and
Erwin Thompson, synthesizing their detailed historical work into a series of themes for the park
to preserve. Prehistoric Native American peoples and their lives, primarily the Coast Miwok and
the Ohlone—once called Costanoans by Europeans—who preceded Europeans and Americans in
the region, formed one theme. The plan noted the presence of a number of sites inside the park,
attributing their predominance in the San Francisco Unit to the development on that side of the
bay. The less-disturbed nature of west Marin County, in particular, meant that many more
archaeological sites were likely to be found. Cultural resources from the Spanish-Mexican period
were divided among three locations, Fort Point, Fort Mason, and the Olema Valley. The first two
likely held archaeological remains of that era, as certainly did the nineteenth-century adobe walls
that had been enclosed in the Presidio officers club, and the Olema Valley contained ranchos that
reflected the culture and social organization of the Mexican era as well as the dairy farming
culture of the twentieth century. The plan acknowledged a lack of historical research focusing on
this period and the need for further evaluation of park resources. The American period was
divided into two time frames, one focusing on acquisition and the Gold Rush and the second
focusing on the military period. The park had only a few cultural resources to reflect the first era.
Cultural Resources Management Plan, Golden Gate National Recreation Area, June 1982 (San Francisco:
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, 1982), 2-5.
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The four Gold Rush-era structures at Fort Mason were administered by the Army, and the
National Maritime Museum, with its ships and related artifacts, served as the primary illustration
of this history. Submerged cultural resources, an activity in which the Park Service in 1980 had
only recently begun to engage, also merited attention.351
The most visible and best collection of cultural resources in the park illustrated the
military experience in the Bay Area and the Pacific Rim. The park contained an outstanding
collection of military and seacoast defense architecture and engineering, spanning the evolution
not only of Americans' military prowess but of the Spanish and Mexicans who preceded them.
This remarkable collection included the remnants of Spanish fortifications and every subsequent
stage in the development of defense capabilities through the NIKE anti-aircraft missiles of the
1950s. With myriad physical structures and equipment, the park offered an outstanding
opportunity to preserve the military past and to illustrate the history it preserved.
The predominance of military historians in the Park Service made the elevation of military
history in the park a certainty. Even in 1980, history in the Park Service remained closely tied to
its roots in the agency, to the acquisition of the fabric of American history that accompanied the
New Deal reorganization of the federal government in 1933. When the Park Service accepted the
transfer in the 1930s of the battlefields that comprised American history from the Army, the
triumphalist, progressive tone of that history had yet to be widely questioned. The pageant of the
country's history had been presented as progress toward a greater good, and the Park Service, still
strongly committed to broadening its constituency, embraced that style and pattern. This
formulation endured in the agency through the great cultural upheaval of the 1960s and early
1970s even as the park system became more diverse both in its historic properties and in the
interests of its professional staff. Yet the military legacy held powerful sway, and at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area, the structures to preserve and interpret it were present in great
variety and quantity.
The GMP recognized maritime resources as the park's last major category of cultural
resource fabric. The historic fleet, which included eight major ships and sixty smaller vessels,
constituted an enormous cultural resource as well as a challenging set of preservation and
protection issues. The park also contained three historic lighthouses, all listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, on Alcatraz Island, atop Fort Point, and at Point Bonita. Wharves,
piers, docks, and other shore-side embarkation points also qualified as cultural resources, as did
shipwrecks and other submerged artifacts.354
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Other cultural resources demanded agency attention. These included transportation
resources, agrarian resources, engineering resources, and remnants of various urban lifestyles. An
urban lifestyles theme articulated in the plan permitted two innovations that were more difficult to
establish in other park areas. This theme reflected ethnic history and accentuated the complex and
multifaceted ethnic and racial history of San Francisco. By 1980, the Park Service sought such
cultural resources as part of its serious attempt to reach more broadly into American society and
reflect the history of the nation's growing diversity. Recreation also presented a theme that the
park could preserve and interpret. The structures that revealed its history, in places such as Cliff
House, Sutro Heights, Playland, and Aquatic Park, also fell within park boundaries.355
The authors of the plan recognized significant gaps in research that impeded the
management of cultural resources. By 1980, the Park Service had compiled a significant amount
of information about park resources in its basic research reports and inherited a great deal of
maritime history from the library at the San Francisco Maritime Museum, but the breadth of
features meant that a considerable number of themes and resources remained largely unexplored.
The deficiencies were most pronounced in knowledge of prehistoric peoples and for submerged
cultural resources. Nor had Section 106 compliance proceeded throughout the park. A number of
National Register-eligible properties required nomination forms and adequate documentation was
absent for a number of park properties included in the Historic American Buildings Survey
(HABS) and the National American Engineering Record (NAER), later changed to Historic
American Engineering Records, or (HAER). Other cultural resources that had been designated for
restoration or adaptive use required historic structures reports. Oral histories had not yet been
undertaken and minority history studies had only begun. With a park as complicated as Golden
Gate National Recreation Area, the report averred, "continued and detailed historical research
needs to be continued at all times." Only with such an effort could the agency keep abreast of its
cultural resource management obligations.356
As in other facets of oversight, the cultural resource management plan created a context
for managing the park. Instead of reaction to public demand, a pattern not only the result of the
proprietary feeling of Bay Area residents for the lands included in the park, but also a direct result
of the interactive way the Park Service handled its arrival in the region, the plan allowed the
agency to look ahead toward clearly defined objectives. Officials could hold up the plan and use it
to articulate reasons for their decisions, providing staff with the morale boost that clearly
articulated policy often delivered. The plan provided a basis for action, a set of clearly articulated
reasons and goals. In some situations, such a stance could be persuasive, but implementation
continued to require more than just a plan It meant entering into the complicated constituency
negotiations that had become the hallmark of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The plan
created a framework, a series of assumptions that agency personnel could point to as concrete
goals, but that rarely impeded local constituencies from seeking their own ends. The framework
let the park create a structure; it did not always let the plans agency officials desired become
reality.
The difficulty in implementation stemmed from two disparate points of origin. Distinctly
different segments comprised the historic preservation community in the Bay Area. One, military
enthusiasts, focused closely on the buildings, structures, and landscapes associated with the
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martial presence. Many were military retirees who became the intellectual descendants of the Fort
Point Museum Association, far better positioned and better organized than their predecessors, but
their concerns were confined to the preservation of Army, Navy, and Coast Guard sites. When
military preservation was the issue, this group loudly used its considerable influence; when other
issues came to the fore, they were often silent. Other cultural resources in the park had specific
constituencies as well. The historic ships at Hyde Street Pier had a particularly vocal group of
supporters, as did Cliff House, Alcatraz, and other features. All supported their individual causes,
but a few supported cultural resource management in general. In most cases, the interest of groups
remained specifically in one site and did not translate to an energized historic preservation
community. The groups that did promote a general historic preservation agenda did so as a
secondary concern. As did PFGGNRA, groups such as Headlands Inc. included historic
preservation among its concerns, but only in concert with larger natural resource preservation
issues. The national historic preservation organizations such as the National Trust only reluctantly
got involved in local issues, preferring instead to influence policy. Even State Historic
Preservation Officers (SPFIO) found themselves tightly constrained by legal and institutional
procedures and could rarely offer much help.357 Despite the variety of cultural resources, Golden
Gate National Recreation Area's support continued to stem from the groups that helped found the
park and their concerns leaned more to nature rather than the human past.
Another obstacle to successful management was the shortage of resources for management
at the crucial moment that the plans were adopted. The early years of the Reagan administration
were difficult for the Park Service and budgets remained constant or fell in real dollar value.
Throughout the park system, shortages hamstrung managers. At Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, the park was forced to leave countless staff positions vacant. In 1982, the year the cultural
resource management plan was completed, Golden Gate National Recreation Area faced a
reduction in full-time positions. At precisely the moment the park needed personnel to begin the
process of implementing planning and persuading the public of the value of those decisions,
existing staff had to do more with fewer resources.358 Management became a devil's bargain, an
imperative to be sure, but one complicated by a wide range of factors that affected how the park
handled its resources.
The most viable strategy was to rely on the prescriptions of the General Management Plan.
The park lacked sufficient staff to fully implement and the structure of the plan provided an
outline that let the agency meet its obligations. The Historic Resource Land Management Zones
developed in the GMP became the basis for cultural resource management. The intensive use
zones such as Alcatraz Island and Sutro Heights were defined as urban parkland and managed in
that fashion. While this did not necessarily compromise the integrity of cultural resources, it did
mean that resources in these areas would be subjected to considerable use and the consequent
impacts. The question of heavy use guaranteed that cultural resource management in intensive use
areas would consistently require the investment of resources.
Section 106 compliance, the assessment of federal undertakings on historic properties,
demanded an enormous proportion of park attention. The number of properties that fell under the
act was so great that Golden Gate National Recreation Area could simply not be expected to
handle compliance with the available staff. In the National Park Service, responsibility for
compliance was delegated from the Washington office to the regional offices. Regional office
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personnel reviewed undertakings submitted by parks under a programmatic agreement signed by
the Park Service, the National Council of State Historic Preservation Officers, and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation. For each undertaking, the park submitted a form colloquially
called the Triple X because it required three signatures. Regional office personnel reviewed the
form to determine if the undertaking fell under the jurisdiction of the programmatic agreement. If
so, the park received notification that it met its Section 106 Compliance requirements. If the
agreement did not cover the undertaking, the regional office followed with a full consultation with
the applicable State Historic preservation Office and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation to keep the agency in compliance. The Western Regional Office handled Section 106
compliance throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and into 1990.
The oversight of Golden Gate undertakings unraveled over a building replacement at the
Julius Kahn Playground on the Presidio grounds. The relationship at Julius Kahn Playground in
the Presidio stretched back seventy years. In 1922, the San Francisco Park and Recreation
Department and the U.S. Army created the playground and a local institution was bom. Early in
1990, transition of the Presidio from the Army to the park began and the national historic
landmark status of the Presidio was being revised. At this juncture, Richard and Rhoda Goldman,
two important supporters of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and GGNPA, offered to
donate the funds to build a new clubhouse at the playground in memory of their deceased son.
Governed by the "one up, one down" rule that kept the number of structures on the Presidio
constant, the replacement of a building was permissible. Since the Army owned the land, but the
city of San Francisco owned the building, not one but two other agencies held some jurisdiction.
The Army asked for NPS assistance in assessing the impact of a replacement building on the
property.
The question hinged on the status of the old clubhouse. If it was a historic structure or a
contributing structure to the national historic landmark, then Section 106 would be invoked and
the process changed. Park Service Historical Architect Ric Borjes observed that since the building
was in the Presidio, it was likely to be a contributing structure, but the National Historic
Landmark revision team, updating the Presidio's status, assured him that civilian properties inside
the Presidio were not being considered as contributing structures. The decision seemed clear and
headed for an easy route to resolution. Then the NHL team changed its determination and located
the playground as a contributing structure to the national historic landmark. The decision created
a new tone in the debate, which became a regrettable, rancorous situation. When the NHL
determination included the playground, the Park Service backed away from the Section 106
process, ceding the lead role to the military. The Army still administered the Presidio; the transfer
was slated but had not yet occurred, and the military's claim to lead agency status was easily
made. At the recommendation of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the military hired a
former park staff member, Glennie Wall, who had started a consulting firm that specialized in
historic preservation, to undertake the 106 compliance action. The assessment eventually
determined that the Kahn playground was ineligible for inclusion as a contributing structure to the
ICQ

national historic landmark and the state historic preservation office concurred.
The SHPO's concurrence ended the grappling. When the existing playground was
determined not to be an eligible property, the construction became a "no effect" action under
Section 106. At an October 10, 1991 Citizen's Advisory Commission public hearing, David
Warner, chief of Planning in Real Estate at the Presidio, announced that he believed the new
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clubhouse was "simple and well thought out." Deborah Learner of San Francisco Recreation and
Park Department seconded Warner's perspective, and with little objection from the public, the
commission passed favorably on the recommendation of "no adverse impact."360
The Section 106 struggle over the Julius Kahn Playground became a seminal event for
cultural resource management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. It made historic
preservation seem as if it were a roadblock in the process of a change, an obstacle rather than the
inventory and collection process required by law. Both Golden Gate National Recreation Area
and the Goldmans were incensed at the delays caused by 106 compliance. It also soured
relationships with some architects in the Bay Area, as the nearly two-year process had so drawn
out the construction of a new playground building that the fray affected the perception of Section
106. Instead of a preservation tool, opponents began to see the law as a hindrance to viable
objectives, a sentiment that had an ongoing and largely negative effect on historic preservation
programs at the park.
The Kahn playground struggle also changed the Park's Service's 106 procedure. Golden
Gate National Recreation Area administered a greater number of historic structures than the rest
of the Western Region combined. The Presidio was already slated for transfer to the Park Service.
The park possessed a sufficiently large professional staff to make determinations about National
Register eligibility and sought its own programmatic agreement. In 1992, the park entered into
National Park Service's first comprehensive programmatic agreement for park-level review at less
than "adverse effect" level; instead of passing the decision to the regional office, Golden Gate
National Recreation Area used its staff to make regional-level decisions at the park level. This
decision simplified agency procedure and practice.
Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act also required park action. Section
110 expressed the intent of the act to assure that historic preservation was integrated into all
federal agency programs. Included as a concept in the preamble to the original 1966 act and
incorporating Executive Order 11593 from 1972, the ideas became Section 110 in the 1980
amendment to the act. In 1992, additions to Section 110 set out specific benchmarks to assure that
historic and cultural resources were given adequate protection by federal agencies. Properties
were to be managed and maintained to preserve their cultural value. Cultural properties that
federal agencies did not control but that could be affected by their actions had to be addressed in
agency planning. Preservation activities had to be carried out in consultation with other affected
groups, as well as other federal, state, and local agencies. To comply with Section 110, agency
procedures for addressing Section 106 had to be consistent with the guidelines of the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, and agencies had to hold permits accountable under Section
106. In addition, agencies were instructed to look to historic structures for adaptive uses before
new construction when planning expansion.361
Although on the surface it appeared that the 1992 amendments to Section 110 raised the
standards for park management of cultural resources management, in reality the park had
practiced the new standards at least since the GMP and CRM plans in the early 1980s. With the
large number of structures and the tremendous demand for adaptive use, Golden Gate National
Recreation Area took the lead in resolving countless situations, providing a blueprint for
60
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implementation of these policies elsewhere in the park system. The park helped move historic
preservation from the strict mode of the 1950s and 1960s, characterized by some as making
historic buildings into museums, toward more interactive uses. Again, the complicated nature of
resource management in an urban area, the quantity and variety of historic structures and other
cultural resources, and the demands of policy and statute combined to put Golden Gate National
Recreation Area into a leading position in implementing the new statutory obligations.
The evidence of this prescience showed in management situations across the park.
Especially in the intensive use areas, the dictates of Section 110 came to the forefront. In each
such situation, the concerns of new users, typically not federal agencies, had to be melded with
the statutory demands of resource management. In these circumstances, the major check on
compromising cultural resource management became the intensity of concern for statutory
obligation. In most situations, Golden Gate National Recreation Area provided outstanding care
of historic properties even when they were designated for adaptive use. Operating under the
principle that a structure in use is a structure being maintained, and well aware that the agency
was unlikely to receive adequate resources for all its cultural resources, the park pursued adaptive
use as a protection strategy.
Fort Mason, where adaptive use gave historic preservation a different character, illustrated
the range of Section 110 issues. The fort itself was divided between two different kinds of areas.
The lower fort became the Fort Mason Center, and its use skyrocketed as the events became "real
cultural happenings." Adaptive re-use was of the essence, guided by the precepts of a Historic
Structure Report in 1991. In 1978, 45,000 people came to center events. The following year that
figure rose to more than 180,000, a harbinger of even more increases in future use. Also in 1979,
the NPS began a long process of renovating the Great Meadow in Upper Fort Mason. Dirt was
brought it and left for a number of years. Landscaping came later, allowing recreational space in
the upper fort. The physical structures in the upper fort, both the old headquarters of the Army of
the West, which the Park Service turned into its headquarters, and the nearby residences, in which
military personnel still lived, were treated as a historic scene. The result was a fusion of historic
preservation and adaptive use that anticipated the demands of statute in the same sector of the
park. In 1992, Borjes attested to the success of Lower Fort Mason when the historical architect
called it one of the first examples of creative management of historic structures to preserve them
and use them.363
Section 110 questions were muted at Fort Point, which remained a premier historic
resource as it had been since its addition to the national park system in 1970. Management of the
old fort required considerable investment of resources, but its core mission, as a historic site,
remained constant. By 1981, more than one million visitors per year reached the old brick fort,
creating resource management issues that stemmed from their impact. The Golden Gate National
Recreation Area maintenance staff played a crucial role in maintaining the structure, and Fort
Point site managers gratefully acknowledged their efforts. As growing numbers of visitors
reached the fort by public transportation, the trails to the fort from Battery East on the cliff above
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the fort were inundated with visitors; at the same time, the continuous impact of ocean waves
contributed to the deterioration of the brick walls of the fort.364 Management of the fort remained
consistent with the goals of cultural resource management, for the fort—alone among the
different units of Golden Gate National Recreation Area—had one and only one clearly defined
purpose. It was historic, the public treated it as such, and the Park Service managed it in that
manner. Its issues remained far less complicated than in other units of the park, where competing
interests vied to define cultural resource features.
Decommissioned NIKE missile sites offered another window into cultural resource
management. The park contained a number of these sites, vestiges of the recent past and heirs to a
long tradition of coastal military defense around the Bay Area. Yet the missiles illustrated a
classic Park Service and historic preservation dilemma: the history they offered was too recent
when the park was established. It was hard for the agency to see the recent past as historic. Since
the missiles were not fifty years old, the age required for assessment under the National Historic
Preservation Act, the agency did not initially treat the NIKE sites as historic. After the Strategic
Arms Limitation Treaty and the swords-into-plowshares program of the early 1970s, the NIKE
missiles were the first weapons to be dismantled. As the last missile launchers in the Bay Area
were being taken out of operation in 1974, NIKE Site SF-88L in Fort Barry was offered to the
Park Service in a nearly intact demilitarized condition, but the agency declined. As was the case
with many other cultural resources recent in time, the agency did not recognize the resource as
valuable to its mission. Superintendent William Whalen felt the park lacked the capability to
manage the site, and in 1976, no chief of interpretation had been appointed, leaving no advocate
for the idea. Whalen accepted the lands, but without the missile equipment.365
This illustrated a typical conundrum for the Park Service, one repeated across the country
with the advent of new parks. Very often, cultural resources in the parks did not illustrate the
themes that the Park Service recognized as the reason for establishment. Equally often, the agency
devalued existing resources so as to draw attention away from prior uses of the park. From
Bandelier National Monument, where the Park Service removed historic structures in the 1930s
only to wish they were still there in the 1980s, to Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the
agency evinced a narrow approach to the range of cultural resources. In countless circumstances,
the Bay Area included among them, it later regretted decisions and wished for the resources it had
declined, removed, or altered.
As a cultural resource, NIKE Site SF-88L followed a common pattern. Its value increased
over time. The Cold War became part of history and Americans recognized historic values in the
places that reflected it. Once the Park Service recognized the historic and interpretive value of the
missile site, preserving it served a broader and neatly historic purpose. The interpretation of a
kind of military defense that no longer seemed real, but instead was an anachronism from an
increasingly distant past. As a commemoration, the missile site worked well; it told a story about
coastal defense and the evolution of strategy, techniques, and weapons that could be linked to
other histories of the area precisely because a changing political climate had made them historic
in the most distant sense of the word. In the 1970s, the NIKT3 site was too close to the present; in
the 1990s, it had quickly become a relic of something far in the past.
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Yet the NIKE site, Fort Point, and other purely cultural areas within the park were
anomalies of management. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, adaptive use and multiplepurpose intensive use situations dominated. The great number of structures and the need for space
in the Bay Area made adaptive use a potent question of management. Visitor demand turned the
intensive use areas from cultural resource issues into something far more convoluted under
statute. In situations of overwhelming visitor use, complying with the terms of Section 110 was
most difficult.
Alcatraz Island presented the most complex set of cultural resource management questions
and as a result became the most difficult site regarding compliance. The island's history was
varied, but the public's focus remained on one time and one specific kind of use, the federal
prison that so captured the American imagination. By 1977, the San Francisco Visitors and
Convention Bureau regarded the island as San Francisco's most popular visitor attraction. In
1980, 524,000 visitors saw the island in more than 10,000 personalized tours. The Park Service
was inundated. Its assessment regarded the island as a series of historic resources with wonderful
vistas and natural resources added, linked together by time. Its perspective became embodied in
professional assessments that sought to shift public focus from the cell house and the concept of
The Rock, to other dimensions of the island's past. Even National Historic Landmark status,
attained at the same time as Fort Mason in 1986, did not change public perception. The public
remained focused on the stories of the federal prison, of inmates such as Al Capone and on the
idea that no one ever escaped from the island. Public demand stretched the Park Service's sense
of the historic resources on Alcatraz Island and for a number of years, the agency had difficulty
recognizing that no matter what the agency did, to the public, Alcatraz was a notorious prison.366
The greatest cultural resource management questions on Alcatraz involved resource
preservation and visitor safety. No amount of fixing, cleaning or rehabilitating could guarantee
safety. The structures on the island were old and had experienced all kinds of use. They were
subjected to a harsh climate. The combination of wind, salt air, and precipitation contributed to an
ongoing series of maintenance issues. Stabilization of structures became a concern. In 1979, a
structural safety study pointed to countless hazards and during the 1980s, cultural resource
management and maintenance on the island were closely aligned. Following the collapse of a sixfoot by forty-foot section of wall of the cliff below the warden's house in 1980, the Park Service
retained Dames & Moore, an engineering consulting conglomerate, to conduct a geologic hazard
study to protect cultural resources from similar dilemmas. In 1983, the park marked off hazardous
areas with an extensive system of yellow striping as an effort to make the island safer. By 1990, a
program had been established with the Federal Bureau of Prisons that resulted in federal prisoners
accomplishing considerable work on the island. In 1990, the park valued that labor at $150,000.367
Again, safety steps intruded on the historic scene, continuing the pattern of straddling conflicting
demands that characterized management of the island.
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Section 110 also drove the process of submerged cultural resource management. Coastal
waters under NPS jurisdiction contained a broad array of historic resources, but until 1980, when
both the GMP at the park was approved and the amended National Historic Preservation Act
passed Congress, submerged resources rarely found a place in the reactive patterns of the park.
Only the massive Westside Transport project, with its enormous sewer box under Sloat Avenue,
threatened submerged cultural resources and inspired NPS response. After the amendments to
Section 110, the Park Service began proactive management. The first project statement in the
1982 CPvM pushed for a survey of submerged resources. The founding of the Submerged Cultural
Resources Unit (SCRU), located in the Santa Fe Regional Office Cultural Resource Management
Center, followed. SCRU was one of the few projects in the center staffed by permanent Park
Service personnel instead of seasonals, giving it a stronger claim on longevity than many similar
operations.
Submerged resources at Golden Gate National Recreation Area benefited from the interest
of an enthusiastic and knowledgeable staff member, James P. Delgado, a park historian who
became affiliated with SCRU and whose activities drove the process. Typically the Park Service
dealt with cultural resource management issues in a reactive manner. An outside threat or
undertaking was proposed for a specific area and the agency crafted a response. Delgado's
interest meant that rather than react, the Park Service initiated activity independent of outside
impetus. Delgado's interest preceded the creation of SCRU, making Golden Gate National
Recreation Area a particularly opportune location because research had already begun. By 1979,
Delgado began to publish a spate of articles in professional journals that drew considerable
attention to submerged resource management.368
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area and in the Bay Area, SCRU focused on Section
110-based survey work. Delgado's work led to more sophisticated management of shipwrecks
and other underwater resources. Many were better managed by a conservation archaeology
regime than by any kind of intrusive action, and the preemptive work of SCRU helped acquire
greater knowledge and simultaneously preserve resources. In 1982, the unit undertook a survey of
submerged resources in Gulf of the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary and Point Reyes
National Seashore. In 1989, the agency completed the Golden Gate National Recreation Area
Submerged Cultural Resources Assessment. The study was an outgrowth of the Southeast Sewer
Outfall Construction, El Nino in 1982 and 1983 and its impact on resources, and the personal
interest of Delgado. The report documented ninety-seven shipwrecks in park waters; in the areas
including the Gulf of the Farallones, the total reached 148. With its close attention to an often
overlooked facet of cultural resource management, the report became the basis for resource
management decisions along the shoreline and under the water.
Elsewhere, fashioning resources on land into manageable entities required the agency to
embrace new concepts. The Park Service embraced the idea of cultural landscapes in the early
1980s, and they abounded at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. As the concept became an
important trend in resource management, the park again became a testing ground for new ideas
and policies. Robert Page, the person in the Washington Office responsible for cultural
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landscapes, set up meetings to orchestrate the park's ability to lead agency thinking in this new
category. Cultural landscapes enjoyed a complicated history in the park system. The original
national parks were conceived to be devoid of humans, tributes to nature. The idea persisted in the
park system that places people inhabited could not be sufficiently significant for national park
status. As late as 1963, when ecology was on the rise in the park system and the Leopold Report,
with its image of parks as "vignettes of primitive America," cultural landscapes remained
secondary to the Park Service's traditional mission. The move to be inclusive that led to urban
parks shifted the focus from landscapes without people to landscapes that could serve nearby
people and that not incidentally, in which other people lived. By the time Golden Gate National
Recreation Area was founded in 1972, cultural landscapes had begun to be a consideration for the
Park Service.
The concept evolved further, from a description of a landscape to a way to analyze and
categorize resources. Cultural landscapes gained importance in the park system, becoming
codified in policy. In the late 1990s, NPS-28, the governing handbook for cultural resource
management, included cultural landscapes among its categories of analysis. The idea evolved into
a sort of organic theory, arguing for the historicity and significance of evolving landscapes of
human and natural interaction instead of freezing them in a moment of time. The Cultural
Landscape Assessment Inventory and Management System (CLAIMS) program developed a
four-stage process with each level providing progressively more information. The fourth level
mirrored an implementation plan. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, park staff Patricia
Quintero and Nick Weeks worked closely with Cathy Gilbert of the Seattle Office and Robert
Melnick of the University of Oregon and Land and Community Associates to develop the
concept. By the late 1990s, cultural landscapes had become an important tool for resource
management. The concept allowed a kind of flexibility, arguing for both growth and change in the
landscape as well as its whole over any specific part. CLAIMS and cultural landscapes made the
Park Service significantly more able to include inhabited landscapes within park boundaries.
The emergence of the concept had powerful implications at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. The park was very simply one enormous cultural landscape, a laboratory for the
implementation of this idea; human habitation of the area stretched back at least 5,000 years.
Every feature of the park had been used by humanity in some way and the entire park reflected
those uses. Its urban location meant that expansion of the park necessarily affected people and
often included them in the park. Unlike most national parks, Golden Gate National Recreation
Area had been acquired from other agencies or by purchase from private owners, not selected
from the public domain. As a result, human use and humans were ever present in the park.
Everyone, especially PFGGNRA and the other groups that lobbied for the park, recognized this
reality. In its early newsletters, PFGGNRA referred to the proposed park as a "greenbelt,"
recognizing that conceptually, their park was different. Unlike other parks, Golden Gate National
Recreation Area would have to accommodate human activity and continued presence in ways that
other national parks did not.369
For the Park Service at the onset of the 1980s, the cultural landscapes concept presented
important opportunities. After ANILCA, the Alaskan National Interest Lands Conservation Act,
and President Jimmy Carter's lame duck proclamation of national monuments throughout Alaska
in 1980, expansion of the park system seemed limited to historic properties in the lower forty-
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eight states.370 Large expanses of land suitable for park purposes no longer existed except in
private holdings, and the agency needed a way to add new areas to improve both its base budget
and to maintain its standing among federal agencies. An urban park such as Golden Gate National
Recreation Area provided ample opportunities to try out the new strategy even if follow-through
did not always occur. No place in Golden Gate National Recreation Area was better suited to the
cultural landscape concept than the Olema Valley. This collection of old ranches and grazing
areas included in the park offered not only the American past in the form of ranches, dairy farms
and other agricultural enterprises, but also the more distant past. Part of the area had been a
Mexican-era land grant called the Rancho Tomales Y Baulenes, given to Rafael Garcia. After the
Gold Rush of 1849, Italian-Swiss and Portuguese immigrants ranched the region, leaving not only
historic fabric but strong local identification with the place. The CRM plan in 1982, which
followed from the GMP, noted this presence and suggested its interpretation.371
The cultural landscape concept remained a viable idea for park management, but selling it
beyond the agency became problematic in some circumstances. The Park Service sought to use
the concept to create a Sutro Historic District. Since the early 1970s, the Sutro Historic District
had been a focus of park concern. Almost from the establishment of the park, advocates split over
whether the existing historic fabric ought to be preserved or whether an attempt should be made
to upgrade the property. The GMP laid the basis to "rejuvenate the unsightly development and
recapture the spirit of another era." In the decade following its passage, the agency planned that
transformation.372
After almost twelve years, on July 30, 1992, the agency brought its plans for the district to
the Citizens' Advisory Commission. Again, the park followed a long and involved period of
public discussion, hearing numerous viewpoints and considering a variety of options. The results
demonstrated the consensus. As Doug Nadeau, chief of Resource Management and Planning at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, noted in 1992, the Sutro District still needed polish.
Unlike other intensive use cultural resource areas, the Sutro District had not been significantly
improved in the preceding decade. The plan proposed restoration of the 1908 Cliff House, making
the Sutro Baths ruins safe but not tidy—comments suggested that the public valued the ruin-like
quality of the baths—and a partial restoration of Sutro's gardens on Sutro Heights to retain its
character as a neighborhood park. "We are now beginning to scratch the surface," Nadeau opined,
of presenting the cultural and natural resources of the Sutro District.373
The major departure from the GMP in this formulation involved the construction of a new
visitor center at Cliff House. The proposal resulted from the concept of cultural landscapes.
Initially the park did not value the cultural dimensions of the Sutro District's resources. The
visitor center proposal was an acknowledgment of much more than growing demand. It signaled
no less than the acceptance of the concept of cultural landscapes in both natural and cultural
resources management and the need to interpret these features of the park. Nadeau affirmed this
change in perspective in front of the commission. "Our appreciation and understanding of the
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natural resources of the site have increased tremendously," he told the commission. ""We all love
the ruins. And we felt, based on some early studies we did, that they had no historical value. Now
we know they do."
In this sense, the development that came before the commission in 1992 was less intensive
than the GMP version. The introduction of the cultural landscape concept provided an impetus to
leave things closer to the way they evolved, to respect the past as the past in ways that planning
generally eschewed. "Leave the ruins the way they are," intoned Cheryl Barton of ED AW, the
consulting firm that assisted in design of the proposal, "let them be ruins and let them continue to
ruin and interpret them."375 The cultural landscape idea allowed greater fealty to the past by
permitting a broader assessment of significance than other forms of cultural resource
management.
It was also more difficult to persuade people of the concept, for a cultural landscape
typically offered a lens into an ordinary past. Even a full generation after the creation of historic
preservation law, Americans still focused preservation efforts on the places and structures
associated with the prominent. "Historical" meant great political and social leaders and their
homes, the locations of important events such as battlefields, and not necessarily the places where
ordinary people did ordinary things. As a result, the cultural landscape concept was always
vulnerable to charges that its features were not significant. Eventually the California SHPO
rejected the Sutro District as a historic district because it did not convey a turn-of-the-twentiethcentury scene.
No place more comprehensively embodied the range of issues in cultural resource
management than the Presidio. Home to 662 contributing structures, the Presidio National
Historic Landmark included every possible category of management. Much of the post had been
intensively used and the pattern seemed likely to continue. With the Army's departure, parts of it
were likely to be unattended, a situation that the Park Service experienced at Fort Mason in the
1970s. Structures with tremendous historic significance were included in the post. The officers'
club contained the adobe remnants of the Spanish and Mexican Presidio and Lt. Gen. John L.
DeWitt administered the order for the internment of Japanese-Americans after Pearl Harbor in
one of the post buildings. Some have suggested that the Presidio offered the best museum of
American military architecture between 1853 and 1941. All of these issues required management
and meeting the obligations of Section 106 and Section 110 demanded an exceptional investment
of resources.376
Relations between the Park Service and the Army were uneven between the passage of the
Omnibus Bill in 1978 that gave the Park Service veto power over construction in Presidio and the
decision to transfer the post to the park. The military had been accustomed to much greater
leeway in its compliance activities. Its immense power and its ability to claim national defense as
a reason for its actions gave it both cachet and the ability to make the system work in ways that
other agencies could not. As the Park Service often noted, the Army served as an excellent
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steward of historic resources as long as it occupied structures. When it determined that areas no
longer met its needs, much historic space suffered neglect.
The tension between the Park Service and Army stemmed from two provisions. The 1972
authorization of the park takeover took authority for future development from the Pentagon and
gave the Department of the Interior veto power over new construction. The Army was able to win
concessions for this language, but a few years later, Burton achieved his objective. With a clause
that biographer John Jacobs observed was "indecipherable to anyone but Burton," the
congressman included in the Omnibus Bill of 1978 a provision that declared that the square
footage of the buildings on the Presidio and on any other military lands slated for inclusion in
Golden Gate National Recreation Area must remain constant. This meant that the military had to
tear down square footage equal to anything it chose to build, needed the approval of the
Department of the Interior, and in most circumstances, assured that the military would comply
with Section 106 of the amended National Historic Preservation Act. Burton once again bound the
military to his formidable will.377
The Army wielded great power in the Bay Area, and for almost a decade after 1978, it
continued with its business as usual. Golden Gate National Recreation Area did not relish a
confrontation over the Presidio; the destiny of the two Bay Area entities was closely intertwined
and the Park Service, clearly the junior partner in terms of power and influence, was loath to
initiate a confrontation it was unlikely to win—and even if it did win, could cost the agency far
more than the victory might be worth. As late as the middle of the 1980s, the Army relied on its
position as the defender of the nation to deflect criticism of its action. Its efforts were subject to
the same review as were other federal undertakings, but the Army often ignored or circumvented
statute. As a result, the Army might have been legally bound by the Omnibus Bill of 1978, but the
statute did not often encroach upon military planning.
The construction of a post office in the middle of Crissy Field and a Burger King by the
Presidio's parade ground contributed to the realignment of the relationship between the military
and the Park Service. On October 10, 1985, Golden Gate National Recreation Area announced a
$5 million to $7 million plan to restore Crissy Field. Golden Gate National Recreation Area's
announcement followed by one day a report in the San Francisco Examiner that the Army
planned a $100 million development in the Presidio. Sierra Club members found a sign that
announced a large post office and a concrete pad that had already been poured in the middle of the
old airfield, a clear violation of the governing legislation. The Sierra Club learned that the planned
post office was part of a one-stop shopping center that included the post office, which the Army
leased to the U.S. Postal Service as a public facility, a Burger King, a child-care center,
convenience shop, several barracks, and other buildings on the edge of the Park Service portion of
Crissy Field and onto the adjacent Presidio. Amy Meyer recalled that at the time, environmental
assessments, a document allowed by law to fulfill the function of environmental impact
statements when the changes contemplated met specific standards, did not routinely arrive at the
CAC. Meyer insisted that the commission receive the EA for the Presidio development, and when
it was not forthcoming, she and others filed a lawsuit. As the struggle became public, an outburst
from park supporters was immediate. The park, the advisory commission, and Congresswoman
Sala Burton received a deluge of mail protesting the military's plans.378
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The pressure had an immediate effect. On November 1, 1985, Rep. Sala Burton
announced that the Army had suspended construction plans. "Many of our mutual friends and
neighbors are both concerned over some elements of the construction program," Superintendent
Brian O'Neill wrote Colonel Robert Rose, Presidio commander, "and with a perceived
incompleteness of the coordination and public review processes." The military recognized the
power of public opinion allied against its action. "Let me assure you of our genuine interest in
continuing the positive and valued relationship that has existed through the years between the
Presidio, the National Park Service and the community at large," Rose responded.379
The Army found itself in a difficult position and retrenched. In January 1986, two federal
reports, one by an Army judge and the second by the American Law Division of the Library of
Congress, found that the Presidio military construction program violated federal legislation. Calls
for a congressional hearing followed, but the Army continued to maintain that it was within the
law. The Sierra Club and PFGGNRA filed a lawsuit. It charged the Army with improper public
notice and hearing for a federal undertaking, violation of the clause in the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area enabling legislation that gave any excess military land at the Presidio to the Park
Service because the Army did not intend to operate the post office for its own purposes, and
violation of the "one up, one down" provision of the Omnibus Bill of 1978. A February 14, 1986,
injunction halted post office construction. Finally, the Army relented. In April 1986, the Sierra
Club and the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund reached an agreement with the Army and the U.S.
Postal Service that led to the demolition of the partly constructed post office and relocation of the
rest of the project away from Crissy Field.380
The environmental community rejoiced. A concerned group of citizens could assure that
federal legislation applied even to the Army, and a decision that would have had vast implications
for the eventual transfer of the Presidio was reversed. Dr. Edgar Waybum, the Sierra Club's Vice
President for National Parks and a founder of PFGGNRA, announced: "as has been said of
liberty, the price of a national park system is eternal vigilance." The military had been stopped
and the primacy of Golden Gate National Recreation Area had been achieved, albeit in the most
unlikely arena. "Because our legislation was so protective, the lawsuit was successful," Amy
Meyer reflected more than a decade later. "They didn't just stop building. It cost the government
$750,000, a torn down post office, and the rehabilitation of Crissy Field to deal with the fact."
With the support of its constituencies, Golden Gate National Recreation Area successfully
grappled with one of its larger rivals in the Bay Area.381
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Although the legislation that defeated the post office was designed to protect cultural
resources, the historic fabric of the Presidio proved ancillary to resolution of the controversy. The
issue mobilized the basic Golden Gate National Recreation Area constituency, the very group
whose prime interests focused on nature and recreation. Cultural resource support groups were
only peripherally in evidence. Although the statute that the groups used to fight the construction
served cultural resource ends, the intent of the struggle was much larger than mere cultural
resource management. The struggle addressed the questions of the ultimate transfer of the
Presidio and of the power of advocates, special interest groups, the Army, and the Park Service.
It also pointed out one of the larger difficulties of cultural resource management at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area, the issues that stemmed from trying to manage such resources
within the context of a national recreation area. In the end, managing cultural resources in Golden
Gate National Recreation Area worked best for visitors when the cultural resources were discrete
from other park functions. Fort Point and Alcatraz, even with the designation for the birds, were
clearly managed as cultural resources even when they were inundated with visitors. The public
identified their primary purpose as cultural and even when faced with incredible numbers of
visitors, the agency could fulfill its function because it and the public recognized the same values
in the resources in question. Adaptive use worked well. As long as the tenants and their
operations respected the resources and took an active role in managing them, adaptive use served
as a way to simultaneously protect cultural resources and provide services for the community.
Still, when people thought of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, they did not generally think
first of cultural resources. The marvelous variety of military architecture, the Native American,
Spanish, and Mexican-era sites, and the array of locations that reflected local and regional history
were secondary to other values. Despite Sections 106 and 110, cultural resources management at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area remained a secondary concern. The combination of public
perception, limited resources, and the variety of statutory obligations meant that cultural resources
management remained a struggle.
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Chapter 8:
What Stories? Why Stories at All?
Interpreting an Urban Park
Interpreting Golden Gate National Recreation Area pointed the way not only to better
understanding of the park's past but also to a better grasp of the meaning and role of the park in
the Bay Area. Astride a powerful national image of the Golden Gate, a vista that graces the
national imagination and carries great meaning, the park held many layers of historical and
natural significance. It became the home to an almost infinite variety of local cultural
representations that taught values of all kinds as it offered the opportunity not only to interpret
the natural world, but also the human relationship to it and the possibilities and problems of
managing it. In many ways, interpretation became the linchpin of the park, its way of
communicating with the endless constituencies that it served.
The stories of Golden Gate National Recreation Area cover the gamut of local, regional,
and national history. Nearly every separate park feature lent itself to some form of interpretation
and the National Park Service's resource management mission contributed to a rich interpretive
infrastructure for the park. Alcatraz Island—where the agency had to determine how best to
preserve graffiti from the era of Indian Occupation and the rest of the historic fabric of the
island—the Sutro Baths, gun batteries, and other relics of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and
twentieth centuries and historic agriculture and ranching practices all offered interpretive lenses
that showed how the park captured nearly every dimension of human experience. The park's
diverse ecology— stretching from the redwoods of Muir Woods to the San Mateo watershed
lands, and the earthquake geology evident underneath the surface—gives inspiration to those
who would explain the workings of the natural world. The transformed ecology of Crissy Field
allowed the park to illustrate the practices of the Ohlone people, the region's pre-European
inhabitants. The significance of the Presidio as a military installation and its place in the national
drama added to the overall importance of the story of the park. Issues as diverse as the
interaction between Native Americans and the Presidio; the role of the Presidio in the internment
of Japanese-Americans during World War II; public understanding of the issues at stake in the
Indian takeover of Alcatraz; and the interpretation of species, such as the snowy plover,
Heermann's gulls, environmental restoration, and others all helped shape the context of
interpretation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
As a result of the many constituencies at Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the
interpretation mission required a level of dexterity uncommon elsewhere in the park system.
Interpretation had long been the key feature of Park Service communication, the way the agency
both cultivated its public and enhanced respect for the parks. The task was easiest and most
evident at the crown jewels with mythic connotations, the great national scenic parks such as
Yellowstone and the Grand Canyon, and at the places that reflected human and especially
American history, such as Civil War battlefields and Philadelphia's Independence Hall. Few
parks included all of these features as well as the mandate to provide public recreation. Fewer
still experienced the incredible day use that consistently put Golden Gate National Recreation
Area at the top of park system visitation statistics. This combination of factors assured that park
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staff faced myriad responsibilities, especially in regard to visitor safety and resource protection,
that distributed NPS personnel and resources across a wider spectrum than at most national park
areas. Interpreting became another of the park's balancing acts, a way to maintain constituencies,
make new friends, prove the value of the park to a national audience and support local goals.
This complex mission required consistent and intense management.
Interpretation also became crucial to the park's identity. Interpretation has historically
confirmed for visitors that they are in a national park area. While at Yellowstone or Yosemite,
visitors instinctively recognize that they are in a national park. All the signs and symbols that
surround them reflect their image of a national park. At Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
the distinction was always less clear and sometimes entirely murky. Nomenclature contributed to
this ongoing identity crisis. The multiple entry points into the park defied NPS efforts to define
visitor activities. Myriad uses, many of which preceded the park, further complicated definitions
and the dual status of law enforcement, assigned to both Park Service rangers and U.S. Park
Police officers, made it difficult to clearly delineate the agency's presence. Golden Gate National
Recreation Area was difficult to distinguish from the nearby city-owned Golden Gate Park, the
subject of so much San Francisco folklore. As a result, interpretation's crucial role at the park
extended its significance beyond the role it played in remote natural parks and indeed in most
park areas. Instead of merely explaining the features, interpretation at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area explained the very presence of the Park Service as well.
The roots of interpretation in the Park Service dated to the 1920s, when the agency
sought to extend its reach by becoming the purveyor of information to the public. Interpretation
began in parks such as Yosemite, a choice that expressed more about the agency's desires than
about the public's needs. Beginning with museums as vehicles for its communication, the agency
branched into interpretive walks and hikes, lectures, and other forms of personal communication
with the public. Although by 1933 agency interpretation focused on natural areas at the expense
of archaeology, the influx of historic sites into the park system during the New Deal gave the
agency ready access to a set of areas with which the public could easily identify. By the end of
World War II, interpretation had been institutionalized in the park system as one of the many
representations of the value of national parks.382
After World War II, MISSION 66 provided the Park Service with a level of financial
resources that it had never before experienced. This upgraded not only the caliber of
interpretation, because the agency could better benefit from existing research and could in some
circumstances engage in its own research about the parks, but also the facilities and
technological expectations of interpretation. Museums became more numerous, and more
complex exhibits aimed to reach a broader variety of visitors with familiar types of media. New
visitor centers offered introductory films, slides, and eventually videotapes that described and
interpreted the resources of the park even before a visitor saw them. In this, interpretation began
to serve a twofold role: not only did it enlighten visitors about the park in question, it also
promoted Park Service capabilities.
By the time Golden Gate National Recreation Area entered the park system in 1972,
interpretation was a sophisticated process that followed set agency patterns. As was typically the
case, the new urban national recreation areas fit uncomfortably within the existing Park Service
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framework. Interpretation had been largely confined to parks with historical or natural
significance, places where Americans came, in the older framing of national park values, to be in
touch with the beauty of American nature or the heritage of the nation, not where they came for
relaxation, leisure, and recreation. In 1972, the question of whether a national recreation area
should engage in conventional interpretation loomed large.
In the extraordinary array of tasks that needed to be accomplished during the early years
of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, traditional interpretation was put aside. During the
1970s, interpretation focused on education for children and on recreational values. Fort Point
provided one of the park's primary locations for reaching younger audiences. Its established
position as a cultural resource guaranteed frequent visits from school groups, and its natural
setting provided other interpretation opportunities. By 1977, fort personnel had developed a
consistent methodology for connecting with youthful visitors. Interpreters structured their
presentations to educational objectives of teachers who brought their students to the site and
interpreters had become skilled at involving students. The Fort Point Environmental Living
Program, aimed at grades four, five, and six, allowed students to play the role of soldiers as they
stayed overnight. It was consistently oversubscribed and site managers scrambled to meet
demand. The Fort Point Ecowalk, Bay Marine Ecowalk, and other similar shoreside programs
functioned with the input of the San Francisco Unified School District. At a time when the Park
Service had few programs to counter claims of its neglect of younger visitors, Fort Point and by
extension Golden Gate National Recreation Area, provided high-quality interpretation that
TOO

targeted this much sought constituency.
"Parks for the people, where the people are" continued as the primary theme of much of
the park, and accessibility and recreation took precedence over interpretation. Fort Point and the
other major interpretive areas, such as the maritime museum, remained anomalous and easier to
interpret because of the inherent focus on cultural resources at such places. These areas fit the
conventional definitions of interpretive areas better than the rest of the park and in interpretation
context they functioned with considerable autonomy. As a result, interpretation played a greater
role in these subareas of the park than elsewhere. Only Alcatraz Island stood out for the
introduction of an interpretive program, but in many ways, the unique characteristics of the
island drove the process. The controlled ingress and egress and safety issues on the island meant
that rangers needed to guide visitors around Alcatraz. With rangers' presence, the number of
visitors tour boats brought to the island, and the peculiar place of Alcatraz in the national
imagination, an interpretive program needed to be developed.
By the early 1980s, a shift to more traditional interpretive programs began throughout the
park. Equally driven by the planning process and by the beginning of a clear definition of a
broader purpose for the park, interpretation needed resources. Most interpretive activities were
expensive. Museum design and the acquisition of artifacts cost money, and to achieve the ends
the Park Service wanted, interpreters had to be employed. During the early years of the Reagan
administration, finding resources for anything in the park system was a chore; when the answer
was personnel, the chances of receiving adequate financing diminished even further. Golden
Gate National Recreation Area needed an entity that could assist its burgeoning interpretive
program with resources.
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The Golden Gate National Park Association filled that niche. Since its founding, Golden
Gate National Recreation Area had participated in a group called the Coastal Parks Association,
the only one of the many nonprofits groups associated with the park that had achieved
cooperating association status with the National Park Service. The Coastal Parks Association had
its roots in Point Reyes National Seashore. By 1980, some staff members at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area felt that the association focused too narrowly on the national seashore
at the expense of the larger Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Allocation of resources
dogged the relationship; most of the funds that the Coastal Parks Association generated went to
Point Reyes National Seashore. Although Chief of Interpretation Greg Moore noted that part of
the lack of interest stemmed from inaction by Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the park
recognized that the situation did not serve its best interests. Beginning in 1979, the park explored
creating a different relationship with a nonprofit group. The first effort assessed the feasibility of
making the National Maritime Museum Association into the cooperating association for Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. Both the park and the association had reservations, and in the
middle of 1980, Golden Gate National Recreation Area still searched for the best alternative for a
384

cooperating entity.
The agency considered three options. Each possessed advantages and drawbacks. The
Coastal Parks Association presented the difficulty of focus. For it to function as well for Golden
Gate National Recreation Area as for Point Reyes National Seashore, the park needed to commit
sizable amounts of staff time. The National Maritime Museum Association presented similar
issues. Its board was committed to the park's maritime resources and feared dilution of its
mission. The third option, a new cooperating association, designed specifically for Golden Gate
National Recreation Area and geared to focusing its impact on interpretive activities, entailed a
great deal of work for the park but offered the best opportunity to meet the park's needs. In a
bold executive decision, General Superintendent William Whalen opted for a new association.385
The Golden Gate National Park Association (GGNPA) started with a cadre of people
with park experience. A former park ranger who had worked for the Denver Service Center and
become chief of Interpretation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Greg Moore, took a
leave of absence to play a role in establishing the new organization. Founded in 1982 by a
"handful of us," as Moore remembered, and spearheaded by Judy Walsh, the association began
to gather momentum. The impetus from the park was unusual; although cooperating associations
often developed through parks, there were few cases in which the decision to start an
organization came from the park superintendent and a number of park personnel took leave or
left the agency to follow through. In 1982, Walsh was hired as a part-time director for the
organization and remained in that position for about three years. By 1985, GGNPA had done
well enough to hire a full-time director, and Greg Moore was hired in that capacity.386
When Moore took on the leadership, GGNPA was a small operation. Three employees
comprised the staff and small bookstores in the various visitor centers around the park provided
most of its revenue. The material GGNPA offered was interpretive in nature. In the subsequent
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fifteen years, as a result of what Moore called the association's "comparative advantage" of
being located in an urban park that enjoyed strong public support, GGNPA grew into the largest
cooperating association for any single national park area. Its value to the park's programs far
exceeded its enormous financial contribution, which by the late 1990s was more than $4 million
per annum. GGNPA served as a community liaison, a public relations entity for the park, a fundraising division, and a supporter of interpretive and resource management programs. Closely tied
to the park, GGNPA became a major source of funding and expertise in the transformation of
interpretation at the park. It also expanded the role of park cooperative associations, becoming a
partner in major development and adaptive re-use projects at Crissy Field and Fort Baker. No
other cooperative association had played such a significant role in any park area.387
The shift to developing more traditional interpretation programs began as the new
cooperative association took shape. Interpretation programs at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area served a broader variety of purposes than at most national park areas. The park system
developed its interpretation from the context of cultural tourism, an affirmation of the triumph of
American society as people of the first three decades of the twentieth century recognized it. By
the 1980s, a full decade after the great cultural upheaval of the 1960s and its transformation of
American values, the tone of much park interpretation seemed stale and hackneyed, tied to an
earlier vision of progress that post-Watergate Americans viewed dubiously.388
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the complicated local ethnic history set atop
the military fabric provided one venue for redesigning the way interpretation reached many
publics. The park's abundant natural resources and the strong local environmental community
tradition added another dimension. Native Americans, African Americans, Japanese Americans,
Chinese Americans, the Spanish and their descendants, Russians, and Italian Americans
comprised important components of the regional story. In addition, the park had to deliver
different varieties of interpretation in widely disparate places. The San Francisco unit contained
tremendous urban fabric; Marin County revealed rural themes. Interpretation for the enormous
day-use constituency, the daily recreational users of the park, posed other questions. Day-use
patrons might not be candidates for conventional interpretation, but interpretation could become
user information for this group. As it did in many parks, such information might include listing
of available trails, hazards, and traffic information as well as more conventional forms of
interpretation. Again, the incredible variety of audiences and resources at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area meant that the mission of interpretation had to expand.
The General Management Plan illustrated the position of interpretation in the park. This
comprehensive planning document, designed to guide the park's future, described interpretation
very generally in the larger conceptualization of the park. Although the management objectives
for Point Reyes National Seashore discussed interpretation in passing, the plan's management
objectives for Golden Gate National Recreation Area failed to mention interpretation as a
discrete category. Despite many themes that clearly called for some kind of communication with
the public, interpretation planning paled in comparison to other goals such as integrating park
functions with San Francisco and other Bay Area communities, and natural resource
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management. Cultural resources provided an important subsection and the objective to
"Provision a Broad Variety of Park Experiences" could be construed as including interpretation,
but the implication of the absence of a clearly defined and specific goal was stunning.
In the GMP, interpretation remained closely tied to recreation, an unusual pairing that
reflected the recreational dimensions of the park. The park was to become a laboratory for public
education. Interpretation was to focus on discovery of the park's attributes, creating a sense of
ownership and responsibility for the park among the public, understanding the social and natural
history of the region, and increasing awareness of the regional environment. Ultimately, the
experience was supposed to increase visitor enjoyment of park resources. Compared to
conventional park interpretation and especially considering the remarkable historic fabric in
existence, these were modest goals. The details of interpretation programs were melded into the
development section of the plan, maintaining the autonomous character of each subarea within
the park.390
The reasons for qualified attention were plausible. Again, the question of the attributes
and goals of national recreation areas loomed large. Despite a growing agency desire to manage
all park areas in the same fashion, the predisposition of planners and managers continued to
regard national recreation areas as different from national parks and other named categories in
the system. Because of the unusual creation of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, which
subsumed Fort Point, Muir Woods, and other areas with traditions of self-management into one
large and sometimes unwieldy entity, these internal units functioned with great autonomy. Both
Muir Woods and Fort Point developed interpretation programs before the plan, and in the larger
context of planning an enormous and complex regional entity, it was easy to leave interpretation
to grassroots management. The division of the park into ranger districts, also autonomous,
impeded the implementation of larger interpretation objectives. In 1980, eight years after park
establishment, the Park Service had yet to become sure of its obligations to the public at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area.
Much of the interpretation the Park Service offered began in visitor centers, the key
structure in most national park areas. Most parks had one major visitor center; a few had two or
more, usually when there were two distinctly different and heavily traveled entrances to the park.
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the centralized structures to which the agency was
accustomed did not work. There were as many as twenty-five entrances to the park, so the
function of a centrally located visitor center had to be spread out to many possible entry points.
Nor did a large portion of the potential users of Golden Gate National Recreation Area fit the
profile of visitors who used a visitor center. Day users, repeat outdoor users, and countless others
sought the park's resources, but seemed unlikely candidates for the information imparted in a
visitor center.
The Park Service understood visitor centers as integral to its mission, and plans for
Golden Gate National Recreation Area included the construction of a number of them as ways to
facilitate public interaction and interpretation. The first Golden Gate National Recreation Area
visitor center was established in a historic structure at the Headlands in 1974; before its
renovation, only Fort Point and Muir Woods, still independent units, had separate visitor centers.
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That summer, the Park Service took administrative control of much of Fort Barry and
Fort Cronkhite; and among the first things the staff established was a combination visitor contact
station/ranger station/visitor center in Building 1050 at Fort Cronkhite. The Army still occupied
most of the other buildings at the fort and Building 1050 was selected because it was available,
and it was near the beach, which park managers correctly assumed would be the primary visitor
destination in the new area. The tiny building contained offices, search-and rescue equipment, an
information desk, embryonic displays and a minuscule bookstore. Interpreters set up a display of
historic photos of coast defense batteries and the Headlands Visitor Center was in full operation.
Simultaneously, the Alcatraz staff worked at establishing a first generation "museum" on the
island. Not quite a visitor center, it lacked a video-taped introductory presentation. Within a few
years, an information desk appeared as well, but the unique circumstances on Alcatraz, with its
remarkable control of visitor access, did not require a conventional visitor center.391
In 1975, the park tried to establish a visitor center at park headquarters in Fort Mason that
would serve the function of the large visitor centers common at the entry of most national parks.
The Fort Mason location posed problems. Although the fort served as the administrative
headquarters of the park and in many ways became its social center with the development of the
Fort Mason Center, it was not a place that many of the users of recreational resources in the park
encountered. As an attempt at a park-wide visitor center, the Fort Mason effort illustrated that
reaching the wide variety of visitors to the park was far more difficult than anticipated. The
timing of the Fort Mason Visitor Center was fortuitous. It started as a weekends-only facility that
consisted of movable display panels that park staff rolled into the ground floor hallways on
Saturdays and Sundays and then stowed in a back room during the work week. In 1976, the
facility expanded into the large downstairs room now used for public meetings, both as a place to
install expanded park-related displays and also as a location for traveling exhibits, common
during the Bicentennial year of 1976. But location doomed the effectiveness of this visitor
center, for Fort Mason did not routinely draw the constituencies that used the park. By the early
1980s, it had become the Western Region's Information Center, a repository of information from
parks around the West placed there to fulfill the outreach mission for the San Francisco—based
regional office.392
The Cliff House Visitor Center followed in 1978. Although park staff recognized that the
space was not optimal for visitor contact, the agency had few options. As in the Headlands, the
structure was the only one made available. The first NPS ranger to operate the new facility found
it wanting not only in location but in convenience. Complaining that during the entire planning
process no one had ever considered a staff bathroom, she had to close the Visitor Center and go
into the Cliff House, a trip that involved climbing up three flights of stairs and then descending
two more. The shortcomings of relying on existing space were never more apparent.393
At the Maritime Museum, the "visitor center" consisted of a tiny desk with an attached
chair where the ranger staff sat while on duty, surrounded by the museum's exhibits. Not
technically a visitor center, the post served to advertise the Park Service's presence. Prior to Park
Service administration of the Maritime Museum in 1977, the Museum Association ran a
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bookstore there and the salesperson offered some information to visitors. The NPS sought to
establish its presence, and supervisor John Martini decided to put in a formal information desk
that would be similar in design to, but separate from, the bookstore. Curator Karl Kortum, who
did not like either the NPS or its rangers and who assigned park staff just one antique desk,
battled the concept. "I don't know if this counts as a true Visitor Center," Martini recalled, "but
we did manage to cram the desk with the mandatory brochures and maps, as well as an
information board announcing when the next tour would start."394 Once again the agency found
obstacles to the implementation of its primary strategy for reaching visitors.
In a move that reflected long-standing Park Service conventions, the three visitor centers
became the way the agency measured the success of early interpretation. The agency initially
regarded the number of visitors who used the visitor centers as its bellwether, reporting that the
park's three visitor centers served 153,744 visitors in 1977, an increase of 10 percent over the
previous year. This concession to the modes of more traditional national parks simultaneously
acknowledged that the Park Service saw interpretation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area
in the same terms as it did everywhere else and also meant that the way it regarded the topic
guaranteed that many—maybe even most—park users were unlikely to encounter interpretation.
Another of the many ways in which Golden Gate National Recreation Area challenged Park
Service norms became evident in the reading of planning and accounting for visitation.
The drive to expand the number and reach of visitor centers continued after the approval
of the GMP. In 1988, Muir Woods received a new visitor center. The agency constructed a new
visitor center at Fort Funston and moved the one in the Headlands as well.396 Section 110
governed each area, compelling the agency to look first at existing resources before planning
new construction. The Fort Funston facility came to fruition in the early 1990s. The
recommendation to set up a ranger station/visitor center at Fort Funston, because the existing
station at East Fort Miley was totally inaccessible to the public, had been under consideration for
at least a decade. The South District law enforcement rangers vociferously opposed the move,
observing that even a Visitor Center would not bring anyone to remote Fort Funston. From the
headquarters Interpretive Division staff, John Martini felt that the move could be a good one if
the facility was sited in an accessible and appealing location. The former NIKE assembly
building adjacent to the parking lot seemed perfect. Every vehicle that entered Fort Funston had
to pass the structure. Only one obstacle stood in the way. A hang-gliding organization called
Fellow Feathers held a permit to use the structure as a hangar and park management remained
sensitive to constituency questions. In the end, Golden Gate National Recreation Area
determined not to evict or relocate the tenant to make way for staff use. The visitor center and
ranger offices were eventually established in a former NIKE-era building at the extreme southern
end of Fort Funston, far from most vehicular traffic. Despite signs and other enticements, few
visitors arrived there because they headed for the hang-gliding area and adjacent parking lot. The
visitor center only operated for four years, closing on September 30, 2000, while the few visitors
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who find their way to the ranger offices find their basic needs met when staff is at hand.
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In 1992, the original Fort Cronkhite Visitor Center was relocated to the refurbished Fort
Barry Chapel. In the mid-1980s, an Interpretive Prospectus for the Headlands had been prepared
by the Park Service's main interpretation support center at Harpers Ferry that recommended the
move to the former chapel. This resulted from the recognition that not every visitor to the
Headlands went to the beach. Although a huge percentage of visitors never left Conzelman Road,
an artery through the Headlands, all those who did venture further in the Headlands had to pass
near the chapel and park staff decided its highly visible location fit the criteria for an expanded
visitor center. The building required considerable work to comply with federal statute and to be
safe for visitors. Issues such as accessibility and historic preservation loomed during renovation,
and planning for design exhibits and information facilities for the center were costly. In a
reflection of one of its prime goals, GGNPA financed the design and rehabilitation work,
including the interpretive planning. The Headlands ranger staff were deeply involved in planning
at all levels, negating any sense that GGNPA replaced the park's functions. The new Marin
Headlands Visitor Center served as a model of the kinds of partnerships crucial to Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. At the grand opening, Superintendent Brian O'Neill announced that he
hoped to repeat the process of updating visitor centers throughout the park in partnership with
GGNPA.398
Despite the reliance on cultural resources, the drive for visitor centers as central cogs in
park interpretation illustrated the dilemma of NPS planning at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. Agency history dictated that parks funneled visitors through a central location before
guiding them to the resource and the visitor center was institutionalized in agency culture. Unlike
the situation at most park areas, visitor centers were not the sole linchpin of interpretation at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The park's many audiences needed a broader range of
information at a wider array of locations. The struggles over visitor center location and the
ineffectiveness of the ones that were not in the direct path of any kind of park travel flow
dictated a different response. If Golden Gate National Recreation Area could not build a single
central visitor center that reached the vast majority of its audience, the function of visitor centers
remained less significant than at other parks and in some ways more problematic. If visitor
centers did not reach the broadest constituency, then the park needed another way to accomplish
its goals. Conversely, the lack of perception of Golden Gate National Recreation Area as one
park made the visitor centers even more important as ways to reach people. The problem, that
people did not seek out visitors centers at the park, loomed even larger from this perspective.
By the early 1980s, the park's Division of Interpretation had begun to implement
interpretation programs throughout Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Outdoor signs at all
kinds of locations provided a medium well-suited to the park. Working with Harpers Ferry
Center, the division coordinated an information program that produced graphics and text for
more than one hundred wayside exhibit and information-kiosk panels. Park staff and at least
fifteen organizations contributed time to the project. The Interpretation Division also supported
the work of the Headlands Institute, in particular by reviewing plans for environmental education
and the Headlands Art Center, transportation proposals, and programs for special populations.
Park staff members also stepped up research and interpretation of ethnic history and coordinated
a draft scope of collections for the National Maritime Museum. They also developed interpretive
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training for park interpreters, provided technical assistance to permittees and outside
organizations, and maintained assistance for exhibits in a number of areas.
Much of the success of the Division of Interpretation came not from facilities
development, but from interactive programs such as community outreach and site stewardship
programs, enhanced by the cooperation of GGNPA. Many of the functions of the division more
closely resembled the kinds of activities that entities such as the Harpers Ferry Service Center
typically undertook. The complex nature of the park made interpretation more than just
communication with visitors. Planning, the development of open houses to bring new
organizations in touch with the park and its facilities, cooperative arrangements with outside
groups that used parklands and facilities, and other similar programs comprised a significant
percentage of interpretation efforts.400
The NPS Urban Initiative provided one of the best examples of the expanded role of
interpretation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. In 1979, with William Whalen still
serving as agency director, the premium on service to urban constituencies remained high.
Whalen challenged the park system to better serve urban constituencies, a role for which Golden
Gate National Recreation Area was very well suited. During 1979, the Division of Interpretation
planned, coordinated, and evaluated a broad of range of programs for this purpose. These
included Great Explorations, an environmental awareness outreach program that served 12,100
people in 1979 alone. The Cultural Heritage program included summer festivals celebrating
Native American, African American, Asian, Latino, and European cultures, reaching more than
70,000 people. The Energy Awareness program created a "Conservation Household," a former
military residence next to park headquarters that was being developed as a model for energy
conservation in private residences, and a series of energy education programs were developed for
specific areas of the park, including Alcatraz, Hyde Street Pier, Fort Point, Fort Funston, and the
Marin Headlands. The Wilderness Dance Concert brought more than 2,000 people to a series of
twenty multimedia dance performances throughout the Bay Area. The dances emphasized the
relationship of people to wilderness, furthering one of the goals of NPS environmental
401

programs.
More than conventional interpretation or the engagement of visitors with knowledge and
ideas, at Golden Gate National Recreation Area the Division of Interpretation took on a number
of the functions of community development and public relations. Interpretation served another
broader function at Golden Gate National Recreation Area as it became the venue through which
most of the public encountered not only the park, but the agency that ran it. Visitors encountered
interpreters, who until the 1994 reorganization served as technical staff support to the ranger
districts. After the reorganization, organizations beseeched the new Division of Interpretation for
space, and cooperating organizations worked with the division to find ways to implement their
programs. Interpretation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area became much more than
visitor centers. It became the way in which the public met the park and the Park Service as well
as the way in which the park communicated with its many publics. A powerful concern for
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articulating the complicated themes that expressed the history of the park and the region around
it underpinned interpretation.
Planning for interpretation moved slowly. Although the GMP called for an Interpretive
Prospectus as the next step in interpretive planning, individual subunits were asked to design
theme-specific prospecti for their subareas prior to a park-wide document. The time and money
to undertake this had to come from existing budgets, so the process was slow and cumbersome.
Although the Alcatraz Interpretive Prospectus was published in 1987 and other areas developed
their own, as late as the end of the 1990s a Golden Gate National Recreation Area
Comprehensive Interpretive Plan had not been completed.402 As a result, despite its enormous
significance and many roles at Golden Gate National Recreation Area, interpretation remained
amorphous at the park.
The fundamental malleability of interpretation served the mission of the Park Service at
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The lack of definition provided flexibility, which meant
that interpretation could be responsive to community needs in a way that a fixed planning
process might not permit. On one level, the visitor center-based interpretation, aimed at people
who came to the park to see cultural and natural history, served its goals well. The other
dimension, interpretation that aimed at constituency-building, often by promoting the concept of
stewardship, enjoyed the room to grow.
GGNPA played an essential role in that growth. By 1983, the new cooperating
organization had become an important contributor to the park. It brought in more than $100,000
in grants for projects, designed a new bookstore for Hyde Street Pier, expanded the items it
offered for sale, and planned a major fund-raising campaign. It also began to shape the direction
of interpretation, promoting both the development of interpretation programs for cultural and
natural resource management and the constituency-building programs that were the hallmark of
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Among the most successful was the Site Stewardship
program, a blend of cultural and natural resources management that attracted the public in
impressive ways.403 As a nonprofit organization, GGNPA enjoyed options that the Park Service
could not match. Not governed by the same kind of statutory regulations, it could function with
greater flexibility. The funds it generated were not designated for the narrow budgetary
categories of government; GGNPA could apply especially the revenues it earned from sales in
any way that fit its charter. It also had the ability to hire people quickly and to compensate them
at market rates. Equally important, GGNPA could more easily let unsuitable personnel go than
could a government agency. Within a few short years of its founding, GGNPA had become a full
partner with the park in interpretation.
GGNPA quickly emerged as a crucial asset for the park. In some ways the organization
functioned much like any other cooperating association, but its size, reach, fund-raising ability,
and skill at negotiating the Bay Area made it an invaluable partner for Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. GGNPA played a more prominent role at Golden Gate National Recreation
Area than any other cooperative agency in the park system. Its evolution into an entity that
assisted the park in planning and development suggested an evolution into more than mere
partnership. GGNPA became part and parcel of the park's future. In the Bay Area, the Park
Service worked through emissaries even before the founding of the park, and GGNPA, closely
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tied to the park but without the restrictions of government policy, reached into important places
in the community that the Park Service could not. GGNPA had grown out of the interpretive
division of the park and the synergy between the association and the Division of Interpretation
became a defining feature of Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
At the same time, interpretation continued to move away from the recreational emphasis
of the 1970s and toward a resource-based formulation that often included a management
message. In the park's early years, interpretation focused on guiding people around the various
features. The GMP began to direct interpretation efforts toward specific park resources, and in
many circumstances, that kind of interpretation became closely intertwined with messages about
the value and use of park resources. As this trend became more apparent, the two disparate
functions of interpretation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area merged. The park
interpreted resources and used them to explain the mission of the Park Service and offer a
message about stewardship. Park Service interpretation added the characteristics of modern
communications media.
As GGNPA took a leading role in supporting interpretation in the mid-1980s, the
emphasis shifted from conventional cultural resource sites such as Fort Point to the natural
features of the park. This change in direction stemmed from many sources. Environmental
groups and open space advocacy organizations had been instrumental in the founding of the park
and their influence persisted. In most circumstances, support for the park focused on natural
issues and as a result, the overwhelming influence of this constituency extended to nearly every
area. In addition, many of the people drawn to interpretation came from natural resource
backgrounds as did the immense number of volunteers who wanted to help the park. Their
predisposition was to interpret natural resources. GGNPA also found that the Bay Area readily
supported projects that involved natural features. Despite the outstanding military architecture of
the park, natural resource management received a relatively large share of interpretive attention
and resources.
In this respect, interpretation mirrored the ongoing set of issues that characterized Golden
Gate National Recreation Area and pointed it toward the future. Not only did the definition of the
park as a "national recreation area" leave the question of interpretation more open than in
national parks and other conventionally labeled park areas, but constituency building, regional
partnerships, and the diffuse location of park resources also contributed to a complex
management arrangement. In all the ways that Golden Gate National Recreation Area was
different from a traditional national park, its interpretation equally diverged from convention.
Interpretation simultaneously presented resources to the public and presented one of the best
opportunities for furthering the partnerships that had always been crucial at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. It increasingly became important to the future of the national park
system.
The relationship between GGNPA and Golden Gate National Recreation Area came to
define the park. The resources GGNPA created supported many of the park's most important
initiatives and the organization played a significant role in creating the image of the park in most
public settings. Governed by a board of trustees who stood out for their expertise and
determination, "a bunch of fireballs," as Doug Nadeau referred to them, GGNPA retained an
innovative and creative spirit, accomplishing remarkable goals for Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. Its leaders included some of the most influential and civic-minded citizens of
the Bay Area, among them Roy Eisenhardt, president of the Oakland A's, who was elected
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president of the GGNPA board in 1985.404 In most situations, GGNPA and the park smoothly
worked together; in a few instances, incomplete communication and a differing assessment of the
issues led to tension in the relationship. GGNPA's flexibility and creativity were sometimes the
envy of park staff who found the means to achieve their goals blocked by federal rules,
regulations, and the cumbersome nature of government. Even though GGNPA only engaged in
projects with the park's concurrence, in some quarters the feeling that the power in the
relationship resided with the cooperating association grew.405
The advantages of GGNPA were numerous and as the 1990s progressed, the role of
GGNPA became the subject of debates among park staff. Without increases in staff, the park
could not expand the services it offered. During the early 1990s, when a recession seemed to
single out California and after 1994, when the Clinton administration attempted its
reorganization of government and the Park Service shifted many of the regional office functions
to individual parks, the park turned to GGNPA for funding any innovation it sought to undertake.
GGNPA grew and assumed more responsibility, broadening both its programs and its ability to
help the park. The relationship worked well, as Superintendent Brian O'Neill and GGNPA
Executive Director Greg Moore formed a close and interdependent team. Some in the park had
difficulty with this arrangement and even questioned where authority really lay.
Alcatraz became the focus of much of this tension. The island had a culture of its own,
distinct from the rest of the park. Its interpreters, colloquially called "Alcatroopers," defined
themselves as different and they felt the duty they undertook confirmed that self-representation.
Alcatraz was different, its interpreters insisted, harder and it required more grit and
determination from its rangers. They felt a powerful proprietary sense about the place and their
mission there, a sentiment common among park personnel throughout the park system but
accentuated by the peculiarities of service on Alcatraz. As visitor demand for the island grew,
providing interpretation became an increasingly tendentious management question that involved
GGNPA. Although the association contributed to a number of important projects at Alcatraz,
some of its efforts seemed to some to overtake the park. One, Alcatraz: The Future, a plan
designed for GGNPA by noted landscape architect Lawrence Halprin in 1988, exacerbated the
tension. Coming from outside of the park system and accustomed to operating with bountiful
resources, Halprin sought to accentuate the openness of the island. "The symbol that is Alcatraz
becomes the metaphor for our American West!" Halprin wrote in the introduction. "A frontier, a
place of discovery." It was a bold plan that some in the Park Service thought impractical at
best.406
Even though the plan had been developed at the request of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, its style and goals seemed a little quirky to park staff. With the superintendent's
permission, GGNPA gave Halprin a free hand, and in his quest to open all of the island to
visitors, Halprin ignored existing regulations and resource management obligations. To many in
the park, he operated outside of the constraints of park management. Some members of the staff
soon decided that Halprin was out of touch with the values they represented and his plans did not
protect park resources. In one often retold story, Halprin "blithely waved his hands" as he
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walked the island when confronted with questions such as the nesting area for Heermann's gulls
and impacts on historic structures that required Section 106 and 110 compliance. The park
appreciated the visionary conceptualization, but in the minds of many resource managers,
Halprin's approach did not pay sufficient attention to legislation and other constraints.407 The
Halprin plan contributed to questions about who was really in charge of Alcatraz and by
extension, the entire Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Rightly or wrongly, some in the
park mused that GGNPA had become too important, and Halprin contributed to the spread of
that sentiment.
The issue came to a head over interpretation at Alcatraz. In 1984, the open island concept
debuted for Alcatraz, a management strategy that gave visitors far more leeway that ever before.
In 1987, the Park Service instituted self-guided tours of islands with headsets. The new system
provoked a firestorm of controversy. Interpreters revolted. Faced with a new technology that
some believed performed their job without them, some rangers feared being consigned to the
scrapheap of island history. In the highly controlled environment on the island, the headsets
could replace them forever, becoming a precursor of the end the role of the interpreter—so
coveted by so many—elsewhere in the park system. The headsets became a defining moment for
the fifteen permanent and seven seasonal interpreters that summer and reinforced the
oppositional feelings of Alcatraz rangers. Even after the headset system was installed, the tension
remained palpable. Two different modes of interpretation competed. The headsets won the
Director's award for best piece of interpretation and even garnered praise from Preservation
magazine, always a tough critic of Park Service activities. Yet the interpreters on the island were
not excited about the change. At least one interpreter left and has refused to set foot on the island
since.408
To a greater degree than opponents of the headsets realized, budget questions drove the
transformation. After 1980, when Park Service budgets stagnated as a result of the Reagan
administration, visitors' demand for Alcatraz tours continued to grow, and the need for
interpreters increased as part of the management strategy for the island. Short of funds and
positions, the Park Service used revenue from the concessionaires to hire fifteen summer
interpretive staff, an egregious violation of NPS policy. Even as demand escalated, no other
financing became available. In 1986, NPS Director William Perm Mott, a former head of the
California State Parks system, ordered the practice stopped. For all its controversy about the role
of interpreters, the self-guided tour resulted from financial realities that dictated diminishing
ranger staff, a prelude to denying countless visitors access to the island. The initiation of the new
practice occurred as a result of budgetary constraints and fell within agency guidelines, but it
heightened the discontent of some front-line interpreters. When financial constraints hit Golden
Gate National Recreation Area, GGNPA often became the solution.
The self-guided tour materials at Alcatraz became exceedingly popular. Between eighty
and ninety-five percent of visitors use the headsets, compared to an average of thirty percent in
other museum settings. The authentic voices—Jim Quillen, a convicted kidnapper who spent
time on the Rock is interviewed and a former corrections officer narrated the tape—the
controlled flow inside the cell house, and the easy pattern of movement combined to make selfguided tours a far higher quality interpretive experience than in many other circumstances. By
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the mid-1990s, when budgets considerably shrank the interpretive staff and the reliance on selfguided tours increased, most interpreters conceded that the headset program offered a high
caliber experience and the awards it won confirmed that impression. The growing satisfaction
with the audio tours also highlighted the vulnerability of rangers on Alcatraz and contributed to
the already existing oppositional mentality they held.
The Park Service faced even rougher times in the mid-1990s, and heightened tension on
Alcatraz was one of many results. The election of the Republican Congress in 1994 initiated an
attempt to diminish the role of government; some of the proponents of the "Contract with
America," Rep. Helen Chenoweth of Idaho prominent among them, regarded the Park Service as
a villain and sought to dismember it. Efforts to decertify some national parks emanated from
Congress and contributed to increased tensions between the Department of the Interior and
Congress.409 In 1995, a General Accounting Office report on the national park system suggested
that doing more with less had never yielded optimal results for the park system. The Park
Service, the report recommended, should reduce services or seek more comprehensive
partnerships with private entities. At about the same time, the park and GGNPA began to explore
the possibility of keeping Alcatraz open at night with an interpretive staff hired by GGNPA. At
the request of park managers, the association offered a proposal to open the park after regular
hours. The Park Service could not foresee receiving additional full-time employees to expand the
program, and the park asked GGNPA to explore the use of its own interpreters as tour guides. At
a time when the concept of privatization of national parks enjoyed significant credence, one of
the symbolic places of the park system seemed slated to offer interpretation without park rangers.
The proposal set off a rancorous debate with ramifications for the entire national park
system. The Alcatroopers responded with a fury derived from a combination of protectionism
and powerful allegiance to the historical goals of the agency. Their numbers had already
diminished since the beginning of audio tours in 1987; from a peak of as many as thirty summer
interpreters, the Alcatraz staff shrank to six in the middle of the 1990s. Nor did they regard the
opening of the island at night with GGNPA interpreters as analogous to the beginning of selfguided tours. In 1987, the agency did not have the staff to meet the demand for its posted
schedule; in 1996, the night program represented an expansion of service without an agency
presence. GGNPA placed hiring advertisements for employees with job descriptions nearly
identical to NPS interpreters and interpretation supervisors even before the program was
approved. The rangers felt undermined and fought back. Hewing to reasoning that they traced
back to the second director of the Park Service, Horace M. Albright, and quoting the vaunted
director's words, "be ever on the alert to detect and defeat attempts to exploit commercially the
resources of the national parks. Often projects will be formulated and come to you sugarcoated
with an alluring argument that the park will be benefited by its adoption," the Alcatroopers
blasted the proposal as an abdication of the history and values of the Park Service. "The shifting
of program responsibility from a 'public' agency to a private nonprofit that does not have to
answer to the public is wrong," a widely circulated position paper by the Alcatroopers insisted.
The Alcatroopers' position found considerable sympathy throughout the park and the Park
Service. To opponents of the GGNPA guides, the entire program smacked of expedience at the
expense of deeply held values and of the fundamental weakness of the agency when faced with
political pressure. Deanne L. Adams, president of the Association of National Park Rangers,
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called the Alcatraz proposal "a significant trend-setting action." From the rangers' point of view,
the trends it set were negative, pushing the Park Service away from its roots and the practices
that sustained it for more than eighty years.410
The Alcatroopers' resistance struck a nerve in the Park Service, for the issue on the island
reflected larger trends that frightened Park Service personnel across the country. At a time when
Congress routinely pilloried federal employees, and out-sourcing, the practice of subcontracting
work once done by full-time employees, had become common in American industry, an effort
that possessed striking parallels had been initiated by the park's closest partner with the
cooperation of the park's executive staff. The rationale, that the park could profit financially and
serve a larger public by subcontracting evening interpretation, was part of a larger series of
changes that the Alcatroopers and many others in the Park Service rejected. That Albright's
iconic status supported their cause was telling; a hard-nosed businessman, Albright loved the
parks and defended them against commercial intrusion. He represented an older Park Service,
one that stood firm against outside intrusion because it was far closer to government power and
far less susceptible to public entreaty. His intellectual legacy boosted morale, inspired pride, and
conferred status. It was the mark of "green blood," the Park Service equivalent of military
tradition. "Congratulations to the Alcatraz Rangers!" one e-mail posted to the NPS Interpretation
electronic bulletin board read, reflecting a level of discontent that stemmed not only from change
but from the ways in which the new circumstances demoralized staff and diminished the values
for which the Park Service stood. Even as NPS director Roger Kennedy championed protecting
the parks "above visitor convenience and income generation," a visible proportion of Park
Service line staff felt compromised. The job they had to do was enormous and the resources
scant. "We are here to conserve the parks' resources, provide for the public's enjoyment of them,
and leave them unimpaired for the future," observed John Martini in a March 1997 e-mail that
offered a clear articulation of the agency's creed tinged with reality. "Don't we wish we had the
funds and FTE to do all that by ourselves?"411
After protracted opposition, the GGNPA tour guides began work in July 1997. Their
uniform looked enough like that of a park interpreter to confuse an unwitting public, but was
sufficiently different to be distinguished by more than casual observers. Even some very difficult
visitors enjoyed their experience with the GGNPA guides. "That evening at Alcatraz they
showed me a side of history I'd never before seen," observed Dwight Adams of Preservation
magazine. "And gave me goosebumps in the process. When was the last time a federal agency
did that for you?" Adams observation also illustrated a dilemma for the Park Service. Their
presence became a reflection of the changes the Park Service faced nationally as well as a
crystal-clear image of the future of park management. Even in the best of times, the government
was likely to contract out services that it previously provided with full-time staff. For many
federal bureaus, with far less viable and meaningful agency culture than the Park Service, this
was not as problematic. For the National Park Service, with "service" in its title and a nearly
eighty-year tradition of special pride in its activities with visitors, GGNPA interpretive tour
guides served as a harbinger of a complicated future that demanded reorientation of agency
values along with practices. Even though the Alcatroopers lost the battle, they asked powerful
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questions about the direction of the agency and about Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Chief among their issues was the relationship between the GGNPA and the park.
Even as it changed agency practice, GGNPA served as the single most significant catalyst
in changing the public image of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Since its founding, the
park suffered from an ongoing absence of clarity in the eyes of the visitor. The Bay Area public
recognized its components, Muir Woods, Fort Point, Alcatraz and other similar features, but
never came to genuinely regard these units as linked together in the larger whole of a national
park. Each unit had its own identity, and often, its own constituency. The affinity for these places
developed before the establishment of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, when they were
military or public lands. As late as the 1990s, the public valued the assets of its urban greenspace
park, but simply did not see a national park area when it looked at the Marin Headlands, Fort
Mason, or any of the other areas of the park. With a few major exceptions, the groups that
recognized Golden Gate National Recreation Area treated it as a general umbrella authority over
a series of parks rather than as a single entity that administered an entire park. That lack of
understanding limited the park's position in the Bay Area and impeded attempts to offer a
coordinated vision to its many publics.
By the mid-1990s, in a society where the athlete Michael Jordan had become a brand
name, Golden Gate National Recreation Area needed a clearer articulation of its message to the
local as well as the national public. In the 1970s and 1980s, the emergence of new categories of
identification transformed the buying habits of the American public. Nike and its famous swoosh
insignia led the way, and the company's agreement with Jordan elevated the process of
identifying products to new heights. Within a very few years, brand names took on a cultural
significance they never before possessed, as highbrow and lowbrow culture mixed into
"nobrow," in the words of author John Seabrook, "the strip-mining of subculture into
mainstream culture, the midpoint at which culture and marketing merged." ' Always ready to
embrace the new, the Bay Area was poised for the transformation of American culture. As
Silicon Valley to the south emerged, the San Francisco Bay Area became one of the most
sophisticated audiences for marketing.
GGNPA set out to find a solution to the lack of clear identity for Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. Executive Director Greg Moore envied the strong identity of places such as
Yosemite and Yellowstone National Parks and with the consent of the park, sought a similar
powerful image for Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Moore enlisted Rich Silverstein, a
trustee of the park association and one of the principles in Goodby, Silverstein and Partners, one
of the largest advertising agencies in San Francisco, to help create a new image for the park.
Moore sought to bring the agency's creative energy to the park's dilemma, to develop a symbol
and a name—a brand—that the public could connect to the physical location. Goodby,
Silverstein excelled in developing identity for products; the famed "Got Milk?" campaign was
only one of their notable successes. Silverstein himself regarded Golden Gate National
Recreation Area as a "magical greenbelt" and sought a strategy for communicating that idea to
the public. Silverstein and Moore settled on something they described as small, but
revolutionary: they relabeled Golden Gate National Recreation Area "the Golden Gate National
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Parks," creating imagery as part of an effort to articulate the distinctive nature of Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. Instead of individual units, Silverstein positioned the park as a family
of sites allied together. "Don't tell anybody we did that," Silverstein, tongue firmly in cheek,
beseeched countless audiences in subsequent years.413
The decision to change the name in promotional material did a great deal more than
simply create identity. It transformed an ongoing question for the park, the question of the
meaning and purpose of national recreation areas. This category had always been amorphous,
implying a different manner of management than the flagship national parks despite regulations
that insisted on identical management policies for all categories of park areas. When Golden
Gate National Recreation Area boldly adopted the name "Golden Gate National Parks," it made
a claim to the public for a different kind of status—and a different kind of treatment by the
public and management by the Park Service. The subtle name change had profound impact. It
gave credence to a transformed mission for the park, one that fell more in line with the
mainstream traditions of the Park Service and simultaneously engendered more respect from the
local and regional public.
The name change was the first step in a multidimensional campaign to promote the park
and its features. San Francisco artist Michael Schwab designed a set of images of places in the
park, similar in style but emphasizing different areas—Alcatraz, Olema Valley, Fort Mason, and
Muir Woods among them—to illustrate the shared management of the park and promote its
resources. These images became a signature; easily recognizable, they connoted a sense of
shared destiny. The park also had more than fifty different entrances, graced by thirty-six
different styles of signs. The campaign replaced the variety with new Golden Gate National
Parks markers, uniform signage distinct from the Schwab images that let the public know when
they entered the park. The defining artwork and the signs became cornerstones of a consistent
visual package. GGNPA also opened a National Parks store on the Embarcadero and enhanced
its network of park friends. Goodby, Silverstein designed a website in three languages: English,
Spanish, and Chinese. Through the San Francisco Chronicle and direct mail, 15,000 people
joined to support the park. To emphasize belonging to the organization and the park, GGNPA
produced and sold stickers that created identification for user groups: "I bike the Golden Gate
National Parks" read one; others promoted hikers, horse riders, and other activities.414
The identification campaign helped create the context in which the most ambitious
project GGNPA had ever undertaken, the ecological restoration and interpretation of Crissy
Field. The project, conceived late in the 1990s and started in 1996 after characteristically
fractious public hearings, was a joint effort of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and
GGNPA, with minor assistance from the Presidio Trust, established in 1994 to administer the
built-up areas of the Presidio. GGNPA's fund-raising skills made the project feasible. The
Campaign for Crissy Field began in 1998 with a target of $27 million. A lead gift of $16 million,
$12 million of which came from the Evelyn and Walter Haas Jr. Fund and the remainder from
the Colleen and Robert Haas Fund, seeded the project. By 2001, more than $34 million had been
raised for a project that had the ability to recreate nature and reinvent the role of Golden Gate
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National Recreation Area in the Bay Area. San Francisco Airport contributed large sums to the
restoration as part of the requirements that allowed it to expand its runways by developing
wetlands elsewhere. Goodby, Silverstein coined the slogan for the campaign, "Help Grow Crissy
Field," juxtaposed with the silhouette of a child holding a plant. The advertisements were
everywhere in the Bay Area, in the newspapers, on television, on billboards, and on the Internet.
Even a city bus was covered with the Crissy Field image. The goal was simple. The public could
psychically invest in the project and help to restore the natural habitat at Crissy Field simply by
planting one plant in the restored marsh . Hands-on participation guaranteed a sense of
proprietary ownership, precisely the kind of public sentiment necessary for the park to serve the
community and the nation.415
The plan for Crissy Field envisioned nothing less than a comprehensive interpretive,
recreational, and natural space in 100 acres along San Francisco Bay. Visionary in every respect,
the new Crissy Field was slated to include every dimension of park experience: a promenade
with trails, boardwalks, and amenities such as seating areas and picnic tables, open space at the
location of the old grass airfield for recreational activities and small public events, a restored
twenty-acre marsh that included interpretation and live demonstrations from Ohlone people, the
original inhabitants of the Bay Area, a community environmental center, and much more.
Archaeological discoveries led to a memorandum of understanding (MOU) and a general
agreement with area Native Americans that assured archaeological monitoring, compliance with
legislative requirements, and interpretation of this important dimension of regional history.
Crissy Field reintroduced the modern Bay Area to its original inhabitants as well as provided an
outstanding opportunity to meld the restoration of the environment and the cutting edge
interpretation of Golden Gate National Recreation Area in the setting of the national park.
The Crissy Field renovation was an enormous construction project. At the inception,
crews removed more than 230,000 cubic yards of soil and rubble and opened a forty-foot wide
channel to the bay. Dune and marsh planning began in November 1999, complete with Ohlone
rituals; by early 2000, a smaller version of the historical marsh had begun to take shape and the
waterfront region attained a special feel. The expanded promenade was completed late in 1999,
the grass airfield reseeded early in 2000, and the project moved toward completion. As
construction of the marsh was finished, and its outlet opened to the bay in November 1999, fresh
water and sea water mixed in the Crissy Field tidelands for the first time in nearlylOO years.416
One of the most impressive greenspace projects in Bay Area history, the Crissy Field
renovation, one of the largest restoration projects the Park Service had ever undertaken,
represented the fulfillment of the park's single most difficult mission, the need to be all things to
all people all of the time. The new marshland project included nature, culture, and recreation,
interpreted the past and the space and left room just to play. The restoration of the airfield
provided both open space and a historic scene. Visitors who wanted a natural experience along
the waterfront, those who sought to learn about the Ohlone people or about environmental issues,
and those who simply wanted to walk, run, or hike all found the space accommodating. In a way
that no previous Park Service project had accomplished, Crissy Field melded all the uses and all
the park's constituencies. In a little more than 100 acres, it answered the myriad questions about
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interpreting Golden Gate National Recreation Area and fulfilled each and every one of the
complicated mandates of the park's mission.
Crissy Field revealed the complicated tension between uses that characterized Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. The plan was supposed to be a historic restoration of a grass
airfield where it had been covered by buildings. The airfield clearly had a wider variety of uses
as a meadow than as historic space, but the area was still a valuable historic resource. Even
though the Crissy plan and the GMP Amendment (GMPA) for the Presidio called for historic
restoration, the recreational and environmental dimensions of the plan took precedence. When
the Ohlone middens and the historic archaeological areas of Crissy Field were discovered, some
felt that the historic resources competed with the marsh restoration and the attempts to promote
recreational pastimes such as windsurfing. Addressing the archaeological component also
threatened to delay completion of the project. Again, the competing goals of the park pushed
against one another.
Crissy Field also illustrated the crucial nature of relationships in the Bay Area. Without
GGNPA's outstanding fund-raising experience and capability, without the support of its talented
board and volunteers, without the resources it could bring to bear on the process of renovation
and the association's acute decision making, the Park Service could never have succeeded with
the project. The agency lacked the resources that GGNPA could muster, further illustrating the
significance of the partnership with an association that contributed more than $52 million to park
projects during its history. The synergy between Golden Gate National Recreation Area and
GGNPA was never more clear nor pronounced; the entities were intertwined for the benefit of
both and the park's resources. The public could only benefit from the close ties, but in certain
circumstances, the boundaries between the park and the association could blur.
To visitors, such a distinction often seemed immaterial. Although in any group of Park
Service employees, park interpreters most strongly identified with the values of the agency,
outside guides such as those provided by GGNPA could also provide visitors with an excellent
experience. In situations such as Alcatraz, and to a lesser degree Crissy Field, NPS interpreters
saw themselves as beleaguered, swarmed over by an unappreciative public and recalcitrant
funding. "We old-timers always felt the best time for both interpreters and visitors at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area were those first years" between 1973 and 1977, observed John
Martini, "when everyone who went to Alcatraz received a guided program AND the groups were
still small enough to maintain a sense of intimacy with both the interpreter and the resource."417
During this era, control of visitation numbers at Alcatraz meant that the resources devoted to
management of interpretation on the island equaled the demand, a situation that changed as the
park and its interpretive mission expanded after 1978. In many ways, the path to the GGNPA
interpreters began twenty years before, with the growth of the park and each step, from the
Reagan administration's attempts to privatize public holdings to the reinventing of government
of the 1990s, had the same composite effect: they forced the park to do more with the same
resources. With every increasing demand and level funding and staffing resources, the shift to
other kinds of service providers—even in specialized areas such as interpretation—seemed
preordained.
Nowhere did this conundrum become more clear than at the Presidio. By the time the
transfer of the former Army base to the Park Service took place, the questions of resource
distribution and the challenges to the agency's ability to manage its domain were front-line
issues. At the behest of Superintendent Brian O'Neill, the CAC empaneled an advisory
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commission to look at options for the Presidio. Along with the superintendent, the committee
recommended a public-private model. The recommendation went forward, and after effective
lobbying, garnered support in Congress.418 As a result, the addition of the Presidio followed the
public-private partnership model increasingly common in the park system. Much of the
administration of the Presidio fell to a congressionally created governing body, the Presidio
Trust. In the establishing legislation, interpretation at the Presidio remained the responsibility of
the Park Service.
The Presidio presented an enonnous interpretation challenge, an amalgamation of the
entire history of interpretation at Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Its diverse themes,
including Native American presence, Spanish, Mexican, and American military themes, and its
470 contributing historic structures as well as a variety of natural habitats and species all
presented clear avenues for interpretation. The Presidio contained 1,480 acres of green space and
historic scene, managed by the Army for more than a century, which as part of the park became
one of the most valuable pieces of urban green space in the nation. The crowded Bay Area
coveted the space, and much of the public regarded the highest and best use of the Presidio as
recreational green space.
The establishment of the Presidio Trust, with its clear financial mandate, both created
opportunities and complicated the possibilities for interpretation. At the core of the Trust's
mission was financial self-sufficiency, for the Presidio's unique mandate—being able to pay its
own way by 2013 at a cost of as much as $36 million per year, was daunting. Although the GMP
Amendment, the document created by the park service in 1994 to guide the Presidio's transition
from military post to national park, clearly identified natural and cultural interpretive themes, the
need to generate revenue from the former post pushed real estate and leasing to the fore and
interpretation and resource protection to the peripheries of the planning process during the late
1990s. Although the written agreements stipulated that each tenant make a contribution to the
interpretation of the Presidio as a condition of their lease, in early 2000, the effort was not yet
comprehensive. The organization of interpretation at the Presidio had not yet evolved far enough
to create cohesiveness.
In an effort to accelerate the emphasis on interpretation, the park, the Presidio Trust, and
GGNPA convened a conference in April 2000. A brainchild of Col. Whitney Hall, former post
commander of the Presidio, and Redmond Kernan of the Fort Point & Presidio Historical
Association, the descendant of the Fort Point Museum Association that lobbied for the national
historic site in the 1960s, the Park Service and the Trust organized a conference that brought
together almost seventy participants with expertise in cultural and natural interpretation, scholars
and educators from the museum community. For two and one-half days, the participants
formulated ideas about planning and interpretation for the Presidio, seeking a balance between
the visible structures and spaces of the post and needs and ideas of different cultural groups with
a stake in the park. As the conference ended, the participants expressed hope that their ideas
would be integrated into the process of planning and interpreting the Presidio.
The attempts to interpret the Presidio illustrated the changing nature of interpretation not
only at Golden Gate National Recreation Area but in American society as a whole. As late as the
1970s, the themes of a place such as the Presidio or Alcatraz followed a clearly delineated
narrative derived from the dominant course of American history. The 1960s changed forever the
way Americans looked at their past. What had once been a story of certainty became terrain that
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was contested for its symbolic meaning. Nowhere did that transformation manifest itself as
clearly as at Alcatraz.
The island had always been a symbol; the number of proposals for its use indicated as
much. Its history as a prison enthralled the public, but to Native Americans the island
symbolized the betrayal of their people, the promises made and broken in the conquest of the
continent. From this perspective, the Indian Occupation of the late 1960s created a new
contextualization for the island. Even after they departed the island, Native American people
held their claim to Alcatraz as a symbolic battleground close to their hearts. It reflected the
injustice they felt they had experienced at the hands of American society.
In commemoration of the occupation and as a symbolic reflection of their claim to the
island, Native American people held an annual sunrise ceremony on Thanksgiving Day. It grew
from a few people in the early 1980s to more than two thousand in the 1990s. In 1997, Alcatraz
Island inaugurated a museum exhibit about the occupation. The people who conceived the event
discussed the takeover and its evolution, and individuals who participated found a place to locate
their experience in the story of the island. In July 1999, Indian Joe Morris, a man in his eighties
who participated in the original takeover, autographed his memoir for scores of eager visitors.
Native people held a pow-wow on the island, further demonstrating the newly forged links
between the Park Service and the Native American community. "For Native Americans to have a
pow-wow on federal property is a real honor, a real testimony to the improved relations between
the Park Service and the Indian community," Supervisory Ranger Rich Weideman said. 41
The Indian Occupation of Alcatraz represented the future of interpretive themes at the
park, one place where the Park Service has bridged a gap between Native people, the institutions
of the government, and the larger public. An assessment of the occupation-era graffiti
contributed to the new seriousness the park granted the occupation, but not everyone thought the
new emphasis the best direction. As the Park Service and GGNPA embraced the occupation as a
significant theme, other constituencies, especially the Alcatraz Alumni Association, comprised
of former correctional officers, were enraged by the decision. From the perspective of former
guards and their families, the inclusion of the occupation occurred at the expense of the story of
the prison, the one they regarded as most significant and in which they had powerful emotional
investment. The terrain of interpretation remained a contest of values.
As the twenty-first century dawned, interpretation filled many roles at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. It served as education, explaining nature, natural history, and telling
stories about the diverse human past. Interpretation also defined the presence of the Park Service
in the region, explaining to the public the limits on behavior in recreational lands and let it reach
new constituencies. Multilingual interpretation material and multilingual staff members became
crucial as visitation patterns brought broader numbers of visitors who did not speak English.
Interpretation served as a constituency-building forum for the agency, bringing local and
regional groups into the park's sphere and enabling them to broaden the message the park
offered. With the support of a powerful association, GGNPA, the agency had the resources to
initiate and maintain a publication program that did a great deal to interpret the park and define
its role in the Bay Area.
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Yet challenges remained, both at the Presidio and in the rest of the park. Interpretation
had made great strides in fulfilling the park's many-faceted missions. Examples such as Crissy
Field really did become all things to all people nearly all of the time, but questions of priorities
such as those on Alcatraz, of power, such as those in the relationships between the park,
GGNP A, and the Presidio Trust, and questions of significance—what kind of interpretation a
national recreation area needed—cropped up with regularity. As the public face of the park and
as its primary constituency-building endeavor, interpretation served much more complicated
functions than did other areas of park administration. Under the circumstances, the ways in
which interpretation seemed diffuse and contradictory testified more to the many missions and
masters the park had to serve than to any shortcoming in interpretation itself.
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Chapter 9:
The Presidio and the Future
As the twentieth century ended, the most beautiful spaces in the nation increasingly felt
like private property. Especially along American coasts, the dollar value of real estate grew
exponentially and public space on the coasts became harder to find. Some states, such as Hawaii,
declared all beaches public property, but access to the shore became difficult to find and even
harder to preserve. A dimension of exclusivity rose around coastal areas; more and more, the
beauty of the shoreline became a status symbol of distance from the mainstream in American
society. This transformation accentuated a rising class division in the United States, much
exacerbated by the unbridled economic climate of the 1980s, best labeled with the ethos of the
fictional Gordon Gekko in Oliver Stone's 1987 film Wall Street, "greed is good," and made into
national dogma with the enormous stock market run-up of the 1990s.420
The only hedge against the privatization of the coast and all it meant about the concept of
American democracy was public open space and conservationists stood in the vanguard against
the privatization of precious public lands. As the national park had been the American
contribution to the idea of democracy, public spaces of all kinds remained one of the perceivable
levelers in American society, one of the few mechanisms left to dispel growing notions of the
perquisites of privilege. In the always expensive, increasingly redeveloped, and class-riven Bay
Area by the end of the 1980s, open public space often meant one of the units of Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. The park symbolized the concept of public space, firmly placing
public over private, a genuine hedge against the privatization of the region's most cherished
features. From the Marin Headlands to Sweeney Ridge, the park included not only coast and
beach, but a range of green space, places where the public could enjoy the region's beauty in
shared space. It had become the place where people interacted in the crowded spaces of the city,
a multi-faceted space that held great significance to not only the privileged but nearly everyone
in the Bay Area.
Against that backdrop, the announcement of the closing of the Army base at the Presidio
and its transfer by law to Golden Gate National Recreation Area served as a pivotal moment in
the history of the Bay Area park and indeed the national park system. Often described as one of
the finest pieces of property in the United States, the Presidio was spectacular urban recreational
space filled with valuable cultural resources as well as prime territory for commercial and very
high-end residential development. Estimates of its private-sector value ranged from $500 million
to $20 billion, leaving the growth coalition, that sector of the business community that benefited
from development, salivating. The military presence at the Presidio provided the sole reason it
had not been developed long before the 1990s. Its status as public land made it more than simply
desirable space along the coast of the Pacific Ocean. It also became a symbolic antidote to the
problems of American society, to the class and cultural differences that increasingly tore at the
nation's social fabric. At the moment of the announcement of the transfer to the Park Service, the
Presidio became an emblem of nearly everything important about the cultural past in a changing
society. It simultaneously represented the end of the Cold War, the fundamental alteration of Bay
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Area's economy, the commitment to public endeavor in the region and beyond, the idea of
shared public space for recreation and preservation, and in many ways the concept of democracy
in a post-industrial society. In its transformation from "post to park," a phrase coined by the
Presidio Planning Team, the Presidio truly seemed poised to become all things to all people.
"When the historic Presidio's 1,480 acres of strikingly beautiful headlands are turned to civilian
use," the San Francisco Chronicle observed, "San Francisco will enjoy a gift unmatched by any
other city on the globe."421
The Presidio was perhaps the most tempting piece of urban real estate in the country.
Astride the Golden Gate, the Presidio seemed to be a canvas on which the wonderfully fractious
and politically astute communities of San Francisco and the Bay Area could paint their desires.
The Presidio was beautiful and lush, full of stunning and even breathtaking views, with a
remarkable array of historic structures, native and exotic plants, wildlife, bicycle trails, and
roads. Two major commuter routes bisected the post, making it a focus of urban traffic planning
as well as park preparation. The nearly 1,500-acre enclave was an anomaly, its development
fixed in time by the transformation of the Army and Phil Burton's far-sighted legislative action
that had prevented new construction. In one of the nation's most expensive cities, the Presidio
offered a safety valve of the kind Frederick Jackson Turner envisioned when he talked of the
closing of the frontier a century before. Its location in the heart of a densely populated region and
its potential definition as a combination of urban green space and community living and working
space could serve as a way to ease the tension of a packed urban area. The reinvention of the
Presidio also served as a powerful symbol of what San Francisco could become, and everyone
who sought to define the space simultaneously sought to put their stamp on the city as well.
Yet the military's departure from the Presidio left an enormous hole in the Bay Area's
economy. During the 1980s military expenditures increased dramatically, adding to a sense of
well-being for communities in which the military had an extensive presence. The end of the
Cold War provided an enormous shock; from Los Alamos, New Mexico, to San Francisco, many
communities found that the lifeline that had long supported them first diminished and sometimes
disappeared. Large segments of the Bay Area were outraged when news came that the Presidio
would be closed along with more than fifty other bases across the nation. The Defense
Department's Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) estimated that the closing of
the Presidio would save $50.2 million each year and yield an additional one-time savings of
more than $313 million.422 By any measure, these numbers represented significant economic
activity in the Bay Area, a genuine loss for the community and region - even if the resulting
transfer helped alleviate regional open-space and quality of life issues.
The former U.S. Army base posed the potential for equally grand administrative
problems for the Park Service. Its significance and cost dwarfed any previous Park Service
endeavor, even the parks that resulted from the implementation of the famous Alaskan Native
Interest Land Claims Act (ANILCA) in 1980. Because of its location in urban San Francisco, the
transformation of the Presidio into a park provided an opportunity to redefine the intellectual
boundaries of the Park Service at a moment when the agency struggled to fulfill the many facets
of its mission. By the late 1980s, the agency was in disarray, pulled between competing missions
and stripped of its powerful ties to its heroic past by external threats. The Park Service had
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always been the public's favorite federal agency; to hear itself called "an empire designed to
eliminate all private property in the United States" by wise-user Ron Arnold, a sentiment later
echoed by Idaho Congresswoman Helen Chenoweth, shocked an agency that believed its mission
and values were at the core of American culture. Such attacks startled the agency and made it
question its purpose. Many felt that its principles, so carefully articulated by Stephen T. Mather
and Horace M. Albright and implemented for most of the century, had become subsumed in the
quest to please a fickle Congress and an irate public.423 The Presidio was both salve and salt in
the wounds of the agency.
Although many in the agency relished the prospect of transforming the Presidio into a
national park, the project demanded expertise and resources far greater than those available. The
Park Service had little experience with the kind of economic management that the transformation
of the post demanded. The agency had a long history of developing parks from public land, but
far less experience with transfiguring large plots of urban and suburban real estate. Some
questioned whether the Presidio ought to be a park at all. Park Service Director James M.
Ridenour, a George H. W. Bush administration appointee, felt particular qualms about the
addition. This "economic development project," in Ridenour's view, had the potential to redefine
the meaning of national parks, drain agency resources, and become a key park for shaping the
future of the agency in the twenty-first century. The Presidio project possessed the scope and
scale to redefine the management of the park system and even more, the potential for altering the
meaning of national park areas in American society.424 Much was at stake as preparation for the
transfer began.
Equally challenging was the sheer cost of running the Presidio. An initial estimate of the
cost to operate the Presidio topped $45 million annually, more than twice the line item budget of
Yellowstone National Park; by the late 1990s, the budget had been cut to the $25 million range,
still an extraordinary sum by agency standards. One unnamed Park Service official called the
entire project a "$50 million a year maintenance sinkliole."425 Besides maintenance, the
management of the cleanup of hazardous and toxic waste, and the enormous cost of
rehabilitation, already a strategy to lobby for funding as much as a preservation tool, posed
threats to the agency. In the most basic of terms, the Park Service lacked the resources to run the
new park. Facing staff shortages throughout the park system and with more than $ 1 billion in
deferred maintenance, the agency needed help with the capital outlay the new park required. The
project's expenses, in a time when Congress regarded government spending as a vice rather than
a civic virtue, compelled different tactics at the Presidio than at any other national park. From the
inception, most people understood that some kind of public-private arrangement would be
necessary to assist in the transformation and to manage the many assets of the Presidio that could
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be made to pay for its public spaces. The countless structures offered an opportunity to raise
funds to offset the enormous cost of historic preservation and of running the post-as-park.
But the Park Service was a resource management agency, not a commercial real estate
leasing company, and the demand of Presidio management demanded reorientation of agency
perspective. The Presidio was part of a park, but in a way no previous national park area had ever
demanded, it was to be run in a pay-for-itself manner. In some fashion, the agency would need to
be able to use the Presidio's many and varied structures to generate revenue to fund programs.
Almost from the moment the transfer was slated to take place, it was clear that the Park Service
would either run an enormous leasing service or would have to engage in some kind of
partnership with an entity that could manage commercial and residential space. In an agency
accustomed to autonomy and still reeling from the change in practice that managing urban parks
demanded, this eventuality meant reassessment of internal values. Could the Park Service
maintain its mission and become landlord of 6.3 million square feet of prime space on market
basis?
This complicated conception lay at the heart of the tension that surrounded the transfer
and its aftermath; clearly for some more traditional Park Service people, the unique situation at
the Presidio threatened to redefine what national parks were and how they were funded. The tacit
guarantees that had stood since 1916, national parks for the people, paid for by their taxes, and
reserved for their enjoyment and use, were challenged by the creation of the Presidio Trust.
Many lamented the creation of the Trust, worried that it meant the end of this ideal. "The
Presidio is public land," wrote Huey D. Johnson, director of the Western Region of the Nature
Conservancy in the 1960s, founder of the Trust for Public Lands in 1972, secretary of the
California Resources Agency under Gov. Jerry Brown from 1978 to 1982, and president of the
Resources Renewal Institute, in a clear 1996 articulation of the conventional value of public
land. "The nation's parks and wilderness areas belong to all the people of the United States and
are meant to be reserved for use by the people, not turned into profit-making ventures. How we
deal with them is a measure of the state of American culture."426 In the late 1980s and early
1990s, American culture had morphed into liberal consumerism, which shed any notion of
community and common space and placed a dollar value on everything.
The timing of the transfer added markedly to the demands on the Park Service and to the
already enormous pressure to re-envision the Presidio as a park that included non-residential
space. Although it was widely acknowledged that the Army would one day depart and the
organic legislation for Golden Gate National Recreation Area included the Presidio in the park
when that eventuality occurred, the closing had enormous ramifications for the Bay Area. On the
heels of the debilitating California recession of the late 1980s and early 1990s, the closing of the
Presidio military base and countless other installations in the area dented the regional economy.
Closure created a gap in civilian employment in San Francisco; nonmilitary workers were
transferred or "riffed"—govemmentese for laid off by a "reduction in force." The influx of
capital from the military also dried up; it let no more contracts for the Presidio, and even the
paychecks that soldiers stationed there spent in the community ceased to cycle through the
regional economy. On more than one level, the Park Service was expected to help bridge the gap
left by the military.
The agency had never faced such an enormous task. For most of its history, the Park
Service managed parks far from urban centers. Only since the 1970s had urban management
been a significant dimension of the Park Service, but in the more than twenty years that
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followed, no park ever faced the promise and responsibility of an economic development project
of this scope and size. With public-private partnerships one of the foci of efforts to change
government's role in American society, the idea of bringing other entities into the management
process became both politically viable and attractive to many constituencies. The Park Service
seemed initially overmatched at the Presidio; its experience did not seem applicable to many of
the issues it faced and the combination of not-for-profits such as GGNPA and commissions
similar to the Citizens' Advisory Commission added to the expertise of professional managers
seemed likely to offer a redefined Presidio that best accommodated the needs of the public. No
situation lent itself more to utilization of the alliances that the Park Service nurtured for the
previous twenty years in the Bay Area. In the convoluted atmosphere of the Bay Area, Golden
Gate National Recreation Area unwittingly forged a base for relationships that was to prove
crucial when the Presidio dropped into its lap. The combination of outreach, public hearing,
conciliatory behavior, recruitment of constituent groups, and nearly every other step the Park
Service took at Golden Gate National Recreation Area all seemed to lead directly to the Presidio.
The task was daunting, as all involved remembered. Despite the optimism of the initial
moment, Amy Meyer recognized that the alliances so valuable elsewhere in the park and the
CAC's public processes were insufficient to the task. Given fifteen years, and in need of at least
$100 million for environmental remediation and roughly $600 million for capital expenses
ranging from seismic protection to meeting codes and compliance, the Trust faced the largest
task ever allotted to a public park.427
The 1972 bill that included the Presidio in Golden Gate National Recreation Area began
to reverse the typical distribution of power among federal agencies in the Bay Area. After the
Omnibus Bill of 1978, when the Army was forbidden from engaging in construction or
demolition of structures on the Presidio or other military lands slated to become part of the park
without permission of the Secretary of the Interior, the Army learned that it no longer had sole
jurisdiction over the future of the Presidio. Instead of being the dominant power, it faced a
watchful constituency that carefully observed the military's actions. Nevertheless, after 1978, the
Army proceeded as it always had, sometimes with Park Service acquiescence, sometimes over its
objections. By the mid-1980s, the Army found greater opposition to its actions, and the question
of the construction of the post office in 1986 firmly illustrated that the relationship had changed.
After the Army pulled back from completion of the new structure in the middle of Crissy Field,
the transformation of power roles was complete. The Department of Defense usually functioned
as the most powerful among federal agencies in any situation. Phil Burton's political legacy tied
its hands.428
The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 became the culmination of a redefinition of the role of
the military in American society. Since World War II, defense spending had driven the economy
of the Sun Belt, the states that began in Florida and stretched across the southern tier of the
United States to California and up the West Coast. Defense contracting and military expenditures
became an enormous part of the regional economies. Before 1940, San Antonio, Texas, and San
Diego, California, stood out for their dependence on military spending. Two decades later, an
entire society and culture, aptly labeled "Blue Sky California" by the writer David Beers, had
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taken shape. In almost every area of the Sun Belt, military presence and military spending drove
the economies and provided workers and their families with unparalleled prosperity. The Sun
Belt acquired the appellation "GunBelt" as a result of its dependence on all kinds of military
spending.429
By the mid-1980s, the incredible defense buildup at the center of the Reagan
administration's policies had begun to slow. Between 1976 and 1985, defense expenditures in
the United States nearly tripled to more than $253 billion. After 1986, growth in expenditures
came to a rapid halt, as a result of both the growing national debt, more than $220 billion in 1986
and almost $3 trillion just two years later, and the Pentagon's long-standing perception that it
managed too much land and resources to effectively fulfill its mission of defending the nation. In
the interest of saving weapons programs and maintaining American readiness, in 1986 Secretary
of Defense Frank Carlucci proposed what once would have been unthinkable: the formation of a
committee to recommend the closure of military bases. This near heresy reflected the broader
outlines of changing U.S. military and social policy.430
The end of the Cold War launched the excruciating process of closing military bases
around the country. Even as Mikhail Gorbachev ascended to power in the Soviet Union and the
move toward openness paralleled the decline in that nation's ability to match the United States in
military spending and innovation, domestic economic pressures in the United States compelled
the reassessment of spending priorities. The fall of the Berlin Wall accelerated the pace of a
process already well under way; before the cataclysmic month of November 1989 ended,
Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney inaugurated talk of a $150 billion "peace dividend" from
cuts in military spending between 1990 and 1995. Cheney planned to eliminate twenty-five
percent of the military's workpower and expected an equal reduction in its facilities. 31 On the
heels of the upswing in defense spending during the Reagan administration and the economic
dependency it created in towns, regions, and states across the country, the announcement of the
possible closures sent shock waves through the nation.
Although the peace dividend seemed a wonderful bounty for the country as a whole, it
created problems in the areas it targeted. Communities across the United States and especially in
the Gun Belt had come to see military spending as a permanent basis for their economy. Base
closings posed an enormous threat to them and they rallied forces to stop the closures. Efforts to
prevent base closures had an effective track record. Even though the Pentagon had loudly
advocated base closures throughout the 1970s and 1980s, no domestic military bases closed
between 1976 and 1988.432 Closure meant disruption and communities could be expected to fight
against it with every bit of influence they possessed.
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In a time of extraordinary federal budget deficits and the need to show the American
public the fruits of victory in the Cold War in some demonstrable fashion, the peace dividend
assured changes in spending priorities. Especially during the aftermath of the savings and loan
scandal, caused by deregulation of lending during the Reagan administration and leading to a
more than $300 billion bailout, cries to cut federal expenditures grew louder and louder. The
military long enjoyed federal largesse and it seemed only fitting that public benefit from the end
of the Soviet threat come from the Pentagon's budget. The Defense Base Realignment and
Closure Act in 1988 designated 500 military installations and directed the Base Closure and
Realignment Commission (BRAC) to determine which ones should be closed. An all-or-nothing
clause in the legislation curtailed the kinds of local lobbying that had been used to be keep bases
open in the past. At the end of 1988, BRAC offered eighty-six bases for closure, five for partial
closure, and fifty-four to be diminished in size and funding. The commission estimated the
annual savings in expenditures would reach nearly $700 million; the total savings over twenty
years was expected to approach $6 billion. The Presidio's declining military significance put it
high on the list to be closed.433
The Presidio's vulnerability stemmed from the Army's changing needs. By the late
1980s, the military could no longer defend its use of large sections of property that did not
include the space to engage in training and other combat-readiness endeavors. With nearly 1,500
prime urban acres, the Presidio seemed an excellent candidate for other uses. The aging post was
not sufficiently large to meet any of the needs of modern military practice, lacking the storage
capabilities, the space, and airport facilities that supported Army missions in the post-Cold War
military. Nor could the post provide adequate training space for modern warfare. Despite its
important location, spectacular scenery, and historical position as the point of departure for
Pacific activities, in the post-Cold War world, the Presidio was an expensive anachronism.
Of the bases slated for closure, the Presidio was unique. Its predesignated status as part of
a national park meant that while the economic impact of the closure remained large, the
community in which the Presidio stood was caught between its desire for park space and its
economic health. The Bay Area retained a strong regional economy that needed military
expenditure, but to a much greater degree than in most other cases of base closure, the military
was only one component of the regional economy. By the end of the 1980s, San Francisco had
reinvented itself as a convention and tourism destination, as well as a regional and Pacific Rim
financial center. Nearby, the economic engine of the future, Silicon Valley, gathered momentum.
The military was important, but unlike circumstances in other communities, it alone did not drive
the economy and even the closure of other bases did not portend economic doom the Bay Area.
The region's political culture also mitigated against public outcry at the loss of the base. The
home of the Free Speech Movement, much of the anti-Vietnam War movement, and HaightAshbury, the Bay Area helped invent the American culture of freedom, the post-1960s definition
of liberty as the individual's right to do as he or she pleased.434 It could absorb the loss of
military dollars with less difficulty than many other places and reinvent the space for new uses.
Once Congress confirmed the closure, the transfer of the Presidio from post to park began. The
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Department of Defense envisioned a five-year transition period, with the Army leaving by the
end of 1994. The question of what the Presidio would become loomed large in the Bay Area and
no shortage of claimants for the space came forward after the decision to close the post.
The proposals took many forms and represented many points of view. The Bay Area
seemed engaged in a contest, with the goal to find an appropriate use for the Presidio, leading to
a variety of unsolicited proposals. The San Francisco Chronicle ran a four-page spread entitled
"The All-New Presidio: 1001 Ideas On What To Do With It Now." The San Francisco
Independent trumpeted "Help Shape the Presidio." Even Mikhail Gorbachev weighed in, calling
the Presidio the ideal place for the headquarters of the U.S. chapter of his Gorbachev Foundation.
Robert Corrigan, president of San Francisco State University, envisioned "an Education Park;"
Kevin Starr, California state historian, saw "a prophetic place, where the future is evoked and
struggled for in ways at once symbolic and practical." Others envisioned a space that could
provide solutions to urban ills; one such proposal sought an AIDS hospice, another, a homeless
shelter, and a third, a recovery center for drug addicts. Visions of the Presidio as one large space
or broken up into many small ones competed. As the proposals streamed in, William Perm Mott,
a longtime resident of the Bay Area who once headed the California state parks system and who
stepped down from the National Park Service's director's post in April 1989, encapsulated the
issue. The Presidio was "a global resource," Mott intoned. "Where is the vision that will stir our
blood?"435
The energized public embraced the idea of the transfer. To many in the Bay Area, the
Presidio seemed an ideal of public space in an age when publicly oriented programs and the
values they embodied fought against the spreading concept that private entities functioned better
than public services. To the public, the question focused not on park status, but on the nature of
the park. The Presidio was difficult to define as space. It was certainly much more than any of its
components and it appeared different from any other military site in the park system. The
Presidio shared only historic fabric with restored posts such as Kansas' Fort Scott National
Historic Site, the federal armory at Harpers Ferry National Historical Park, and other militaryoriented national parks. It had so many other dimensions that similar parks did not, and its
location in a major urban area also meant that the Presidio had a powerful local constituency
apart from those who loved historic preservation and military architecture and history. Military
structures did not completely define the space; natural habitat, earlier history, and urban
recreational space offered other themes for exploration. Even with the bold ideas advanced at the
earliest planning stages, the final disposition remained entirely open to debate. No idea yet
captured everyone's imagination. As 1990 began, Mott was correct. No one had come forward
with an idea worthy of the magnificent space in the shadow of the Golden Gate Bridge.
The transfer also upset the balance of power in Bay Area politics. For most of the post1945 era, the military had been a given, something that the community and its congressional
representatives could depend on as a source of jobs, expenditures, and contracts for the local
economy. The decision to close the base altered that reality and recreated the political terrain in
the city. There were clear winners and equally distinct losers, those who found that the closing
advanced their interests and others who scrambled to redefine the value of the relationships they
spent years cultivating. Despite the loss of jobs and contracts, the city of San Francisco framed
itself as a winner. Its citizens held a proprietary feeling about the property, and after they became
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accustomed to the idea of the closure—itself gut-wrenching for many in the city—they
recognized the benefits that could accrue. The Army and Navy had been withdrawing from the
Bay Area for years. Golden Gate National Recreation Area in no small part stemmed from this
retreat and other bases such as Alameda Naval Air Station also shrunk in size. The city's positive
reaction stemmed from its visible need for urban park and recreational space and the limited
number of places that the city could secure for such purposes. The Presidio had always been an
open post, but public use was restricted by the military presence and also by any restrictions the
Army cared to impose. In the aftermath of the departure, the city could count on far better access
to more of the Presidio and under the terms of the legislation, a considerable addition to the
available parkland in the city. If not a perfect exchange of uses—the city would have liked to
keep the dollars that came into its economy from the military—the new circumstances promised
something of far greater social value than the old arrangement.
Negative reactions illustrated the convoluted position of a number of California
congressional representatives. The Presidio closure meant a loss of jobs and revenue, and to the
congressional delegation, these were bread-and-butter issues. Party distinction meant little;
political leaders classed as liberals were as likely to oppose closure as those termed
conservatives. U.S. Rep. Nancy Pelosi, who represented Phil and Sala Burton's fifth district after
their deaths and was closely tied to San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos and his political coalition,
objected to the closure because bases in districts that had not been friendly to the military were
singled out. U.S. Rep. Barbara Boxer joined her as a leading opponent of closure. Congressional
representatives were concerned about future park funding, recognizing that the Presidio received
far money as a military post from the Department of Defense budget that it could ever squeeze
out of limited NPS appropriations. "We were working pretty hard at the time to ensure that there
would be adequate funding for the transition," remembered Craig Middleton, who served on
Pelosi's staff at the time and went on to become the first employee of the Presidio Trust. "Clearly
when it went from the Department of Defense and that kind of a budget environment to the
National Park Service and that kind of budget environment, we were concerned that there
wouldn't be enough money to fund the Presidio." They fought for a continued military presence
and ultimately secured millions in Defense Department dollars to modernize the Presidio's
decrepit infrastructure. Middleton characterized the funds as a gift from the military to the Park
Service.437
The ploy succeeded, for it generated funds so that the Presidio did not measurably add to
the Park Service's multi-billion dollar maintenance backlog and upgraded the Presidio's
facilities, but it complicated management as well. The opposition to closure compelled the Park
Service to keep its plans for development out of the public eye. The Bay Area congressional
delegation made it clear to the Park Service that its main objective was to keep the base open,
and Golden Gate National Recreation Area staff recognized clearly the consequences of anything
that thwarted the delegation's goals or embarrassed its members in public. "They didn't want us
out there trying to lead the community organization to define its future," Superintendent Brian
O'Neill remembered. "We lost a year of valuable time in thinking through the transition" to park
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status as much of California's congressional delegation tried to reverse BRAC's decision. The
Park Service did not even publicly announce the formation of its planning and transition teams,
preferring to keep the groups and their members away from the public gaze until the
congressional delegation finished its maneuvering. "We didn't send out press releases saying we
were organizing," O'Neill remembered.438 The park had learned its lessons of local politics well,
avoiding any hint of discord as Pelosi and Boxer attempted to diminish the impact of the closure.
Even the desire of the California congressional delegation could not stop the closure, and
the Park Service faced an enormous responsibility. The transfer taxed the agency. Administering
the Presidio put the Park Service in a new realm, one that took it further from its roots as an
agency that managed heritage and nature. The Park Service had little experience with projects of
this size and scope; few organizations and fewer government agencies did. Nor could the agency
muster the resources to support such a large project. Nearly eviscerated during the Reagan years,
the Park Service had only begun to rebound.
The agency was also handicapped by a relative lack of experience with, and the fairly
recent nature of, its urban planning efforts. Most Park Service development had historically
occurred in remote parks in situations where the agency retained great power in the region, and a
consensus had not been reached about the lessons that the few recently established national
recreation area offered. Indeed, in the mid-1970s, when the recent wave of national recreation
areas came into being, the Park Service faced challenges to its discretion on a number of fronts.
In the decade since George Hartzog, Jr. installed the tripartite management structure that
defined each park as natural, historic, or recreational, and arrangement for management in
accordance with such values, the Park Service lost considerable autonomy. New federal
legislation and a changing cultural climate hamstrung the agency. NEPA, the Endangered
Species Act and other pieces of environmental legislation curtailed agency management
prerogative, compelling the Park Service to document and defend its actions while proscribing
specific patterns of management. The Park Service had counted on its friends in the public since
the days of Stephen T. Mather, but the cultural revolution of the late 1960s created and
empowered a more critical public. Private citizens and even organizations such as the National
Parks and Conservation Association increasingly criticized agency policy and opposed decisions.
Dependent on its public, the Park Service needed to re-evaluate its policies and practices.439
Even as the agency undertook such measures, the very nature of what constituted a
national park was changing. Until the 1960s, national park areas had generally been created
through a cooperative process between the Department of the Interior, the Park Service,
Congress, and in the case of national monuments, the president. By the mid-1970s, Congressman
Phil Burton, the founder of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, had become a power in
Congress. One of his primary tools to persuade recalcitrant opponents to vote with him was to
give them a little of what politicians call "pork," projects that brought federal revenue to their
districts. Burton became the master of what came to be known as "parkbarreling," the process of
obviating opposition by proposing a national park area in the opponent's district. In two major
bills, the first of which passed in 1978, Burton dramatically increased the number of units in the
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park system almost entirely without consulting the agency.440 As a result, the Park Service
managed a broader and more diverse mandate, making existing regulations increasingly archaic.
At the same time, the Park Service remained ambivalent about recreation, but
increasingly found it thrust upon the agency. The agency ultimately emerged victorious from its
battle with the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in the 1960s, but in winning, made itself the federal
agency in charge of recreation by default. This triumph yielded a problem: having claimed
recreation as its turf and successfully battled to prove it, the agency had to do something with it.
Recreation had been an afterthought since the creation of Boulder Dam Recreation Area, now
Lake Mead National Recreation Area, in 1936, and as late as 1970, remained peripheral to main
currents of agency policy. As the nation grappled with urban uprisings, empowered
constituencies, and as the need for outdoor space of all kinds became dire, recreation finally
demanded the agency's full attention.
This combination of factors made the tripartite management that George Hartzog
embraced obsolete. The Park Service had lost much of its power with its supporters and a great
deal of its cachet. It needed to prove its worth to its old friends, make new ones, and maintain its
relationships with Congress. Even though Burton failed in a bid for majority leader of the U.S.
House by one vote, he remained a powerful advocate of urban, historical, and other kinds of
parks. The Park Service recognized that faux wilderness parks were more a part of its past than
its future. Burton created dozens of small historical parks, the agency embraced the urban
mission at the core of the "parks to the people, where the people are" ethos, and soon, the agency
found itself with a large recreational component among its parks. Policy had to respond, and the
codification of the three management books into one, in which all park areas were governed by
the same doctrine, followed. The agency maintained flexibility by allowing management by zone
within parks, so that areas that had obvious primary values could be managed in accordance with
those features.
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the new mandate contributed to a change in
the park's management philosophy. Despite its many natural attributes, Golden Gate had been
managed as recreational and visitor space throughout the 1970s. The new directives demanded
more comprehensive management of the park, much more attention to resource management,
and far greater cognizance of the difference between various areas of the park. Master-planning
at Golden Gate quickly reflected the decentralized management by zone at the core of the new
program. The park was spread out and diverse and no Park Service policy better suited it than the
ability to divide the park into discrete areas and manage accordingly. The new program
simultaneously increased the importance of Golden Gate National Recreation Area as a model in
the park system and helped create a management structure that reflected the park's needs. The
end to the isolation of the recreational category helped prepare the park for its role as a premier
urban national park area.
Yet at the Presidio, the Park Service was merely one stakeholder, one of many claimants
except that it held the land. No wonder Superintendent Brian O'Neill felt "both excitement and a
sinking feeling in my own stomach" when he heard the news of the transfer. "We knew that we
were going to be working under a magnifying glass," he remembered.441
Developing a new relationship with the Army was paramount. Existing relationships
from Whalen's era persisted, but the Presidio demanded new emphasis. The transfer could go
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easily or badly, and the process depended on how the two agencies regarded each other and
whether they could reach accommodation. The two agencies had very different cultures and both
sides had to learn better how the other operated in order to achieve the best results. In one early
encounter, Superintendent O'Neill requested a meeting with Lieutenant General William
Harrison, commander of the Sixth Army. When asked its subject, O'Neill replied that it would
cover general issues. Anny protocol required more detail. Military officials were accustomed to
being informed of the topics to be discussed so that they could be prepared. Park Service
representatives soon found that if they wore their Class As, the standard Park Service dress
uniform, they received a better response from military officers than if they wore civilian business
clothing. Mike Savage, head of the Park Service's transition team, displayed a cool
professionalism that helped the process. With some protocol training by the Army Public Affairs
office for park personnel, the Park Service and the Army were able to develop a solid working
relationship.442
The development of that relationship was immeasurably assisted when Park Service staff
decided to join the periodic Friday afternoon runs that the army held. At these events, the entire
base showed up on the parade ground, organized in companies, each with its own uniform, with
colors on their guidon. The company that finished first in the previous event led off on a fourmile tour of the Presidio. When the Park Service first joined in, it lacked sufficient numbers to
form an entire company, but the military allowed the Park Service runners to line up about twothirds of the way back. Although the park runners lacked military precision and did not flow
orders well, they learned quickly, assisted by a number of staff with prior military experience. In
time, the Park Service runners came up with a guidon of their own as well as shirts and shorts to
make their own uniform. "We then enjoyed the run," remembered Rich Bartke, "but it was
obvious we were still stepchildren."443
Belonging in this setting required bolder measures. Early on, Bartke noticed that once
during each run, a "hot shot soldier" would grab the company's guidon and then run entirely
around the battalion and back to his place as the battalion continued to run. This was a powerful
feat, for the soldier had to circumvent the entire battalion, progressing faster than the group as he
moved in same direction as the battalion. Bartke decided to try it; when he succeeded, the
soldiers cheered, not him, but the Park Service. From then on, at least one and sometimes two or
three Park Service runners accomplished the encirclement. The Park Service was the first to
have female runners succeed at this task. As a result, the Park Service people earned the
soldiers' respect. They became more friendly and more responsive to both questions and
suggestions. "The ice," Bartke remembered, "had definitely melted."444
The military remained ambivalent about the transfer. From one perspective, it ceded a
place of importance and history and for some of its leaders, relinquishing control was difficult.
Yet the Presidio had become an expensive headache, the terms of its management changed
greatly by Phil Burton's "one-up, one-down" rule and especially by the cessation of construction
on the post office in 1986. The Army experienced a level of scrutiny to which it was
unaccustomed, as newspapers and magazines trumpeted accounts of its management practices.
National Parks, the National Parks and Conservation Association's magazine, took an aggressive
stance that caught the Army unawares. NPCA charged that the Army failed to adequately assess
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the condition of the Presidio and provide steps to mitigate its issues in a draft environmental
impact statement on the transfer. Accustomed to proceeding without watchdogs, the Army found
life in the court of public opinion uncomfortable. Although notable exceptions, such as
Lieutenant General Glynn C. Mallory, Harrison's successor, had difficulty accepting civilian
control of the Presidio, many in the command structure recognized that greater public scrutiny
highlighted the administrative strengths of other agencies. The Park Service worked to be
sensitive to the concerns of military personnel who found their lives transformed by the decision
to close the Presidio.445 The transition began as smoothly as could a reversal of roles of such
proportion.
The timeline for the military's departure was very short. In retrospect, some NPS officials
wished they been given fifteen years to plan the transition, but five was all they received. "I
always felt that because the timeline for the Army's departure was so precipitous, we should
really simplify our planning for the Presidio," recalled Doug Nadeau, chief of Resource
Management at Golden Gate National Recreation Area at the time. Nadeau advocated
concentrating on the structures, the more than 500 buildings that contributed to the national
historic landmark designation, and deferring natural resource issues such as forest management.
Instead the agency opted for a more conventional approach, "by the book," Nadeau described it,
that placed heavy demands on park staff and on the planning process and contributed to the
growing distance between the Presidio and the rest of the park.446
To meet the challenges of the Presidio, the Park Service utilized its friends and
established the kind of relationships for the Presidio that had been successful at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. The Park Service needed influential friends if it was to affect
Congress and the Department of Defense as they appropriated funds for the Presidio; even local
uproar was not sufficient. The park's cooperating association, the Golden Gate National Park
Association, entered the process. At the request of the Park Service, GGNPA developed a
concept for the Presidio Council as a way to bring volunteers into the planning process. The park
Service wanted "to pull together some of the greatest minds in the country in an advisory role,"
Criag Middleton remembered, "to try to get some ideas about not only what should the vision be
for this place." In the Bay Area, this was a tried and true strategy that created a proprietary
feeling about the resource in question. As a solution to the management of the Presidio, GGNPA
offered the CAC, the single most successful community advisory board in the park system, as the
organizational model. GGNPA envisioned the Presidio Council along similar lines, an entity that
could bring the benefit of professionals in various areas as well as a national context to Presidio
deliberations, but the council was never intended to be a public body like the CAC. "It simply
wasn't going to happen," O'Neill recalled, "unless we had a very strong voice from a national
constituency." There were few more high-powered entities than the Presidio Council. Included
among the earliest members was James Harvey, chairman of the board of the Transamerica
Corporation, a charismatic leader who accepted the chair of the council. John Bryson, CEO of
Southern California Edison, Richard Clarke, CEO of Pacific Gas & Electric, headed a diverse
group of civic leaders, business professionals, conservation professionals such as John C.
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Sawhill of the Nature Conservancy and even movie directors, such as Francis Ford Coppola, on
the Presidio Council. Architect Maya Lin, known for her design of the Vietnam War Memorial
in Washington, DC, also was a member of the group. A real synergy developed among the
group, and many remembered their discussions as fruitful and enlightening. 7
The Presidio Council soon included an array of powerful and influential people who
donated their time to help create a Presidio plan and raise funds to implement it. The council and
GGNPA together raised almost $ 1 million and received a similar sum in donated time and
services to conduct economic analysis. GGNPA used part of the money to hire professional staff
to assist the council, to commission consulting projects to further the planning effort, and to
create and disseminate newsletters, promotional brochures, and other communications material.
Comprised of powerful and influential individuals, the council could not help appearing as if it
favored privatization. "I never felt that the Council overstepped its bounds," O'Neill observed as
a counterpoint. At the same time, the Citizens' Advisory Commission was enlisted to support the
planning effort.448 The assembled influence, experience, and resources seemed perfect for the
task of redefining the Presidio as a national park.
Planning the Presidio was a Park Service endeavor, too large a task for the staff at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area alone. Both the regional office and the Denver Service Center,
one of the Park Service's specialized support units, vied for control of the process, and in the
end, the agency assembled two teams to assist in the process. The General Management Plan
Amendment (GMPA) Planning Team reported to the Denver Service Center and was charged
with creating an amendment to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area GMP for the Presidio.
The Management Transition Team reported to the park and planned for the actual transfer of the
Presidio. From the Denver Service Center and duty-stationed at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, the seven-person core team was headed by Roger Kelly Brown, who was
succeeded by Don Neubacher, both longtime NPS veterans. Both had experience with
complicated projects. Differences in management style led to Neubacher's succession; advocates
such as Amy Meyer thought Brown was "in over his head." Nuebacher experienced considerably
more success; he was "really smart," Craig Middleton remembered. "I was amazed at how they
could pull together an extraordinary amount of workshops and an extraordinary amount of public
comment into something that turned into a plan." The complete twenty-person planning team
included experts in historic preservation, landscape architecture, park planning, law, finance, and
community development from all over the Park Service and consulted park staff on numerous
occasions. The Park Service financed a position for a San Francisco city planner to serve on the
team, adding valuable urban input.449
Neubacher brought two decades of Park Service experience when he succeeded Roger
Kelly Brown. As Chief of Interpretation at Point Reyes National Seashore from 1985 to 1992
and with a background in planning, Neubacher was close to the area and its issues. Regional
Director Stanley Albright asked Neubacher to step into what everyone knew was a tough
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assignment.450 Creating a master plan in the form of an amendment to the GMP required the
same kind of comprehensive participation as did every similar endeavor at Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. In the case of the Presidio, the stakes were much higher.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area understood the need for public involvement and
one of best features of the park was its ability to let the public weigh in on its proposals. The
team followed the park's long-standing pattern of outreach, utilizing frequent public meetings
and workshops as way to assure that the agency received the community's input and to allay any
fears that a group might be excluded from the process. The public was enthused and participated
in myriad ways. The disposition of the Presidio clearly was crucial to the local's public sense of
well-being in their city. At one public forum at Marina Middle School, 400 people sat in the
audience. The typical array of Bay Area organizations appeared; neighborhood groups,
community organizations, grassroots environmental groups, and other similar entities voiced
their strong and distinct perspectives. Despite these inputs, a cohesive vision continued to elude
planners, and as an answer, the Park Service and San Francisco State University sponsored a
two-day "Think Big" conference in November 1989. Presidio "Visions" workshops followed,
and by the spring of 1990, an open participatory process had been established.451
The planning process yielded the Presidio Planning Guidelines, introduced to the public
in May 1990. Its ten principles affirmed the historic fabric, natural features, and visual integrity
of the Presidio, articulated a commitment to national park values and to maintaining open space
in the former post, promised the clean-up of hazardous waste, long-term thinking to underpin
planning, and ample public input. They also allowed the agency to dispense with some of the
more bizarre public proposals, the sometimes loopy expressions of faith and whimsy that
cropped up in an entirely open process. After eighteen years in the Bay Area, the Park Service
had learned its lessons well. Everyone, however ephemeral, had to have their say, and the Park
Service listened. The only downside of the wide-open process was the cost in time. Fringe ideas,
largely irrelevant but that did comply with federal laws and regulations, extended the process,
but in the end, the conscious effort to assure widespread involvement kept interested groups in
the process and prevented opponents from thwarting the complicated plans.
The planning guidelines completed the initial phase of creating a vision for the old post,
the first step in a Presidio master plan. This took place between 1989, when the closure was
announced, and the end of the public input process in 1991. Media attention and countless
hearings defined the phase, and two separate publications, suggesting different perspectives,
reflected a number of points of view. Reveille, the planning team's newsletter and Presidio
Update, a newsletter from GGNPA, both described the process to the public. By the time the
planning guidelines were announced, the Park Service could affirm with certainty that no agency
endeavor had ever been so carefully and publicly scrutinized.
The transition from ideas to plans revealed the complicated synergy of integrating the
public, the Presidio Council, the Park Service, and the Army in the planning process. The
planning team led the way, with support from GGNPA and the Presidio Council. They
distributed a "Presidio Visions Kit" to the public, held Visions workshops in a town meeting
format in 1990 and early 1991, in June 1991, organized a trade show called the Presidio Forum
to publicize ideas, and encouraged proposals. The release of the Presidio Concepts Workbook in
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December 1991, full of sample plans, reiterated the park's commitment to include a wide range
of activities. The process moved forward. In November 1991, James Harvey, leader of the
Presidio Council, observed that the council's task seemed to be about halfway complete. It was a
"turning point," Harvey told the council, "concluding our advice on visions and moving on to
identification and analysis of future uses." Primary among these objectives was finding tenants
who could pay for the combination of physical improvement and the interpretation and other
park programs essential to converting the Presidio into a national park.452
As Harvey's memo indicated, from the end of the idea phase, conversion of the Presidio
simultaneously proceeded on a series of different levels. In April 1992, the Park Service
distributed "Calls for Interest" for prospective tenants and received more than 400 responses. As
the agency sifted through the proposals, Neubacher's team tried to create focus from the diverse
collection of ideas. Some tension between the planning team and the council ensued. Different
kinds of objectives and timelines contributed. "I don't think at time we felt they were very
supportive," Neubacher recalled. "I think they wanted a plan to really move a lot faster." 33 The
Presidio Council assumed the obligation to secure "practical revenue sources" to support
implementation of the visions. The council's focus shifted to identifying prospective tenants and
future sources of revenue. The planning process included a practical dimension from the outset,
the ongoing need for financing to support the range of uses. Even as the planning team held a
design workshop for the Presidio in June 1992 and continued to hold public hearings throughout
1992, questions of finances loomed large.454
Finding the means to pay the enormous bills that the plan would generate was essential.
As a range of groups sought to acquire Presidio space, the Park Service, the Presidio Council,
and GGNPA recognized that unless someone took initiative, financial resources were likely to be
too scarce to accomplish most objectives. Without any conception of Congress' actions, an
enormous effort to discern a practical basis for measuring the economic value of the Presidio
took shape. Commissioned by GGNPA, Glenn Isaacson and Associates undertook a preliminary
financial analysis that assessed the market value of medical and research facilities and housing,
and the viability of converting existing conference centers to revenue-generating use. The report
also offered an analysis of maintenance and operations costs for the Presidio. This analysis laid
the basis for eventual Presidio Building Leasing and Financing Implementation Strategy, one of
the supplements to the eventual Presidio plan.455 Clearly the planning of the Presidio would
proceed on more than one track.
The planning process encouraged a combination of vision and pragmatism. A draft plan
was circulated internally beginning in March 1993, followed by a draft plan amendment released
to the public for review. Hearings followed, the revision process began, and finally in October
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1993, the grand vision for the Presidio was released in draft form, along with supplemental
studies. "It's hard to get a vision of a place down into one page," Middleton remembered with a
laugh, but "they ultimately did." With the debut of the draft plan, the council and the planning
team found common ground. James Harvey, chair of the Presidio Council, telephoned Neubacher
to congratulate him on the contents. The draft plan contained the kind of global vision that
everyone sought for the Presidio, envisioning it as a linchpin in the park and a conduit for a
vision of a sustainable future. "He was pretty happy with the report," Neubacher remembered,
and the satisfied response to the plan helped clearly define different and complementary
obligations. The Final General Management Plan Amendment and Environmental Impact
Statement was approved in July 1994. The Presidio would become a "great urban national park"
and a "model for sustainability" under the plan.456 Divided into thirteen planning units, the
Presidio became a series of areas drawn together by shared overarching management but likely
to pursue independent destinies. They were established from existing patterns of use,
topography, vistas, and public input and they subdivided the Presidio into more manageable units
from NPS perspective. At its most basic level, the plan seemed to replicate the grassroots
structure of Golden Gate National Recreation Area at the Presidio. The hard won lessons of the
Bay Area yielded dividends.
The plan also showed the tension the Park Service felt over its ability to maintain
administrative control of the Presidio. The project was of a scope so much greater than the
agency had ever encountered that day-to-day administration of the planning process remained
with the agency's Washington office. Park superintendent Brian O'Neill was characteristically
philosophic about the circumstances. "It was becoming more and more apparent that a large
number of very important decisions needed to be made at the highest levels of the
Administration and Congress," he told an interviewer. "The future of the Presidio was going to
be dependent on the ability to execute that sort of high level engagement."457 The master plan
revealed this tension, as well as the Park Service's desire to maintain control.
By the time the plan was unveiled, the Army's departure from the Presidio had already
begun. In March 1993, the Army turned the Presidio Forest, Lobos Creek Valley, and Coastal
Bluffs, the last managed by the park since the 1970s, over to the Park Service. In September
1993, the transfer continued. The Park Service assumed complete administration of Crissy Field,
long divided by a fence down the center to differentiate the park's area from the Army's, the
Army Museum, and cavalry stables.458 The departure of the Army added urgency to the planning
process and made the transfer seem real. Until the Army began to leave parts of the post, the
entire project sometimes seemed to the Park Service a hypothetical exercise in planning.
With the grand vision released to the public, the Park Service eagerly awaited responses.
The debut began inauspiciously when two days ahead of the official release the San Francisco
Chronicle featured a two-page story about the plan. Neither the mayor of San Francisco nor the
city supervisors had seen the plan before the story appeared, creating a public relations problem
for the Park Service. After this gaffe was smoothed over, the public response generally favored
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the plan. Bay Area politicians such as U.S. Senators Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, who
won a seat in the upper house in the 1992 election, and Rep. Nancy Pelosi, recognized that over
time, the plan returned to the Bay Area much of economic benefit that closing of the post had
cost it. It also offered new avenues of constituency building, and most of the remainder of the
California delegation lined up behind the plan. San Francisco Mayor Frank Jordan got over his
shock at the early release to announce that the city would "stand firmly behind the proposal."
Even vocal critics of the private-public dimensions of the transformation of the Presidio
supported the plan.459 Despite criticism of some of the plan's features, no lawsuits against the
plan ensued, itself a triumph. The Muwekma Ohlone raised concerns over what they regarded as
the disposition of Indian land and a fringe publication, the San Francisco Bay Guardian,
questioned the transfer of electric power service to Pacific Gas & Electric, but in the larger scope
of potential objections, these were relatively small concerns.
Only the Army raised loud objections. Following BRAC's decision to keep 400 military
soldier and civilian employees at the Presidio after the transfer, the Army sought to reassert some
forms of administrative control. The plan left out military needs, an Army communique asserted,
failing to ensure amenities that guaranteed quality of life for remaining soldiers and their
families. Housing remained a primary military concern. More than 600 units were slated for
demolition in the plan, and the Army believed there would not be enough space to house its
personnel. Presidio interim General Manager, and former state park director, Russell Cahill
believed the issue could be easily resolved, but in the meantime, the Army used the issue to
express some of its frustration over the transfer.460
At about the same time as the draft debuted, the reality of managing the Presidio became
an issue. The two planning teams competed with one another and by 1992, the relations between
the two teams had become tense and counterproductive. The plan hinged on forging partnerships,
securing investment capital, a full-blown leasing program, and philanthropic support.
Factionalism within the Park Service working groups did not help further these goals, and at the
behest of Jim Harvey and the Presidio Council as well as GGNPA, McKinsey and Company, one
of the most significant management consulting firms in the country, developed the outlines of a
system of joint management. McKinsey proposed implementing a public benefit corporation or a
public-private partnership that would let the Park Service do what it did best—resource
management, interpretation, planning—and provide specialists for the more technical economic
dimensions of running the Presidio. McKinsey concluded that the arrangement could save as
much as thirty percent of the cost of management. It was a merger of "economic reality with park
stewardship."
The Presidio Project Office, established in 1993, resulted. Headed initially by Robert
Chandler, who had been superintendent of Grand Canyon National Park, and reporting directly
to the Washington, D.C. office of the Park Service, the project office completed the GMPA,
handled the transition from the Army and initiated leasing of properties on the old post. "I
realized the Presidio was going to be all-consuming for some period of time," Chandler recalled,
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"and so we just acknowledged the fact that it was going to be kind of a tough row for a while."
Chandler and his wife were the first civilians to move onto the post and they confronted the rigid
social structure of the military. Chandler's office was the first nonmilitary related entity to open
on the post and it became the conduit for park management. In his three and one-half years,
Chandler addressed the implications of a Congress hostile to the Presidio as a park, the demise of
the Presidio Council, which stepped aside as he arrived, and the gradual dilution of Presidio
legislation. Most difficult was the transition from conventional park status to self-sustaining free
market entity. "It was a question of the economic imperatives as opposed to the programmatic
goals that the Plan outlined," Chandler recalled, "and how that balance could be achieved."462
Only after December 31, 1999 did the lines of authority shift with the dissolution of the Presidio
Project Office, after which the project reported to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area
superintendent.
Weakened, the Park Service could not muster the support to retain greater control of the
Presidio. During the early 1990s, the agency continued to flounder, whipped between an
essentially supportive but ineffectual Democratic Congress and vituperative minority buoyed by
loud outcries from the Wise Use movement and others who regarded national parks as a threat to
private property. The agency seemed weak, and while Director James Ridenour could reflect that
"the negative attitude toward the Park Service gradually improved over the four years" he
served, his optimism took longer to reach the park level. 463
Political concerns also hampered the transfer of the Presidio. As the 1994 congressional
session ended, Presidio advocates found themselves stymied by the California Desert Protection
Act. The Park Service had invested more than a decade in trying to protect the Mojave desert and
when the chance finally came to pass the bill, it took priority over the Presidio project. CDPA
passed just prior to the 1994 election, on October 31, 1994. Presidio advocates were told that
Congress could not pass two California park bills so close together in time, and the Presidio
would have to wait to the next session.4 To politicians in Washington, D.C., the Presidio
seemed somehow less urgent than the long-standing battle in the desert.
The election of the "Contract with America" Republican majority-Congress in the 1994
changed the calculus of the situation. Anti-government at its core, this self-styled "New Right"
sought to reform government by eliminating its functions. The Presidio came into focus for
some of these reformers, and one, Rep. John Duncan, of Tennessee, proposed selling the
Presidio. Although Rep. Nancy Pelosi blunted this objective, the very proposal suggested that
Presidio advocates operated in a decidedly different environment. Without the support of the
now-wobbly bipartisan conservation coalition in Congress and absent a Democratic majority, the
Presidio became part of larger discussions about the role of government in American society.465
The Park Service's position had become tenuous. Morale remained low and the talk of
government reorganization that began with the election of Bill Clinton did little to improve the
climate. The pressure for some kind of paying proposition at the Presidio grew, and the Park
Service lost control of the process. Even the Park Service's friends and partners criticized the
agency in public forums. In one instance, the Park Service was undermined by criticism from the
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Presidio Council in front of Rep. Nancy Pelosi. Some agency officials believed that the exchange
damaged the quest for Park Service management of the Presidio. Without support, the agency
could not resist pay-as-you-go proposals, much to the dismay of long-time supporters such as
Rich Bartke and Amy Meyer. "It was evident," Meyer remembered, "that Congress bi-partisanly
did not intend to continue to pay and would not pay a huge amount in perpetuity for the Presidio
. . . we got a very onerous bill and had to live with it." "Financial self-sufficiency, although it
was considered pretty Draconian, galvanized a lot of support around the bill," Middleton
remembered. "And it wasn't only Republican support. It was bipartisan support. The bill passed
by an extraordinary margin."466
The "Presidio Trust" stemmed from the process of creating partners. The Presidio
Council was the first step. As Congress set out to finally define the Presidio management
structure, it sought to give such an entity legislative sanction. The initial bill to establish the
partnership called the entity the "Presidio Corporation," but the Presidio Council advocated a
name that connoted the public nature and responsibility of the entity and Presidio Trust was
selected instead. "One of the pivotal things was when we came up with the idea of this public
benefit corporation," Craig Middleton recalled. "As people started to understand that through this
kind of set-up, we might be able to actually do this thing without causing the taxpayer too much
pain, it started to win acceptance." Despite the attempt to craft a way to protect the Presidio,
criticism in the community followed almost immediately. Loud if scarce voices insisted that the
legislation created an entity that served business needs ahead of the larger community. Some
labeled the proposed entity "Presidio Inc.," charging that the Presidio would become a business
park free of San Francisco's stringent zoning restrictions and other regulations, a tax-free
corporation running a redevelopment agency under the guise of a national park that would not be
bound by open meeting statutes or state and local environmental laws.467
The January 1994 revelation of an almost clandestine arrangement between Pacific Gas
& Electric and the Park Service offered powerful proof of suspicions about the idea of a publicprivate partnership. Without public hearings or a competitive bidding process, the Park Service
planned to pay PG&E $4.43 million to take over the aging electrical system at the Presidio and
an additional $5.5 million to bring the system up to standards. PG&E would then operate the
system for profit. "This is a tremendous giveaway," Joel Ventresca, president of the Coalition for
San Francisco Neighborhoods, observed. "It's a conversion of a government-owned system to a
private-owned electrical utility, paid for by the taxpayers." Journalist Martin Espinoza tried to tie
the decision, which he framed in the least flattering of terms, to the composition of the Presidio
Council, largely comprised of influential business leaders and others from the growth coalition.
The Park Service recanted, issued a call for bids for the operation, and PG&E won the bid
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Part investigation and part conspiracy theory, Espinoza's attack asked important
questions about the Presidio's future. Although some of his claims were simply outrageous, he
did point to an easily overlooked downside of public-private partnerships, that the private side
might exercise undue control over the process of transformation. Powerful individuals and
corporations evoked fears of exclusivity in planning, creating a de facto image of a park that
operated on behalf of the few rather than the many, a direct counter to the role of public open
space in the Bay Area and a legitimate threat to the public in an age of privatization. Espinoza's
articles hinted strongly in that direction, but the evidence to support such a contention remained
obscure. Still, his acerbic attacks compelled reassessment of legislative and agency plans for
PG&E even if the eventual result was the same. Later in 1994, open meetings clauses and other
similar public access mechanisms were included in the draft legislation.
Congressional opposition to the Presidio transformation also surfaced. At the same time
the Park Service readied the grand vision plan, Republican Rep. John Duncan of Tennessee
added an amendment to the 1994 Department of the Interior appropriations bill that reduced the
Presidio appropriation from $25 million to $14 million. Duncan's attack came on strictly
economic grounds; one of his staff members argued that the Park Service "can't afford to run the
parks they have now" and under the circumstances, it could not possibly manage new ones.
Duncan favored private solutions, selling features of the Presidio to the highest bidder.
Advocates of the Presidio transfer were outraged. Newspapers enlisted local support and began
letter-writing campaigns, others scrutinized Duncan's record of pork-barreling for his district,
and generally, the community united behind the idea of a Presidio park.469 The question of what
kind of park was put aside.
Problems with Congress were not the only obstacle to moving forward. As the sixty-day
review period for the draft plan began, the Park Service faced another area of concern, tension
with the Army about the mechanics of transition. One estimate suggested that bringing the
structures of the Presidio up to building code standards would cost $660 million. At the core
remained the question: who would foot the bill? A joint operating budget of $45 million was
allocated to finance the transfer. At the outset, the Pentagon funded the majority of the costs of
the transfer, but as Army operations diminished, the budget burden shifted to the Park Service.
"The Army was trying to transition the Presidio at least cost to the military," Brian O'Neill
observed. "The Park Service had everything to gain by trying to maximize the burden of
responsibility that was placed on the defense budget.... We were at opposite end of the spectrum
about the future." Maintenance projects such as sewers, storm drains, and electrical systems
came from the military budget, while the Park Service added public safety functions such as
police and fire protection to its obligations. The commitment strained the Park Service allocation
of $3 million a year for the Presidio between 1990 and 1992, and the community began to worry
about the agency's ability to maintain historic structures in the Presidio.470
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The community had been worried about the Army's commitment to maintaining the
Presidio since the announcement of possible closure, and Amy Meyer and many others kept
pressure on the Army. "We met with Gen. Harrison, and his intention is to leave the Presidio in
'A-T condition," Reps. Pelosi and Boxer wrote Meyer in 1989. Despite that assurance, the
transition offered many opportunities to dispense with expenditures and the public closely
watched the military's actions for signs that it intended to fulfill its commitment. In April 1991,
more than one hundred people turned out to hear the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers explain the
consequences of the environmental impact statement for the closure. The audience inquired
about hazardous waste removal, the fate of Letterman Hospital, and other issues associated with
making the Presidio ready to transfer. In 1992, the San Francisco Chronicle announced that the
Pentagon planned to renege on a commitment to spend $10 million on repairs and upgrades to
the Presidio's infrastructure. The intervention of Rep. Nancy Pelosi and public pressure forced
the Army to follow through on its commitment and by the end of the year, the Army publicly
assured the community that it intended to maintain the condition of the Presidio until the day it
departed.471
Environmental issues loomed over the transfer. Since the enactment of environmental
regulations in the United States during the late 1960s and early 1970s, the military typically had
been exempt from outside scrutiny. The Cold War and claims of national security allowed the
military to avoid public accounting for its environmental impact. After 1986, when President
Ronald Reagan signed Executive Order 12580, which permitted the Department of Justice to
disapprove any Environmental Protection Agency enforcement action against a federal facility,
even the law effectively gutted civilian protection from federal as well as military toxicity.
Beginning in 1987, Congress inquired into military mishandling of toxic and threatening
substances and the results shocked the public. The discovery of more than 4,500 contaminated
sites at 761 military bases around the country began to pierce the veil that shrouded military
action.472
Scrutiny of military environmental procedures and consequences began as BRAC
contemplated the Presidio transfer. Federal law required the military to clean up hazardous waste
prior to its departure from the Presidio, and nearly a century of unregulated use of the lands left
countless problems. Leaking underground gasoline storage tanks, one of the major civilian toxic
issues of the late 1980s and early 1990s, landfills, asbestos in buildings, and innumerable other
problems led to an estimated bill for cleanup that topped $90 million. The Pentagon had become
accustomed to being unresponsive to civilian concerns on this issue. It operated largely without
public scrutiny before 1990 and successfully fended off outside observers even after
congressional hearings in the late 1980s. At the Presidio, the Army relied on its longtime
strategies and tried to defer the cleanup until after its departure. Its environmental assessment,
one of the many National Environmental Policy Act requirements, indicated that the Army might
not have the resources and the time to successfully mitigate some areas of the Presidio before the
scheduled 1994 departure.473
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The public outcry in the Bay Area against the Department of Defense (DOD) strategy
was instantaneous. Many regarded the attempt to defer the cost of mitigation as part of a
convoluted strategy to impede the transfer. The enormous cost of the cleanup could have easily
crippled the entire Presidio transfer. The Park Service could not muster the resources to
accelerate the timetable for cleanup and some park advocates observed, the public
acknowledgment of toxicity at the Presidio compromised its national park qualities. The
military's public image suffered even more, when after a series of surprise inspections, in May
1994, EPA officials fined the DOD more than $560,000 for sloppy handling of waste at the
Presidio. Only after the formation of the Restoration Advisory Board for Environmental
Cleanup, composed of volunteers from the Department of Defense, the Park Service, EPA, and
citizen groups, did the public again begin to believe that the Army intended to follow through on
the promises given in conjunction with the closing of the post. By the beginning of the new
century, the Presidio Trust had secured $100 million for environmental remediation and an
additional $100 million insurance policy against future clean-up needs.474
Military reticence stemmed from a number of factors. Its long history at the Presidio
invoked sentimental feelings about the place, for the military remained one of the very few
institutions in American society with respect for the lessons of history. Defense policies had been
formed in an earlier era, when the military safeguarded the nation against vivid external threats
and could count on Congress and the public overlooking any hazards associated with its
requirements. Nor was the military accustomed to functioning in the harsh light of public
opinion. During much of its tenure in the Bay Area, military leaders could cloak their action in
claims of national security and in the odd case where such a strategy failed to sway opponents,
could point to sheer volume of dollars the military generated as a persuasive tool. Even in the
new climate, defense officials sometimes evinced an arrogant tone that inspired local resentment.
"Contrary to some public sentiment or comments from some local leaders that the U.S. Army has
not been a great steward of the environment at the Presidio, this is not supported by historical
records," Lieutenant Colonel David McClure opined at the height of the toxic crisis. Facing as
much as a $90 million clean-up bill, the Park Service did not seem to grasp the immensity of the
task it faced.475 In the post-Cold War world, the rules were different, and the military found
itself accountable in new ways.
The tension of transfer manifested in other ways as well. Even though the eventual
departure was a foregone conclusion, the Army became increasingly reluctant to entirely
evacuate the Presidio as the transfer date drew near. BRAC's summer 1993 announcement that
400 military employees of the Sixth Army would remain at the Presidio after the scheduled
closure date considerably altered the transfer. Recognizing that delayed departure was
insignificant in the larger picture of the transfer and aware of the need for cooperation, the Park
Service initially supported the move. The measure that allowed the soldiers to stay also included
a clause that allowed the Army to hold any land it deemed necessary until the Secretary of the
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Army deemed it excess to defense purposes. In November 1993, Congress passed the bill
without significant dissent.476
A small cadre in Congress recognized danger in the bill, but for different reasons. Rep.
Bruce Vento of Minnesota, chair of the House Interior Department Subcommittee on National
Parks, Rep. George Miller III of the East Bay, who depended on Phil Burton for support in his
initial election to the House in 1974, and Rep. Nancy Pelosi all thought the legislation
significantly revised the terms of the post closure. With the clause that left the change of
administration to the Secretary of the Army, the Pentagon could halt the transfer without
consultation. The three complained to Secretary of Defense Les Aspin in a private letter, but the
story leaked to the San Francisco area press. Again public opinion assisted the transfer of the
Presidio. The press loudly inveighed against the bill, claiming that the Army sought to
circumvent the transfer. In December 1993, the military confirmed the newspapers' fears. With
quiet support from Rep. Ron Dellums, the chair of the House Armed Services Committee, the
Army declared its intention to keep the headquarters at the Main Post, the commissary,
swimming pool, Officers' Club, some housing, the youth service center, and the golf course.
Dellums' maneuvering helped the Army keep most of the amenities that the Presidio provided,
keeping some of the choice advantages of the post for the military, its retirees, and its dependents
alone. The Park Service also counted on the Army's presence as a source of revenue in its
financial assessments.477
The Army's stated intentions opened a question that loomed large over the entire transfer:
whose Presidio was it really? The base golf course was one of the primary perquisites of the post,
and in the golf-happy but golf course-shy Bay Area, the public coveted the exclusive course.
When the Army left the Presidio, Pat Sullivan of the San Francisco Chronicle quipped, "the Bay
Area's legions of public-course golfers will be poised to storm the fort." Opening the course to
the public had been an express goal of the Presidio planning document, which was formulated as
an amendment to the general management plan. Howard Levitt, communications chief at Golden
Gate National Recreation Area, announced that under the Park Service, "the doctrine of full
public access and fairness will prevail" at the golf course. The Park Service expected to lease it
to a concessioner as it did with a similar course in Yosemite National Park; estimates of the
revenue it would generate ranged between $800,000 and $1 million per year.47 The Army's
decision to keep it under military administration was widely regarded as an act of bad faith. The
golf course promised an important source of revenue for the Presidio as a park, and stripping it
from the transfer seemed a declaration of war on the process, an attempt to use administrative
fiat to hamstring the transfer. If such a decision stood, local observers believed, the Presidio
would be compromised financially and in the end the Park Service could not meet its financial
and management obligations.
The Department of Defense-Department of the Interior conflict over the golf course also
highlighted another important impact of the transfer. If the decision stood, Army control of the
golf course would keep it exclusive, defying one of the most important community objectives for
the Presidio and playing into the larger questions about access that continued to vex American
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society. By the mid-1990s, exclusivity in American society had become fashion; the run-up of
the stock market in the 1990s accentuated the 1980s trend toward class definition and the wealth
it created sent people in search of all kind of amenities. Public spaces bore this burden. In some
places they were transformed into private or semi-private spaces; in others they received much
greater use as a result of the closure of formerly open space. In the Bay Area, with its strong
tradition of civil liberty and its emphasis on community and grassroots organization, keeping the
golf course exclusive reflected a wider trend that many thought simply wrongheaded and even
anti-democratic.
The always vocal Bay Area press kept the focus on the attempt to keep the golf course in
military hands. The struggle was dubbed "Operation Divot Storm," a tacit tongue-in-cheek
critique of the use of military power and political capital for so nefarious and self-serving an
objective. Retired Army officers were adamant about continuing to receive preference on the
golf course. The Presidio Golf Club assiduously fought to retain its prerogative, at one point
hiring William Whalen, the former general Superintendent of Golden Gate National Recreation
Area and director of the Park Service, to lobby its case. Public opinion was allied against the
Army, and even Whalen could not help. "It was less beneficial to the Presidio Golf Club to have
him [Whalen] than if they had not had him," Pacific West Regional Director and former Presidio
General Manager John Reynolds recalled.479 The Army once again became the object of scorn
and distrust; the ever-present Farley cartoon strip lambasted the military in a week-long series.
Pulled to the table by public opinion, the Army began what became a year of negotiations that
led to compromise. The agreement stipulated a five-year phase-in of public use of the golf
course; at the end of the phase-in period, fifty percent of the tee times would be slated for public
use. After the five-year interim period, the Park Service would assume administrative
responsibility for the course, although some tee times would continue to be reserved for military
use.480
The vast number of structures in the Presidio also attracted the attention of homeless
advocates. The incredible cost of living in the Bay Area and the lack of available space
contributed to increasing homelessness, and in the 1980s and 1990s, the homeless in many
communities found a voice. In San Francisco, they attracted considerable sympathy. A 1991 San
Francisco ExaminerIKJ<ON-TV survey indicated that the largest percentage of those polled,
more than thirty-five percent, believed that the Presidio should be converted to homeless housing
and job training. This number was twenty percentage points higher than those who thought the
Presidio should become a park. "People have an urge to do something about" homelessness, a
San Francisco Examiner editorial opined. "Whether or not there is a realistic prospect for using
the Presidio for homeless housing it will take something that dramatic to make real progress."4 '
Homeless housing was one of many options for the Presidio and while it garnered some
advocacy, it also generated antipathy and considerable indifference. In 1991, a Bay Area
delegation to Congress included homelessness among the issues for which it sought support, but
San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos opposed using the Presidio for the homeless. One area of the
post became the focus of efforts to create housing. The Wherry Housing area, used for enlisted
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housing, was slated for demolition. After the GMP Amendment, it was located in an area
scheduled to be returned to coastal prairie and scrub. Homeless advocates sought the space for
the disadvantaged, but were rebuffed. In May 1994, just before the scheduled transfer, the
California Homeless Network sponsored a protest in which homeless advocates occupied part of
the Wherry Housing Area above Baker Beach. At least 100 people participated in the
demonstration. In the end, Wherry housing became an important source of revenue for the
Presidio, generating as much as $12 million per year by the early 2000s.482
Letterman Hospital and the Letterman Army Institute for Research (LAIR) also became
the focus of controversy during the transfer. The hospital played an integral role in the
community, serving military personnel, dependents, and all other Department of Defense
beneficiaries. A total of 128,000 people in the Bay Area were eligible for care at Letterman, and
its closure three years before the Park Service took control limited them to two other military
hospitals in the area, one of which soon closed. As the transfer approached, veterans and their
advocates pressured the Park Service to reopen the hospital. Despite this demand, the Park
Service, planning proceeded in another direction. "The National Park Service is not in the
business of running a veterans' hospital," said planning team captain Don Neubacher as the
agency announced its plans. The change created a difficult situation and the initial announcement
of the transfer brought loud protest. But at the same time, many looked longingly at the hospital
and LAIR, coveting the facilities for other purposes. "There's no doubt that the Letterman/LAIR
complex is a very desirable asset," noted Kent Sims, deputy executive director of the San
Francisco Redevelopment Agency. The Park Service desperately needed an anchor tenant for the
facility, one that could significantly demonstrate that the Presidio transfer was more than an
expensive boondoggle. A paying tenant of stature granted the entire project a gravity it
previously lacked and the array of medical and research facilities in the Bay Area offered plenty
of possibilities.
The Park Service rushed headlong into a process designed to yield a suitable tenant and
soon found much community opposition. With special legislation that allowed Park Service to
enter into a long-term lease at Letterman, the park selected two respondents for consideration
from the sixteen who submitted proposals to the Request for Qualifications to Lease Buildings.
The University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) entered into negotiations for the entire 1.2
million square feet of the Letterman complex. UCSF planned the Presidio Center for Health
Science Research and Education. The Tides Foundation sought 73,000 square feet for the
Thoreau Center for Sustainability. UCSF's significance was enormous. Former San Francisco
Mayor George Christopher regarded UCSF as the ideal tenant for the old hospital and the San
Francisco Examiner declared that "the Presidio and UCSF are a superb fit." UCSF did not want
to be a full partner in the process, expecting the Park Service not only to accommodate its
demands for renovation but also to waive rent for use of the space. Some believed UCSF was
only interested in the federal dollars administrators believed would come along with the project.
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As 1994 ended, the relationship between UCSF and the Park Service collapsed and the university
pulled out of the process. The Tides Foundation's 73,000-square foot Thoreau Center for
Sustainability took its place in the complex, a much smaller operation than the Park Service had
hoped for.484
Despite conflict in these and more areas, the logistics of the transfer proceeded if not
easily, at least with direction. Although a weary Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt "learned
tha .n San Francisco, there are 2 million experts on the future of the Presidio," momentum and
skilled political maneuvering by Rep. Pelosi carried the transfer forward despite the objections of
Rep. Duncan and others. Money to accomplish the transfer was not going to be easy to find, but
"we can squeeze more productivity out of the Washington-based operation," the secretary
insisted. In March 1994, the Park Service assumed control of Presidio housing. Obstacles to the
process remained, and as October approached, Congress wrangled over the long-term fate of the
Presidio, neighbors worried about the impact of the changes, and the Park Service readied itself
for the most formidable task in its history.485
On September 30, 1994, the Army transferred all remaining parts of the Presidio to the
Park Service. At 4:00 P.M., the Presidio's Sixth Army Garrison and Headquarters Battalion
became inactivated and the Army conducted a formal retreat ceremony, lowering the flag for the
last time. At 11:00 P.M., the Army sounded "taps," and between that moment and sunrise, signs
at the seven gates that announced entry to a military reservation were replaced with ones that
read "Welcome to the Presidio of San Francisco, Golden Gate National Recreation Area." At
12:00 P.M. on October 1, 1994, Vice President Al Gore presided over a post-to-park ceremony at
the main parade ground. After 218 years of military service, the Presidio became part of the
national park system.
The Army's departure was long awaited and simultaneously cataclysmic. As the soldiers
marched out of the post for the last time, a new era began. The Presidio became part of Golden
Gate National Recreation Area. It was a new entity, an addition to the national park system, but
clearly the conventions that governed most park areas simply would not suffice for the Presidio.
In the way that Golden Gate National Recreation Area symbolized what national parks could
become, the Presidio encapsulated the issues and advantages of the entire park in one space.
Small in comparison with the rest of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the Presidio was
enormous in the consequences that stemmed from decisions about it. The transfer compelled
everyone—the Park Service, GGNPA, the Presidio Council, the Army, and the Bay Area
community—to move beyond negotiations. It compelled the articulation of a vision for the city
and the rest of the Bay Area, a way in which the region would function for decades to come and
it made every entity associated with it declare its position. While many saw the road to the
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transfer as the battle, the real struggle began at the moment of the Army's departure, when the
amendment to the GMP became the governing policy for the Presidio and changes to the
document signified power relationships that stretched all the way to Washington, D.C. The
Presidio was no mere addition to a national park area. It was instead an embodiment of regional
aspirations. A new story began in the aftermath of the hand-over.
The process of transfer shaped the Presidio's future. The former military post was an
enormous endeavor, an addition to one of the most complicated parks to manage in the entire
park system. It came at a time when the National Park Service was at its weakest, when it lacked
resources and to a certain degree direction, and when it was least able to resist outside entreaties.
The Park Service offered a model for a new kind of park and lobbied for it, leading to the
creation of the Presidio Trust, and Congress added the clause that if the Presidio did not pay for
itself by 2013, then it could be carved from the park system and sold. Here, so long-time
advocates such as Rich Bartke believed the process went wrong. When the Trust was made
independent of the Department of the Interior, a measure of oversight was lost, and when it was
required to pay for itself in 2013, public management options were curtailed. The circumstances
surrounding the implementation of the Trust legislation showed the many ways in which a
project such as the Presidio could be pulled. Rep. Pelosi countered a hostile legislative climate
and successfully shepherded legislation that allowed the Presidio to remain a park through the
"Contract with America" Congress during Newt Gingrich's term as Speaker of the House. By
any account, this was a remarkable achievement. Its cost to the Park Service was high. The
legislation required that the Presidio Trust report to the President and not the Department of the
Interior. A segment of the local constituency was alienated, some as a result of the changes
involved, others as a result of watching the process of making of the law. The change in lines of
authority pushed the Presidio into a new category, different from Golden Gate National
Recreation Area of which it was part as well as the remaining 378 units of the park system. The
result was a tremendous strain on Golden Gate National Recreation Area and the park system,
overmatched by the scope and scale of the project and hamstrung by politics. Even though in
some accounts, the Park Service was beginning to reach an appropriate level of management
when Congress gave responsibility to the Presidio Trust, the Presidio still strained Golden Gate
National Recreation Area's resources. "We were out of control and in deep trouble before the
Presidio came along," Doug Nadeau recounted in the least optimistic version of the moment.
"The Presidio sucked up so much time, energy and commitment that it just set the park in a
spin."487
While Nadeau's comments might have seemed extreme, they were widely echoed in
more measured form. Superintendent Brian O'Neill tacitly agreed when he observed that "we
were burnt out and overextended and there had been so many things we couldn't attend to" that
the creation of the Trust "in one way was a blessing." O'Neill astutely assessed the crux of the
problem in a discussion of the relationship between the park and the Army during the transfer.
"We knew that in the Army system very little is delegated down in terms of power to resource
issues," he strategized. "I think clearly our ability to succeed was going to be dependent on our
political access to the very highest levels of the Department of Defense." This capsule illustrated
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the Park Service's problem. It could have the Presidio, but without the resources to operate it,
administration was an academic exercise. Securing the resources meant ceding some autonomy
in management, a practice at which Golden Gate National Recreation Area had been skilled
since the 1970s. In this situation, the power of the players was much greater than the park ever
experienced and their consequent demands mirrored their status and position. Securing the
Presidio became much more than passage of a bill; it became a process of integrating a series of
complicated relationships with political forces, social organizations, and the local community, all
of whom were simultaneously benefactors but had specific needs to which they felt their
participation and contribution to the process entitled them. "No matter what Brian O'Neill, the
Director of the Park Service, or Greg Moore [executive director of GGNPA] or anyone else who
believed in the Presidio said," O'Neill insisted, "it simply wasn't going to happen unless we had
a strong voice from a national constituency. .. .It was absolutely essential to the Park Service that
its voice be echoed by a cross-section of Americans who had the credentials to be able to
advance thinking." Such people uniformly came with ideas of their own.
Faced with the choice of having the Presidio with the help of powerful friends with ideas
of their own or risking its loss, the Park Service had little choice. "There was a fairly uniform
buy-in" to the concept of a partnership entity, O'Neill recalled, "the early version defined a
different partnership than what we know the Presidio Trust legislation ended up with." The
agency developed relationships that it needed to sustain the Presidio and became part of a larger
operation. O'Neill played a significant role in achieving that end. O'Neill had "always been a
really good partner. He really does value not only the concept, but the actual working of
partnerships—understanding that they can be difficult, understanding that there's give and take,
and—but ultimately convinced that it's the best thing to do, not only for the park, but for the
community that surrounds the park," Middleton observed. "He's a great advocate of pulling in
community to help restore public assets." What began as a park became a partnership; then it
morphed into a different partnership, where in part as a defense against the vagaries of Congress,
the Trust became the dominant partner. Even though the Park Service and Presidio Trust were
"sister federal agencies,' in the words of Amy Meyer, a fundamental difference for Golden Gate
National Recreation Area existed in this case. The Park Service did not control the partnership
with the Trust as it did all similar relationships at the park. In that process, the Presidio became
more than a hybrid. It pointed to a new definition of national park area, one that differed greatly
from the history of the national park system. Unlike every other unit in the system, the Presidio
was compelled to pay its own way after a fixed date. Every decision that managers for the Trust
made was conditioned by that fact, and the weight of finances and the implied threat of sale of
the former Army post challenged the concept of "parks for the people where the people are," the
original idea behind Golden Gate National Recreation Area. As Golden Gate National
Recreation Area survived by passing on costs to park partners such as GGNPA, the Presidio,
with its combination of exceptional space and national cachet, might have been able to
accomplish something similar. When survival hinged on financial leverage, power relationships
dictated new values. In arguably the most liberal city in the nation, the "money talks" philosophy
of postmodern America, a nation of markets driven to consume, seemed to have won out. When
Regional Director John Reynolds called the Presidio "unique" in a speech to a 2000
interpretation conference, he correctly labeled this divergent part of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area.489
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The Park Service accomplished a great deal during its short stint of control of the
Presidio. It developed the GMPA, attained and kept the support of a wide segment of the Bay
Area public, and with the help of Rep. Pelosi and Rep. John Murtha, secured considerable
funding for infrastructure and building renovation and rehabilitation and environmental clean-up.
The Park Service also smoothly handled a complex transition from the military, secured annual
operating budgets of upwards of $25,000,000 as well as additional revenues from leasing and
successfully managed a transition to a smaller level of involvement after the establishment of the
Trust. Most important, the agency did not bend when it came to the implementation of its core
values in resource management, sustainability, historic preservation, and other similar areas.
In short, the Park Service managed the Presidio as a park, passing it to the Presidio Trust under
those terms. The subsequent tension between the Park Service and the Trust resulted from
differences in situation and philosophy. Was the Presidio going to feel like it was part of a
national park? Was it a model for the future or an anomaly among national park partnerships?
For the national park system, the Presidio experience asked hard questions about publicprivate partnerships. National parks required outside support and since 1919, organizations aided
the parks. Rarely had they been partners, co-managers with status equal to the Park Service. In a
changing America, one in which nearly everything else in the nation had become "pay for play"
and which national parks no longer held the kind of meaning that Huey Johnson, the founder of
the Trust for Public Land, or Stephen T. Mather might grant them, an experiment with publicprivate management made social sense. It allowed the park system to accommodate a hostile
Congress and an excited city simultaneously, and it appeared at least initially that the Park
Service could maintain control. By the time the Army marched out in 1994, that control was
beginning to wane, and in its own park the agency seemed less and less the master of its destiny.
"I consider the Trust/Park Service relationship to be akin to a marriage and we've had our ups
and downs," Craig Middleton summed up the process. "Certainly some of the downs have been
around the concern by Park Service people that this would become a model, and be used over
and over, and it would be used by people who wanted to make the Park Service self-sufficient in
some way. And it just doesn't apply. And I think that we've understood now that this is
unique."491 With the experience of the Presidio, it was easy to see why the Park Service might
shy away from future opportunities in public-private partnerships.
In the end, after considerable grappling, the Presidio became an autonomous entity,
separate from the rest of Golden Gate National Recreation Area in significant ways. In part that
transformation stemmed from politics in Washington, D.C., but it came equally from the way the
power relationships were set up in the Presidio Trust and the park. On the executive level, the
Presidio remained part of the park; in its operations, it became an entity that espoused Park
Service standards but answered directly to Washington through a series of mechanisms far
different than agency protocol. As 2000 dawned the result was perplexing. The Presidio was both
part of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and a de facto redevelopment agency, both public
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open space and private facility, both recreational park and research park. Its complicated status
stood astride the blurring line between public and private in the United States.
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Epilogue
As the new century began, Golden Gate National Recreation Area had become one of the
premier national park areas in the system. Its visitation numbers were among the highest of all
parks, the park had successfully negotiated countless resource management and constituency
situations, and with the addition of the Presidio, Golden Gate National Recreation Area seemed
poised to emerge from its designation as a national recreation area and was in position to be
considered an important national park. The management challenges that remained were many
and complex, while the strategies the park developed over nearly three decades testified to the
commitment of management to agency goals and the flexibility of leadership in building support
in the public and private sectors for the park.
Golden Gate National Recreation Area had much to teach the rest of the park system. In
its twenty-eight year history, the park had become one of the most important examples of urban
national park areas, and it was among the few places that faced issues that foreshadowed the
future of the park system. As a national recreation area, Golden Gate helped redefine the
category in the public mind, raising the status and stature to match that of other categories of
park area. The park not only allowed people to enjoy recreation; it taught about the many pasts of
the Bay Area, about the seas and the coast, about life in northern California before the coming of
Euro-Americans and their cities. With much more than recreation available, a new generation of
visitors and Bay Area residents, especially those who were poorer or immigrant, thought of
Golden Gate National Recreation Area as their national park.
A template for the rest of the park system, Golden Gate National Recreation Area had
become a place to which other parks looked as they sought to devise responses to changing
contexts. In many instances, Golden Gate National Recreation Area had already addressed
similar issues. The remarkable variety of resources at Golden Gate National Recreation Area
complicated its management and demanded coordinated response from managers. Park planning
yielded documents such as the General Management Plan of 1980 and subsequent natural and
cultural resource management plans, which provided the tools to construct a park from the
myriad features of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. The park pioneered complex forms of
management, the integration of cultural and natural resource objectives with the goals of an
enormous day-use public and the interests of neighborhoods, activists, ranchers, and interested
parties. It led in creating public participation in the park system with the Citizens' Advisory
Commission, and its cooperating association, Golden Gate National Parks Association, became
one of the most significant contributors to the resource base of the park and easily the largest
provider of funds to its park of any cooperating association in the system. This close relationship
between GGNPA and the park foreshadowed the creation of the Presidio Trust. Another public
nonprofit organization that exercised considerable control and influence over the Presidio, the
Trust was easily the most significant urban addition to the national park system since the 1970s,
an addition that required a different management philosophy. In this, the park faced a series of
administrative arrangements that demanded unparalleled dexterity.
In the Bay Area, the Park Service also had to deal with the concerns of an energized and
involved public that had clear ideas about what it wanted from a national park area. In some
circumstances, those ideas and the parks' goals and values did not mesh, forcing Golden Gate
National Recreation Area into a series of ongoing negotiations. In the complicated political
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climate of the Bay Area, Golden Gate National Recreation Area found itself in a secondary
position. The park's fate and the economic future of the Bay Area were related, but many other
entities had much greater impact on the regional economy. The park needed a different approach
than was common in places where parks dominated the regional economy. From its inception,
Golden Gate National Recreation Area assiduously cultivated the public, seeking its input into
every major decision. The park learned many lessons in this process; paramount among them
was the understanding that just because the public agreed to an idea as part of a plan did not
mean that it would support the implementation of that plan. The gap between planning and
implementation remained one of the most vexing for the park.
Close ties with the public yielded important community relationships. Golden Gate
National Recreation Area developed important ties in the Bay Area with managers of all kinds.
Community leaders, financial experts, and activists were among the many friends of the park. In
situations when the park needed public support, its consistent maintenance of relationships gave
it strong and vocal supporters. This in turn allowed the park to implement programs that might
otherwise have been stalled. The park could turn to its association, commission, or friends for
cover, deflecting animosities to other quarters. Even though managing Golden Gate National
Recreation Area was always contentious, park leaders often sighed with relief as powerful park
supporters stepped forward.
The result was a complicated park that foreshadowed the needs of a demographically
changing nation that interpreted its national parks in new ways. Golden Gate National Recreation
Area crossed from a recreational park into a comprehensive one that managed with the needs of
its many constituencies in mind. In this it was able to build strong alliances that could protect it
from attack; it also ran the risk of letting its friends dictate terms to park managers. Golden Gate
National Recreation Area required visionary but flexible leadership, a balancing act between
firm adherence to federal, agency, and park policies and thoughtful decision making that
included the countless constituencies of the park.
The travails and successes of Golden Gate National Recreation Area offer an insight into
the demands of park management in the twenty-first century. In the future, the traditional
supporters of national parks and their elected officials will become fewer. The reaction of the
larger public will determine whether national parks as Stephen T. Mather and Horace M.
Albright envisioned them were a class-based creation of a moment in American history. As those
constituencies and their representatives diminish as a percentage of the American population, the
techniques and strategies of Golden Gate National Recreation Area will become increasingly
necessary to protect the existing parks. As a leader in integrating the different facets of
management with the needs of a wide range of constituencies, Golden Gate National Recreation
Area will serve as a model for national parks of the coming century.
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Monthly Visitations, 1979-1999
Month

Year

January
February
March
April
Mav
June
July
Aueust
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
Mav
June
July
Aueust
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
Mav
June
July
Aueust
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
Mav
June
July
Aueust

1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982

Visits

September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
Mav
June
July
Aueust
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
Mav
June
July
Aueust
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
Mav
June
July
Aueust
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April

529.802
805.332
1.163.146
866.836
1.044.645
1.137.845
1.201.874
1.200.030
1.035.038
874.597
765.823
696.159
1.009.310
1.048.930
1.094.436
1.276.658
1.549.423
1.736.887
2.595.773
1.917.277
2.060.709
1.850.484
1.075.557
1.206.329
1.067.346
1.155.238
1.304.302
1.364.366
1.691.042
2.416.359
2.296.376
2.469.125
2.492.918
1.534.950
1.310.247
1.177.520
1.324.163
1.312.297
1.400.209
1.816.131
1.939.585
1.993.261
2,324,124
2.317.151
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1982
1982
1982
1982
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1986
1986
1986
1986

1.598.361
1.230.142
1.384.466
1.257.499
1.218.631
1.022.888
1.273.427
1.499.164
1.700.522
2.686.294
1.730.789
1.746.359
1.699.660
1.285.890
983.043
757.884
1.030.439
1.063.706
1.222.122
1.303.760
1.332.716
1.464.281
1.945.851
1.925.716
1.923.758
1.535.673
1.001.118
982.566
1.125.982
1.220.659
1.138.352
1.476.035
1.502.803
1.787.375
1.943.866
2.027.928
2.077.624
1.717.146
1.224.964
1.112.631
1.258.252
1.266.006
1,276,579
1.357.779

Mav
Time
Jnlv
Aimnst
Sentemher
October
November
December
Jamiarv
Fehmarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
Jnlv
Anmist
Sentemher
October
November
December
Januarv
Febrnarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
.Tnlv
Anmist
Sentemher
October
November
December
Jamiarv
Fehmarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
Jnlv

1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989

2.116.045
2.151.600
2.725.997
2.779.250
2.249.520
1.840.218
1.417.895
1.122.027
1.199.474
1.227.791
1.242.682
1.992.270
2.422.626
2.142.065
2.286.270
2.594.571
2.044.208
1.921.977
1.282.160
1.207.972
1.006.170
1.405.548
1.480.117
1.772.221
2.127.267
2.478.775
2.787.121
2.492.242
2.162.552
1.652.202
1.192.245
1.189.689
984.420
1.022.779
1.106.804
1.415.206
1.209.148
1.794.207
2.467.759

AIIPUST.

1989

1.626.678

Sentemher
October
November
Decemher
Januarv
Febrnarv
March
April

1989
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1990

1.425.279
1.592.487
996.690
904.229
1.042.598
979.242
1.098.721
1,361,166

May

1990

1.131.377
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June
Jnlv
Anmist
Sentemher
October
November
December
Januarv
Febrnarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
Jnlv
Anmist
Sentemher
October
November
Decemher
Januarv
Fehmarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
Jnlv
Aiumst.
Sentemher
October
November
Decemher
Januarv
Fehmarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
Jnlv
Aiumst
Sentemher
October
November
Decemher
Januarv
Fehmarv
March
Anril

1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994

1.468.856
1.471.350
1.468.567
1.336.655
1.341.237
1.110.429
838.905
1.043.598
979.342
1.098.731
1.361.166
1.131.377
1.468.856
1.471.350
1.468.567
1.336.655
1.341.237
1.110.429
884.463
1.009.567
924.760
1.058.138
1.130.026
1.254.631
1.376.558
1.496.267
1.409.272
1.447.701
1.878.507
1.332.805
991.106
1.043.598
979.342
1.098.731
1.361.166
1.131.377
1.468.856
1.471.350
1.468.567
1.336.655
1.341.237
1.110.429
884.463
1.043.598
979.342
1.098.731
1.361.166

May
June.

1994
1994

1,131,377
1.468.856

Julv
August
Sentemher
October
November
December
Januarv
Februarv
March
Anril
Mav
Tune
Julv
August
Sentemher
October
November
December
Januarv
Februarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
Julv
August
Sentemher
October
November
December
Januarv
Febniarv
March
April
May

1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997

June
Julv
August
Sentemher
October
Novemher
Decemher
Januarv
Februarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
Julv
August
Sentemher
October
Novemher
December
Januarv
Februarv
March
Anril
Mav
June
Julv
August
Sentemher
October
Novemher
Decemher

1.471.350
1.468.567
1.336.655
1.341.237
1.110.429
884.463
1.043.598
979.342
1.098.731
1.361.166
1.131.377
1.468.856
1.471.350
1.468.567
1.336.655
1.341.237
1.110.429
884.463
1.050.640
1.015.037
1.222.501
1.335.448
1.202.476
1.282.725
1.202.211
1.366.995
1.277.090
1.109.012
1.039.460
940.389
973.083
1.081.129
1,113,382
1.198.736
1,296,246

Statistics courtesy of the National Park Service Public Use Statistics Office
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1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

1.240.357
1.269.101
1.254.808
1.165.448
1.214.818
1.066.352
929.922
949.556
1.016.357
1.125.410
1.220.318
1.258.958
1.337.678
1.350.034
1.188.875
1.251.288
1.267.198
1.024.980
1.055.938
972.474
1.070.058
1.132.792
1.302.790
1.179.726
1.327.761
1.167.544
1.209.249
1.264.156
1.186.212
1.091.638
1.143.685
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GGNRA Superintendents
Title

Years at GGNRA
492

William J. Whalen
Jerry L. Schober
Jerry L. Schober
Lynn H. Thompson

Gen Mgr. Bay Area Parks
Acting General Manager493
Superintendent
Superintendent

1/23/1972 - 7/02/1977
7/03/1977 - 10/22/1977
8/04/1974-2/10/1979
4/23/1978-2/29/1980

William J. Whalen
John H. Davis

Superintendent
Superintendent

6/01/1980 - 2/12/1981
1/10/1982 - 9/28/1985

Brian O'Neill

Acting Superintendent

9/29/1985 - 2/15/1986

Brian O'Neill

Superintendent

2/16/1986-

492

Assigned to Golden Gate NRA; administered Golden Gate NRA, Point Reyes NS, Muir Woods NM, and Fort
Point NHS from 10/27/1972. A south area superintendent position was filled as of 8/4/1974 at Golden Gate NRA,
and the north area was assumed by the incumbent superintendent and Point Reyes. The areas formerly supervised by
the superintendent of Point Reyes, John Muir NHS and Muir Woods NM, were then placed under the supervision of
the south area superintendent. Title was changed on 10/11/1975 from Bay Area General Superintendent to General
Manager of Bay Area Parks.

493

Organizational change eliminated the north area (Point Reyes) from the Bay Area grouping on 10/1/1977, and the
title of General Manager was discontinued effective 10/22/1977.
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Significant Legislation
Public Law 87-657, authorizing Point Reyes National Seashore, signed into law by President
Kennedy on Sept. 13, 1962.
Public Law 92-589 (H.R. 16444) established the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and an
Advisory Commission on October 27, 1972. It sanctioned the expenditure of $61,610,000 for the
acquisition of lands and interests in lands. It also authorized inclusion of all Army lands within
the boundaries when these lands were declared excess by the Army, immediately transferred
administrative jurisdiction of Fort Mason, Crissy Field, Forts Cronkhite, Barry and the westerly
one-half of Fort Baker to the Secretary of Interior, and placed the Marina Green, including the
railroad right of way, within park boundaries.
The Establishment section read: "In order to preserve for public use and enjoyment certain areas
of Marin and San Francisco Counties, California, possessing outstanding natural, historic, scenic,
and recreational values, and in order to provide for the maintenance of needed recreational open
space necessary to urban environment and planning, the Golden Gate National Recreation Area
(hereinafter referred to as the "recreation area" is hereby established. In the management of the
recreation the Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary") shall utilize the
resources in a manner which will provide for recreation and educational opportunities consistent
with sound principles of land use planning and management. In carrying out the provisions of
this Act, the Secretary shall preserve the recreation area, as far as possible, in its natural setting,
and protect it from development and uses which would destroy the scenic beauty and natural
character of the area."
Public Law 96-199 added $15,500,000 to P.L.'s land acquisition ceiling.
Public Law 1193-544, enacted in 1974, added several relatively small parcels of land to
GGNRA's boundary in the Mill Valley/Sausalito area.
Public Law 94-389 (H.R. 738), passed in 1976, provided for Federal participation in preserving
the Tule Elk population in California and suggested that Point Reyes National Seashore is one of
the Federal areas which offered a potential for use.
Public Laws 94-544 (H.R. 8002), also passed in 1976, and 94567 (H.R. 13160) established the
Point Reyes Wilderness Area of 25,370 acres and a Wilderness potential of 8,003 acres.
Public Law 95-625 authorized the acquisition of 3,723.60 acres of private land in the Lagunitas
Loop/Devil's Gulch area of Marin County in 1978, as well as the addition of Samuel P. Taylor
State Park.
Public Law 96-199, enacted in March 1980, extended the park boundary more than eight miles
further northward, adding about 2,000 acres that encompassed most of the waters of Tomales
Bay.
Public Law 96-344, enacted in September 1980, modified P.L. 96-199 by adding eighteen more
parcels, amounting to about 1,100 acres.
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Public Law 96-607 authorized a boundary expansion of Golden Gate National Recreation Area
by adding 26,000 acres in San Mateo County, including 1,047 acres of privately held land on
Sweeney Ridge. Legislation passed December 28, 1980.
Public Law 100-526 at 102 STAT 2623 (The Base Closure and Realignment Act), enacted Oct.
24, 1988, required that the Army installation at the Presidio of San Francisco close and that
approximately 1,234 acres of the Presidio transfer to the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of
the Interior.
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Recommendations for Further Research
1.

Research to underpin interpretation of recent military history. Special Historical Studies
for missile bases and other military installations within the park

2.

Administrative history of Point Reyes National Seashore

3.

Additional Crissy Field research to support the evolution of the management of Crissy
Field

4.

Greater research into the Coast Miwok and Ohlone presence in the Bay Area

5.

Research to clearly analyze park constituencies and their interests from political, social,
and cultural perspective

6.

History of Golden Gate National Parks Association

7.

Special History Study of the Presidio and its evolution

8.

Special History Study of the GGNRA Advisory Commission

9.

History of Visitation and Visitor Expectations on Alcatraz Island

10. History of permits for outside activities inside the park
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Chronology
1847, January 30 - Yerba Buena renamed San Francisco by Lt. Washington Bartlett, U.S. Navy.
1847, March - Americans (7th New York Volunteers) took over Presidio.
1847, May - U.S. Army began survey of Alcatraz Island as site for harbor defenses.
1848 - Gold discovered at Sutter's Mill.
1848 - Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ceded California to the United States.
1850 - President Fillmore reserved Alcatraz Island and Angel Island for military purposes.
1850, November 6 - President Millard Fillmore proclaimed the Presidio, Alcatraz, Angel Island and other Bay
Area sites as military reservations.
1850, December 31 - Fillmore modified reservation proclamation to reflect new boundaries.
1853 - Army began construction of Fort Point
1854 - U.S. Army began construction of a fort on Alcatraz Island.
1854, June 1 - Lighthouse on Alcatraz Island began operating; first lighthouse on Pacific coast.
1859, July - Belt of stone and brick fortifications built around Alcatraz Island, with 75 guns mounted.
1861, February 15 - Fort Point completed and Army orders troops to garrison fort. Construction costs about $2.8
million.
1862 - First true prison building built on Alcatraz Island; this forms the nucleus for the development of the
"Lower Prison" complex.
1863, October 15 - Original Cliff House opened for business.
1866, July 24 - Army purchased land for Lime Point reservation (Forts Barry and Baker). Baker later named after
Col. Edward D. Baker, veteran of Mexican War killed in action during the Civil War.
1883 - Maj. William Albert Jones, an engineer at Army department headquarters, develops comprehensive plan
for afforestation of Presidio reservation.
1884, December 12 - War Department designated former post cemetery and surrounding land as the first National
Cemetery on the West Coast.
1885 - Sutro Heights opened for public use as a park. (Adolph Sutro elected Populist mayor of San Francisco in
1894, serves 1895-1897.)
1890-1893 - Army began afforestation of Presidio, planting eucalyptus, pine, acacia and other species, set in
ordered rows on the ridges and hills of the reservation.
1890 - Treasury Department established Fort Point Life Saving Station in Lower Presidio.
1892, May 1 - United States Quarantine Station opened on Angel Island.
1893 - Army declared Fort Point's guns to be obsolete, and began work on series of reinforced concrete
installations, with building to continue for about 15 years.
1892, January 23 - Army acquired 200-acre land area through condemnation proceedings, called site Fort Miley.
1894-1896 - U.S. Army spent $10 million on twenty-six coast defense batteries around the Bay.
1895, July 1 - Army designated Alcatraz Island as United States Disciplinary Barracks.
1897, July 7 - First permanent garrison established at Fort Baker (Battery 1, 3rd Artillery).
1898 - Army established Laguna Merced Military Reservation, which will later become site of Fort Funston.
1900, April 14 - Government established Veterans' Hospital at Fort Miley.
1904, December 27 - Army divides Fort Baker reservation in half and creates Fort Barry.
1905 - Army decides to abandon Alcatraz Island as defense site, and designated island solely as a military prison.
1905, July 8 - Secretary of War allots land on Angel Island to departments of Commerce and Labor for
Immigration Detention Station.
1906 - William Kent purchases lands around Muir Woods to prevent logging.
1906, April 18 - Earthquake hits San Francisco. Four refugee camps established on Presidio on order of Gen.
Frederick Funston, housing 16,000 refugees for ten days. Fort Mason also housed refugees and was the
site for the Army Relief Headquarters for the entire city.
1915 - Panama-Pacific International Exposition held just east of Presidio on landfill. Marina built as yacht harbor
for exposition.
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1917 - U.S. government bought ocean frontage portion of Fort Funston property from Spring Valley Water
Company.
1917, June 26 - Army named Fort Funston in honor of Maj. Gen. Frederick Funston.
1920-1930s - San Francisco Park Commissioners and state and federal assistance programs helped improve
Marina. In 1930s, WPA crews built stone seawall, harbormaster's house and lighthouse.
1921 - Army designated Crissy Field as military airfield. It is the first Army coastal defense airfield on the Pacific
coast, and was built over site of Exposition's automobile race track. (Field is named after Maj. Dana
Crissy, who was killed in 1919 in a transcontinental air race that started in San Francisco).
1921 - Design work started on Julius Kahn Public Playground, a 7.294-acre site on the Presidio's south boundary.
1924 - War Department gave its consent for construction of Bay bridges.
1928 - California established Mount Tamalpais State Park
1932 - Army released 19.2 acres of land at Fort Miley to the General Services Administration for construction of
the Veterans Administration Hospital. Hospital opened in 1934; latest addition to hospital opened in
1965.
1933 - Act of Congress transferred Alcatraz Island from Department of War to Department of Justice for a prison.
1933 - Golden Gate Bridge designer Joseph Strauss designed a steel arch for the approach over Fort Point,
making it unnecessary to remove the fort.
1934, July 12 - Army abandoned United States Disciplinary Barracks at Alcatraz.
1934, Aug. 15 - First fifty prisoners arrived at Alcatraz Island. Convicts' rail cars ferried across Bay to avoid
risking a transfer.
1937, May 27 - Golden Gate Bridge dedicated and opened. Designers incorporate special arch in bridge to avoid
destroying Fort Point.
1937, December - Army bought about 800 acres in Marin County and created Fort Cronkhite, named in honor of
Maj. Gen. Adelbert Cronkhite.
1940s - Ansel Adams and former Sierra Club president Ed Wayburn proposed that the Golden Gate be designated
a national monument.
1942 - Army bought remaining land for Fort Funston from Spring Valley Water Company (this purchase was the
eastern section - ocean section purchased in 1917. Land was used as Nike missile base in the 1950s).
1950 - City of San Francisco received northern fifty acres belonging to Fort Funston (originally 237 acres total).
1951, November - City voters approved $1.1 million bond issue to purchase 116 acres south of armory for
recreation and park use. (Land offered by federal government as surplus property).
1953 - City leased seven acres of former Fort Funston property to state for National Guard Armory on 99-year
lease.
1954 - Nike Ajax missiles began to be sited around San Francisco.
1958 - NPS released a coastline study which included a report calling for creation of Point Reyes National
Seashore.
1959 - Fort Point Museum Association incorporated.
1960s - Idea develops in California to create "Parks for the People." Concept spreads to Washington, brought
there by Interior Secretary Walter Hickle, and became a buzz word in the National Park Service. Leads to
creation of Gateway National Recreation Area.
1961 - Undeveloped areas of Fort Baker turned over to California for park purposes.
1962 - The Department of Defense declares Fort Mason "surplus military property," and transfers the remaining
military functions to the Oakland Army Base.
1962, June - U.S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy announced Alcatraz to be phased out of Federal Penitentiary
System.
1962, June 13 - Presidio designated a National Historic Landmark.
1962, September 13 - President Kennedy signed legislation establishing Point Reyes National Seashore.
1963, March 21 - Alcatraz closed as prison and last prisoners transferred off island.
1963, April - Alcatraz Island reported to General Services Administration as excess property.
1964, March - President's Commission on the Disposition of Alcatraz Island formed.
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1964, May - Alcatraz commission recommended island be used to commemorate the founding of the United
Nations in San Francisco. (No action taken on this proposal)
1964, August - San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed Resolution No. 472-64, requesting that the Secretary
of the Interior and the Administrator of General Services establish Fort Mason as a national historic site,
or if such action proves impossible, requests that GSA make Fort Mason available to the city as a park
and recreation area.
1964, November - Thomas Frouge and Gulf Oil Corporation unveiled plans for Marincello, an 18,000-person
community to be built on the Marin Headlands.
1965, June - State of California published A History of San Francisco Harbor Defense Installations: Forts Baker,
Barry, Cronkhite and Funston (Emanuel Lewis).
1966 - Sutro Baths burn in fire.
1968 - Federal and California agencies indicated to GSA that they do not wish to acquire Alcatraz Island.
1968 - San Francisco Bay Discovery Site designated a National Historic Landmark.
1968 - City of San Francisco expressed interest in acquiring Alcatraz Island and calls for development proposals.
About five hundred are received.
1968 - NPS released Fort Point National Historic Site, California: A Proposal.
1969 - Federal government (General Services Administration) proposed building football field-sized National
Archives storage building on surplus U.S. Army land at Fort Miley. Amy Meyer, who lived across from
Lincoln Park, began organizing a protest. (The building is eventually built in San Bruno).
1969, November - Department of the Interior, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation recommended transfer of Alcatraz
to National Park Service and inclusion of other surplus federal property as a Park for the People.
Committee recommended that the lands be pulled together to form an 8,000-acre park.
1969, November 29 - Beginning of Indian Occupation of Alcatraz Island, which lasted nineteen months.
1969, December - San Francisco Board of Supervisors voted to lease Alcatraz Island to H. Lamar Hunt for
commercial development.
1970 - William Whalen named one of government's 10 outstanding young men.
1970, April - Fire destroyed lighthouse keeper's house, military buildings, post exchange, warden's residence and
surgeon's home on Alcatraz Island.
1970, Summer- Cong. Phil Burton introduced legislation to create GGNRA. (HR 16444).
1970, October 16 - President Nixon signed Public Law 91-457, creating Fort Point National Historic Site.
1971 - U.S. Army turned twenty-two acres of Fort Mason over to General Services Administration for disposal.
1971, January - Protest group founded by Amy Meyer became People for a Golden Gate National Recreation
Area.
1971, February - Nixon made "Legacy of Parks" statement.
1971, June 16 - Rep. Phillip Burton introduced expansive proposal for national recreation area in Bay Area. Plan
included Park Service veto power over future Presidio developments by Army.
1971, August 9 - House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Subcommittee on National Parks and
Recreation held hearings in San Francisco on H.R. 9498 and related bills.
1972, January 23 - William J. Whalen named general manager, Bay Area Parks
1972, May 11-12 - House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Subcommittee on National Parks and
Recreation held hearings in Washington, D.C., on H.R. 9498 and related bills
1972 - United States Congress published Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Hearings, ninety-second
Congress on H.R. 9498 and related bills.
1972, July 28 - House Subcommittee on National Parks and Recreation passed bill authored by Rep. Phillip
Burton (D-SF) to establish a 20,000-acre Golden Gate National Urban Recreation Area.
1972, September 5 - President Nixon visits proposed site of Golden Gate National Recreation Area to
demonstrate his support.
1972, October 11 - House approved bill establishing the 34,000-acre Golden Gate National Recreation Area. (Bill
passed without dissent).
1972, October 27 - President Nixon signed "An Act to Establish the Golden Gate National Recreation Area,"
(Public Law 92-589), which established Golden Gate National Recreation Area. Bill allocated
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$61,610,000 for land acquisition and $58,000,000 for development. On the same day, Whalen given
responsibility for administering Golden Gate NRA, Point Reyes National Seashore, Muir Woods National
Monument, and Fort Point National Historic Site.
1972, December - Gulf Oil Corporation sold Marincello property to The Nature Conservancy. Marin citizens
formed the Marin Headlands Association, designed to persuade state to purchase all surplus lands along
the south rim for safekeeping. It is this land that would be combined with Alcatraz and San Francisco
Headlands to form initial basis for park.
1972 - National Park Service acquired Alcatraz Island.
1972 - National Park Service acquired Fort Mason, which had been used strictly for storage by the Army since
1962.
1973 - NPS released Fort Point: Historic Data Section, Fort Point National Historic Site, California (Edwin C.
Bearss). Historic structure report.
1973, October - Alcatraz opened to the public under Park Service management.
1974 - Army closed Crissy Field to fixed-wing aircraft, restricting its use to helicopters.
1974, August 4 - Jerry L. Schrober named superintendent of South Area.
1974, December 26 - President Ford signed Public Law 93-544 adds 750 acres of contiguous private lands in
Marin County to GGNRA.
1975 - NPS released Preliminary Information Base Analysis, North of Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
Muir Woods National Monument and Point Reyes National Seashore (prepared by the SWA Group)
1975 - NPS released Preliminary Information Base Analysis, South Portion of Golden Gate National Recreation
Area, California (prepared by the SWA Group).
1975 - GGNRA established visitor center at park headquarters at Fort Mason.
1975, May - PFGGNRA and Park Service unveiled plans for expanding GGNRA south into San Mateo County.
1975, June 10 - City of San Francisco officially turned over 91.5 acres of city parklands to Golden Gate National
Recreation Area. (Transaction involved lands around Fort Miley, Lands End and portions of Lincoln Park
excluding golf course.)
1975, September - GGNRA released Golden Gate Recreational Travel Study.
1975, October 11 - Title of Bay Area General Superintendent changed to General Manager of Bay Area Parks
1976 - Congress declared about half of Point Reyes National Seashore as a unit of the National Wilderness
Preservation System.
1976 - NPS released Archeological Resources of Golden Gate National Recreation Area (Roger E. Kelly)
1976 - Outline of Planning Requirements approved (Doug Nadeau).
1976, May - The Fort Mason Foundation created, and given responsibility for guiding and shaping the
development of abandoned warehouses and piers into a cultural center.
1977 - GGNRA acquired Cliff House for $3.79 million.
1977 - NPS acquired Haslett Warehouse, located in center of Fisherman's Wharf/Ghiradelli Square tourist area.
(Building acquired by State of California for railroad museum, but plans were derailed).
1977, January - Fort Mason opened to the public.
1977, May - NPS released Golden Gate National Recreation Area: Point Reyes National Seashore: Assessment of
Alternatives for the General Management Plan.
1977, July 3 - Jerry Schober named Acting General Manager
1977, September 16 - San Francisco Maritime State Historical Park added to GGNRA.
1977, October 1 - Point Reyes National Seashore separated from GGNRA.
1977, October 22 - Title of General Manager discontinued.
1977, November - NPS released Historic Resource Study: Alcatraz Island, Golden Gate National Recreation Area
(Erwin N. Thompson).
1978 - San Francisco Maritime Museum added to GGNRA.
1978 - GGNRA opened Cliff House Visitor Center.
1978 - California voters approved Proposition 13.
1978, April 23 - Lynn H. Thompson named superintendent.
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1978, November 10 - Public Law 96-625 expands park by adding nearly 3,000 acres in Marin County under the
"National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978."
1979 - NPS released Golden Gate National Recreation Area: Collection Management Plan (prepared by Dan
Riss).
1979 - NPS released Historic Resource Study: Seacoast Fortifications, San Francisco Harbor, Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, California (Erwin Thompson).
1979 - NPS released Inventory of Occupation Graffiti, 1969-1971: Alcatraz Island, Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, California (John Noxon).
1979, Jur-e - NPS released Golden Gate, Point Reyes National Recreation Area, National Seashore, California:
cneral Management Plan, Environmental Analysis
1979, November-NPS released Historic Resource Study: Forts Baker, Barry, Cronkhite of Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, California (Erwin Thompson).
1980, March 5 - Public Law 96-199 added lands in Marin County to GGNRA by extending park boundaries eight
miles north to include Samuel P. Taylor State Park (2,450 acres) and Gallagher, Ottinger and Giacomini
ranches (1,214 acres).
1980, March 5 - Division of Museum Services, NPS, released Museum Storage Plan, Golden Gate National
Recreation Area (Donald R. Cumberland Jr.)
1980, June - NPS released A Civil History of Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Point Reyes National
Seashore, California (Anna Coxe Toogood).
1980, June 1 - William Whalen named superintendent.
1980, September - NPS released Golden Gate National Recreation Area/Point Reyes National Seashore: General
Management Plan, Environmental Analysis.
1980, September 8 - Public Law 96-344 added 1,096 acres to GGNRA in Marin County.
1980, September 19 - General Management Plan, GGNRA and Point Reyes NS approved (Planning Team DSC
and GGNRA staff).
1980, December 28 - Public Law 96-199 expanded GGNRA into San Mateo County and along the coast to Half
Moon Bay (2,000 acres) by including 23,000 acres of Sweeney Ridge.
1981 - NPS released Golden Gate National Recreation Area, California: Draft Natural Resources Management
Plan and Environmental Assessment (Judd A. Howell).
1982 - U.S. Air Force automated its radar tracking operations and released all but 2.5 acres of its 106.4 acre site
atop Mount Tamalpais in Marin County to NPS. Site contained 53 abandoned structures and a complex
utility system capable of supporting a community of 300. Many buildings contained asbestos, hindering
removal plans.
1982 - Golden Gate National Park Association established.
1982 - NPS released Golden Gate National Recreation Area, California: Draft Natural Resources Management
Plan and Environmental Assessment (Judd A. Howell).
1982 - National Maritime Museum completed first Scope of Collections Statement
1982 - Federal Emergency Management Agency moved into Barracks 105 at the Presidio.
1982, January 10 - John H. Davis appointed general superintendent of GGNRA.
1982, March - NPS moved Western Information Center to Fort Mason from 450 Golden Gate Ave.
1982, May 5 - Mexican Museum opened in new quarters at Fort Mason Center.
1982, June 1 - NPS released Cultural Resources Management Plan (Patrick Christopher, James Delgado and
Martin Mayer). Cover title: Preliminary Cultural Resources Management Plan for Golden Gate National
Recreation Area.
1982, June 4 - NPS released Addendum, Natural Resources Management Plan and Environmental Assessment,
Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
1983 - NPS released Structural and Seismic Evaluation of the Structures in the Fort Mason Pier Area (Phase I: a
study of the structures; Phase II: recommendations for and costs of correcting deficiencies) (John A.
Blume & Associates, Engineers).
1983 - Congressman Phillip Burton dies.
1983, March 17 - Land Protection Plan approved (Doug Nadeau).
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1983 - Golden Gate prescribed burn program is begun.
1984 - Joe R. McBride wrote Forest Management Plan for the Presidio and East Fort Baker.
1984 - N P S released Historic Structures Report: Fort Barry Buildings 960, 961, 962.
1984, October - Tanker Puerto Rican burned after passing under Golden Gate Bridge. Ship sank on Nov. 3 and
resulting oil spill reached GGNRA beaches.
1984, October 13 - Revised Natural Resources Management Plan and Environmental Assessment approved (Judd
Howell).
1985 - GGNRA established Golden Gate Raptor Observatory.
1985 - San Francisco Port of Embarkation designated a National Historic Landmark.
1985 - Balclutha (only full-rigged ship in National Maritime Museum collection) designated a National Historic
Landmark.
1985 - N P S released Presidio of San Francisco, National Historic Landmark District: Historic American Building
Survey Report.
1985, January - Ferryboat Eureka designated a National Historic Landmark.
1985, March 12 - Fire Management Plan approved (Terri Thomas).
1985, September 29 - Brian O'Neill named acting superintendent.
1985, October 10 - GGNRA announced plans to restore Crissy Field.
1986 - Alcatraz Island declared a National Historic Landmark.
1986, February 16 - Brian O'Neill named superintendent.
1986, August-NPS released Marin Headlands, Golden Gate National Recreation Area: Interpretative Prospectus
(Harpers Ferry Center: Division of Interpretative Planning).
1987 - NPS released Interpretive Prospectus - Alcatraz.
1987 - Golden Gate restricts bicycles to designated trails within park.
1987 - Self-guided tours of Alcatraz Island began.
1987, June - U . S . Coast Guard received GGNRA permission to relocate search and rescue function from Station
Fort Point near south end of Golden Gate Bridge to East Fort Baker, immediately northeast of the bridge.
This freed up five-acre site surrounded by Crissy Field.
1988 - United Nations designated GGNRA an International Biosphere Reserve.
1988 - Golden Gate National Park Association sponsored "Alcatraz the Future - Concept Plan and Guidelines," a
planning and design effort to visualize the GMP and Interpretive Prospectus.
1988 - New visitor center built at Muir Woods.
1988, June 27 - Public Law 100-348 created the San Francisco Maritime National Historic Park (SAFR) and
transferred the museum and historic ships from GOGA to the new park. Measure intended to enhance
ability of maritime park to compete for scarce funding within NPS, and relieve GGNRA of expensive
maintenance commitments to ships.
1988, December - Defense Department released Base Realignments and Closures: Report of the Defense
Secretary's Commission.
1988, December 29 - Presidio of San Francisco on the list of military bases recommended for realignment or
closure under "Base Closure and Realignment Act," Public Law 100-526.
1989 - Bay Area Ridge Trail is dedicated.
1989 - N P S released Submerged Cultural Resources Assessment: Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Gulf of
the Farallones National Marine Sanctuary and Point Reyes National Seashore (James Delgado and
Stephen Haller).
1989, April - Congress approved "Base Closure and Realignment Act," with Presidio closure no later than
September 1995.
1990 - Coast Guard opened new life-saving station at Fort Baker in Marin County.
1990 - Federal prisoners began working on Alcatraz Island projects, under supervision of Federal Bureau of
Prisons and National Park Service.
1990 - NPS released Base Closure of the Presidio of San Francisco: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (U.S.
Engineers, Sacramento District).
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1990 - NPS released The Top of the Peninsula: A History of Sweeney Ridge and the San Francisco Watershed
Lands, San Mateo County, California (Marianne Babal), a historic resource study.
1990, May - Presidio Planning Guidelines released to the public.
1990 - NPS initiated first phase of the GMP on Alcatraz, the opening of the southern end of the Island, known as
Agave Walk and parade ground. After concerns expressed by two local Audubon Society chapters, NPS
withdrew the project.
1991 - Scope of Collection Statement approved (Diane Nicholson).
1991 - NPS released San Francisco Point of Embarkation: Golden Gate National Recreation Area, National Park
Service (prepared by the Architectural Resources Group). Historic Structure Report.
1992 - GGNRA signed Golden Gate Operations and Maintenance Programmatic Agreement with Western
Regional Office of the NPS (WRO), the California State Historic Preservation Office and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation.
1992 - NPS released Historic Resource Study: El Presidio de San Francisco: A History Under Spain and Mexico,
1776-1846 (John Phillip Langellier).
1992 - Visitor center at Fort Cronkhite relocated to rehabilitated Fort Barry chapel.
1992 - GGNRA released Alcatraz Cultural Landscape Report draft.
1992, April 22 - Statement for Management, GGNRA, approved.
1992, June - N P S released Historic Gardens of Alcatraz, a botanical study.
1992, June 9 - Public Law 102-29 added Phleger Estate to GGNRA.
1992, August - NPS released Presidio of San Francisco, Golden Gate National Recreation Area, California:
Special History Study, Presidio of San Francisco: An Outline of Its Evolution as a U.S. Army Post, 18471990 (Erwin N. Thompson and Sally B. Woodbridge).
1993 - NPS released Draft General Management Plan Amendment, Presidio of San Francisco: Presidio Building
Leasing and Financing Implementation Strategy: A Supplement to the Draft General Management Plan
Amendment, Presidio of San Francisco.
1993, March - Army relinquished management of Presidio Forest, Lobos Creek Valley, and Coastal Bluffs to
Park Service.
1993, April - Presidio became home to U.S. headquarters for Mikhail Gorbachev's Gorbachev Foundation.
1993, July 9 - GGNRA released Alcatraz Development Concept Plan and Environmental Assessment, prepared
by LSA Associates, Inc.
1993, September - NPS assumed complete control of Crissy Field.
1993, October - NPS released Creating a Park for the 21st Century: From Military Post to National Park: Draft
General Management Plan amendment, Presidio of San Francisco.
1993, October-Update of Presidio National Historic Landmark is approved.
1994 - NPS released Golden Gate National Recreation Area: Collection Management Plan.
1994, March -NPS assumed control of Presidio housing.
1994, July - NPS released Final General Management Plan Amendment, Environmental Impact Statement,
Presidio of San Francisco.
1994, July - NPS released Presidio of San Francisco, Golden Gate National Recreation Area: Comments and
Responses, Final General Management Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement.
1994, September 30 - U.S. Army transferred all remaining parts of the Presidio to the Park Service.
1995, May - NPS released A Good Life: Dairy Farming in the Olema Valley: A History of the Dairy and Beef
Ranches of the Olema Valley and Lagunitas Canyon, Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Point
Reyes National Seashore (D.S. Livingston), a historic resource study.
1996, June - Jones & Stokes Associates published Environmental Assessment for Crissy Field Plan for NPS.
1996 - GGNRA and GGNPA began work on restoration and interpretation of Crissy Field, one of the largest
restoration projects ever undertaken by the Park Service.
1997, July - GGNPA guides began leading tours of Alcatraz.
2000 - More than $31 million raised for restoration of Crissy Field.
2000, April - Conference, led by Park Service, Presidio Trust, and GGNPA, discussed Presidio interpretation.
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